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Introduction

“The Back”
Located in the southwestern corner of the New York City borough of
Brooklyn, the neighborhood of Red Hook boasts a long and turbulent
history. The neighborhood’s name comes from its shape as a “hook” of
land protruding from the coast of Brooklyn. Red Hook is geographically
isolated: surrounded by water on three sides and by the Gowanus
Parkway and Brooklyn Battery Tunnel on the fourth, it is separated from
the rest of Brooklyn and at some distance from local subway lines. With
stunning views of the Statue of Liberty, the neighborhood’s western side, nicknamed “the Back,” was a
natural location for one of the nation’s busiest ports.
Red Hook is part of Brooklyn Community Board 6. It is also the location where the transatlantic liner RMS
Queen Mary 2 docks in New York City.
From the mid-1800s to the mid-1900s, Red Hook’s port made it a thriving industrial neighborhood of
mainly Italian and Irish American dockworkers. It was also home to one of the first Puerto Rican
neighborhoods in New York City. By 1950, Red Hook had 21,000 residents, many of them
longshoremen living in the Red Hook Houses, a public housing project built in 1938 to accommodate the
growing number of dockworkers and their families. The neighborhood had a tough reputation—with such
notorious figures as Al Capone getting their start there as small-time criminals—and its seedy side was
immortalized in movies such as the On the Waterfront (1954), starring a young Marlon Brando.
When containerization shipping replaced traditional bulk shipping in the 1960s, many businesses at the
Red Hook ports moved to New Jersey—as did the jobs. Unemployment increased quickly as industries
abandoned Red Hook, and the neighborhood’s economy underwent a rapid decline. By the 1970s and
‘80s, it became known as being a crime-ridden, desolate neighborhood, severed from the rest of
Brooklyn.
The Houses
One of the largest public housing projects in New York City and in the
country, the Red Hook Houses were first built as a Federal Works
Program initiative under former President Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Red
Hook has long been divided between the residents of “the Back”—
predominantly white homeowners living on the waterfront—and the
residents of the Houses, who are predominantly black and Latino and
constitute the majority of the neighborhood’s population, outnumbering
residents of “the Back” two to one.
In 1990, the towering Houses, comprised of East and West clusters, were home to 11,000 residents,
more than a third of which were under the age of 18. Unemployment was high and by the early 1990s,
Red Hook was suffering from very serious problems: the deterioration of its physical fabric, abandoned
buildings, illegal dumping of trash, poverty, skyrocketing drug use and violence. Life magazine named it
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one of the ten worst neighborhoods in the U.S. and called it “the crack capital of America.” In 1992,
beloved school principal Patrick Daly was killed in broad daylight at the Houses, caught in a crossfire
when he went to look for a student who had left school upset after a fight that day. This well-publicized
incident became a pivotal point in the neighborhood’s history, bringing in a high level of police and
criminal justice attention. It was at this time that the idea to establish a community court in Red Hook first
began circulating, and by 1995, community outreach efforts and a neighborhood Public Safety Corps
were firmly in place.
Today, the Houses are home to 8,000 of Red Hook’s 11,000 residents. Crime has dropped dramatically:
between 1993 and 2003, homicides were down 100 percent, felony assaults down 68 percent, robberies
down 55 percent and rapes down 33 percent, and the neighborhood is continuing to change.

Planned streetcar service to Red Hook – The
First Red Hook Streetcar Project
Though electric trolleys have not run in Brooklyn since 1956, activists led by the Brooklyn Historic
Railway Association (BHRA) have been trying to revive streetcars in Red Hook since 1989. With
permission from New York City’s government to develop a streetcar line running from Beard Street to
Borough Hall, in the 1990s BHRA president Robert Diamond collected disused PCC streetcars that had
been used in Boston and Buffalo for potential use on the new line. By 1999, Diamond had begun laying
new track for the project, but in 2003 transportation officials elected to revoke Diamond’s rights to the
route’s right of way, instead intending to sell them to the highest bidder in the event that the project ever
moved forward. Diamond’s efforts to secure independent funding were not successful.
The already largely completed track and catenary wires in City streets were removed by the former City
administration in 2004.
In 2005, Rep. Nydia Velázquez acquired a $300,000 federal grant for a 6-month streetcar study. Though
BHRA had estimated $10-$15 million would be required to complete the project, the New York City
Department of Transportation (NYCDOT) streetcar feasibility study (completed in April 2011) concluded
that the 6.8 mile line would cost $176 million in capital funding, plus an additional $6.2 to $7.2 million in
annual operating funds. A significant portion of the capital cost would be required to make modifications
to Red Hook’s narrow streets in order to allow streetcars to make right turns.
Despite finding that Red Hook was underserved by transit, the study concluded that due to a number of
factors, a streetcar line would not be an appropriate transit solution for the neighborhood. Because 81.5
percent of Red Hook residents did not own a car and therefore were already dependent on transit, the
study estimated that a streetcar would generate only 1,822 daily riders. The study also found that a
streetcar would not be a significant upgrade over existing buses in terms of travel times and reliability,
and would not likely spur significant economic development unless combined with zoning changes from
the New York City Department of City Planning (DCP). Since DCP had designated Red Hook as a
“working waterfront,” no such zoning changes appeared to be forthcoming. In June 2013, Diamond
partnered with John Quadrozzi, Jr. of Gowanus Bay Terminal (a concrete firm), and the Gowanus Canal
Community Development Corporation in an effort to revive the project, which he now envisions running
partly underground through a 19th-century Long Island Railroad tunnel. In early 2014, the NYC High
School For Arts And Business provided a team of Interns, which made this document possible. Diamond
is pursuing federal funding in order to pay for the project, which he estimates would cost $50 million.
It is the purpose of this report to address and correct the factual errors and inconsistencies contained
within the April, 2011 study, in order to hopefully pave the way for a fresh, accurate look at a new
streetcar system for Red Hook, downtown Brooklyn, and possibly other parts of the City Of New York.
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Holland-style factory building in Red Hook

Queen Mary 2 at the pier in Red Hook

IKEA

Statue of Liberty, as seen from the Red Hook Fairway
super market. Note the track and overhead wire, remnants
from the circa 1990’s streetcar project.
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Court Street at Brooklyn Borough Hall, ca. 1936
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Local History

Red Hook circa 1875
Red Hook has been part of the Town of Brooklyn since it was organized in the 1600s.[1] It is named for
the red clay soil and the point of land projecting into the Upper New York Bay. The village was settled by
Dutch colonists of New Amsterdam in 1636, and named Roode Hoek. In Dutch "Hoek" means "point" or
"corner" and not the English hook (i.e., not something curved or bent). The actual "hoek" of Red Hook
was a point on an island that stuck out into Upper New York Bay at today's Dikeman Street west of Ferris
Street. From the 1880s to the present time, people who live in the eastern area of Red Hook have
referred to their neighborhood as "The Point". Today, the area is home to about 11,000 people.
During the Battle of Brooklyn (also known as the Battle of Long Island), a fort was constructed on the
"hoek" called "Fort Defiance". It is shown on a map called "a Map of the Environs of Brooklyn" drawn in
1780 by a loyalist engineer named George S. Sproule.
General Israel Putnam came to New York on April 4, 1776, to assess the state of its defenses and
strengthen them. Among the works initiated were forts on Governor's Island and Red Hook, facing the
bay. On April 10, one thousand Continentals took possession of both points and began constructing Fort
Defiance which mounted one three pounder cannon and four eighteen pounders. The cannons were to
be fired over the tops of the fort's walls. During May, Washington described it as "small but exceedingly
strong". On July 5, General Nathanael Greene called it "a post of vast importance" and, three days later,
Col. Varnum's regiment joined its garrison.
The Sproule map shows that Fort Defiance complex actually consisted of three redoubts on a small
island connected by trenches, with an earthwork on the island’s south side to defend against a landing.
The entire earthwork was about 1,600 feet long and covered the entire island. The three redoubts
covered an area about 400 feet by 800 feet. The two principal earthworks were about 150 feet by 175
feet, and the tertiary one was about 75 feet by 100 feet. On July 12, the British frigates Rose and Phoenix
and the schooner Tyrol ran the gauntlet past Defiance and the stronger Governor's Island works without
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firing a shot, and got all the way to Tappan Zee, the widest part of the Hudson River. They stayed there
for over a month, beating off harassing attacks, and finally returned to Staten Island on August 18.[1] It
would appear that gunfire from Fort Defiance did damage to the British ships. Samuel Shaw wrote to his
parents on July 15:
General Howe has arrived with the army from Halifax, which is encamped on Staten Island. On Friday,
two ships and three tenders, taking advantage of a brisk gale and strong current, ran by our batteries, up
the North River where they at present remain. By deserters we learn that they sustained considerable
damage, being hulled in many places, and very much hurt in their rigging. So great was their hurry, that
they would not stay to return our salute, though it was given with much cordiality and warmth; which they
seemed very sensible of, notwithstanding their distance, which was nearly two miles.
Almost the entire New York Metropolitan area was under British military occupation from the end of 1776
until November 23, 1783, when they evacuated the city.
The Sproule and Ratzer maps show that Red Hook was a low-lying area full of tidal mill ponds created by
the Dutch. In 1839 the City of Brooklyn published a plan to create streets, which included filling in all of
the ponds and other low-lying areas.

Red Hook Houses East

Red Hook Houses West

PS 15
In the 1840s entrepreneurs began to build ports as the "offloading end" of the Erie Canal. These included
the Atlantic, Erie and Brooklyn Basins. By the 1920s, they made Red Hook the busiest freight port in the
world, but this ended in the 1960s with the advent of containerization. In the 1930s, the area was poor,
and the site of the current Red Hook Houses was the site of a shack city for the homeless, called a
"Hooverville".
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Rapeleye Street in Red Hook commemorates the beginnings of one of New Amsterdam's earliest
families, the Rapelje clan, descended from the first European child born in the new Dutch settlement in
the New World, Sarah Rapelje. She was born near Wallabout Bay, which later became the site of the

New York (Brooklyn) Naval Shipyard. A couple of decades after the birth of his daughter Sarah, Joris
Jansen Rapelje removed to Brooklyn, where he was one of the Council of twelve men, and where he was
soon joined by son-in-law Hans Hansen Bergen. Rapelye Street in Red Hook is named for Rapelje and
his descendants, who lived in Brooklyn for centuries.
In 1990 LIFE named Red Hook as one of the "worst" neighborhoods in the United States and as "the
crack capital of America." Patrick Daly, the Principal of P.S. 15, was killed in 1992, in the crossfire of a
drug-related shooting while looking for a pupil who had left his school. The school was later renamed the
Patrick Daly school after the beloved principal. Red Hook is the site of the NYCHA Red Hook Houses, the
largest public housing development in Brooklyn, which accommodates roughly 6,000 residents.Red Hook
also contains several parks, including Red Hook Park.
In 2010, Red Hook's first community newspaper, The Red Hook Star-Revue began publication.
In 2012, Red Hook was heavily damaged by the effects of Hurricane
Sandy.

Gentrification and the Future
Like most New York City neighborhoods, Red Hook is enmeshed in the
real estate game, with property owners and more affluent renters
perpetually looking out for the next big market. But due to its past
reputation and physical isolation, an influx of commercial wealth has been
slow to come to the neighborhood.
Middle-class artists seeking low rents were the first neighborhood
“outsiders” to come to Red Hook in the late 1990s, settling in houses in
“the Back’s” long-abandoned business strip. The cobblestone streets and
Civil War-era warehouses attracted tech firms and creative companies
priced out of more expensive neighborhoods and looking for affordable
office and studio space. Within a few years, restaurants, shops and bars
opened on blocks that had lacked a commercial presence for decades.
The formerly decaying waterfront has been rebuilt and now hosts art
festivals and other events, and a new water taxi service now connects Red
Hook to lower Manhattan and downtown Brooklyn, making it less isolated
and more accessible to those who work outside the neighborhood.
Fairway Supermarkets is slated to open its first Brooklyn location on the
Red Hook waterfront, and in January 2005 New York City negotiated a long-term lease with the Port
Authority to develop a $30-million passenger ship terminal at the Red Hook piers, making it a docking
point for cruise ships from around the world. Perhaps the biggest—and most divisive—symbol of the
neighborhood’s gentrification is the dawning of an Ikea superstore on the Red Hook waterfront. The draw
of added jobs to the neighborhood is countered by local concern over the added traffic, as thousands of
vehicles could potentially be re-routed onto formerly empty streets. Red Hook’s future may be an
uncertain one, but its shifting fabric and continuing controversies are as old as the neighborhood itself.
The Borough of Brooklyn developed around its historic streetcar network, which began in 1854 with a
horse-drawn line on Myrtle Avenue. The early streetcar lines served both as a mode of transportation and
as an organizing tool for new development. They were constructed with the intent of drawing people to
live in new, outlying neighborhoods. Before any new development began, developers would first extend a
streetcar line into the area. Street railway companies would then add these new streetcar lines to their
systems.
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BMT Brooklyn Streetcar Map, Ca 1930
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What’s TOD?
Modern streetcars always promote “Transit Oriented Development” or “TOD”. Analogous to the manner in
which streetcars transformed disused vacant farm land into vibrant communities during the 19th century,
modern streetcar systems serve as a catalyst for economic revitalization.
TOD projects potentially involve a wider variety of stakeholders than other development projects,
reflecting in part the more extensive involvement of transit agencies and government funding sources.
TOD stakeholders may have a wide range of complementary or competing objectives. Travel-related
objectives include:
1. Increasing the opportunities for residents and workers to meet daily needs by taking transit or
walking.
2. Attracting new riders to public transit, including so-called "choice" riders—riders who could
otherwise choose to drive.
3. Shifting the transit station mode of access to be less reliant on park-and-ride and more oriented to
walking.
4. Reducing the automobile ownership, vehicular traffic, and associated parking requirements that
would otherwise be necessary to support a similar level of more traditional development.
5. Enhancing the environment, through reduced emissions and energy consumption derived from
shifts in commuting, other trip making, and station access to environmentally friendly travel
modes.
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Non-transportation objectives may include providing desirable and affordable housing choices, enhancing
sense of community and quality of life, supporting economic development or revitalization, shifting
development from sensitive areas, minimizing infrastructure costs, and reducing sprawl.
For example, in Portland, OR, as development stimulus, the streetcar has been a resounding success. By
2008, private developers had invested $3.5 billion within two blocks of the alignment, including over
10,000 new housing units and 5.4 million square feet of office, institutional, retail and hotel construction.
This represents approximately two-thirds of all development in Central Portland during that time. Notably,
these developments are utilizing more of the allowed floor area ratio (FAR)* than developments not near
streetcar. Developments adjacent to the streetcar have utilized over 90% of its potential FAR, compared
to just over 40% for developments not near streetcar.


Floor area ratio is the amount of floor area in relation to the amount of site area, expressed in square feet. For example, a floor area
ratio of 2 to 1 means two square feet of floor area for every one square foot of site area.

Economic analysis has shown a high return on the capital investment of streetcars (140:1 in downtown
Portland )
Streetcars encourage development and transit use because of the visible permanence of the transit
investment.
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Real Estate Valuation Curve

within 3 blocks of a new Streetcar line
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A Clear Example Of “TOD”. Note: Too Dense For Red Hook
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Objectives of Transit Oriented Development
Let's take a look at what "TOD-ness" means, as well as the "TOD- Index".:
TOD projects potentially involve a wider variety of stakeholders than other development projects,
reflecting in part the more extensive involvement of transit agencies and government funding
sources. TOD stakeholders may have a wide range of complementary or competing objectives.
Travel-related objectives include:
1. Increasing the opportunities for residents and workers to meet daily needs by taking
transit or walking.
2. Attracting new riders to public transit, including so-called "choice" riders—riders who
could otherwise choose to drive.
3. Shifting the transit station mode of access to be less reliant on park-and-ride and more
oriented to walking.
4. Reducing the automobile ownership, vehicular traffic, and associated parking
requirements that would otherwise be necessary to support a similar level of more
traditional development.
5. Enhancing the environment, through reduced emissions and energy consumption derived
from shifts in commuting, other trip making, and station access to environmentally friendly
travel modes.
Non-transportation objectives may include providing desirable and affordable housing choices,
enhancing sense of community and quality of life, supporting economic development or revitalization, shifting development from sensitive areas, minimizing infrastructure costs, and reducing
sprawl.
Centrally located transit with walking distances no more than 1/4 to 1/2 mile.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Superior walkability with small blocks and pedestrian traffic management priority.
Extended hours of highly-reliable transit service at 5- to 15-minute intervals.
Land use mix to meet daily needs paired with good transit connectivity to other activities.
Density sufficient to support cost-effective transit, retail services, and infrastructure.
Managed parking with reduced supply relative to standard development.

connectivity to some uses not present in the community, but located close at hand to stops
along the primary transit line, such as jobs, entertainment, and destination retail. (See
"Response by TOD Dimension and Strategy"—"Response to TOD by Land Use Mix").
Supportive Density
Density is sufficient to enable cost-effective transit service and infrastructure provision, create
a market supportive of utility retail, and keep local attractions and destinations within short
walking distances. High densities are associated with numerous aspects of TOD success.
Residential density guidelines for TOD in Portland, Oregon, as an example, range from 12 to
30 units per acre depending on distance from the station and primary transit mode. In the
Puget Sound Region, an employment density guideline of 50 jobs per gross acre is
suggested to support LRT TOD (Cervero et al., 2004). (See also "Underlying Traveler
Response Factors"—"Land Use and Site Design"—"TOD-Supportive Density" and in Chapter
15, "Related Information and Impacts"—"Transit Service Feasibility Guidelines"—"Density
Thresholds for Transit Service" including Tables 15-48 and 15-49.)
Parking Management
Parking minimums are avoided, parking maximums are encouraged, and parking costs are
charged to users. Parking requirements are reduced from those of standard development to
account for and encourage more transit and walking and take advantage of shared parking
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opportunities. Structured parking, satellite parking, underground parking, and parking with
street-facing office or retail uses are among the techniques employed to avoid dead blocks
and enable clear walking paths providing visibility of the transit station. (See also "Underlying
Traveler Response Factors"—"Parking Supply" and "Parking Pricing and Transit Support").
The TOD Index—Essential Indicators:
Centrally Located Transit
Development surrounds the transit station/stop and its primary edge is within 5 minutes or
about 0.25 miles of the transit node. Very high quality transit service may support a 10minute (0.50 mile) walk catchment area. (See"Underlying Traveler Response Factors"—
"Land Use and Site Design").
Pedestrian Priority
Block perimeter lengths are walkable (no more than 0.25 miles). By way of example, blocks
in downtown Portland are 200 feet on a side (0.15 miles perimeter). Walkways are direct and
attractive and buildings are sidewalk-oriented. Moving people rather than cars should be the
traffic management priority, with easy street crossings, short signal cycle lengths, right-turnon-red prohibitions. Lack of street connectivity can lead to much longer walking distances as
compared to airline distances. (See "Land Use and Site Design" and case study, "Travel
Findings for Individual Portland, Oregon, Area TODs").
High-Quality Transit
Frequent, highly-reliable, and comfortable transit service is provided. Most Transit TODs
have very high frequency service during the peak (headways of 5 to 8 minutes or less). Good
off-peak service should also be provided to make life without an automobile not only possible,
but easy (headways of 15 minutes or less). (See "Underlying Traveler Response Factors"—
"Transit Service Characteristics").
Mix of Uses
Development has elements that create a self-sufficient community where daily needs such as
grocery shopping can be accomplished without need for a car and preferably by walking.
Transit can provide connectivity to some uses not present in the community, but located
close at hand to stops along the primary transit line, such as jobs, entertainment, and
destination retail. (See "Response by TOD Dimension and Strategy"—"Response to TOD by
Land Use Mix").
Supportive Density
Density is sufficient to enable cost-effective transit service and infrastructure provision, create
a market supportive of utility retail, and keep local attractions and destinations within short
walking distances. High densities are associated with numerous aspects of TOD success.
Residential density guidelines for TOD in Portland, Oregon, as an example, range from 12 to
30 units per acre depending on distance from the station and primary transit mode. In the
Puget Sound Region, an employment density guideline of 50 jobs per gross acre is
suggested to support LRT TOD (Cervero et al., 2004). (See also "Underlying Traveler
Response Factors"—"Land Use and Site Design"—"TOD-Supportive Density" and in Chapter
15, "Related Information and Impacts"—"Transit Service Feasibility Guidelines"—"Density
Thresholds for Transit Service" including Tables 15-48 and 15-49.)
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Parking Management
Parking minimums are avoided, parking maximums are encouraged, and parking costs are
charged to users. Parking requirements are reduced from those of standard development to
account for and encourage more transit and walking and take advantage of shared parking
opportunities. Structured parking, satellite parking, underground parking, and parking with
street-facing office or retail uses are among the techniques employed to avoid dead blocks
and enable clear walking paths providing visibility of the transit station. (See also "Underlying

Traveler Response Factors"—"Parking Supply" and "Parking Pricing and Transit Support").
Table 17-45 The TOD Index—Supportive Indicators:
Street Widths and Driveways
Streets and walks are scaled to pedestrian comfort and convenience. Overly wide streets and
intersections, along with parking between sidewalks and buildings with its associated
driveways, can discourage pedestrian trips. Some TODs incorporate narrower streets on the
basis of the motorized trip reduction benefits of the TOD itself and/or pedestrian preference
policy.
Roadway Access
Good highway access is provided, especially for suburban TODs, to yield sufficient
customers for vibrant retail. However, when highway access serves the same travel market
as a TOD's transit service, particular attention needs to be paid to parking management to
ensure transit is competitive.
Housing Types
A diversity of housing types is incorporated to accommodate residents of different income
levels. Inclusion of below-market-rate housing can support higher levels of transit ridership.
Lower income residents may be more inclined to forgo ownership of automobiles and use the
TOD's transit services.
Ground Floor Transparency
Numerous windows on the ground floor of development are incorporated to create inviting,
active, friendly, and defensible pedestrian spaces. Windows on the transit node and its
approaches should desirably include 24-hour uses. People may be willing to walk longer
distances when the trip is safe, convenient, and interesting (Snohomish County, 1999;
Hendricks, 2005).
Car Sharing
Occasional access to automobiles is facilitated through organized car sharing. Such an
approach can reduce the need for automobile ownership, leading to a variety of TOD
benefits: fewer parking spaces required, higher transit mode share, lower vehicle miles of
travel, and greater support for local retail. Car sharing ratios of one car per 20 subscribers
have been used.
Transit Support
Transit pass programs and other Travel Demand Management (TDM) measures are applied
to tip the balance toward transit, walking, and cycling for TOD residents and workers. Free
transit passes may be made part of sales packages to better attract those who will use
transit, particularly where the commanding travel advantages of typical HRT or CRR in a
central-place city/region are lacking, as with certain LRT, BRT, and conventional-bus oriented
TODs.
A pertinent reminder at this juncture is to note once again the interactive nature of factors
affecting TOD performance (Hendricks, 2006). It follows that the essential and the supportive
indicators proposed in the TOD Index describe characteristics that may work together
supportively as well as individually. These characteristics will also interact with factors that
are not inherently transportation-related. Previously discussed evidence suggests that such
interaction may well be synergistic, leading—with carefully balanced selection of
characteristics—to enhanced effectiveness for sensitively designed and implemented TOD
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The Red Hook Streetcar System (RHSS) is a strategy for an enhanced streetcar network that is a part
of a broader vision to sustainably accommodate future population growth in a manner that will effectively
manage the consumption of our limited natural resources and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Expanding the streetcar system into a network of corridors will help achieve this by:

Delivering an attractive, high-quality transit service that will provide circulation along corridors, connect
to and enhance the existing transit network, and link Red Hook with commercial districts and
employment centers;
Integrating Red Hook into a comprehensive transportation system, including Brooklyn’s existing bus,
subway and pedestrian and bicycle networks, which will reduce our dependency on the automobile
and increase mobility for all modes of travel; and
Fostering partnerships between neighborhoods, developers and the City to coordinate or combine
sustainability initiatives for stormwater management (such as the use of Pervious Concrete, new
gravity powered drainage sytems, localized (renewable) power generation, energy conservation, and
sustainable (LEED) building design, and low impact urban design that encourages walking and
bicycling.

Anticipated Red Hook Growth
By 1950, largely due to the post World War II economic factors such as changes in the maritime
shipping industry, and the “suburban exodus” caused by extremely low interest and virtually no
down payment home mortgages offered by the “G.I. Bill of Rights” housing laws, Red Hook’s
population had decreased to roughly 21,000 residents.
In terms of present day redevelopment opportunity, Red Hook offers an unprecedented
opportunity for housing and commercial redevelopment. Red Hook is drastically under populated.
When compared to its sister neighborhoods of Carroll Gardens and Cobble Hill, Red Hook has

only oneone twentyninth
the population
tenth
population
density. density of Cobble Hill, and only one eighteenth that
twentythe
ninth
of Carroll Gardens. See Population Table.
See Table: INSERT

The former Todd shipyard site presents vast potential for waterfront redevelopment. The Red
Hook upland area contains many vacant lots and disused buildings. The O’Connell Organization
pioneered much mixed use waterfront redevelopment during the 1990’s. Currently, development
firms such as Estates Four, and John Quadrozzi, Jr., are now beginning to take advantage of
these opportunities.
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Red Hook Population Table
Population Density of Cobble Hill:

SOURCE: http://www.city-data.com/neighborhood/Cobble-Hill-Brooklyn-NY.html

Area: 0.132 square miles
Population: 7,260
Population density:
Cobble Hill:
Brooklyn:

54,934 people per square mile
34,917 people per square mile

Population Density of Red Hook:

SOURCE: http://www.city-data.com/neighborhood/Red-Hook-Brooklyn-NY.html

Area: 0.850 square miles
Population: 8,023
Population density:
Red Hook:
Brooklyn:

9,436 people per square mile
34,917 people per square mile

The population density of Cobble Hill is 5.8 times greater than Red Hook’s. This comparison
includes the population and land area of the Red Hook Houses. However, the higher population
density of The Houses is anomalous to the rest of Red Hook. Let’s subtract the population
density of The Houses, and re-calculate the adjusted population density for comparison:
Red Hook Houses East
5,654 Residents
33.34 Acres = 0.05 sq mi

Red Hook Houses West
864 Residents
5.63 Acres = 0.009 sq mi

Red Hook Houses Total
6,518 Residents
0.059 sq mi

Source:
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nycha/html/developments/bklynredhook1.shtml
http://www.nyc.gov/html/nycha/html/developments/bklynredhook2.shtml
Adjusted Red Hook Population Density: 1,505 Residents/ 0.791 sq mi = 1,903 people/square mi.
The adjusted population density of Red Hook is only one twenty- ninth that of Cobble Hill.
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IMPROVING ON RED HOOK’s EXISTING PUBLIC TRANSIT SERVICE

Red Hook’s only form of public land transportation is the B61 bus. This service is
grossly inadequate. Travel times of 45 minutes from Red Hook to the subway are
common place: "“It used to take me 45 minutes to get to work, but now it takes an
hour and a half!” -Rider at 4th Ave/9th St, traveling into Red Hook from Manhattan.
Generally, NYC Transit average bus speeds have decreased from 9.1 mph to 8.1 mph.
This is significantly slower than bus speeds in other major U.S. cities.
SOURCE: “Next Bus Please: Improving the B61 Bus”. This circa 2011 study was
conducted by the Office of Council Member Brad Lander, with Congresswoman Nydia
Velázquez & Council Member Sara M. González.
The proposed streetcar line would be solely dedicating to serving the Red Hook
community, and utilize Traffic Signal Priority to facilitate the streetcar’s travel time. The
current 45 minute travel time from Red Hook to the subway would be cut to 12 minutes.
Further information on the short comings of the B61 bus service was gleaned from the
study...
B61 Performance

The B61 bus is consistently arriving outside its acceptable headway time (the amount of time
scheduled between buses) during peak hours.1 Only 43% of B61 buses arrive within their acceptable
headway time in peak hours, compared to a November 23, 2010 count by MTA New York City Transit
(NYCT) that found 64% of B61 buses were arriving on acceptable headways.2
The B61 bus is most frequently off schedule when traveling to Downtown Brooklyn during evening
peak hours of service. Only 26% of northbound B61 buses arrive within 3 minutes of their scheduled
headway time at the line's maximum load points (between Columbia/Union & Atlantic/Hicks bus stops)
in the evening.

Bus Crowding Findings

There are a large number of buses that arrive at stops too full to take on any more passengers during
peak hours. 42% of northbound B61 buses observed bypassed the Columbia/Union bus stop in the 8-9
AM period because they could not take on any more passengers. In addition, 23% of northbound buses
in the evening were the second consecutive bus to not take passengers in the same direction.3 B61
buses traveling northbound in the 8–9 AM and 5–6 PM hours are carrying more passengers than the
loading guidelines prescribed by the MTA New York City Transit for peak service — indicating that more
buses are required to effectively serve rider demand on the B61.4
1 “Acceptable headway time” is defined as a bus arriving +/-3 minutes outside the intended time frame—or headway—
between buses during peak hours of service. The scheduled headway for the B61 varies from 8 to 10minutes during peak hours
of service and averages at 8.5 minutes.
2 The NYCT-gathered measure on 11/23/10 is for all times.
3 Bus drivers are instructed to not admit more passengers when it is unsafe to do so (typically because passengers cannot fit
behind the “white line”) or when directed by supervision. For purposes of this study, we conservatively estimated this amount
to be 68 passengers based on observation.
4 A “full standing load” of 54 passengers is the MTA’s loading guidelines for bus service during peak hours.
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Passenger Survey Findings
81% of B61 riders surveyed at 4th Ave - 9th St use the B61 bus to commute to/from Red Hook.
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Visioning A Revitalized Red Hook- Two Possible Urban
Design Paradigms: Fell’s Point Baltimore, and Ybor City,
Tampa

Community Design Paradigm 1: Fell's Point,
Baltimore
3168 people
0.117188 sq mi
POP. DENSITY: 27,033person/sq mi
Note: Red Hook’s circa 1950 population was 21,000

Fell's Point Historic District
U.S. National Register of Historic Places
U.S. Historic district

Storefronts along the Belgian blocks of Thames Street

Location
Coordinates

Bounded on the NORTH by Eastern Avenue, on the EAST by Chester Street, on the SOUTH by the Patapsco River and
Harbor, and on the WEST by Central Avenue, southeastern Baltimore, Maryland

Area

39°16′59″N
76°35′34″W
75 acres (30 ha)

Built

1 763

Architect

Multiple

Architectural style

Italianate, Greek Revival

Governing body

Local

NRHP Reference #

69000319

Added to NRHP

March 28, 1969

[1]Coordinates:

39°16′59″N 76°35′34″W

[1]

Fell's Point is a historic waterfront neighborhood in the southeastern area of the City of Baltimore, in Maryland,
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along the north shore of the Baltimore Harbor and the Northwest Branch of the Patapsco River. There are many

shops, including antique stores, restaurants, coffee bars, music stores, a municipal markethouse with individual
stalls, and over 120 pubs. Located just east of the famous "Inner Harbor" (formerly "The Basin") adjacent to
Baltimore's downtown central business district and the Jones Falls stream (which splits the city), Fell's Point has a
maritime past and has the air of a seafaring town, it has the greatest concentration of drinking establishments in the
city. This waterfront community is a tourist destination. It can be reached by "water taxi" barges ,
expressway/interstate highways, local streets and boulevards and several municipal/state transit bus lines. The
neighborhood has also been historically the home of large immigrant populations of German, Polish, and other East
European nationalities such as Ukrainians, Russians, Czech/Bohemians, and Slovaks, along with Irish, throughout its
250 year-old history. Since the 1970s a steadily increasing number of middle to upper middle income residents has
moved

into

the

area,

restoring

and

preserving historic homes and businesses.
This has resulted in higher property prices, a
safer

neighborhood,

and

improved

educational levels. Upper Fell's Point to the
north along Broadway has gained a sizable
Hispanic population, made up primarily of
recent waves since the 1980s of Mexican
and Central American immigrants and is
sometimes now called "Spanish Town".
Fell's Point is one of several areas in and
around Baltimore that are listed on the
National Register of Historic Districts, the
first from Maryland, and is one of the first
The waterfront at Fells Point

registered historic districts in the United
States to combine two separate waterfront
communities (along with Federal Hill to the

southwest across the Patapsco River and the Harbor on the "Old South Baltimore" peninsula of "Whetstone Point" at
Fort McHenry).[2]

History

First described by a European seafarer as "Long Island Point" in 1670, the area later to be known as Fell's Point
was a thin little peninsula jutting out southwestward between the streams of Jones Falls and Harford Run (later
covered over by Central Avenue) to the west and Harris Creek to the east (now under the community of Canton) and further
east to Colgate Creek (now surrounded by the Dundalk and Sea Girt Marine Terminals). Later land was patented with the
title of "Copus Harbor". Nearby B a l t i mo r e T o wn t o t h e we s t a t t h e headwater of the Patapsco River's Northwest
Branch was land patented under the name of "Cole's Harbor" and "Todd's Range" to
William Cole and later sold to Charles and Daniel Carroll. This area was later established as a "port of entry" by the
General Assembly of the Province of Maryland in 1706. After several local farmers and plantation owners originally
planning to establish a town on the northeastern shores of the Middle Branch of the Patap sco (also known as
"Ridgeley's Cove") were stymied by the objections of local owner William Moale, who thought the land was too
valuable as a site of iron ore deposits. So the new town site was moved further to the northeast to the head of the
Northwest Branch. Established as a town by the authority of the Colonial Assembly in 1729, several streets were laid
out in the "Original Survey" with the main one being east -to-west called "Long Street" and several others
intersecting north-to-south such as Forrest (later Charles), Calvert, north of "The Basin" (today's Inner Harbor) in
1730.
Joined in 1732, to the northeast along the banks of the stream "Jones Falls" (which originates in northern Baltimore
County near the Pennsylvania border) by the laying out of several streets on a northwest to southeast angle by David
Jones and named "Jones's Town" with streets such as Front, High, and Low. Founded by William Fell, who was
attracted by its beautiful, deep water and proximity to agriculture and thick forests , Fell's Point became a
shipbuilding and commercial center. About 1763, William's son Edward Fell laid out streets and began selling plots
for homes. The town grew quickly, and eventually incorporated with Baltimore Town and Jones Town in 1773 to
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form a new Town of Baltimore and later in 1797 becoming the City of Baltimore. The area grew wealthy on the
tobacco, flour, and coffee trades through the 18th and 19th centuries.
Some of the first vessels commissioned for the US Navy were built in Fell's Point shipyards, including the USS
Constellation in 1797. However, the area became best known for producing topsail schooners, sometimes

erroneously called Baltimore clippers, renowned for their great speed and handling. They were excellent blockade
runners, and were frequently used as armed privateers. The Pride of Baltimore II is based on the Chasseur, built by
Thomas Kemp, which was one of the most successful privateers built in Fell's Point.

Architecture
Fell's Point includes a diversity of historic architecture. Flemish bond brick is used in some of the earliest homes,
while row housing is prominent in eighteenth and early twentieth century construction. Gabled roof buildings and
Victorian homes are also interspersed with other housing and use types.[10]
Historic buildings include:


The Robert Long House, built in 1765, is the oldest surviving home in Baltimore.[11]



The Saint Patrick Catholic Church (founded in 1792, current building completed in 1898) was damaged in the 5.3
magnitude earthquake on August 23, 2011. While the building was condemned and the steeple sustained significant
damage, the building reopened for Mass on Ash Wednesday in 2012.[12][13]

Awards
In 2012 Fell's Point was selected by the American Planning Association (APA) [14] as one of the Great Places in
America (neighborhood category), which "celebrates places of exemplary character, quality, and planning". [15]

Annual festivals
Fell's Point Fun Festival started in 1966 in response to the proposed
I-95 freeway that was to run through the neighborhood. The original
purpose of the festival was to raise money to help save Fell's Point and
to raise awareness of the historical significance of the neighborhood
and its plight. The weekend-long Fun Festival, celebrated in October,
has an estimated attendance of over 700,000. The event includes
entertainment, arts and crafts vendors, and cultural and culinary
offerings.[16]
Fell's Point Privateer Festival is an annual weekend-long festival in
Fish statue in Fells Point.
April celebrating the privateer and maritime history of Fell's Point.
Activities include educational demonstrations, a pub crawl, pet costume contest, and pyrate's ball. [17]
Fell's Point Olde Tyme Christmas Festival is held during the first weekend in December and includes a traditional
Christmas market, pet costume contest, and a Reindeer Run pub crawl.[18]

Demographics
At the census[19] of 2010, 3,168 people resided in the neighborhood, 61% white, 24.9% Hispanic, 7.4% African
American, and 6.7% other. 37.0% of occupied housing units were owner-occupied, and 17.4% vacant.
68.8% of the population were employed, 3.0% were unemployed, and 27.1% were not in the labor force. The median
household income was US$46,167. 7.5% of families and 12.6% of the population were below the poverty line.
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Community Design Paradigm 2: Ybor City,
Tampa
Pop. 4,377 Non- Tourist Residents
Area: 1 sqmi

Pop. Density: 4,377 persons/sqmi

Ybor City
Neighborhood
Nickname(s): Florida's Latin Quarter

Centro Ybor complex with a TECO Line car passing in front

[1]

Country

United States

State

Florida

County

Hillsborough County

City

Tampa

Founded

1885

Incorporation into Tampa

1887

Time zone

EST (UTC-5)

• Summer (DST)

EDT (UTC-4)

Website

http:// www.yboronline. com/

[1]

Ybor City (/ˈi:bor/ EE-bor) is a historic neighborhood in Tampa, Florida located just northeast of downtown. It was
founded in the 1880s by cigar manufacturers and was populated by thousands of immigrants, mainly from Spa in,
Cuba, and Italy. For the next 50 years, workers in Ybor City's cigar factories would roll millions of cigars annually.
The neighborhood had features unusual among contemporary immigrant communities in the southern United States,
most notably its multi-ethnic and multi-racial population and their many mutual aid societies. A slow exodus out of
the area that began during the Great Depression accelerated after World War II, leading to a period of abandonment
and decay. After decades of neglect, a portion of the original neighborhood has redeveloped into a night club and
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entertainment district.
The neighborhood has been designated as a National Historic Landmark District, and several structures in the area
are listed in the National Register of Historic Places. In 2008, 7th Avenue, the main commercial thoroughfare in
Ybor City, was recognized as one of the 10 Great Streets in America by the American Planning Association. In
“

”

2010 Columbia Restaurant was named a "Top 50 All-American icon" by Nation's Restaurant News magazine.[2]

History
Establishment
In the early 1880s, Tampa was an isolated village with a population of
less than 1000 and a struggling economy. [3] However, its combination
of a good port, Henry Plant s new railroad line, and humid climate
’

attracted the attention of Vicente Martinez Ybor, a prominent
Spanish-born cigar manufacturer.
Ybor had moved his cigar-making operation from Cuba to Key West,
Florida in 1869, due to political turmoil in the then-Spanish colony.

Ybor's first cigar factory

But, labor unrest and the lack of room for expansion had him looking
for another base of operations, preferably in his own company town.

Old cigar factory in Ybor City
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Florida Brewing building in Ybor City

Arturo Fuente Sign in Ybor City

Ybor considered several communities in the southern United States and
decided that an area of sandy scrubland just northeast of Tampa would
be the best location. In 1885, the Tampa Board of Trade helped broker
an initial purchase of 40 acres (160,000 m2) of land, and Ybor quickly
bought more.
Cigar making was a specialized trade, and Tampa did not possess a
workforce able to man the new factories. To attract employees, Ybor
built hundreds of small houses for the coming influx of mainly Cuban
José Martí and cigar workers on the steps of V.V.
Ybor's factory, 1893

and Spanish cigar workers, many of whom followed him from Key
West and Cuba. Other cigar manufacturers, drawn by incentives
provided by Ybor to further increase the labor pool, also moved in,

quickly making Tampa a major cigar production center.
Italians were also among the early settlers of Ybor City. Most of them came from a few villages in southwestern
Sicily. The villages were Santo Stefano Quisquina, [4] Alessandria della Rocca, Bivona, Cianciana, and Contessa
Entellina.[5] Sixty percent of them came from Santo Stefano Quisquina.[6] Before settling in Ybor City, many first
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worked in the sugar cane plantations in St. Cloud, central Florida. Some came by way of Louisiana. [7] A number of
families migrated from New Orleans after the lynching of eleven Italians in 1891 during the Mafia Riot. Italians
“

”

[8]

mostly brought their entire families with them, unlike other immigrants. The foreign-born Italian population of
Tampa grew from 56 in 1890 to 2,684 in 1940. [9] Once arriving in Ybor City, Italians settled mainly in the eastern
and southern fringes of the city. The area was referred to as La Pachata, after a Cuban rent collector in that area. It
was also called Little Italy.
“

”

Unlike Cubans and Spaniards, the Italians arrived in the cigar town without cigar -making skills. When the early
Italians entered the factories, it was at the bottom of the ladder, positions which did not involve handling tobacco.
Working beside unskilled Cubans, mainly Afro-Cubans, they swept and hauled and were porters and doorkeepers. In
time, many did become cigar workers, including Italian women. The majority of the Italian women worked as cigar
strippers in 1900, an undesirable position mainly held by women who could find nothing else. However, eventually
many of them became skilled cigar makers, earning more than the male Italian cigar makers. Other Italian
immigrants started small businesses built around the cigar industry, such as cafés, food stores, restaurants, and
boardinghouses.
The least known of the immigrants that came to Ybor City are the Germans,[10] the Romanian Jews, and the Chinese.
The Chinese and Jews were employed mainly in service trades and retail businesses. [11] The Germans arrived after
the 1890s, and most were businessmen. In the cigar factories, they worked as managers, bookkee pers, and
supervisors. Cigar boxes were made by German-owned factories. Several early cigar box labels were made by
German lithographers. The Germans formed their own club, the Deutsch Amerikanischer Verein. The club building
is still standing on Nebraska and 11th Avenue. It contained a restaurant open to the public that served German food.
In 1919, because of anti-German feelings from World War I, they sold the building to the Young Men s Hebrew
’

Association. The building is now used as offices for the City of Tampa.[12]
In 1887, Tampa annexed the neighborhood. By 1900, the rough frontier settlement of wooden buildings and sandy
streets had been transformed into a bustling town with brick buildings and streets, a streetcar line, and many social
and cultural opportunities. Largely due to the growth of Ybor City, Tampa s population had jumped to almost
16,000.[13]
’

The Golden age
Ybor City grew and prospered during the first decades of the 20th
Century. Thousands of residents built a community that combined
Cuban, Spanish, Italian, and Jewish culture. Ybor City is Tampa s
Spanish India, observed a visitor to the area, What a colorful,
screaming, shrill, and turbulent world. [14]
“

”

”

Inside an Ybor City cigar factory ca. 1920
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’

“

An aspect of life were the mutual aid societies built and sustained
mainly by ordinary citizens. These clubs were founded in Ybor's early
days (the first was the Centro Español, established in 1891) and were
run on dues collected from their members, usually 5% of a member's
salary. In exchange, members and their whole family received services
including free libraries, educational programs, sports teams,
restaurants, numerous social functions like dances and picnics, and free
medical services. Beyond the services, these clubs served as extended
families and communal gathering places for generations of Ybor's
Circulo Cubano de Tampa, one of Ybor City's
social clubs

citizens.

There were clubs for each ethnic division in the community the
Deutscher-Americaner Club (for German and eastern Europeans), L Unione Italiana (for Italians), El Circulo Cubano
–

’

(for light-skinned Cubans), La Union Marti-Maceo (for darker-skinned Cubans), El Centro Español (for Spaniards),
and the largest, El Centro Asturiano, which accepted members from any ethnic group
Although there was little racism in Ybor City, Tampa's Jim Crow laws at the time forbade Afro -Cubans from
belonging to the same social organization as their lighter-skinned countrymen. Sometimes, differences in skin color
within the same family made joining the same Cuban club impossible. In general, the rivalries between all the clubs
were friendly, and families were known to switch affiliations depending on which one offered preferred services and
events.
Cigar production reached its peak in 1929, when 500,000,000 cigars
were rolled in the factories of Ybor City. [15] Not coincidentally, that
was also the year that the Great Depression began.

Decline and rebirth
The Depression was a major blow to cigar manufacturers. Worldwide
demand plummeted as consumers sought to cut costs by switching to
less-expensive cigarettes, and factories responded by laying off
workers or shutting down. This trend continued throughout the 1930s
as the remaining cigar factories gradually switched from traditional

Cuban Club in Ybor City

hand-rolled manufacturing to cheaper mechanized methods, further
reducing the number of jobs and the salaries paid to workers.
After World War II, many returning veterans chose to leave Ybor City
due to a lack of well-paying jobs and a US Veterans Administration home loan program that was only applicable to new
homes, of which there were few in the neighborhood. In fact, the home stock was aging poorly, as many of the
structures built in the early days of Ybor City were still in use.
As the historic neighborhood continued to empty out and deteriorate through the 1950s and 1960s, the federal Urban
Renewal program sought to revitalize the area by demolishing older structures and encouraging new residential and
commercial development. The demolition took place, but due to a lack of funds, the redevelopment did not happen.
The primary legacy of the program was blocks of vacant lots which would remain empty for decades. The
construction of Interstate 4 through the center of the neighborhood during this period also resulted in the destruction of
many buildings and cut most of the north-south routes through the area.
By the early 1970s, very few businesses and residents remained, most notably the Columbia Restaurant and a few
other businesses along 7th Avenue.
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Recovery
In the early 1980s, an influx of artists seeking interesting and
inexpensive studio quarters started a slow recovery, followed by a
period of commercial gentrification. By the early 1990s, many of the old
long-empty brick buildings on 7th Avenue had been converted into bars,
restaurants, nightclubs, and other nightlife attractions.[16] Traffic grew so
much that the city built parking garages and closed 7th Ave. to traffic to deal
with the visitors.
Since around 2000, the city of Tampa and the Ybor City Chamber of
Commerce have encouraged a broader emphasis in development. With

7th Ave Sign in Ybor City

financial help from the city, Centro Ybor, a family-oriented shopping
complex and movie theater, opened in the former home of the Centro
Español social club. New apartments, condominiums and a hotel have
been built on long-vacant lots, and old buildings have been restored and
converted into residences and hotels. New residents began moving into
Ybor City for the first time in many years. The blocks surrounding 7th
Avenue also thrive with restaurants, nightlife and shopping.
Reflecting the district's status as a party destination, Ybor City is
referenced extensively in the lyrics of Brooklyn-based rock band The
Hold Steady. The song "Killer Parties," for instance, contains the line
"Ybor City is très speedy, but they throw such killer parties." [17] In May
2009 Swedish super-retailer IKEA opened its long-awaited Tampa

7th Ave Ybor City

location in the southern edge of Ybor City.

Traffic in Ybor City

Centro Ybor, a restored shopping area on 7th Ave
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GaYbor
In late 2007, business organization and district GaYbor was formed. Thearea is centered on 7th
Ave. and 16th St., featuring many LGBT-friendly establishments. Every July the district has a street
party called "GaYbor Days." The organization is sponsoring a public art display of painted pianos to
be scattered around Historic Ybor.

Boundaries
Historically, the boundaries of Greater Ybor City stretched from Tampa Bay on the south to Dr. Martin Luther
“

”

King Jr. Blvd. (formerly Buffalo Avenue) on the north, and from Nebraska Avenue on the west to 40th Street on the
east. This would include all of today s neighborhoods of Historic Ybor, East Ybor, VM Ybor, and Ybor Heights plus a
’

portion of East Tampa. The Ybor City Historic District encompasses the central portion of that area, approximately
straddling Interstate 4, which bisected the neighborhood in the 1960s.The official boundaries of the Historic Ybor
neighborhood are I-4 to the north, 22nd Street to the east, Adamo Drive to the south, and Nebraska Avenue to the
west. The area of this district is about 1 square mile (about 2.6 km 2). Though modern Ybor City also includes some of
the surrounding area, its exact dimensions are loosely defined and subject to debate.

Population
At the height of its life as a thriving immigrant community, Ybor City s population was numbered in the tens of
’

thousands. In the lowest point in the late 1970s, perhaps 1000 residents called the neighborhood home.In recent years,
the numbers have begun to climb once more. Ybor City s population grew an estimated 42.5% between 2000 and
’

2003, mainly as a result of new condominium and apartment construction. As of 2003, approximately 2,900
residents lived in the area.

Economy
Ybor City is one of the oldest sections of Tampa and is almost entirely an urban, built-up area. Commercial property
comprises almost 50% of the land, institutional use (including the Hillsborough County Sheriff s Operations Center
’

and a satellite campus of Hillsborough Community College) 16%, residential use about 23%, and industrial use
about 7% [18]According to a 2003 survey, the top five business types in the area were professional services
(22.8%), retail (18.4%), manufacturing (14.0%), wholesale/distribution (13.2%), and restaurants & bars (11.4%).

Transportation
For the most part, Ybor City still uses the gridded street system laid out by Gavino Guiterrez in 1885. Many
roadways are now paved with modern materials, though a few brick streets remain.Because 21st and 22nd Streets,
which cut north-south through the area, are the main traffic routes between Interstate 4 and the Port of Tampa, there
is a large volume of truck traffic funneling through the historic district, causing damage to narrow city roads and
sometimes colliding with historic buildings. Work on an elevated connector between I-4 and the Lee Roy Selmon
Expressway to siphon truck traffic away from the area began in January 2010. The project is scheduled to be complete
in 2014.
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Public transit
The TECO Line Streetcar System, which links Ybor City, the
Channelside District and Downtown Tampa, began operating in
October 2002. The Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority
(HARTline) operates the streetcars as well as the bus system. Small
startups have also begun utilizing NEVs to shuttle passengers between
Tampa's

core

neighborhoods

including

Ybor.[19]

Museums


Cigar Museum And Visitor Center, Ybor City

 Ybor City Museum State Park
 TECO Line Streetcar Museum

Trolley in Ybor City

Annual Events
 Fiesta - weekend event celebrating Latin culture and food, celebrated
mid-February


Sant'Yago Knight Parade (also known as Gasparilla Night Parade) usually held the Saturday following the Gasparilla Pirate Festival in
late February

 Rough Rider's [20] St. Patrick's Night Parade - illuminated nighttime
parade held on or near St. Patrick's Day, mid-March
 Festa Italiana [21] Weekend event celebrating Italian culture and food, celebrated mid-April



GaYbor Days - four-day long street festival in the GaYbor district, held in July
Guavaween - daytime events and nighttime parade in October, named for Tampa's "Big Guava" nickname
[22] -

 Tampa Cigar Heritage Festival

celebrated mid-November

Red Hook Streetcar System Mission
Statement
The RHSS can play a key role in shaping south Brooklyn by:
Reinforcing walkable neighborhoods and vibrant main streets.
Encouraging sustainable development and infrastructure.
Supporting reduction of redevelopment related vehicle trips.
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Supporting greater accessibility, housing options, employment and economic •
development.
•
•
•
•

Goal 1: Help the City achieve its peak oil and sustainability strategies.
Goal 2: Provide an organizing structure and catalyst for the City’s future growth along streetcar
corridors.
Goal 3: Integrate streetcar corridors into the City’s existing neighborhoods.

•
•
•
•
•

Goal 1: Be a viable transit option with adequate ridership.
Goal 2: Have redevelopment potential.
Goal 3: Demonstrate community support to make the streetcar system work well with other
planning goals and mixed-use street corridors.

Planning for Sustainable Red Hook and downtown
Brooklyn Growth
As downtown Brooklyn continues to grow, there are emerging development opportunities that can
reduce our carbon footprint, maintain New York City’s valued livability, and take advantage of transit
must be a part of any plan to accommodate additional commercial and residential growth.
A streetcar system can be an effective tool to help implement a NYC Peak Oil Strategy, should the
City decide to promulgate such. For example, implementation of streetcar corridors can help fulfill
many requirements of any envisioned NYC Peak Oil Strategy . The following proposals emphasize
land use and transportation planning to minimize fossil fuel use and stronger policies and programs to
reduce energy use in buildings. These proposals include:
Engaging business, government and community leaders to initiate planning and policy changes;
Supporting land use patterns that reduce transportation needs, promote pedestrian activity and
provide easy access to services and transportation options;
Designing infrastructure to promote transportation options, facilitating efficient movement of freight,
and preventing infrastructure investments that would not be prudent given fuel shortages and higher
prices;
Encouraging energy-efficient and renewable transportation choices;
Expanding energy-efficient building programs and incentives for all new and existing structures;
Preserving farmland and expanding local food production and processing;
Identifying and promoting sustainable business opportunities;
Redesigning the safety net to protect vulnerable and marginalized populations; and preparing
emergency plans for sudden and severe shortages of resources

Dense, mixed-use development with good transit access results in reduced auto trips. Total daily
vehicle miles traveled per capita decreases significantly for residents living in mixed-use, transit-rich
neighborhoods because residents have foot, bike and transit access to trip destinations within close
proximity. According to Portland, OR, Metro data, residents are almost twice as likely to walk, and are
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45 percent more likely to use transit in mixed-use neighborhoods. This is because mixed-use
neighborhoods have trip destinations within close proximity, making non-auto modes of travel more
convenient and attractive.
Portland Metro data, has demonstrated that areas with good transit and mixed land uses have an
estimated 58 percent auto mode use compared to an overall regional average of 87 percent. This 29
percent reduction in auto trips is referred to as the “trip not taken.”
Analysis of the existing Portland Streetcar experience indicates a savings of 60 million vehicle miles
traveled per year due to added urban development, when compared to a similar suburban
alternative.

Portland Mode Split by Development Type

High Frequency
Transit/Mixed Use

58.1%

27.0%

11.5%

1.9%

1.5%

9.8

0.9

High Frequency
Transit Only

74.4%

15.2%

7.9%

1.4%

1.1%

12.4

1.5

Remainder of
Multnomah Co.

81.5%

9.7%

3.5%

1.6%

3.7%

17.3

1.7

Remainder of
Region

87.3%

6.1%

1.2%

0.8%

4.5%

21.8

1.9

Source: Metro 1994 Travel Survey
This table shows data derived from the Metro 1994 Travel Behavior Survey that compares auto and non-auto mode shares. The data was
analyzed by small geographic units that allowed for a comparison of areas with good transit and a high mix of uses with other parts of the
region.

The Trip Not Taken

The relationship between land use and transportation choices is well documented in the U.S.
Residents living in higher density development with a mix of uses (commercial, civic, entertainment
and residential) and good transit service are significantly more likely to use transit, walk, or bike than
use an automobile. This net decrease in automobile use, or the “trip not taken”, reduces the need to
accommodate more cars on city streets and provide parking. It has the potential to reduce
development costs, in part because parking requirements may be less. The streetcar has
demonstrated its ability to encourage denser development with a population that is less reliant on
automobiles because destinations (e.g., home, work, services) are closer and the streetcar, along with
other transportation options, are available and desirable.
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Transportation emissions are considered responsible for nearly 40 percent of all greenhouse gas
emissions; yet mobile sources are poorly regulated because of decentralized ownership and
regulatory traditions. Given that the anticipated climate change will affect every part of the way we live
and plan for the future, we must consider all available options to reduce the impacts generated by our
current transportation system.
Red Hook’s streetcar system can help balance and integrate sustainable technology with the existing
and anticipated neighborhood characteristics to provide a comfortable, convenient transportation
choice. The streetcar system would connect the dots of centers by providing an interconnected
network of corridors that adds vitality to nodes, maximizes land use and integrates with evolving
infrastructure. It can contribute to neutralizing downtown Brooklyn’s carbon footprint through the
overall reduction of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), reduce trips by single occupant vehicles, and
reduce allied greenhouse gases (GHG) through electrification of the transportation system and
integration with human-powered modes. Most importantly, it would encourage denser development,
which would result in fewer climate emissions from transportation as well as from housing.
Returning to the Portland, OR experience, it is estimated that the new development around Portland’s
existing streetcar system has resulted in a 60 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, as
compared to what emissions would be for a similar capacity of residential and business units
developed in the suburbs. This savings is realized through the reduction of motor vehicle trips,
consolidation and reuse of building materials, reduction in land consumption and less private and
municipal infrastructure.
Source: E.D. Hovee & Company, Portland Streetcar Development Impacts, 2005.

Human health is an aspect often overlooked in planning efforts, despite having value that is widely
understood. In the last fifty years, remarkable advances in medical treatments have helped reduce
the effects of illness and disease, as well as extend our life expectancies. However, as a society,
we have incrementally increased our exposure to contaminants while simultaneously removing the
daily activities that make us healthy, such as walking, to take care of our basic needs. Walking has
ceased to be an integral part of daily activity in places that developed around the automobile. The
implementation of the Red Hook streetcar corridor may potentially reduce pollution loads from
vehicles of all types, from diesel-powered buses and trucks to cars running on standard petroleum,
fostering a support a truly multi-modal lifestyle with fewer emissions.

Implementation of a streetcar network can provide a catalyst for greater social equity and access
to an affordable society in terms of transportation, recreation, health care, housing and jobs.
Encouraging a lifestyle that reduces vehicle dependency frees additional household income to
apply toward better housing or a higher standard of living. By providing convenient access to basic
goods and services such as food, employment and healthcare, streetcar corridors can encourage
a lifestyle that reduces dependence on motor vehicles. This can in turn reduce overall
transportation costs, freeing additional household income to apply toward better housing or a
higher standard of living.
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The current global energy system was developed on the presumption of a seemingly unlimited supply
of fossil fuel resources such as oil, coal and natural gas. We know now that production of these
resources will inevitably peak and, without careful preparation, steep increases in energy prices may
disrupt our economies and society.
Secure and sustainable energy supplies are vital to Red Hook’s future prosperity. A significant
opportunity exists with the implementation of the Streetcar System. The streetcar can promote and
organize new compact development within a specific streetcar corridor

Why Streetcars?
The essential quality of streetcars is that they excel at shaping compact, walkable neighborhoods by
connecting destinations with a high-quality transit ride over smooth rails. Most importantly, the
streetcar offers predictability – the tracks are visible and permanent and won't take an unexpected
turn. This results in a transit service that is more attractive to occasional riders, including visitors. It
also promotes a “park-once” philosophy, in which a person may use a car to get downtown or to a
neighborhood and use a streetcar to reach other destinations in the corridor.
As an example, while TriMet (Portland, OR commuter rail) ridership peaks during the daily commuting
times, today’s streetcar in Portland has ridership peaks during the work week around lunchtime and on
weekends.

Streetcars are relatively quiet, electrically-powered zero-emission vehicles that can operate in a variety
of right-of-way configurations. They offer a smoother ride than buses, as they do not weave back and
forth to the curb to make stops, and are available as 100 percent low-floor vehicles for easy boarding.
Visitors and tourists are more willing to ride a streetcar because they are easier to understand. When
less frequent riders can see the rails in the street, they know a streetcar will come by. In contrast, a
bus route is less intuitive without a map.
Because streetcars run on an identifiable trackway infrastructure, they create a sense of permanence
that both encourages ridership and can influence development investments. Streetcar systems,
implemented in concert with streetscape and pedestrian improvements, can improve the urban
environment considerably and contribute to the development or redevelopment of neighborhoods.

Streetcar service is one of the newest transit modes in the region’s transit system. Each transit mode
has its own benefits, but all are necessary to achieve a comprehensive transit system. The chart
below illustrates how streetcar complements the region’s other transit modes in terms of speed,
reliability and type of service (regional versus local). Integrating streetcar and bus operations is an
essential component of making the comprehensive transit system work.
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It is about accommodating growth along transit corridors while respecting the unique character of
each neighborhood;
It is about providing an accessible network of transportation options that will reduce our
dependency on the automobile;
It is about promoting better health by fostering more pedestrian activity and coordinating with
existing and planned bicycle connections;
It is about promoting better air quality and conservation of our natural resources by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and controlling urban sprawl;
It is about finding new ways to utilize our transportation corridors as the region continues to grow

Modern streetcars are an evolution of the "PCC" type streetcar that was designed in Brooklyn
in the 1930s, to meet Brooklyn traffic conditions and street layout. Streetcars differ from
conventional "light rail" in many ways.
It will be shown later in this report, that the proposed Red Hook Streetcar System can be
almost entirely solar powered, sometimes selling electric power back to the Utility
Company.
The Streetcar can operate in mixed traffic with other vehicles, pedestrians and
bicycles. The Streetcar does not require dedicated traffic lanes, and can easily keep up
with traffic. The use of modern ADA compliant Passenger Boarding Islands eliminates
traffic delays due to alighting passenger. Moving traffic passes stopped streetcars in
the right hand lane.
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Livingston Street, ca 1947

Los Angeles, ca 1949

Due to its light weight, the Streetcar uses a simplified form of track construction, which
costs only a fraction of conventional light rail track
Streetcars uses a simplified form of overhead wire construction, the cost of which
is only a fraction of conventional light rail catenary wires. Since Streetcar wires are
simplified, the visual impacts of the wires are greatly mitigated over conventional light rail
catenary wires.
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Because modern Streetcars use a simplified form of track construction not requiring deep
excavations, the need for utility relocation is negligible.
Because Streetcars can operate in existing city streets, its rails are flush with the roadway
and its turning radii fits into existing street geometries, Streetcars will not divide
neighborhoods by presenting physical or psychological barriers, as do divided highways.
Corner buildings do not need to be demolished to accommodate the streetcar’s smaller
turning radius
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Because of our new Streetcar’s low weight and unique electrical propulsion package, the
modern Brooklyn Streetcar uses only uses a fraction of the electrical power requirement of
a conventional light rail vehicle. In fact, the Streetcar spends most of its time coasting and
applying brakes. These streetcars do not require the same large scale and costly power
substations as do conventional light rail vehicles. Our new streetcars are designed to stop
and accelerate quickly.
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BENEFITS OF A STREETCAR LINE: Land Use, Community Coherence & Economic
Revitalization.
The following are selections from the book: Seven Rules for Sustainable Communities
Design Strategies for the Post- Carbon World, by Patrick M. Condon, 2010:
SEVEN RULES FOR SUSTAINABLE, LOW-CARBON COMMUNITIES - Rule # 1:
RESTORE THE STREETCAR CITY
The North American city was and is a streetcar city. Streetcar cities are characterized by easy
access to transit, a wide variety of house types, and services and job sites very close at
hand—the exact elements of a sustainable city. We have largely ignored this fact. It needs
rediscovering.
THE STREETCAR CITY AS A UNIFYING PRINCIPLE
The streetcar city principle is not about the streetcar itself, it is about the system of which that the
streetcar is a part. It is about the sustainable relationship between land use, walking, and
transportation that streetcar cities embody. The streetcar city principle combines at least four of the
design rules discussed in the following chapters: (1) an interconnected street system, (2) a diversity of
housing types, (3) a five-minute walking distance to commercial services and transit, and (4) good jobs
close to affordable homes. For this reason, it is offered as the first of the rules and as a "meta rule" for
sustainable, low-carbon community development.
CONTINUOUS LINEAR CORRIDORS, NOT STAND-ALONE NODES
Linear public space is the defining social and spatial characteristic of the streetcar city This obvious
fact has been ignored at best and derided at worst. Most planning, urban design, and economic
development experts favor strategies that ignore corridors in favor of discrete and identifiable places,
key urban "nodes" in planning terms. Their plans focus most often on an identified "downtown" or a
key transportation locus, while the thousands of miles of early-twentieth-century streetcar arterials are
either allowed to languish or blithely sacrificed for parking lots. Yet, very few of us live within walking
distance of a "node," whereas most of us live within a reasonable walk of a corridor, however
gruesome it may now be.
Getting people onto transit will not help defeat global warming unless we can find a way to radically
decrease the average daily demand for motorized travel of any kind and the per-mile GHG
consequences of each trip. Community districts that are complete and that favor short trips over long
ones seem an obvious part of the solution. Inexpensive short-haul zero carbon transit vehicles, such
as trolley buses and especially streetcars, are a likely feature of a low-energy, low-travel demand
solution.
Precious few cities seem to "get it" in this respect. Portland, again, is the exception. Portland is the
only U.S city to have made a serious effort to restore its streetcar system. The results could not be
more promising. Jobs, housing, and new commercial services are flocking to the line, making the
community that much more complete and thus incrementally reducing aggregate per capita trip
demand. In Portland, jobs, housing, clubs, and commercial services are coming closer together A tenminute ride on the Portland streetcar gets you where you want to go. Its speed between these points is
irrelevant.
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STREETCAR AS AN URBAN INVESTMENT
Most discussions of streetcar focus solely on transit issues, but the implications are much wider.
Streetcars stimulate investment and buses don't. This has been powerfully demonstrated in Portland,
where the introduction of a modern streetcar line spurred the high-density development that helped the
City of Portland recoup construction costs through significantly increased tax revenues. Between
1997 and 2005, the density of development immediately adjacent to the new streetcar line increased
dramatically. Within two blocks of the streetcar line, $2.28 billion was invested [Editor's Note: a total of
$3.5 billion through a six block wide corridor centered along the streetcar tracks], representing over
7,200 [ibid 10,212] new residential units and 4.6 million [ibid 5.5 million] square feet of additional
commercial [office, institutional, retail, hotel] space; even more impressive, new development within
only one block of the streetcar line accounted for 55 percent of all new development within the city's
core. To put this in perspective, prior to construction of the new streetcar line, land located within one
block of the proposed route captured only 19 percent of all development.
Most attribute this impressive increase in investment to the presence of the streetcar line. Developers
for the new South Waterfront development at the other end of the downtown from the Pearl District
would not proceed before the city guaranteed to extend the streetcar line to the site. These
developers, the same ones who had created the highly successful streetcar serving Pearl District,
knew from experience how important the streetcar is to success. If the free market tells us anything at
all in this case, it is that the economics of the streetcar, when the value of new investment is included,
is much more cost effective than an investment in rubber-wheeled diesel buses or heavy transit.

The Environmental Advantages of a Streetcar line over other transit modes:
As stated in the Seven Rules for Sustainable Communities Design, we have already read (pg 30) that
streetcars have ZERO spot emissions. Furthermore, according to the graph on pg 37 entitled "Life
Cycle Carbon Emissions per Passenger Mile", the streetcar comes in at the very lowest carbon
lifecycle, of all transportation modes, at 32.59. Note that "Bus Rapid Transit" (BRT) comes in high, at
201.40. This is because the streetcar uses the least possible amount of energy. Note that in NYC,
streetcar carbon figures would be even lower, as much of our power is derived from hydro-electric
sources, rather than coal.
Anything that runs on rails only requires 5% the energy of anything that runs on rubber tires.
Specifically, to move a 1 Ton load of passengers on a bus, requires 30 ft.lbs of force. To move the
same 1 Ton weight of passengers on a streetcar, only requires 1-1/4 (1.25) ft lbs of force. See
Appendix for detailed explanation.
Modern streetcar systems are “Green”, having zero pollution emissions, and a considerably smaller
carbon footprint than all other urban surface transit modes.

Why Build a Streetcar line rather than a simple bus?
Many decision makers fall into the trap of thinking of a streetcar line in terms of "existing
ridership justification", and thereby not understanding the basic underlying concept of what
any railway does- A properly placed and well designed streetcar line creates its own demand
As the General Manager of the San Francisco transit authority "MUNI" said it back in 2001,
"People Who Wouldn't Ride A Bus Will Ride A Streetcar"- (Michael T. Burns, quoted in
Railway Age, May, 2001, pg 45). This comment was made regarding a San Francisco electric
bus line that was converted to the Embarcadero Streetcar (F Line) circa 1995- the ridership
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instantly DOUBLED! (and ridership has kept increasing to the present !)
As for Capital Costs, according to the graph "Total Capital Cost Per Passenger Mile" (pg 37),
the streetcar comes in at a mere 71 cents ($0.71) per Passenger Mile. Note that "Bus Rapid
Transit" (BRT) comes in at a hefty $1.12, fully 1.6 times greater than streetcar!

Streetcar Vs. Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) - results of an
award winning Washington DC streetcar study:
The recent award winning DC sreetcar study states that Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) doesn't
make the cut, The study determined that the streetcar is far superior in terms of cost-tobenefit ratio, and local economic development. The D.C. study determined:
"In terms of taxpayers dollars, the “streetcar offers a better ratio of benefits to costs compared
to Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or Light Transit. While BRT is less expensive to implement, it
does not generate the real estate investments to the same degree that streetcars can. While
light rail can produce similar benefits to streetcars, implementation costs are many times more
than that of streetcar.” See Appendix
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Streetcars and Buses: Complementary
Services

Prior to the 1950s, streetcars provided the backbone of Brooklyn’s transit system. In fact, many of
today’s bus lines operate along routes that were originally defined by where the streetcar tracks were
laid in the late 1800s and early 1900s. The development patterns that followed the original streetcar
tracks now define activity centers that serve as important transit markets for NYC Transit subway and
bus lines. As Red Hook reconsiders the introduction of streetcars to serve South Brooklyn
neighborhoods, choices will need to be made about how to best integrate the proposed streetcar
routes with existing bus service. This streetcar/bus integration strategy provides an opportunity to
create a transit system that meets the needs of the neighborhood by tailoring transit service to
facilitate their unique travel requirements.
For example, adding streetcar to the inner portion of an existing radial bus routes can provide an
opportunity for the outer portion of the existing routes to operate with limited stops on the inner portion.
This operating strategy would provide a faster bus trip for the longer distance trips while providing the
inner portion with streetcar service as well as connections to the bus route at key transfer points.

Can I Walk Faster Than a Streetcar?

Typically, streetcars accelerate from platform stops or traffic control points and will generally reach a
speed of 15 to 25 miles per hour. Factoring in platform stops and minor delays associated with mixed
traffic operations, the average speed from one end to the other is between 15 and 25 miles per hour
(Enhanced Streetcar Service). The typical operating speed of a NYC Transit bus is 6- 12 miles per
hour. The average speed of a person walking is three miles per hour. Whether a person can walk
faster to a destination than taking a streetcar depends on the length of the trip and the amount of time
spent waiting at a stop. The convenience of a streetcar trip will then depend more on the frequency of
service, known as “headways.”

What are the Different Kinds of Streetcar Service?

A streetcar is a smaller vehicle than those used for most light rail transit (LRT) services, and generally
operates within the street right-of-way in single-car units. Streetcars can operate in both mixed traffic
and reserved rights-of-way. In mixed traffic, a typical streetcar vehicle travels at speeds up to 25 miles
per hour. There are typically three levels of streetcar service that can be provided:

Urban Circulator Service
Has frequent stops with spacing similar to a bus
Runs in mixed traffic, usually in the right lane
Minimal priority systems at traffic signals
Typical operating speeds of 10 to 15 miles per hour

nhanced ocal Service
Expanded service coverage, approximately 3 to 5 miles from the core business • district
Usually runs in mixed traffic
May introduce streetcar priority at traffic signals
Typical operating speeds of 15 to 25 miles per hour
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apid Streetcar
Has less frequent stops
Primarily runs in a reserved right-of-way•
May have streetcar priority at traffic signals
Typical operating speeds of 20 to 35 miles per hour

Tentatively speaking, streetcars in Red Hook are planned to arrive every 5 to 7 minutes, with a
projected travel time from Red Hook to Borough Hall at 13 minutes (20 mph/1.5 mi.). Frequency will
generally increase as the system expands. The implementation of any streetcar extension involves an
analysis of the appropriate streetcar service and operating headways. More frequent service offers
more convenience, which will encourage ridership but will increase overall operating costs. Funding is
critical to the equation of providing the appropriate number of streetcars along the line at any one time.

Traffic Signal Priority (TSP)
TSP is an operational strategy that facilitates the movement of streetcars through traffic-signal
controlled intersections. At low traffic volume intersections, sensors will adjust the traffic lights,
giving right-of-way to the streetcar to expedite its operation.
TSP improves schedule adherence and improved transit travel time efficiency while minimizing
impacts to normal traffic operation.
In Tacoma, WA the combination of TSP and signal optimization sped up transit service about 40% in
two corridors.
TSP is appropriate along the streetcar route where traffic does not have potential to be adversely
impacted by added side street delay.
Examples of streets proposed for Streetcar TSP:
Columbia Street Corridor; Van Brunt Street; Richards Street; Clinton Street; West 9th Street; Boerum
Place; Atlantic Avenue
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Traffic Signal Priority

-

San Francisco’s Transit Preferential Streets (TPS) Program is a citywide program designed to make
surface transit lines operate more quickly and efficiently on city streets. This makes public transit more
attractive to riders and uses the public’s investment in transit infrastructure more effectively. Most of
San Francisco’s transit corridors involve mixed operations within city streets. In this environment,
transit vehicles are susceptible to delays caused by automobiles and delivery trucks, and other onstreet activities can cause less reliable service. The TPS Program promotes corridors that provide the
most efficient transportation function for the most number of people using the street, not necessarily
the most number of vehicles.
To accomplish this, San Francisco has developed a toolbox of street treatments that can be applied to
streets or street segments within a TPS corridor. The toolbox of potential TPS treatments includes:
Timing signals to match transit vehicle flow
Signal priority systems for buses and streetcars
Bus bulbs (sidewalk extensions at bus stops)
Boarding islands for center lane boarding
Transit lanes
Contra-flow lanes
Exclusive transit rights-of-way (raised or reserved medians or track lanes)
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Transit stop spacing and relocation
Transit exceptions to turn restrictions
These treatments are aimed at allowing the transit vehicles to flow more smoothly and quickly
between stops; however, implementation of TPS treatments often comes with trade-offs for the use of
limited street space.
San Francisco’s Transit-First Policy resolves these trade-offs by favoring transit needs over auto
needs. In practical terms, various uses must be accommodated within the limited right-of-way, and this
has been resolved in a number of ways. For instance, when bus lanes were installed for the Geary
Rapid Bus Project, the number of all-day auto lanes on Geary was reduced from two lanes to one. To
ensure that the street functioned effectively with this change, parking was removed at intersections to
install dedicated right- or left-turn lanes in the curb lane so that traffic waiting to turn would not block
the through movements. On-street parking was converted to metered truck-loading to ensure the
availability of truck loading spaces so that trucks would not double park and block either the transit
lane or the one remaining auto lane.

•

San Francisco’s Transit Preferential Streets Program (TPS) is designed to make streets more
transit friendly by giving public transit priority over automobiles on city streets. This is
accomplished by providing exclusive right-of-way for transit, signal priority, automobile-turn
restrictions, construction of curb extensions at bus stops and targeted enforcement.

The RHSS will work with community leaders to better plan our redeveloping neighborhood,
incorporating a balanced approach to transportation by including more emphasis on public transit,
biking and walking.
A balanced neighborhood transportation system is one that manages the demand for circulation within
and through the neighborhood while minimizing conflicts between different types of activities that
share the public right-of-way. The introduction of streetcar corridors will be implemented to minimize
any potential impacts to neighborhood, city, and regional circulation patterns. Streetcar tracks are
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generally constructed to fit within existing travel lanes. As the streetcar corridors advance into the first
stages of design, the location of the streetcar infrastructure (tracks, platforms and poles) will need to
integrate into the existing street to complement pedestrians, bicyclists, cars, trucks and buses.
A modern streetcar system has the capacity to enhance the overall transit network while providing
circulation along a corridor and connections to local commercial districts. The availability of a streetcar
provides a highly effective means to support walkable communities by providing a high quality option
for the short transit trip. There are, however, many pressures to accommodate multiple uses within the
public right-of-way. Automobile circulation, on-street parking, bike lanes, crosswalks and freight
access are all critical for neighborhood vitality.

Portland
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Market Street, San Francisco

Modern Streetcars Are ADA Compliant

Healthy urban watersheds depends, in part, on restoring the watershed’s natural hydrologic function.
The goal is to integrate stormwater management and development using natural systems and green
infrastructure such as Pervious Concrete track bed instead of relying exclusively on expensive
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underground pipes This is a coordinated approach with streetcar construction and streetcar related
development for management of stormwater at the source and on the surface.
With strategic coordination, the community can achieve greater results than planning for
implementation independently. Emission-free travel, clean energy distribution and integrated
stormwater management can help to leverage more efficient, high performance green buildings,
resulting in an overall healthier urban environment for the next generation.

A new NYC Bureau of Planning and Sustainability Clean Neighborhood Energy program could foster
the creation of neighborhood energy districts to capture the potential to produce energy, both thermal
energy and electricity, at the neighborhood scale. These districts couldl help to dramatically reduce
emissions and our carbon footprint (after construction). Potential sources of thermal energy include
solar, ground- or water-source heat exchange, and clean biomass. The thermal distribution systems
can be integrated with streetcar construction by installing linear energy vaults under streetcar tracks
when the street pavement is removed for construction.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stormwater management systems and
green street design
Streetscape improvements to emphasize
pedestrian and bikes as primary modes
“LEED” Neighborhood Development building
incentives
Incentives for efficient building and
construction processes through the use of
green and recycled materials
Affordable housing, affordable living, and
accessibility goals
Integrating wind and solar generation
systems into public right-of-way
Neighborhood parking strategies
Car-sharing and other incentives to reduce
automobile trips

Portland city planners have defined a potential urban design concept for future growth and health of
neighborhoods and communities, known as the “20-minute neighborhood.” The “20-minute neighborhood”
promotes an environment where one can walk, bike or take transit to essential amenities and services in 20
minutes. As illustrated in the graphic below, streetcars can support and enhance this environment by connecting
20-minute neighborhoods to each other and to the regional transit network.
A 20-minute neighborhood is the area that can be reached in 20 minutes (about a 1-mile walk). A streetcar can
extend the pedestrian environment up to approximately 3 to 4 miles.
1 mile point of origin, distance one can walk in 20 minutes. Distance one can reach in 20 minutes by walking and
riding the streetcar 3-4 miles.
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The essential quality of streetcars is that they excel at shaping compact, walkable neighborhoods by connecting
destinations in a permanent fashion with attractive transit service. In this manner, streetcars can improve
livability for higher density environments that support public goals for urban containment, sustainable living and
reduced dependence on automobiles. An expanded streetcar system will be important to serve neighborhoods
because streetcar service can help:
Create comfortable, convenient connections between housing, employment, services, and recreation.
Encourage local shopping, dining and use of neighborhood services
Reduce automobile dependence, vehicle miles traveled and single occupant vehicle trips
Reduce reliance on fossil fuels
Expand the passenger rail system, and complement subway and bus systems
Reduce emissions and green house gases from transportation and development
Encourage denser urban form where services already exist
Build more walkable neighborhoods and healthier communities

Streetcar System Plan Public Involvement
Streetcar System Concept Plan Mission Statement

The Red Hook Streetcar System can play a key role in shaping the Community by:
Reinforcing walkable and economically diverse neighborhoods and vibrant main • streets.
Encouraging sustainable and equitable development and infrastructure. •
Supporting reduction of redevelopment related vehicle trips. •
Supporting greater accessibility, housing options, employment, and economic • development.
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Streetcar System Plan Goals

A successful streetcar system will:
- Help Red Hook achieve its peak oil and sustainability strategies;.
- Provide an organizing structure and catalyst for Red Hook’s future growth along streetcar
corridors; and Integrate streetcar corridors into South Brooklyn’s existing neighborhoods.

Successful streetcar corridors need to:

Be a viable transit option with adequate ridership.
Have (re)development potential.
Demonstrate community support to make the changes necessary for a successful streetcar corridor.

SOLAR POWERED STREETCAR SYSTEM
Creating a streetcar system that is predominantly solar powered is a technically feasible. By
combining old and new technology, the new Brooklyn Streetcar can be entirely powered by
pollution free, renewable, solar energy.
Streetcars receive power (typically 600v DC) through an overhead wire. Rather than
exclusively utilizing conventionally generated power (from a power plant or line power), solar
panels can be used. Solar panels, ("photo-voltaic arrays"), that converts sunlight directly into
electricity, can be utilized to power a streetcar system.
24hr power can be derived from the solar power system by utilizing a battery array. Such an
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array could be built at convenient remote locations. The need for any "static power
converters" changing "AC" power to "DC" power for the streetcars, would be completely
eliminated. (see end section of this webpage for another power storage solution).
The best place to start, is at the beginning...
About 100 years ago, the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company devised a move-able storage
battery array, to supply extra streetcar power "on demand" to certain key areas, at certain
times when streetcar traffic would peak. When streetcar power demand was low, the battery
array collected a "trickle charge" from the overhead trolley wire. When rail car power demand
was high, the battery array could supply 600 volt power to the rail cars at the following rates:
1,000 amps for one hour, 500 amps for three hours, or 250 amps for seven hours.
(Source: Street Railway Journal, June 1, 1901, pp 665- 666)
Circa 1890's, the Atlantic Avenue RR streetcar company built a power station for its new
electric streetcars. This power station produced 4,400 kW (4.4 MW). This was enough electric
power to simultaneously operate 100 streetcars of 60 HP each. However, those streetcars
were probably only 2 axle vehicles. (Sources: The Power Stations and Distribution System of
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, Street Railway Journal, October 5, 1901, pp 471-480,
and the The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, November 11, 1892, pg 3.)
Let's now assume a 4- axle streetcar, with a 30 HP motor on each axle. This gives us 120 HP,
or by using the conversion factor of 1 HP= 0.76 kW, gives us 91.2kW for maximum motoring
power. Let's now add an additional 30 kW for Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning, as
well as interior lighting. This brings us to an estimated maximum power demand of 141.2 kW
per streetcar, or 235.3 amps at 600 volts DC, on level track. Let's round this off to 150 kW per
streetcar, or 250 amps at 600 volts DC, maximum power demand. Since streetcars are largely
"free coasting" once set into motion, this peak power demand will only occur when the
streetcar is starting from a dead stop. Because the proposed streetcar line is relatively short in
length, we can probably assume that only one streetcar at a time will be starting from a dead
stop, and thereby requiring the full 250 amps at 600 volts, or 150 kW.
Taking streetcar "coasting" into account, this 150 kW power demand, represents the major
portion of the Red Hook streetcar line's total estimated power demand, which I put at 250 kW
(416.6 amps at 600 volts DC). Its assumed that at any given time, 2 of the 3 streetcars will be
drawing about 30 kW each while "coasting", the power being used by HVAC, lighting, etc.,
while the 3rd streetcar will be simultaneously using 150kW, for starting from a dead stop.
Since streetcars spend most of their time "free coasting" on their rails, rather than wastefully,
continuously, drawing motor power when in motion, 250 kW should be enough to supply ALL
of the power demand for all 3 streetcars (but NOT light rail vehicles) simultaneously.
Now, lets consider where the 250 kW is coming from... This power source is Solar, using
photo voltaic cells to convert sunlight directly into electricity. Since photo voltaic cells are not
very efficient (about 15%), a fairly large surface area directly exposed to sunlight is required,
together with a storage battery array, to produce usable quantities of electric power 24 hours
a day, on demand. Typically, the photo voltaic array is located on large surface area roof tops.
Good examples, are Brooklyn's Nassau Brewery on Bergen Street, and IKEA on Beard
Street. Photo voltaic arrays have also been successfully located above parking fields.
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As a working example, the expansive flat roof of Red Hook's Beard Street Pier, could easily
provide enough surface area for a photo voltaic array producing 250kW- or rather much,
much more...
If the rooftop of the Beard Street Pier were utilized, there is more than enough surface area to
make the streetcar line 100% Solar Powered. Together with "regenerative brakes" used on
each streetcar (converts the streetcar's braking force to electric power, which is sent back into
the overhead power wire), ALL of the streetcar line's electrical power demand could be met
with "clean, renewable, solar energy".
The roof of the Beard Street Pier, is roughly 700 feet x 150 ft = 11,666.66 Square Yards. The
quantity of "insolation" received at the Earth's surface is typically 1 kW/ Square Meter. Since a
Square Yard is 83.3% of a Square Meter, and photovoltaic cells are roughly 15% efficient, we
can use the conversion formula of 0.833 kW/SY x 0.15 = 0.12495 kW/ SY x 11,666.66 SY =
1,457.749 kW, or 1.457 MW. This is enough electric power to simultaneously start over 6
streetcars from a dead stop- this translates to a medium sized streetcar system.
(Source: http://www.americanenergyindependence.com/solarenergy.aspx)
Let's now look at the energy requirements for the Red Hook streetcar. Assuming our
"standard constant" power demand of 250 kW (3 streetcars: 1 car starting from a dead stop,
and 2 cars coasting simultaneously), then 250 kW/ 0.12495 kW/SY = 2,001 Square Yards, or
18,009 ft ², or roughly 120 ft x 150 ft of photovoltaic array, converting sunlight directly into
electricity.
The 250 kW Lithium- Ion Storage Battery Arrays could be easily located at convenient places
along the streetcar route.
An alternative to utilizing batteries (remote power storage) is to use the power grid itself for
power storage. Surplus DC power could be inverted to AC and fed into the municipal power
grid.
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Train of cars containing storage battery banks, used during peak power demand
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Interior of one of the battery cars, note banks of Edison Cells
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Nearly 50% More Efficient Than a “3 - Phase” Power
System: Power losses due to heat cut nearly in half. Six Phase
“Diametric” wired system
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Ridership Estimate
The circa 2011 NYCDOT feasibility study estimated a streetcar ridership of 1,822 passengers
per day, based upon the erroneous assumption that Red Hook's population would never
significantly increase. Potential “TOD” resulting from the installation of a streetcar system was
completely ignored. Conservatively speaking, if by the natural operation of "TOD", Red Hook
were to increase its population merely back to it’s circa 1950 level of 21,000 persons, we
conservatively estimate the streetcar ridership at 5,155 riders a day. Certainly enough to justify
a streetcar line, and clearly more than what the B61 bus can accommodate.
For example, the daily ridership of new representative U.S. streetcar lines considered
successful, are as follows:
Memphis Streetcar: 2,700 riders per day;
Seattle (South Lake Union Streetcar): 2,300 riders per day
Ybor City (Tampa): 700 riders per day.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_light_rail_systems_by_ridership
Method of Estimate A:
Ridership as per Circa 2011 NYCDOT study + (TOD Related Population Increase of 10,000
persons / "A Trip Not Taken Factor” 0.30) =
1,822 riders/day + (10,000 persons / 0.3) = 5,155 Riders Per Day
Method of Estimate B:
If the population density of Red Hook were to be brought to parity with Cobble Hill (54,000/sqmi)
and 30% of trips were by streetcar, the ridership then increases to 16,556 Riders Per Day

Fare Structure
Several possibilities exist for a fare structure. For example, the fare could be completely free,
fully subsidized by the revenue stream generated by a “Transit Improvement District”. Another
alternative for example, is partially subsidized all day pass for unlimited rides which could be
purchased for $2.00, with reciprocal free transfers to MTA subway and bus lines.
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What Does It Cost?

$13
$20 million per mile for a two track line - if done under a non- profit organization
To Build: $20
$28

E: A

To Operate: $60 per hour per streetcar, $80 per hour per two streetcar train *
NOTE: A typical NYCT bus costs over $130/hr to operate.
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CAPITAL COST ESTIMATE
JUNE 8, 2011 DOLLARS

Cost Estimate Format Per 100 Feet Of Single Track, as per ATA Proceedings , 1936, pg
948, per Drawing No. 8 – “Brooklyn Method”, pg 914
Track Material
Concrete, 3.9 CY
@ ($140/CY, 2011)
548.36**
>
(100’ long x 9’ wide x1’ deep = 33 CY)
Angle Bar, 2.5”x2.5”x0.25”x6’ (2011 price, 25 pcs
>
1,532.56
Rail
(May 2011 price, new 85 lb ASCE rail, drilled)
>
6,272.26*
drilled)
Steel Rod(3/4 inch x 6’ rod x $15.18 (2011 price) x 50)
>
759.00
Rail clips, bolts(Say $10.00/set x 100 sets)
>
1,000.00
Thermite Rail Joint Welding
>
TBD, But Relatively Minor
10,112.18
Track Labor
Forman $35/hr + 50% Benefits= $52.50/hr x 22 hours

>

Laborer $20/hr Base Pay+ 50% Benefits = $30/hr x 230 >
hr
(10 Laborers for 23 hours)

1,155.00
7,935.00***

9,090.00

Paving Concrete 12 Inches Thick
Paving Material:
Concrete 33.3 CY
@ ($140/CY, 2011)
(100’ long x 9’ wide x1’ deep = 33 CY)
Wire Net, 6“ Mesh, #6 Gage (867 Sq Ft)
Other (Rent Screed, Other Paving Material)

>

4,662.00**

>
>

487.30(?)
715.22

Forman $35/hr + 50% Benefit = $52.50/hr x 4 hours

>

1,837.50***

Laborer $20/hr Base Pay+ 50% Benefits = $30/hr x 75
hours
4,811.36

>

2,973.86

Paving Labor:

5,864.52

(18.75 Laborers for 4 hours)

SUB TOTAL (TRACK and PAVEMENT) per 100 T.F.

29,878.06

Site Preparation Costs (per San Diego 2009 Unit Cost Book)
A.C. Saw Cutting

>

141.69

Concrete Saw Cutting

>

1,360.25

Demolish and Remove Pavement (per RS Means Heavy
Construction Cost Data, 2011)
(100’ long x 9’ wide x 1’ deep = 33 CY)
Max Rate: 33 CY/day

>

3,630.00
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Relocate Manholes and Valve Boxes
(Per Brooklyn Transit Antic Study, inflated to 2011)

>

GRAND TOTAL (Per 100 Feet of Track)

>

80,698.07

One Route Mile Of Double Track

>

x 52.80
4,260,858.09
x2
$ 8,521,716.19

Trolley Wire Per Double Track Route Mile
(Per Brooklyn Transit Antic Study, inflated to 2011)

>

1,219,464.83

COST PER DOUBLE TRACK MILE

>

$ 9,741,181.02

For The Preferred Route (Routes A + B), Multiply
by 6.8 Route Miles

>

$ 66,240,030.94

For One Mile Of Single Track

Maintenance Facility
(for three vehicles) † †
New Streetcars
(three vehicles @
$800,000 each)
Pragiomex or
Gomaco

20,621.37

25,753.31

+ 3,530,500

2,400,000

Traffic Signals
and Striping

750,000

Maintenance and
Protection of Traffic

250,000

SUB TOTAL
CONTINGENCY 20%
GRAND TOTAL

$ 73,170,530.94
14,634,106.18
$ 87,804,637.13
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Foot Notes:
Annual Inflation Rate Since 1936 = 3.8% average, over a period of 75 years. Use compound interest
algorithm to inflate from 1936 costs to 2011. To conform with actual 2011 prices, the following inflation
multipliers were derived for future reference:
*Steel products = Inflated 1936 cost x 2.3
**Concrete = Inflated 1936 cost x 1.3
***Labor = Inflated 1936 cost x 2.79
† Brooklyn
Letter of Bryan
Allen
to Professor
Lesley,
9, 1997
(see
Appendix).
We
Transit
Antic
StreetcarLewis
Study,
1985. Sept
Produced
for
theattached
Brooklyn
Economic
reference
this letter,
forby
its STV
information
on the cost of building an extension of the San Diego light
Development
Corp.
and Urbitran
rail in 1996, NOT for the “LR 55” information (no good, method never adopted by any railway).
†† The Seattle Lake Union Streetcar Project, 2005.
See: http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/docs/slu18FINAL%20SLU%20PE%20Capital
%20Cost%20Report.pdf
-andhttp://www.seattlestreetcar.org/about/docs/faqCosts.pdf
‡ Compound Interest at 3.8% over 16 years.
See: http://www.moneychimp.com/calculator/compound_interest_calculator.htm
General Notes:
Apparently many current streetcar contractors try to double their actual costs for materials and
labor, giving them a profit margin of roughly 100%- USURY perpetrated on the public! However, I think
a 25% “markup” is perfectly reasonable- but not 100% !
For recent streetwork costs, we used the The City of San Diego "Unit Price List", 2009. The City of
New York does not publish such a document.
See: http://www.sandiego.gov/development-services/industry/pdf/pricelist.pdf
APPENDIX
SOURCE:
http://bha-in-la-ca.us/Transit_MAndT/TRAM-UK.HTML
September 9, 1997
Professor Lesley Lewis Lesley
Transport Science Ltd.
17 Hope Street
Liverpool, England L19BQ
United Kingdom
I have read of your Tram Group’s efforts in Metro magazine, March/April 1997 and in Railway Age, February,
1994, but the aspect of most interest appeared in International Railway Journal, January, 1994, page 43, viz
:

The LR55 tram track system is the brain child of Professor Lewis Lesley of Liverpool John Moores University, who also developed the concepts
for the Tram. The system uses a new profile of rail and exploits the strength of existing highway pavements by transmitting t he static and
dynamic loads from the upper surface rather than the foot of the rail.
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Typical streetcar “Girder” or “Tram” rail. No longer manufactured in North America, it can only be
obtained from a very small group of eastern European and Asian manufacturers.
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However, common, domestically produced 85 pound/yd “T” rail has strength comparable to the
traditional Brooklyn “Girder/Tram Rail”. Note that both the “Section Modulus” and “Moment of Inertia”
ratings are very similar.
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Now less expensive and easier to obtain, domestic “T” rail was once extensively used in many
Midwest streetcar systems. T rail is currently being used on the San Diego light rail system
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* EstimatedAnnual
Annual
Operating Cost
*Estimated
Operatring
*
Estimated
Estimated Annual Operating CostCost
Operations: $60/streetcar hr x 3 streetcars hr x 15 hours/day x 365 days/yr =
General Manager

$ 985,500/yr
100,000/yr, Incl. Fringe

Deputy Manager/Dispatcher

85,000/yr

“

Software/ Computer Systems Engineer

80,000/yr

“

Streetcar Mechanic

80,000/yr

“

Asst. Mechanic/Car Cleaner

60,000/yr

“

Track/Trolley Wire Maintainer

80,000/yr

“

60,000/yr
$ 1,530,500/yr

“

Asst. Track/Trolley Wire Maintainer
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OPERATING COST

(And Streetcar vs. City Bus Operating Cost Comparison)
Are you old enough to remember Manhattan's iconic "Checker Taxi Cabs"? These vehicles were first
built during the 1950's, but served New York City virtually unchanged, until the 1980's. How did they
last so long? Answer- they were built out of a conglomeration of all the best parts and techniques
available to the automotive industry of that time- regardless of the brand or manufacturer.
We think the new Brooklyn Streetcar should follow the overall design paradigm of the Checker Cabuse all the best aspects of currently available streetcar technology, regardless of where it comes from.
For example, the Portland, Oregon streetcar system probably offers us the best design paradigm as far
as construction economy is concerned. However, for the most cost effective results, Brooklyn may
want to use pages out Memphis, TN 's and Little Rock, AR's play books, in regards to an "operating
system model"...
According to the most up to date research available online, a new Brooklyn Streetcar would incur
LESS THAN One-Half (39% – 44%) the operating costs of a NYC Transit Bus. According to the
following research, the 2008 operating costs of a new Brooklyn Streetcar would be on average between
$48.79/hr and $60.02/hr per streetcar*. The latter figure corresponds perfectly with the circa 2007
hourly operating cost of $59.40/hr per streetcar, on the newly built (2004) Little Rock, AR line.
Known as the "River Rail System" (see # 79- LR as per the attached FTA 2007 Operating Cost
spreadsheet), this line is 3 miles long, and has 13 stations- similar in scope to our proposed Red HookBoro Hall streetcar line of 2 miles. The fare is only 50 Cents for Kids/Seniors, $1.00/Adult, 3 Day Pass
is $5.00 and a 20 Ride Pass $15.00. It's operated by the Central Arkansas Transit Authority. For more
information, see http://www.cat.org/rrail/ .
For another example, (2009 data), of an efficiently operated modern streetcar line (NOT a Light Rail),
is that of Memphis, TN, operated by MATA: $70.30/hr per streetcar. This line consists of seven miles
of route, and 18 streetcars, some refurbished, some new at the time of construction. For more
information on MATA's streetcar line, see:
http://www.railwaypreservation.com/vintagetrolley/memphis.htm .
On the other hand, as per Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) data, the known circa 2007
operating cost of an MTA NYC Transit Bus was $136.10/hr (see #119- MB) as per the attached FTA
2007 Operating Cost spreadsheet.
For further comparison, the MTA NYC Transit Subway operating cost circa 2007, was $155.20/hr (see
#33- HR) on the aforementioned FTA spread sheet attached to this writing.
Circa 2000, the operating cost of a NYC Transit Bus was $90.74/hr, followed by an increase in NYCT
Bus operating costs of $45.35/hr over 7 years, up to $136.10/hr in 2007- A NYCT Bus operating cost
increase of 50% over only seven years. The latest (2009) NYCT data shows Bus Operating Cost has
risen further to $146/hr. Why? Here's four likely contributing factors:
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1. In order to reduce Bus pollution emissions, NYCT has reportedly been running its Buses slower
than in former years, increasing hourly operating cost.
2. NYCT Bus contractual labor cost increases.
3. Increased fossil fuel costs.
4. According to a ca. 2002 government report (U.S. Department of Energy), NYCT Hybrid buses had a
46%- 92% HIGHER operating cost over conventional buses, when compared to an RTS diesel. This is
reportedly due to higher repair and maintenance costs, not covered by warranty.
And I quote:
"In addition, the following conclusions were reached: • During the evaluation, the NYCT hybrid buses
had overall operating costs (excluding driver labor) 46%Ð92% higher than the NovaBUS RTS diesel
buses. Much of this difference was caused by higher labor hours required to repair and maintain all bus
subsystems on the 10 prototype hybrid buses, including the hybrid propulsion system".
Source: DOE/NREL Report, 2002
www.brooklynrail.net/images/new_brooklyn_streetcar/nyct_hybrid_bus_evaluation.pdf
As a point of reference, it should be noted that on average, diesel buses get 2.5 MPG (less than 3
MPG), while Hybrid Buses get 3.5 MPG (less than 4 MPG). However, certain times of the year,
depending on weather conditions, Hydrid Buses get the same 2.5 MPG as their diesel counterparts.
Generally, a Hybrid Bus costs $150,000 more than a conventional bus, and has to be scrapped after a
life span of 12 years.

METHODOLOGY:
The circa 2008 NYC Transit Bus Operator application is online here:
http://www.nyc.gov/html/dcas/downloads/pdf/noes/200808006000.pdf
A NYC bus operator starts at $18.84/hr, and rises in increments after 3 years to $26.92/hr for a 40 hour
week. However, this figure does not reflect benefits. So, let's add 66% to the numbers for the actual
labor cost, including benefits, as per the 2010 Public Transportation Fact Book, by APTA, pg 21, Table
18:
Bus Operator hourly pay + benefits (66% / hr) = Total labor cost per hour
For vehicle operator starting pay scale, we get a total hourly labor cost of:
$18.84/hr + $12.43/hr = $31.27/hr.
For vehicle operator pay scale after three years, we get a total hourly labor cost of:
$26.92/hr + $17.77/hr = $44.69/hr
As per SEPTA (Philadelphia Transit Authority) circa 2001 streetcar operating cost breakdown, updated
with 2010 data, “Labor” accounts for 77% of the total operating cost of $47.05/hr. "Everything Else"
accounts for 23%, or $10.81/hr. Now, lets add $10.81/hr to the actual hourly labor cost for "Power and
Everything Else":
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Total hourly operating cost per Streetcar, w/a newly appointed operator:
$31.27/hr + $10.81/hr = $42.08/hr.
Total hourly operating cost per Streetcar w/an operator having 3 years of service:
$44.69/hr + $10.81/hr = $55.50/hr.
A noteworthy point, is that the actual current (2008) SEPTA (Philadelphia) streetcar hourly operating
cost of $47.05/hr is almost the exact average of the projected Brooklyn streetcar hourly operating cost,
which is ($42.08 + $55.50) / 2 = $48.79/hr
,

.

The current circa 2008, Philadelphia streetcar (Subway-Surface) operating cost of $47.05/hr can be
viewed here on page 58: http://www.septa.org/reports/pdf/asp10.pdf
As for the circa 2000 NYC Transit Bus operating cost data, the following is the Manhattan Institute
For Policy Research Bus Operating Cost Table, circa 2002, created by:
E. S. Savas
Professor, School of Public Affairs, Baruch College

E. J. McMahon E. J. McMahon

Senior Fellow, The Manhattan Institute for Policy Research

http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/cr_30t2.htm
http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/cr_30.htm
As we can see in the first row, the circa 2000 operating cost of a NYC Transit Bus, was $90.74/hr

.

Civic Report No. 30 November 2002
Competitive Contracting of Bus Service: A Better Deal for Riders and Taxpayers
Table 2: New York Metropolitan Area Bus Transit Services, Fiscal Year 2000
Annual
Operator
Type [a]

Vehicles
Ridership [b]
(1,000s)

Operating in
Max. Service

Total Operating
Expenses (1,000s)

$ 1,323,556.89

State

System

NY

New York City Transit Authority

1

821,994.5

3,840

NY

Long Island Bus

1

29,889.4

269

NJ

New Jersey Transit [c]

1

141,403.9

1,682

439,391.8

NY

New York City-Franchised

2

111,311

1,084

264,985

2

78,729.2

601

150,295.7

New York-GTJC

80

78,887.7

Expense per
Vehicle Hr.*

$ 90.74

90.50

88.03

86.18

83.76

Queens Surface Corp

2

New York Bus Tours, Inc.

Liberty Lines Express

NY

2

Liberty Lines Transit (Westchester
Bee Line)

25,746.5

280

75,167.8

3,943.9

128

22,293.9

2,891.3

75

17,227.8

23,927.6

273

62,622.3

4,406.2

130

23,524.6

8,375.8

143

25,704.3

99.58

75.00

75.48

78.23

2

NY

Suffolk County Transit [d]

NJ

New Jersey Transit (contract
service)

2

59.19

56.92

Operator type:
1. Public
2. Public-private contract
a. All buses publicly owned; maintenance and support 2
arrangements may differ by operator
b. Unlinked passenger trips
c. Includes statewide operations
d. County-sponsored service provided by seven private contractors
2
* Vehicle hours consist of all of the time a bus is on the road,
in service and out of service, including “deadhead” periods most common in
express service.
Source: Federal Transit Administration, National Transit Database, 2000.

Let's now breakdown the SEPTA “Everything Else” portion of operating cost further, this time using
data from the APTA 2010 Public Transportation Fact Book:
As per the circa 2001 SEPTA operating cost allocation breakdown, labor accounts for 77% of the total
operating cost of $47.05. "Everything Else" accounts for 23%, or $10.81. By working ratios on the
"light rail" columns of Tables 17 and 18 of the APTA 2010 Public Transportation Fact Book, and using
the SEPTA 2008 Subway- Surface figure of $47.05/hr as an overall starting point, this is what we get:
Utilities [Power]:
Casualty and Liability:
Material & Supplies:
General Administration:
Maintenance:
Subtotal:

$3.45/hr
$1.11/hr
$3.05/hr
$8.18/hr
$9.70/hr_
$22.04/hr

Or roughly double of the SEPTA “Everything Else” figure of $10.81/hr.
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Using this method, the average Brooklyn streetcar
operating cost would be:
Average Total Labor Cost:
“Everything Else”:

$37.98/hr
$22.04/hr

Total Operating Cost PER STREETCAR: $60.02/hr

.

* If streetcars are operated in 2 car “trains”, then the operating cost would be:
Labor- 1 Operator (average):
“Everything Else” x 2 :
Total Operating Cost Per 2 Car “Train”:
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$37.98/hr
$44.08/hr
$82.06/hr
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THE OREGONIAN - Politifact Oregon
The Truth-O-Meter Says:

Says "streetcars carry more people than buses … you attract
more riders who don't ride transit now, and actually the
operating costs are not any greater than the bus."
Charlie Hales on Sunday, February 12th, 2012 in an interview.

Do streetcars really beat out buses in capacity, ridership
and cost?

Share this story:
Portland mayoral candidate Charlie Hales is well known for his support of streetcar projects. He
promoted them in Portland during his time as a city council member, then ended his term early to go
help other cities start their own.
Hales hasn’t advocated expanding the city’s system during his current campaign, but the subject
keeps coming up. During an appearance on Oregon Public Broadcasting’s "Think Out Loud," Hales
explained why he’s so keen on street cars.
It comes down to three things, he said: Because "streetcars carry more people than buses. Because
you attract more riders who don't ride transit now. And actually the operating costs are not any
greater than the bus. The trick is coming up with the very large capital cost."
These sorts of talking points get thrown around a lot by rail-system advocates. We thought it was high
time we checked it out.
Our first call was to Hales’ campaign. His spokeswoman, Jessica Moskovitz, sent us a thorough e-mail
outlining the support for the various pieces of the statement. Before we get to all that, though, let’s
start with TriMet when spokeswoman Mary Fetsch.
On whether streetcars carry more people than buses, there is no ambiguity. Streetcars have a
maximum capacity of 92 riders, according to Fetsch. That’s nearly double the 51 or so riders who can
fit on a single bus. (It was clear during the interview that Hales was talking capacity here and not the
actual number of riders.)
The next part was about whether streetcars have a smaller operating cost. Naturally, our minds went
to the huge down payment a city has to make on tracks, whereas a bus can use existing roads. But
Hales was careful to take that out of the equation by acknowledging the startup costs. It’s clear he
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was talking about day-to-day operation. On that point, he seems to be right again.
According to Fetsch, the streetcar operations cost $1.50 per boarding ride, while the bus costs $2.82.
Now, there are a few important caveats here. Portland’s streetcar system is much smaller than
TriMet's bus and MAX systems. That’s important because those two systems require a command
center, which deals with dispatch and customer service. The streetcar also ducks security charges -Portland police take care of the streetcar while TriMet has to budget for the Transit Police Division.
You also have to consider the fact that the streetcar serves just the city core, while the MAX and bus
systems operate in the low-density, outer areas and run both earlier and later.
The last bit of important context here, too, is that the streetcar system requires fewer maintenance
expenses: It’s younger and it runs at lower speeds, so it has less wear than the MAX and bus system.
That leaves us with the last bit: Do streetcars really attract riders who don’t typically take public
transit?
Moskovitz, the spokeswoman for Hales, pointed us to a study by Edson Tennyson for the National
Research Council on the issue of rail transit. Tennyson concluded that, all things being equal, "rail
transit is likely to attract 34 percent to 43 percent more riders than will equivalent bus services."
There was a catch, though: That paper was written more than two decades ago. The only other source
Moskovitz had was an article touting the increase in streetcar ridership.
TriMet, however, had two pieces of pertinent information.
First up, between 2000 and 2003, bus stops within a sixth of a mile of the streetcar saw ridership drop
by 20 percent when the rail went online. Meanwhile, the streetcar ridership grew well beyond that
drop, indicating the system was attracting more people than just those who would have ridden the
bus. Second, according to a June 2011 rider study, 38 percent of occasional and infrequent riders
exclusively used the MAX, while only 12 percent exclusively used the bus. Of course, the MAX is not
the streetcar, but this fact seems to speak to the attractiveness of rail travel over bus for some transit
users.
While the data are somewhat old and somewhat tangential, taken together they seem to support
Hale’s claim that the streetcar attracts more infrequent riders.
So that brings us to the ruling. Hales said "streetcars carry more people than buses … you attract
more riders who don't ride transit now, and actually the operating costs are not any greater than the
bus." Whether these arguments make a persuasive case for the necessity and usefulness of a
streetcar system is, of course, up for debate. The statement itself remains factual. While, there’s some
missing context, it’s nothing significant. We rate this claim True.

FUNDING SCHEMES
Federal Funding for Streetcar Projects
FTA “New Starts” and “Small Starts” Grants, typically 80% of project capital
costs.
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Summary of the Federal Transit Administration’s FY2013 New Starts/Small
Starts Report
Overview

On January 31, 2012, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) issued its FY 2013
Annual Report on Funding Recommendations for the Capital Investment Grant
Program. The Capital Investment Grant Program provides funding for new transit
systems, or extensions to existing systems, including heavy rail, light rail, commuter rail,
streetcars, bus rapid transit (BRT), and ferries. The Capital Investment Grant Program
includes two categories of projects, referred to as New Starts and Small Starts. New
Starts projects include requests of $75 million or more in Capital Investment Program
funds or anticipate a total capital cost of $250 million or more. Small Starts projects
include requests of less than $75 million in Capital Investment Program funds and
anticipate a total capital cost of less than $250 million.
The total budget recommended for the Capital Investment Grant Program in the
President’s FY 2013 budget is $2.235 billion. For New Starts, FTA recommended $1.932
billion for allocation to projects with existing or proposed Full Funding Grant
Agreements (FFGAs)1. Twelve projects have existing FFGAs, for which FTA is
requesting $1.17 billion. Six projects are being proposed for a new FFGA in FY2013,
for which $765.66 million is requested. The request also includes $120 million for three
projects expected to reach the final design stage of project development during 2012.
These projects may receive an FFGA if there is necessary progress during FY 2013.
FTA further recommended $127.57 million for allocation to Small Starts projects for
Project Construction Grant Agreements (PCGA)2. The budget proposal also includes a
2.5 percent set-aside for management and oversight totaling $55.89 million, an increase
over last year’s set-aside, reflecting the growing number of projects entering the Capital
Investment Grant program as well as “FTA’s strong desire to enhance its stewardship
and oversight of a set of increasingly complex major capital projects.”
1 A Full Funding Grant Agreement (FFGA) is a contract between the project sponsor and the Federal Transit Administration
that formally establishes the maximum level of New Starts funding and outlines the terms and conditions of federal
financial participation.
2 A Project Construction Grant Agreement is a contract that sets the terms and conditions for Small Starts funding, as
an FFGA does for New Starts funding.

Quick Facts


Overall, 30 projects are recommended for funding, in 15 states.



12 existing FFGAs are recommended for funding, in 9 states.
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6 proposed FFGAs are recommended for funding, in 4 states.



9 proposed PCGAs are recommended for funding, in 6 states.



3 New Starts projects, in 2 states, are recommended for funding if sufficient
progress is made in final design.



Of the 21 recommended and potential future New Starts projects, 12 are light rail,
6 are subway/heavy rail, 2 are commuter rail, and 1 is bus rapid transit. All of the
Small Starts projects are bus rapid transit systems except for one light rail
extension in Mesa, AZ.



For New Starts projects with existing or proposed FFGAs, the average
proposed federal FY 2013 allocation is $859 million and the average New Starts
share of total capital costs is 45.2 percent. In FY 2012 the average New Starts
share of total capital costs was 49 percent.



For Small Starts projects with existing or proposed PCGAs, the average
proposed federal FY 2013 allocation is $48 million and the average Small Starts
share of total capital costs is 66 percent. In FY 2012 the average Small
Starts share of total capital costs was 57 percent.

Changes Since Last Year
Since the publication of the FY 2012 Annual Report in February 2011, several New
and Small Starts projects have or will soon receive Full Funding Grant Agreements
or Project Construction Grant Agreements:
New Starts Projects Receiving FFGAs
Denver, Co: Eagle Commuter Rail
Hartford, CT: New Britain-Hartford Busway
Orlando, FL: Central Florida Commuter Rail Transit Initial Operating
Segment
Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN: Central Corridor LRT
Houston, TX: North Corridor LRT
Houston, TX: Southeast Corridor LRT
Draper, UT: Draper Transit Corridor
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

New Starts Project with FFGA Pending Congressional Review
San Jose, CA: Silicon Valley Berryessa Extension Project
-

Small Starts Projects that Received PCGAs
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San Bernardino, CA: E Street Corridor sBX BRT
Fitchburg, MA: Commuter Rail Improvements
-

-

Small Starts Project with PCGA Pending Congressional Review Austin,
TX: MetroRapid Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Project
-

In addition, since the publication of the FY 2012 Annual Report in February 2011, several
New Starts projects have been approved for preliminary engineering or final design.
Also, several Small Starts projects have been approved for project development:
New Starts Projects Approved into Final Design
San Jose, CA: Silicon Valley Berryessa Extension Project
Honolulu, HI: High Capacity Transit Corridor Project
Portland, OR: Portland-Milwaukee Light Rail Project
-

-

-

New Starts Projects Approved into Preliminary Engineering
San Diego, CA: Mid-Coast Corridor
Baltimore, MD: Baltimore Red Line
Bethesda to New Carrollton, MD: Maryland National Capital Purple Line
Minneapolis, MN: Southeast Corridor LRT
-

-

-

-

Small Starts Projects Approved into Project Development
Jacksonville, Fl: JTA BRT Southeast Corridor
Eugene, OR: West Eugene Emerald
Express BRT El Paso, TX: Dyer Corridor BRT
-

-

-

Four exempt projects (those seeking less than $25 million in Capital Investment Program
funds) have received all of the appropriations needed for their project since the
publication of the FY 2012 Annual Report in February 2011. Therefore, the projects are
no longer included in the report. These projects are as follows:
Tucson, AZ: Tucson Streetcar
Stamford, CT: Stamford Urban Transitway Phase II
Providence, RI: South Corridor Commuter Rail
Boston, MA: Assembly Square
-

-

-

-

Discussion
The New Starts and Small Starts programs have been extremely successful in bringing
new or improved transit service to communities around the country. These major
capital investments in transit infrastructure have stimulated economic development,
improved commute times, and in the long-run will reduce costs for both government
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entities and individual households. As a result, the demand for investment in transit
projects like these is significant, and greatly exceeds the current capacity of the New
Starts and Small Starts programs. A recent analysis by Reconnecting America found
more than 640 major transit projects being planned around the country. The U.S.
Congress is currently considering multi-year transportation reauthorization bills that
will continue funding the New Starts and Small Starts programs essentially at their
current
levels – far less than would be needed to bring even a small percentage of these projects into
reality.
As part of the reauthorization, both the FTA and the Congress are proposing changes to
the New Starts and Small Starts programs to shorten the time it takes to complete a major
transit project (currently estimated at approximately 13 years, on average). The Annual
Report on Funding Recommendations explains FTA’s proposal that the Capital Investment
Program be streamlined into one set of project evaluation criteria rather than separate New
Starts and Small Starts categories with different evaluation and rating criteria. Sponsors
of projects seeking more than $100 million in Capital Investment Grant funds would receive
construction funding through a Full Funding Grant Agreement and sponsors seeking less
than $100 million in Capital Investment Grant Program funds would receive construction
funding through a simplified Project Construction Grant Agreement. Projects could possibly
be “exempt” from the evaluation and rating process if the project sponsors seek less than
$100 million in program funds with the request representing less than 10% of the project’s
anticipated total capital cost. These exempt projects would only be subjected to basic
Federal grant requirements. It is important to note, however, that these proposed
changes would require Congressional approval to take effect.
At the same time, FTA is revising the methodology by which they evaluate New Starts and
Small Starts projects. In a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued in January 2012, FTA
proposed evaluation changes designed both the streamline the project development
process and to capture a broader range of the benefits that transit projects provide. Given
the changes being proposed by FTA as well as by the House and the Senate in
reauthorization, the New Starts and Small
Starts process could change significantly in the next few years, shortening the timeline for
project development and potentially creating a different mix of project types than exists
today. Still, under no scenario currently on the table do the New Starts and Small Starts
programs grow sufficiently to meet the demand for transit in America.
Appendix A
A summary table of FY 2013 projects with existing or proposed FFGAs, their
recommendation amount, total project cost and total New or Small Starts funding amount is
provided below. More details on these programs can be found read at:
http://fta.dot.gov/documents/FY13AnnualReportmaintext13012.pdf
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Obama turns to light rail to salvage transit legacy
By Keith Laing
Share on facebook143Share on twitter126Share on google_plusone_shareMore Sharing Services33Share on email

48

Wikimedia Commons
Republicans have been largely successful in stymieing President Obama's plans to leave behind a legacy of high-speed railways,
but Obama's second term could end up being remembered for a boon in light rail and streetcar construction.

Obama spoke frequently in his first term about developing a nationwide network of high-speed railways that could eventually
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grow to rival the interstate highway system. He included $8 billion in his 2009 economic stimulus package for high-speed rail
lines, but Republican governors in states like Ohio, Wisconsin and Florida rejected the money.
However, while the GOP was training its focus on halting high-speed railways, several cities began constructing light rail and
streetcar systems with the help of Obama's transportation department.
Obama touted one such DOT-assisted light rail expansion during a trip to St. Paul, Minn. this week to push for a new round of
congressional transportation spending.

“I just had a chance to take a look at some of those spiffy new trains,” he said of the expansion of Minneapolis’ Metro light rail
system to St. Paul, which is scheduled to open in June.

“They are nice and they’re energy efficient,” Obama said of the Minneapolis light rail cars. “They’re going to be reliable. You
can get from one downtown to the other in a little over 30 minutes instead of when it’s snowing being in traffic for two hours."

Light railways and streetcars emerged in the 1980's and 1990's as a cost-effective alternative to building "heavy rail" subway
systems like Washington, D.C.'s Metrorail. Light railways are generally operated aboveground, unlike subway systems that
require tunnels, and they usually run shorter trains.

Streetcars often use similar train cars to light railways, but they usually operate in existing traffic lanes, so they do not require as
many land acquisitions to build.

Both light railways and streetcars are typically powered by overhead power lines instead of electrified third rails on train tracks
like subways.

In addition to Minneapolis and St. Paul, cities such as Charlotte, Dallas and Los Angeles are currently building new light rail
lines. Washington, D.C. and Atlanta are additionally planning new streetcar lines, as is Charlotte.

Obama's transportation secretary, Anthony Foxx, was a member of Charlotte’s city council when that city opened its light rail
line in 2007, and he pushed to expand the system as mayor.

Foxx regularly touts the success of Charlotte's LYNX light railway when he is arguing now for increasing transportation funding.

The DOT chief maintains that the Obama administration has not given up on high-speed rail though.
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"2014 is shaping up to be our busiest construction year since our high-performance rail program began," Foxx said in a speech to
the U.S. High Speed Rail Association this week.

"Right now, 47 projects representing $4.4 billion are either under construction or are about to be," Foxx continued.

Foxx said funding from the Obama administration helped pay for doubling the amount of railways in U.S. that can operate at
speeds between 90 and 125 miles-per-hour, though Republicans have disputed the definition of trains that run that fast as highspeed.

The GOP argues that true high-speed rails are capable of running over 200 miles-per-hour, citing popular fast trains in European
nations. Republicans have also sought to cut off funding for a proposed high-speed railway in California for which the Obama
administration has contributed more than $3 billion, expressing doubt about cost and ridership estimates.

Despite the GOP’s objections to its high-speed rail plans, Foxx said the Obama administration has drastically increased the
availability of faster trains in the U.S.

“Over the past five years, we’ve invested more than $12 billion in high-performance rail," Foxx said. "Our High-Speed and
Intercity Passenger Rail program is the largest grant program for passenger rail in our nation’s history. Compared to 2009, over
24 million more Americans – a population about as big as Texas’ – now have access to upgraded rail service – or soon will."

Eno Center for Transportation President Joshua Schank said the development of light railways under Obama has been less
contentious because they are generally cheaper to build.

“The reason they’re able to do this is that it’s not very much money, compared to high-speed rail,” Schank said. “Trolleys [and
streetcars] don’t even have their own right-of-way. That’s the most expensive thing about transportation projects. High-speed
railways are hugely expensive.”

Schank added that many cities’ light rail proposals are able to qualify for the Transportation Department’s "new starts" program
that allows local governments to apply for matching funds to get new projects off of the ground quickly because their
construction costs are lower than other types of railways.
Schank said the "new starts" development began before Obama first took office.

But he said the Obama administration’s push for light rails and streetcars has been quietly effective, however.
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“It’s really interesting how they’ve kind of snuck it under the radar,” he said. “They cobbled together some existing funds and got
some trolleys going.”

In his speech touting the new Minneapolis-to-St. Paul light railway this week, Obama said he was for expanded public
transportation access in whatever form is possible.

“More Americans should have access to the kind of efficient, affordable transit you’re going to have with the Green Line,”
Obama said during his appearance at St. Paul’s Union Depot train station.

“There’s no faster way or better way for Congress to create jobs right now and to grow our
economy right now, and have a positive impact on our economy for decades, than if we start more
projects and finish more projects like this one,” Obama said.

FHWA "TIFIA" federal loan guarantees for low
interest 30 year construction bonds
Recent Examples:
Dallas, TX light rail project: $120 million
Los Angeles, CA light rail/streetcar $546 million

Other Funding for Streetcar Projects
New Tax Revenue Generated by Transit Oriented Development along the New
Streetcar Line.
Example: Portland, OR
The City of Portland advanced the funding for the construction of the new streetcar line
in the form of City Bonds, and then recouped the investment from the additional tax
revenue generated by new development along the streetcar line
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Create a "Transit Improvement District"
Example: Kansas City, MO.
The city advances the funding for the construction of the new streetcar line in the form
of Bonds, then recoups the funds:
Recently, by nearly a 2/3 majority, voters within the "Transit Improvement District"
approved a 1% sales tax, and a modest real estate tax increase to fund construction
and operation of their new streetcar project. The project is also funded by parking
assessments and federal funding.

Construction for the Downtown Kansas City streetcar starter line officially begins
in Spring 2014. The completed starter line will include a two mile round trip
streetcar route (four miles of track) along Main Street connecting Kansas City’s
River Market area to Crown Center and Union Station. It will serve the city’s
Central Business District, the Crossroads Art District, the Power and Light District
and numerous other businesses, restaurants, art galleries, educational facilities
and residential neighborhoods. The starter line will include 16 stops spaced
approximately every two blocks. Additionally, the Singleton Yard Streetcar
Vehicle Maintenance Facility and Park & Ride lot will be built at 3rd Street and
Grand Blvd. in the River Market.
Construction will take approximately 18 months and create hundreds of local
jobs. The KC Streetcar Constructors and the City of Kansas City are committed
to minimizing impacts to those who live and work downtown during construction.
The Downtown KC Streetcar starter line is the next step in a longer-range plan to
create a regional, integrated transit system to uniquely connect the Greater
Kansas City area like never before. Progressive regions around the country with
streetcar systems have seen significant economic growth and the Downtown KC
Streetcar starter line is a step in effort to realize an even more vibrant, vital and
livable urban center. Streetcar systems attract new residents, businesses and
workforce and provide an improved and more efficient travel option. It is
envisioned that the downtown KC Streetcar starter line will bring new investment
and increased property values to downtown along with an increased economic
impact during construction and after.
The completion of the Downtown KC Streetcar starter line project is anticipated in
summer of 2015 followed by a period of testing. It is expected that by the end of
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2015 the first streetcar rides will occur through Downtown Kansas City in over a
half a century, putting the region On the Forward Track.

Rendering of type of streetcar that will run on the starter line.

Detroit “M-1 Rail” Streetcar

Hope For Detroit: Rail Transit On The Way
Posted: 07/27/13
By: Natalie Burg | Forbes
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No place exemplifies the power of innovation and optimism better than Detroit. Skeptical? Then explain how a city
that recently filed for the largest municipal bankruptcy in U.S. history is also celebrating a long-fought-for green light
on a $137 million infrastructure project that will create 3.3 miles of circulating rail service, and is expected to bring
$500 million worth of economic development to the city.
It doesn’t seem possible — and it wouldn’t have been, were it not for some bold thinkers who believe in Detroit.
Infrastructure is a complicated endeavor, and is typically the purview of local government or a regional transportation
authority. Until this year, Detroit didn’t have the latter, and the former has been otherwise occupied for some time.
That didn’t stop some prominent Detroiters from prioritizing public transit themselves.
“The need was there,” said Heather Carmona, chief administrative officer of M-1 RAIL, the nonprofit responsible for
managing the design, construction and operation of the future streetcars. M-1 RAIL was established in 2007 as part
of a regional plan to create public transit in Detroit and its metro area. When local public funding for the vision didn’t
seem likely, philanthropists stepped in instead. “[Local business leaders] Roger Penske and Dan Gilbert came
together and said, ‘How can we advance this?’”
All told, private businesses, nonprofits and local government entities committed $100 million to the project. Though
private investment in public infrastructure is far outside the norm — not to mention project management from an
independent nonprofit — the innovative approach caught the attention of an important supporter.
“U.S. Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood has been a real friend of the project,” said Carmona. That support
eventually translated to $25 million in federal funding for the project. “This isn’t something that has been done before.
The courage our leaders have exhibited to get this done is incredible.”
That courage went beyond simply committing to an outside-the-box funding and management structure for a public
transit project. The very culture of innovation that eventually led to the M-1 RAIL project can also be traced back to
the root of the issue. The Motor City has always been deeply committed to its car culture. The very Woodward
Avenue on which the M-1 RAIL streetcars will circulate was the birthplace of Henry Ford’s Model T and early
assembly lines. Though a number of factors contributed to Detroit being the only major U.S. city without a regional
transit until this year, the city’s car-focused ethic certainly played a role.
“There have been attempts to bring some sort of transportation to Detroit for 30 years,” Carmona said. “I remember
even 10 years ago, if you even mentioned transit in conversation, people just cringed. It’s just part of the repertoire
now.”
That cultural change was no easy fix, but bringing people into the fold and earning the buy-in from Detroiters has
been a central task for M-1 RAIL. The message that the 3.3 miles of circulating streetcar service on Woodward
Avenue will better connect the 27,000 residents to the 140,000 jobs along the same corridor and could bring between
$500 million and $1 billion in economic development was a powerful one for a city in need of those kinds of numbers.
“Challenges are also opportunities,” said Carmona. “The economic climate in Detroit is not good, and this will help in
terms of jobs, and in terms of access to those jobs.”
M-1 RAIL streetcars on Woodward Avenue are only the first step in the vision for mass transit in Metro Detroit. Future
rail lines to farther reaches of the city and its suburbs are planned, but none of that can begin before the shovels go
into the ground for the streetcar project this year.
And after years of talk about better public transit options, that shovels-in-the-ground moment will mean a great deal to
a city that has suffered a number of broken promises.
“Seeing is believing,” said Carmona. “Part of the message is that Detroit is open for business. Nationally, you hear
that nothing is happening in Detroit, but business is really thriving here. And this is a tangible good.”
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Brookings Institution Study:
ABOUT THE REPORT
D.C. Surface Transit (DCST) commissioned the Brookings Institution to conduct a
preliminary assessment of the funding alternatives, beyond Federal and DC
government financing, for a streetcar system. The Brookings Institution study “Value
Capture and Tax-Increment Financing Options for Streetcar Construction” used H
Street,NE, and Benning Road, NE, from the Minnesota Avenue Metro station to Union
Station as the study corridor. Brookings subcontracted with Robert Charles Lesser
Company (RCLCO), HDR Inc, and Re-Connecting America to assist in the effort.
The Brookings study shows that it is hypothetically possible, using three forms of
value capture financing and NOT using the federal government sources or the
current general fund of the DC government, to pay for 100% of the construction costs
($140 million) of the proposed H Street/Benning Road streetcar. In all probability,
there would be federal and local DC government investment but it demonstrates
there are other options to consider. The hypothetical approach includes:
1. $46.6 million of Tax Increment Financing (TIF),
2. $46.6 million of a traditional special assessment district and
3. $46.6 million from a “never-done-before” sharing of private property value
increases.
Capturing the increases in property values and related tax revenues created by a
pubic transit investment can provide financing for additional community benefits.
Affordable housing, energy and environment enhancements, parks and open space
can be part of a plan that spreads the benefit of streetcar investments throughout the
community. These benefits were not explored in this study but should be part of a
DC streetcar plan.
This study uses the economic growth experienced in Portland, Oregon and Seattle,
Washington after the development of streetcar service in those cities. Additional
analysis should evaluate this study’s projected value increases in the context of the
economic redevelopment that has taken place other DC neighborhoods. The report
findings should also be filtered through the current financial and economic crisis.
The possibility of funding streetcars and other related community improvements in
DC with modest direct support from the federal or DC government is encouraging. It
should be noted that the DC government would be asked to provide significant
support in terms of credit-enhancement, or direct bond issuance, backed by future
revenues from increased taxes revenues or the sharing of private property value
increases.
DCST hopes that this work will stimulate the public's and policymakers’ interest in a
DC streetcar system. Funding to complete a streetcar system plan is needed and a
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broad public discussion of the potential for streetcar in the city should begin.

DCST is a nonprofit corporation created to promote affordable transit services for the
public's benefit. The DC Circulator is the result of a partnership between DCST, DDOT,
and WMATA. The Circulator was envisioned as new form of surface transit in the city
when it was introduced in 2005 and has succeeded in attracting over 10 million
customers since that time. For more information about DCST contact Ellen Jones,
Executive Director, DC Surface Transit Inc.

DC Surface Transit, Inc.
Board of Directors
President
Mr. Richard H. Bradley
Downtown BID
Vice-President
Ms. Leona Agouridis
Golden Triangle BID
Secretary/Treasurer
Mr. Jim Bracco
Georgetown BID

Members
Ms. Kristen Barden

Adams Morgan Partnership
BID

Mr. Carlton Diehl
Ms. Virginia I. Laytham
Clyde’s Restaurant Group
Ms. Patty Brosmer
Capitol Hill BID
Mr. Joseph D. Sternlieb
Mr. Michael Stevens
Capitol Riverfront BID
Mr. Gregg O'Dell
Washington Convention
Center Authority
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CYCLING WITH STREETCARS

How bicyclists can safely share the road with streetcars

Streetcar tracks require special consideration from
cyclists
When riding near streetcar lines, cyclists should keep a safe distance from the tracks
in order to prevent wheels from falling into spaces between rails.
Cyclists must also maintain adequate space from parallel parked cars to avoid
striking open car doors or pedestrians entering or exiting their vehicles.
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Photo: Richard Masoner

Crossing streetcar tracks
A cyclist may have to cross streetcar tracks in the following situations:
 Making left-hand turns
 Crossing tracks at intersections
 Passing parked vehicles that protrude into the road
Cyclists should make every effort to cross streetcar tracks at right angles. The
most common streetcar-related bike crashes are from:
 The front wheel sliding out from under cyclists on streetcar tracks
 One or both wheels falling into streetcar tracks and getting stuck

Discuss at ideas.nextrailkc.com
General Info nextrailkc.com.
Friend us on Facebook facebook.com/next.rail.kc
Follow us on Twitter @NextRailKC
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Making left turns across
streetcar tracks:

1
2

Cyclists should use special techniques when making a left hand turn in an intersection where streetcar
tracks make a right hand turn.
There are two main strategies for these situations:
1.

“ V e h ic ul a r ” L e ft Tu r n : S im i la r to m ak i ng a left turn in a car. Signal properly and scan for
vehicles approaching from behind. Swing to the right in order to cross tracks at an adequate
angle. W hen moving into the intersection, take special care to position your bicycle at an
appropriate angle when crossing the second set of tracks.

2.

“Box” Left Turn: When a cyclist crosses through the intersection as if they were continuing
o
straight, but stops at the crosswalk of the intersecting street. The cyclist then turns 90 and waits
for a green light to continue on in the direction they are turning.
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Bicycles and streetcar construction
Constructing a streetcar system does not happen over night. There will be months of phased construction and
vehicle testing on streetcar alignments, now and in the future. For the safety of cyclists, motorists, and
construction crews, everyone must pay close attention and follow all warning signs in live construction zones.
Cyclists especially should stay informed of construction plans, plan bike trips in advance, and anticipate
trouble spots.
Learn more, and track Phase I streetcar construction progress at: www.kcstreetcar.org
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Appendix I

More than a dozen North American cities have streetcar systems that have either expanded or
started operations in the past 15 years. Additionally, at least twice as many other cities have
new systems or new lines under active planning. The primary attractions of streetcars are the
ability to add a visible rail system at a relatively low capital investment, and the ability to create a
highly attractive circulator that connects into a high-capacity network without requiring additional
extension or expansion of a more expensive high-capacity mode. Streetcars are also popular
because, as they once did, they can still fit into densely developed, pedestrian-oriented, urban
neighborhoods.

Portland
Portland Streetcar
Began Operation: 2001
Route Miles: 3.6 (7.2 one-way loop)
Stops: 42
Org: Transit Agency + Non-Profit
Schedule: Daily
Opening in July 2001, the Portland Streetcar heralded the arrival of the Modern
Streetcar to the United States. The system has been extended four times since its
opening, and now provides daily service along a 3.6 mile route (soon to be extended).
The majority of the line runs along pairs of one-way streets, separated by one or two
blocks. Total one-way mileage for the complete loop is currently 7.2. Much of the line
operates within TriMet's "fareless square" zone in the downtown area, so most trips are
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actually free to riders. Portland made use of an off-the-shelf European streetcar vehicle
design, providing a modern, air-conditioned vehicle with level boarding.
The system is operated by the non-profit "Portland Streetcar Inc.", with service delivery
contracted to local transit provider Tri-Met, who also operates the region's extensive
light rail system. The streetcar is seen as "a unique public/private strategy to link
investment in high quality transit service with major development". A January 2006
report by PSI entitled "Development Orientated
Transit" notes that since 1997, more than 2.28
Billion dollars has been invested within two
blocks of the streetcar alignment. As of late
2008, the system was carrying 4.3 million
riders annually.
The next system extension will extend service
from the Pearl District in NW Portland, across
the existing Broadway Bridge, serving the
eastern half of the Portland Central City. In
May of 2009, it was announced that $75M in
federal funding had been obtained towards the
$127M project, and construction of the new 3.3
mile loop began in January 2010. Construction
was substantially completed in January 2012
and testing is now underway, with service
expected to start in Fall 2012
The Portland Streetcar Loop Project
in Portland, Oregon, will be a 3.3-mile
extension of theexisting and highly-successful
Portland StreetcarProject, which was
constructed using all local funds.
The Portland Streetcar Loop Project will extend
streetcar tracks, stations, and service from the
Pearl District in NW Portland, across the
existing Broadway Bridge, serving the eastern half of the Portland Central City.
The Portland streetcars will serve 28 new streetcar stops. Later, as a separate project,
the Loop will be completed via a new bridge at the south end, allowing continuous
connections around the entire Loop.On October 22, 2009, Federal Transit Administrator
Peter Rogoff signed the Project Construction Grant Agreement for $75 million.
Cost Estimate: 128.27 million
Federal Project:

Federal Transit Administration $ 75.00 M
Local Improvement District $ 15.50 M
Portland Development Commission $ 27.68 M
Regional Funds $ 3.62 M
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SDC/Other City Funds $ 6.11 M
Stimulus Funds $ 0.36 M
TOTAL FEDERAL PROJECT $ 128.27 M
VEHICLES FROM STATE OF OREGON $ 20.00 M
TOTAL PROJECT $ 148.27 M

Highlights

Extends the existing Westside Portland Streetcar
Project
Increases project area housing units
to meet goals outlined in Central City
Plan

Attracts 2.4 million square feet of new
development into the project area
Transports 3.5 million new riders per
year beginning in early 2012
Reduces regional vehicle miles traveled
by 28 million miles per year
Creates no significant environmental
Impacts
Achieves and supports regional and local transit,
environmental and development goals,

Detroit M-1 Rail Line
Detroit M-1 Rail Line
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Artist's rendering of the Grand Circus Park station for the
M-1 Rail project
Background
Locale

Downtown Detroit

Transit type

Streetcar

Number of

11

stations
[1]
Annual ridership 5,400 daily forecast

Headquarters

600 Renaissance Center, Suite 1740
Detroit, MI 48243
Operation

Began operation

February 2016 (expected)

Operator(s)

M-1 Rail
Technical

System length

3.3 mi (5.3 km)

The M-1 Rail Line (also known as the Woodward Avenue Streetcar by MDOT) is a 3.3-milelong (5.3 km) streetcar line to run along Woodward Avenue in Detroit, Michigan. In December
2011, city and state leaders announced a plan to offer bus rapid transit service for the city and
metropolitan area instead of light rail.[3] Soon afterwards, M-1 Rail, a consortium of private and
public businesses and institutions in the region, announced the plan for a 3.3-mile-long (5.3 km)
streetcar line along part of the same route, connecting the downtown Detroit People Mover to the
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railway station in New Center which serves Amtrak and the proposed SEMCOG commuter rail
system.

9.3-mile plan
The proposed line ran 9.3 miles (15.0 km) along Woodward Avenue from the Rosa Parks Transit
Center to the old State Fairgrounds along 8 Mile Road.[4] The line would have had 19 stops with
10 cars running at a time in two-car trains; each train would carry 150 people. The trains would
run in a dedicated right-of-way in the median from 8 Mile to Adams Street at the north end of
downtown. South of Adams, the trains would run in traffic along the sides of the street.

Rolling stock
According to real estate blog Curbed Detroit, bids from manufacturers willing to build the
rolling stock for the line have been received, but the choice has not been made public.[5] Crain's
Detroit Business reported the line would require six vehicles.[6] Bids were expected to include
low-floor, air-conditioned vehicles, capable of transporting passengers in wheelchairs. The
vehicles will have operator's controls at both ends—eliminating the need for the vehicles to turn
around for their return trips.

History
Detroit had streetcar service from 1892 to 1956.[7][8] Planning for the return to rapid transit to
Detroit began in 2006 when the Detroit Department of Transportation (DDOT) commissioned a
study to determine expanded mass transit options along Michigan Avenue.[9] Concurrently, a
private group of local business leaders decided to provide matching funds to government dollars
to develop a $125 million, 3.4-mile (5.5 km) line through central Detroit (similar to the Tacoma
Link) called the M-1 Rail Line. After much wrangling between the private investors and the
DDOT, the two groups decided to work in tandem on developing DDOT's 9.3-mile (15.0 km)
line.
The estimated cost for the proposed line was $500 million.[4] The Kresge Foundation awarded a
$35 million grant to the city for the project in March 2009.[10] It received $25 million in funding
from the United States Department of Transportation in February 2010. The Detroit City Council
approved the sale of $125 million in bonds on April 11, 2011.[11] The Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) and the City of Detroit signed an environmental impact study on July 1,
2011.[9] Finally, on August 31, 2011, the FTA signed a record of decision allowing the project to
move forward.[12]
In December 2011 the federal government withdrew its support for the proposed line, in favor of
a bus rapid transit system which would serve the city and suburbs. This decision arose out of
discussions between federal Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood, Detroit Mayor Dave Bing
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and Governor Rick Snyder. The private investors who supported the smaller three-mile (4.8 km)
line to New Center stated that they would continue developing that project.[13]
On January 18, 2013, U.S. Department of Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood announced that
M-1 Rail would receive $25 million in federal grant support for the streetcar project.[14] In April,
the project received final environmental clearance from the federal government, with
construction expected to start in the fall.[15] A tentative schedule projects service for paying
customers to begin February 2016.[16]
M-1 construction broke ground in December 2013 with utility relocation on Woodward
Avenue.[17]

The Kansas City Downtown Streetcar
is a planned streetcar system in downtown Kansas City, Missouri.[1]

Operating authority
The streetcar will be operated by the Kansas City Streetcar Authority, a not-for-profit
corporation. The authority was incorporated in August 2012 after voters approved creation of the
Kansas City Downtown Transportation Development District,[2] a special taxing district that will
fund construction and operation of a two-mile streetcar route through downtown Kansas City.
Final design for this starter line is underway, and construction is expected to begin in 2013. The
streetcar is expected to begin carrying passengers in 2015.[3]
The streetcar authority's 13 directors, a mix of public officials, business people, and transit
advocates, were appointed in late 2012 and met for the first time as an officially sanctioned body
in early 2013.[4] The authority's oversight of the streetcar's operation and maintenance is modeled
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on that of the Portland Streetcar. The city council has the power to appoint the authority's
directors and retains ultimate control over the system.

Planning and construction
After earlier efforts to create a metro- or city-wide rail transit system failed at the ballot box,
voters in downtown Kansas City approved funding for a two-mile streetcar line in December
2012.[5] This line, which will run between the River Market and Union Station, is envisioned as
the trunk of a wider system of streetcar routes in the city. The possibility of extending the line
south to the Country Club Plaza and north of the Missouri River, as well as along several eastwest routes, is already being studied.[6]
In December 2012, the city council awarded a contract to HDR, Inc. to complete a final design
for the downtown streetcar line.[7] HDR had previously performed preliminary engineering work.
In October 2013, the mayor announced that the system will use Urbos 3 streetcars made by the
American subsidiary of Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles.[8] Construction is scheduled
to begin in 2013 and to be completed by the end of 2014. The streetcar is expected to begin
carrying passengers in 2015.[9]
Funds for constructing and operating the downtown streetcar will come from a special
assessment and one-cent sales tax collected inside a transportation development district approved
by voters in 2012. Both levies will be assessed only within the taxing district, which
encompasses downtown neighborhoods along the streetcar route. Additional funding includes a
$4.5 million utility contribution and two federal grants totaling $17.1 million.[10] The project
received another $20 million federal grant, through the TIGER program, in August 2013.[11]
Passengers will ride free of charge.[12]

Route and stops
The downtown streetcar will run between the River Market and Union Station, through the
central business district and the Crossroads, mostly along Main Street. It will make stops about
every two blocks.[12] Along the way it will connect directly with Amtrak, Megabus, local and
commuter bus services (including a direct route to Kansas City International Airport, and several
B-cycle bike share kiosks. Proponents tout this initial linear segment as one of the simplest and
straightest modern streetcar routes in the United States.
Why a streetcar? What is a streetcar?
A modern streetcar functions as an urban circulator with more frequent stops and simpler stop
design than light rail, which typically serves more regional destinations. Streetcars are smaller
vehicles in size and typically operate with mixed traffic. Modern streetcar systems are simpler to
construct compared to light rail, requiring less infrastructure and time. Construction of streetcar
lines is usually confined to the track way and stop locations, and has a limited impact on
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surrounding sidewalks or streetscape character. A modern streetcar is different from historic
trolleys: modern streetcar systems employ state of the art vehicles and amenities for a quiet,
clean and efficient ride. In Kansas City, level boarding will be utilized so you can walk straight
from the station platform onto the vehicle without stepping up or down like you would do now
with a bus.
A wide range of studies and experience in other cities demonstrate that fixed rail investments
like a streetcar spur new investment and development along the route in a way that bus transit
can and does not. Fixed rail transit also attracts a broader pool of potential riders than buses. You
can view some case studies here. At the same time, modern streetcars are much less expensive
than light rail, and create far fewer impacts from construction and operation.
Is it worth it?
Streetcars do more than simply improve mobility. Streetcars are about fueling economic growth.
By promoting development, raising property values, attracting businesses and residents, and
helping to redefine our city, streetcars benefit everyone. Streetcars function as an urban amenity
that increases vitality, commerce and activity along the corridor route(s). Support for the
streetcar is an investment with demonstrated returns for residents, businesses, property owners,
neighborhoods and the entire region. Benefits of a streetcar include:
1. Attracting new residents and businesses. There is a growing body of research that
indicates there is a large portion of the population that wants to live and work in
walkable, urban areas. In recent years, a huge investment has been made in the
revitalization of Downtown Kansas City, with ongoing efforts to increase the
downtown residential population, and attract creative, high-tech and other
knowledge-based businesses that are positioned to sustain and enhance Kansas
City’s economic vitality in the 21st century. The city’s success in economic
development is dependent on its ability to attract and retain highly educated
professional employees and entrepreneurs. Because knowledge-based companies
and employees have flexibility in choosing where to locate, creating an urban core
that provides a high quality of life with major urban amenities such as the
streetcar is critical to the long-term success of Kansas City.
2. Improving quality of life. Streetcar transit allows people to live, work and visit in
an urban environment and make many of their daily trips conveniently without the
use of an automobile, which will have a positive impact on air quality while
simultaneously increasing property values along its route. In addition to
improving mobility, streetcars help to strengthen existing neighborhoods, enhance
the unique character of an area, encourage high-density mixed-use development
along the route, and increase visibility and access to corridor businesses.
3. Spurring new investment. The track record from streetcar projects around the
country is clear: streetcars are a major catalyst for new development and
investment along the corridor route as they create certainty in the market place by
exhibiting significant public support for private investment.
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4. Adding value to properties. In city after city, rail transit is proven to add value for
all types of property in the form of higher property values, lower vacancies, faster
leasing, and premium rents. For example, Dallas’ streetcar has been attributed to
$4.3 billion of real estate development. In Portland, Oregon, the streetcar system
has attracted over $3.5 billion in investment within a three block area, including,
10,000 housing units and 5.4 million square feet of commercial space.
Additionally, in Seattle’s South Lake Union neighborhood, the streetcar line has
generated over $2.4 billion in investment within three blocks of the streetcar line,
including 2,500 housing units and 12,500 jobs.
Do streetcar/light rail projects really meet their potential ridership projections?
The public is flooded with misinformation about transit across the country. In Charlotte, North
Carolina, civic leaders and light rail proponents developed a campaign to educate the public and
raise the public discourse. You can vie there efforts here. The pictures speak for themselves.

TRUTH: Actual results from light rail lines opened in the past 10-15 years show that ridership
exceeds projections.
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TRUTH: In regions with both rail and bus options, there are fewer vehicle miles traveled per
capita than in bus only or limited transit cities.

NEXTRAIL KC PROJECT FAQ
What is the Streetcar Expansion Plan?
The City of Kansas City, Missouri has contracted with BNIM and its sub-consultant team
(“Project Team”) to conduct a 10-month study of an expansion to the Downtown Streetcar
starter line. The City of Kansas City, Missouri in collaboration with the Mid-America Regional
Council (MARC), the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA), Jackson County
and the Kansas City Streetcar Authority (KCSA) are developing the expansion plan. The project
will prioritize future rail-transit capital expenditures and identify federal funding opportunities
for implementation.
The streetcar expansion plan will evaluate the potential impact and cost of new streetcar
alignments, recognize and plan for long-term system integration (i.e. bus), and most importantly
craft a path to implementation. The overarching goals of the project are to increase population
and economic density in the urban core, support existing residential and commercial activity,
develop under-utilized or vacant properties, connect existing activity centers, and provide
efficient, reliable and effective transit service.
Is NextRail KC related to the Downtown Streetcar Starter Line?
Yes. The Downtown Streetcar starter line was built to “start” the development of a streetcar
system. NextRail KC is developing a plan to expand the starter line and prioritize the corridors
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for future implementation. The expansion of the streetcar line is a long process from proposal to
construction. This study will prepare the City and its future efforts to build upon the starter line’s
success one corridor at a time.
With that said, NextRail KC is also not the end of future streetcar studies nor are these eight
corridors the only areas that will someday have a streetcar. This is only the start. For example,
the Northland Streetcar Study, a MARC sponsored streetcar study to expand the starter line into
North Kansas City is also being developed simultaneously.
What are the corridors to be studied?

The eight corridors identified by this study for potential streetcar expansion routes are listed
below. These corridors are not in competition with one another as the plan is intended to lay the
groundwork for a city-wide streetcar system and prioritize routes for implementation based on
community support, cost, engineering constraints and impact on the adjacent community (among
other measures):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Independence Ave: Main Street to appropriate eastern terminus / loop;
12th Street West: Main Street to appropriate western terminus;
12th Street East: Main Street to appropriate eastern terminus / loop;
18th Street: Main Street to appropriate eastern terminus / loop;
Southwest Boulevard: Main Street to State Line;
Main Street: Pershing Road to UMKC;
31st / Linwood: Main Street to appropriate eastern terminus; and,
Country Club Right-of-Way: UMKC to the Dodson Industrial Area.

Are these the only corridors to be studied?
These corridors were selected by the City of Kansas City, Missouri and no route has yet been
selected. The specifics of these corridors will be determined based on an engineering study
constrained by various environmental and physical conditions, potential impact on
neighborhoods adjacent to the route, the cost of building the proposed line, and most importantly
public input. No termini has been decided for any of the routes, except for the Missouri State
Line for the 12th Street West and Southwest Boulevard corridors. All alternatives and routes are
on the table during the initial screening phase of the project.
What is the process? What are the milestones?
The eight corridors listed above are currently undergoing an extensive public outreach and
engagement process. These corridors are simultaneously being analyzed for their engineering
constraints (underpasses, bridges, grade changes, intersections, turning radius, etc…), potential
economic impacts on the community, financial cost, impact on the community and public input.
For more information about the project phases, please click here.
The eight corridors will undergo a screening process that will narrow the selection from eight to
up to four corridors for an additional detailed study by November 2013. Another round of
stakeholder outreach and meetings will work through this more detailed analysis for these four
corridors. The Project Team will provide its final recommendation to the Kansas City, Missouri
City Council by March 2014. Additional information on the project timeline can be found here.
The streetcar expansion plan will review related plans and projects throughout the region to
ensure compatibility, coordination and collaboration with all the relevant municipalities and
transit service providers.
How will I be engaged?
The streetcar expansion project has developed a wide range of community engagement and
outreach tools and approaches to maximize public participation. An interactive model will be
used throughout the process to encourage participation and engage stakeholders in the design and
transformation of their neighborhoods. A project website will be the single source for all project
information and announcements, including an interactive MindMixer-based online survey and
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public discussion forum. The project team will employ an innovative text messaging survey to
bridge the digital divide and access the widespread use of cell phones in each corridor. Finally, a
series of public outreach meetings, focus groups, one-on-one discussions and attendance of
community events will ensure unprecedented personal contact with corridor stakeholders.
When will I be engaged?
There are many ways to engage in the process. In addition to attending various community
meetings, forums and other events, the NextRail KC Project Team will host three major outreach
events, including the initial Kick-Off Event on Thursday, August 8, 2013 in Union Station’s East
Hall, and two corridor workshops (one each for the eight corridors, and then one each for the
narrowed down four corridors selected for detailed analysis). In between all of these milestones,
intensive outreach efforts will keep the public up to date and engaged in the process.
Additionally, the project website is always available to provide input, including a custom
MindMixer (online forum) discussion board and social media. Later in the process, a text
messaging system will be set up as another resource to collect input and ideas from the public.
For more information about the project events click here.
What is up with your interactive model?
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The interactive model used by NextRail KC to engage the public about the streetcar expansion
project was designed and built by the Project Team in the two weeks prior to NextRail KC’s
Kick-Off Event. You may have seen the model in Union Station for the month after the KickOff Event, or on 18th and Vine in recent weeks. The Project Team will reuse the model
throughout the project so stay tuned about its location on Facebook and Twitter. This scaled
model of the Downtown Streetcar starter line and the 8 corridors begin studied is successful as it
gathers your input in a dynamic, engaging and fun way while breaking down age, ethnicity,
language, sex and other socioeconomic barriers by asking each individual to think about the
design of their community.
Who will make all the decisions?
This is a community and data driven planning process. Community input collected throughout
the engagement process will shape the route screening and final recommendation. The Kansas
City, Missouri City Council makes all final decisions.

STREETCAR OPERATIONS FAQ
Will the streetcar be integrated with bus service?
Yes. The Detailed Alignment Analysis will include a transit integration plan, coordinated with
KCATA, that will recommend how the planned streetcar lines and existing bus and MAX
services can best work together. This will include looking at how existing and future bus routes
and transit infrastructure can be integrated to maximize benefits to the entire community and to
the users of a coordinated bus, MAX, and streetcar system.
What will happen to the Main Street MAX?
New streetcar service on Main Street will likely result in a need to revise portions of MAX
service on Main Street to avoid redundancy and to maximize transit benefits. The streetcar team,
working with the KCATA, will develop the transit service integration plan that will recommend
how Main Street MAX might be revised to create the most effective overall system. This will
take into consideration the streetcar alignment, streetcar stops, and the yet to be defined southern
terminus of the Main Street Plus extension. There may also be an opportunity to redeploy
existing Main Street MAX assets to other corridors.
How will this function with the proposed Prospect MAX?
NextRail KC has been working with the KCATA in order to maximize the coordination of
efforts into a more comprehensive and integrated public transportation system. The proposed
Prospect MAX line is a good example of this coordination as it will function as a companion line
and feeder system into the proposed streetcar corridor on 31st Street/Linwood Boulevard.
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How noisy is a streetcar compared to a bus or car?
You can view the video at the top of this FAQ to hear the difference between a streetcar and
diesel bus in Seattle, Washington. Modern streetcars run with electric motors, which are much
less noisy than internal combustion engines (the decibel level for a modern streetcar is 82 dBa
compared to a hybrid bus like the MAX which is 83 dBa). Additionally, streetcars operate on a
seamless track that significantly reduces the noise attributed to trains on a track. The City of
Kansas City, Missouri purchased four CAF Urbos trams for the Downtown starter line.
The ambient noise of a streetcar running 20 miles per hour from 50 feet away (measured by the
EPA in Equivalent Continuous Sound Level, “Leq”), is less than 2-lane suburban arterial street.
That same train at 40 miles per hour is less than a 4-lane urban arterial like Brookside Boulevard
and Wornall Road. See the chart below from the Federal Transit Administration’s Transit Noise
and Vibration Impact Assessment, May 2006.

How will a streetcar interact with existing bicycle facilities and trails?
Integrating streetcars with bicycle and pedestrian facilities is critical to maximizing the streetcars
potential of becoming a true pedestrian accelerator. Coupling these facilities together can expand
the ridership shed of those willing to walk and bike to a future streetcar stop and improve the
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City’s overall walkability. For more information about how bicycles and streetcars will operate
together, please visit the BikeWalk KC FAQ here and in the PDF below:
Cycling with Streetcars (PDF)

NEXTRAIL KC DETAILED ANALYSIS FAQ
What lines will be chosen for the detailed alignment analysis?
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Following the recommendations of the Advisory Committee, Steering Committee and
Technical Committee, a resolution was introduced to the City Council and referred to a
Joint Committee of Planning, Zoning, and Economic Development and Transportation
and Infrastructure committees. Resolution 130884 was approved by City Council on

November 21, 2013. The resolution advances the detailed study of the following
corridors:The resolution advanced the detailed study of the following corridors:
o
o
o




Independence Avenue east from River Market
31st Street/Linwood Boulevard east from Main Street
Main Street Plus, from the south end of the starter line at Pershing Road to some
terminus beyond 51st Street on the Country Club Right of Way.

The resolution also also proposes a joint corridor plan for Southwest Boulevard and 18th
Street that would study enhanced transit service, land use and other improvements.
The detailed alignment analysis began on November 21, 2013 when the City Council
passed Resolution 130884.
NextRail KC’s Initial Analysis, the information that led to the above recommendations
can be found here.

What will be studied in the detailed alignment analysis?








The project team will define potential stop locations in order to develop detailed ridership
projections for future streetcar expansion routes. With community input, the project team
will also define the termini of each of the three proposed streetcar lines.
Once station locations and termini are defined, a more detailed analysis of the impacts of
a streetcar, as well as a more detailed assessment of engineering constraints, will be
conducted. Preliminary engineering concepts will be developed showing conceptual track
alignments and stop locations.
The detailed analysis will include a more refined study of streetcar operations, as well as
its impact on vehicular traffic capacity and operations, and its integration with other
transit and bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure.
As cost estimates are refined with more detail regarding the design and operation of the
streetcar system, the project team will develop a financing strategy. The financing
strategy will examine a combination of local, state, and federal sources, as well as the
opportunity for private partnerships and other funding sources.

Is the Country Club Right of Way (former streetcar line) going to be included in the detailed
alignment analysis?
For the purposes of comparing eight unique corridors, assumptions were made regarding the
alignments and termini of each streetcar corridor. During the detailed phase of this study and
beyond, these assumptions will be refined as more analysis is completed for each corridor.
Although 51st Street (UMKC) was chosen as the initial terminus for Main Street for the purposes
of comparison to other corridors, Main Street may perform better according to the criteria
established in the initial screening phase, including federal funding criteria, if a terminus to the
south of 51st Street (e.d. 63rd or 75th) is chosen. The costs and benefits of various stops,
alignments, and termini will be evaluated for all corridors selected for detailed analysis.
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Will the trail remain on the Country Club Right-of-Way?
Yes. If a streetcar operates within the Country Club Right-of-Way, the Trolley Track Trail will
remain. The precise location of the trail within the right-of-way, however, may be modified to
create a system that is safe and convenient for both trail and transit users. When the City Council
directed NextRail KC to move forward with three corridors in the detailed analysis, their
Resolution (Resolution 130884) included language to preserve and potentially enhance the
Harry Wiggins Trolley Track Trail.

NEXTRAIL KC FINANCING PLAN FAQ
Proposed Expansion Transportation Development District FAQ (PDF)
How will this be implemented?
The streetcar expansion plan is not intended to become a document that sits on a shelf. The City
is determined to move through this planning process in a manner that will best prepare an
implementation package, including route selection, detailed engineering, economic impact study
and financing plan.

Can we afford to build three of these streetcar lines?
The consultant team is in the early stages of developing a financing plan for an expanded
streetcar system. A Transportation Development District (TDD) is one local funding alternative
that has been considered to determine if the streetcar expansion is financially feasible. Assuming
a 50% non-local component, which could include funding through the federal New Starts/Small
Starts program, state funds, and other sources, preliminary funding estimates show that a TDD
with a one-cent sales tax and special assessments, at rates no higher than the special assessments
employed for the starter line TDD, can adequately fund the debt service and operations of a
streetcar on some length of all of these corridors. A TDD, if found to be the most feasible local
funding option, would require a public vote.

What areas within a TDD would pay a special assessment on real estate?
Properties within a reasonable distance from an expansion line (in addition to the Downtown
properties currently being assessed in connection with the starter line) would be subject to a
special assessment.

If a TDD were chosen to fund a portion of the streetcar expansion, what would be
the impact on the existing TDD?
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Preliminary funding models for the streetcar expansion assume that the existing TDD for the
Downtown starter route would be dissolved and that a new TDD would be established for a
larger area that incorporates the area of the starter route TDD.

Will the federal government fund a streetcar route without a local funding
commitment?
No. Local governments must first demonstrate their commitment and capacity to fund a portion
of both the capital costs and operating costs of any system receiving federal money under the
New Starts/Small Starts program and/or other comparable federal programs.
How long will construction take?
The only comparison for construction of future streetcar lines in Kansas City is the Downtown
Streetcar starter line. Construction is set to begin in the Fall of 2013 as crews finish all the
necessary utility work. The Downtown Kansas City starter line will be constructed in three block
segments in three weeks time. This model was used in Portland, Oregon where a 24-hour
emergency room remained open during construction. The Kansas City Streetcar Authority will
simultaneously launch an advertisement and media campaign for local businesses to let the
public know that businesses will remain open during construction.
Based on the process that occurred for the Downtown Streetcar starter line, it took approximately
5 years from the announcement of the planning process to operation (2010 to an anticipated start
in Spring 2015).

MEMPHIS

In Memphis, Saturday is the highest ridership day, contrary to common transit experience.
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MATA Began Operation: 1993
Route Miles: 7
Stops: Main St 12
Organization: Transit Agency
Schedule: Daily
The Memphis trolley system is operated by the local transit agency and currently
transports more than 800,000 passengers a year over three lines radiating from the
downtown area. Conceived as part of a plan to resuscitate a failing pedestrian mall in a
fading downtown, the trolley has grown into an effective transit circulator system. The
2.5 mile Main St. Line line opened in 1993 and travels the length of Main St., linking the
South Main and Pinch historic districts with numerous downtown attractions. The 2 mile
Riverfront Trolley Loop connects together the two ends of the Main St. Line, primarily
using a railroad right-of-way shared with Amtrak. The 2.5 mile Madison Line opened in
2004 and was intended as the starter line for a future light rail system. Service is offered
7 days a week, and the base fare is One Dollar, with a lunchtime fare of 50 cents. An
all-day pass is available for $3.50, or a 3-day pass for $8.00.
Main St. Trolley: This double track line has .8 miles of track on an exclusive trolley/
pedestrian mall, with the remainder sharing the street with traffic. Boarding is at street
level, via rather elaborate stations which project out from the sidewalk. Initial cost was
$34.9 Million, $3 million of which was vehicle costs. Funding was 77.2% Federal, 7.1%
State, 7.1% City and 8.6% private. In 1998, MATA completed its $5.4 Million North End
Terminal project, providing parking and transfer facilities between bus and trolley lines.
Riverfront Trolley Loop: In 1997, another 2 miles of parallel line (with 6 stations)
wasopened, primarily on a double-track railroad right-of-way running along the edge of
downtown close to the Mississippi River. One of the tracks is dedicated to MATA use,
and the other to Amtrak. Riverfront cars operate in a one-way loop, using the Main St.
Line as one leg of the circle. Project cost was $9.4 Million.
The infrastructure for both the Main St. and Riverfront lines is quite impressive. The .8
mile Main St. trolley/pedestrian mall features a track area covered with paving blocks
and sidewalks paved with bricks in attractive herringbone patterns. A line of
reproduction light poles runs down the middle of the street, also equipped with bracket
arms to support the trolley wire. The tops of many of the poles are also equipped with
lighting units that provide for night-time illumination of adjacent building facades. The
steel and concrete waiting shelters are all built to a common theme, and present an
attractive appearance. Benches, planters, information kiosks, and other pedestrianfriendly features line the length of the mall, and there is also a booming horse and
buggy business. The "Main Street Trolley" logo appears on all of the stations on the
mall as well as on the street signs themselves.
Equally impressive is all of the development going on around the trolley lines. On Main
St., a great deal of commercial development is apparent along the tracks. Although
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there are still many vacant storefronts, there are also plenty of rehabilitated historic
buildings as well as significant new construction. Along the Riverfront line there are
great number of new homes in evidence as well as a flurry of loft conversions underway
in some truly incredible historic industrial buildings. The Memphis Center City
Commission values the current building boom at over $2 billion dollars.
Madison Avenue Line: In March 2004, MATA opened a 2.5 mile extension on Madison
Avenue, connecting the existing downtown system with the Medical Center complex,
thus linking the city's two largest employment centers by rail. The line operates in mixed
traffic along Madison Avenue generally on tracks located in the inside travel lanes. The
extension included two major bridge projects. The first was comprised of two new railonly bridges at Danny Thomas Blvd. (one on each side of the existing street bridge) and
the second was a reconstruction of the existing bridge at I-240, with tracks placed on
the bridge. The line adds six new stations and a small park-and-ride facility at the
eastern terminus. Five of the six stations are located in the center of the street, and all
feature platform based lifts to accommodate wheelchairs.
The Gomaco Trolley Company won a contract to refurbish three additional vintage
trolleys for use on the line, and to supply one new replica trolley. An upgrade to light rail
vehicles is planned when the new LRT system comes on line. The project is proposed
as the last segment of the downtown rail circulation system as well as the first segment
of a regional light rail line.
Total cost of the Madison Avenue Line was $60 million with eighty percent (80%) of the
funding provided by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the remaining 20%
split between the City of Memphis (10%) and the Tennessee Department of
Transportation (10%).
Equipment: Service is provided with 18 rehabilitated cars imported primarily from
Portugal and Australia, as well as two replica cars. There are six single-truck cars from
Oporto, Portugal, ten double-truck cars from Melbourne Australia, a single- truck
Gomaco replica car, a double-truck Gomaco replica car, and a double-truck car rebuilt
by MATA from a former Rio de Janeiro open car. Each of the cars is painted in a unique
paint scheme.
ADA Accommodations: The entire system is ADA accessible. The ex-Melbourne cars,
with their wide center section doorways, lend themselves very well to ADA access,
which is accomplished via high-level island platforms on the Riverfront Loop, and
wayside lifts on Main St. and Madison Avenue. In order to accommodate wheelchairs
inside the relatively narrow ex-Oporto cars, a substantial rebuild was required. The cars
had their platforms modified to achieve a level floor inside the car. All cars are equipped
with a steel plate to bridge the gap between the floor and the wayside lift or platform.
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The Main Street Line, the first and most iconic rail line in Memphis, began operating in
April 1993. In the next four years, MATA introduced the Riverfront Line that runs along
the Mississippi River and on Main Street. The latest addition to the trolley rail system
was the Madison Avenue Line, which began operating in March 2004.
MATA's trolley rail system was recently named among the top tourist attractions in
Memphis and celebrates its 20th anniversary this year.

VINTAGE TROLLEY CARS A total of 19 vintage trolleys are in service, covering
over 259,000 revenue miles annually on 10 route miles of track. Each vintage trolley is
over 40 years old and has been restored to its original elegance - down to the solid brass
seats and window accents, rare "glue-chip" glass transom windows, hand-carved
mahogany corbels, and antique lighting fixtures
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The Toronto Transit Commission estimates that 60 percent of streetcar riders are
“choice” riders - those who have a car, but choose to take the streetcar instead.

Since Tacoma began revitalizing its downtown and planning around the light
rail/streetcar stops more than 2,000 new housing units have been permitted.

Tacoma
1. Tacoma Link Began operation: 2003
1. Route Miles: 1.6
2. Stops: 6
3. Org: transit agency
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4. Schedule: daily
Tacoma is located about 35 miles south of Seattle, both cities being served by the
Sound Transit regional transit system. Tacoma's modern streetcar system opened in
2003, connecting the Tacoma Dome station (a regional bus and commuter rail hub) with
Downtown Tacoma. Downtown is also home to a new convention center, museums,
and a University of Washington campus. This relatively short line does not charge a fare
and provides service on twelve minute headways throughout most of the day, with 24
minute headways off-peak and on Sundays. Two cars operate on the line at one time,
with the trip from the Tacoma Dome station to the Theater District terminus originally
taking only 7 minutes, lengthened to just under 10 minutes in 2011 when a sixth station
stop was added. The fast, convenient service is currently (2Q 2011) attracting about
996,000 riders annually (source: Sound Transit).
The current is line is about half single-track and half double-track. Through downtown,
the line is double track, with single track on the southern end towards the Tacoma
Dome station. Most of the line is in either a center median or a reserved line, a
condition which is reflected in its relatively fast running time. The single-track southern
end of the line provides a good example of how bi-directional operation can be
implemented on streets with relatively low traffic volumes. Some interesting active
warning signs (as seen in the photos below) have been implemented along this section
of the line.
In addition to the Link service, a grass-roots streetcar movement has emerged in
Tacoma, generating interest in a city-wide streetcar network including a Vintage Trolley
operation. Check the Streetcar Stakeholders Group page on the City's website for more
details on potential system expansions.
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About The Downtown L.A. Streetcar

WHAT IS A STREETCAR?

This is NOT a trolley, tram, bus or people mover.

The Downtown L.A. Streetcar is planned as a modern, fixed-rail streetcar system that will offer an
easy to navigate and convenient mode of transportation connecting many of Downtown’s bustling
locales.
Modern Streetcars are designed to integrate with the existing urban environment, can be
constructed quickly, and flow with traffic in a shared right-of-way. It will operate 7 days a week for
approximately 18-hours a day and accessible to wheelchairs, parents with strollers, and cyclists
with bikes. At four miles in length the Streetcarwill pass through many of Downtown’s
neighborhoods including South Park, the Financial District, Fashion District, Historic Core and
Broadway.

WHAT WILL STREETCAR ACCOMPLISH?
It has been proven in communities around the world that pedestrian circulation drives urban
development.
The Streetcar will spur employment, increases in property value, and general economic growth by
stimulating movement to Downtown's historic resources and entertainment facilities. Downtown
has come a long way in the last 10 years and Streetcar is integral to promoting the revitalization
and reactivation of this city.


The streetcar will primarily run on Broadway, 11th, Figueroa, 7th & Hill Streets.
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he streetcar will provide access to the Civic Center, Broadway and the Historic Core, the
Fashion District, South Park, L.A. Live and the Convention Center, the financial District,
and restaurant row through the Jewelry District.




The streetcar will run 7-days a week, approximately 18-hours a day.

The streetcar is carbon emissions free and fully accessible for people with disabilities,
parents with strollers, or cyclists with their bikes
The Results Are In!

Plans to bring a streetcar system back to Downtown Los Angeles took a giant leap forward when
voters approved $62.5 million in local funding for construction of the project in the highly
anticipated December vote. The CFD (special tax) was passed with an astounding 73% “YES,” far
surpassing both expectations and the required ⅔ supermajority.
In addition, the Streetcar achieved an impressive 19.4% voter turnout that far trumps the 10%
turnout of other recent local elections.

The CFD
Last summer, the Los Angeles City Council voted to form a Community Facilities District (CFD) for
the project that would levy a special tax on Downtown properties within a three block radius of the
proposed Streetcar route to cover approximately half of the Streetcar’s capital construction costs.
Learn more about the recently passed CFD.

The Campaign

In August of 2012, LASI launched a marketing campaign focused around
Streetcar education and voter registration. It worked. Voter registration
skyrocketed within the boundaries of the proposed Streetcar CFD as the number
of registered voters increased by a significant 37.2%.
Social Benefits of Streetcar

STREETCAR WILL CONNECT NEIGHBORHOODS

Problem: Hard to reach neighborhoods
In the last decade, Downtown L.A. has experienced tremendous revitalization – from a quadrupled
residential population and urban neighborhood growth, to major office and commercial
developments, and the incredible success of entertainment and cultural destinations. However,
connecting all of these great resources and destinations so that residents, workers and visitors
can easily access them remains a challenge.
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Solution: Streetcar as a Connector
In the last decade, Downtown L.A. has experienced tremendous revitalization – from a quadrupled
residential population and urban neighborhood growth, to major office and commercial
developments, and the incredible success of entertainment and cultural destinations. However,
connecting all of these great resources and destinations so that residents, workers and visitors
can easily access them remains a challenge.
The Streetcar route has been designed to link with regional transit to serve Downtown's many
districts, including:

o

o

o

Civic Center

Broadway and the Historic Core
o

Fashion District
o

South Park

L.A. Live and the Convention Center
o

o
o

Financial District
Restaurant Row
Jewelry District

Having this level of connectivity will enable people to visit entertainment, cultural, and civic
destinations while being able to park once, and then have fun in Downtown’s ever growing arts,
entertainment, and business districts.

STREETCAR WILL DECREASE CONGESTION

Problem: Parking Lot to Parking Lot Travel
With so many awesome things to do Downtown, it’s no surprise that much of its traffic is caused
by internal circulation – people driving around Downtown looking for a place to park (or repark)
their car near the destinations they want to reach.
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Solution: Streetcar as an Urban Circulator
Gridlock be-gone. The Streetcar, curb running and traveling at the same speed and in the same
lane of traffic as other vehicles, will decrease the need for lot-to-lot travel and provide a
pedestrian friendly alternative to driving. Without the hassle of parking, a streetcar encourages
pedestrian travel and takes cars off busy Downtown streets thereby easing the dreaded pangs of
gridlock.
Not to mention, walking from place to place also becomes a much more comfortable and
preferable option when you know you can depend on the Streetcar to make up the majority of the
distance.

STREETCAR WILL DELIVER SEAMLESS PUBLIC TRANSIT
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Problem: Current Transit is Disconnected
Despite the availability of the commuter train, subway, light rail, and bus service, our current
system’s ability to connect the dots between regional transit and Downtown destinations leaves a
lot to be desired.

Solution: Streetcar as Front Door Delivery
The Streetcar will provide the first and last mile solution needed to integrate Downtown’s current
and future rail, bus, and parking facilities together into an innovative, efficient, and modern
circulation system. With this level of connectivity, residents and visitors will be able to seamlessly
flow from one venue to the next on a nearly customizable schedule thanks to real-time screens at
the stops and an easy to operate smartphone app. The Streetcar helps to increase the area people
can cover while traveling on foot or bike. Stop waiting, stop driving. Enjoy front door delivery.
The Streetcar will directly connect to:


Red / Purple Line




Regional Connector




Gold Line
Expo Line

 Blue Line
Numerous local and regional bus lines

STREETCAR WILL BUILD DOWNTOWN'S SENSE OF COMMUNITY

Problem: Downtown can feel stressful, hectic, and hurried
As much as we may love living, working and enjoying our vibrant, active city, sometimes urban
chaos can get in the way of community development and camaraderie.

Solution: Streetcar as a quiet, affordable, and convenient community
builder
By increasing walkability and street activity the Streetcar will ease common concerns associated
with Downtown living. Without stressing over expired meters and parking tickets, the Streetcar
encourages leisurely strolls, friendly chit chat, and some potentially fantastic elbow rubbing, too.
By extending the distance a person can comfortably walk, streetcars amplify the benefits of
pedestrian-scale communities and promote healthy urban living by encouraging active lifestyles,
creating connections between community members and neighborhood services, and promoting
safety. With the Streetcar, take your time and get to know your city... there’s no rush.
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And Another Note



Did we mention that the Streetcar is virtually silent (think Prius-on-rails)?

The noise pollution on heavily traveled bus corridors is often unbearable to residents,
businesses, and visitors. In Downtown L.A., this audible barrier stifles not only economic
investment, but prevents a mixed and varied collection of uses in public areas and along
sidewalks. The electric motors streetcars employ are virtually silent, and will encourage
more active uses and outdoor activities.

STREETCAR WILL PUT EYES ON THE STREET

Problem: Some streets don’t always feel safe
Downtown Los Angeles has a number of remarkable streets and pedestrian spaces, but some
areas lack activity and can feel unsafe -especially at night.

Solution: Streetcar as neighborhood watch
Not only will the streetcar put eyes on the street by running 18 hours a day, but it will play a
pivotal role in rehabilitating these streets to make Downtown feel safer, more vibrant, and more
active – day and night.
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Tampa
TECO Line Streetcar System
Began Operation: October, 2002
Route Miles: 2.7
Stops: 11
Org: transit agency + non-profit
Schedule: daily
Tampa's 2.7 mile TECO Line Streetcar System links downtown with numerous tourist
attractions and remote parking areas. The line serves the so-called 'visitors crescent'
that encompasses the Convention Center, Ice Palace, Garrison Seaport, Florida
Aquarium and the historic Ybor City district. The single-track line uses primarily
segregated rights-of-way in city streets, with several passing sidings installed to permit
operation of up to eight cars at one time. The line operates with "hard meets", and the
location of the meets depends upon the number of streetcars operating at any one time.
The line carried 420,000 passengers in its first year of operation, about 20% over
projections. Ridership has remained over the 400,000 mark each year since. The oneway cash fare is $2.50, with various discounts available, and a $5.00 all-day pass. In
December 2010, a 0.3 mile extension opened, allowing the line to penetrate further into
Downtown Tampa.
According to the Tampa Downtown Partnership, more than $800 million in new,
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privately funded construction projects are recently completed, under construction, or
have been approved within two blocks of the streetcar line since its inception. Many of
these projects feature the streetcar system in their marketing and advertising. Half the
funding for construction of the $31.5 million dollar system came from a federal TEA-21
grant, with the city and the Florida DOT also making substantial contributions. To
provide for ongoing funding, a unique partnership was formed between Hillsborough
Area Regional Transit (HART), the City of Tampa, and the local business community.
The system is managed by Tampa Historic Streetcar, Inc. (THS), a non-profit
corporation created by an interlocal agreement between the City of Tampa and HART to
manage day-to-day operations and maintenance. HART was then retained under
contract with THS to perform these functions. To do so, HART created a Streetcar
Division under its Operations Department. The THS board consists of seven City of
Tampa appointees and six HART appointees, whose mission statement is to "offer a
dynamic new component to Tampa's transportation system by providing attractive,
reliable, comfortable, convenient and safe streetcar service to local residents and
visitors alike".
Revenue is generated from three primary sources; a special assessment district
comprising the area served by the streetcar; an endowment fund fueled by private
sector contributions for naming rights of the system, and advertising and fares. The
original streetcar business plan called for operation of the system without subsidy by
HART or the City. Annual operating expenses are about $2.4 million. At the start of
operations, the endowment fund had approximately $5 million earning a return and an
additional $1.5 million in commitments. The naming rights for the system were sold to
the Tampa Electric Company for $1 million, and the price tag for vehicle naming rights is
$250,000. Naming rights for stations are offered at between $75,000 and $150,000.
The line also has a pair of volunteer groups (which are also nonprofits) serving in a "friends of the streetcar" support role. The
Tampa & Ybor City Street Railway Society and the offshoot Tampa
Streetcar Preservation and Restoration, Inc have restored original
Tampa Birney car No. 163 and are working on a second car. Car
Intern 163 is available for charters on the system.
s/Interns/streetcar_ph
ase_2a_800px.jpg
Equipment: Service is provided with nine new double-truck Birney replica cars built by
the Gomaco Trolley company of Ida Grove, Iowa. The cars utilize rebuilt running gear
and othercomponents from Gomaco's inventory of former Milan streetcar parts. The
cars are constructed with welded steel bodies, although cosmetic rivets were added to
provide a more appropriate appearance up close. The interiors feature such modern
conveniences as air conditioning and automated stop announcements. Each car has
two wheelchair spaces, and stations feature mini high-block platforms with folding
ramps that are lowered into the open doorway of a car when required by mobility-
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impaired passengers. In 2004, a restored Birney Car from the original Tampa trolley
system joined the fleet, and in 2005 an open-air "Breezer" replica car was added

San Francisco
San Francisco Muni "F" Line Began Operation: 1995
Route Miles: 5.8
Stops: numerous street stops
Org: transit agency + non-profit
Schedule:daily

PCC In Historic Brooklyn Paint Scheme
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Market Street, San Francisco

Operated as part of the city's municipal transit system, San Francisco Municipal
Railway, the "F" line provides a direct rail link between Downtown and the Fisherman's
Wharf area. The line operates from Market and Castro, down the surface tracks on
Market St., and along the northern waterfront to Fisherman's Wharf at Jones and Beach
Streets (near the terminus of the Powell-Hyde cable car line). The "F" line has the
highest ridership of any U.S. streetcar line, with 25,000 daily riders by 2007 (well over 8
million riders a year). Muni is in the process of completing additional cars to increase
capacity on the "F" Line and expand service with the creation of the new "E"Embarcadero Line.
The "F" Line is public transportation with a definite historic flavor; base service is
provided with 17 refurbished PCC cars and 10 'Peter Witt'-type cars imported from
Milan, with a variety of other historic cars from around the world filling in where needed.
Each of the PCC cars is painted in a different "vintage" color scheme, representing
classic paint schemes from cities around the country. It should also be noted that while
operating to and from the maintenance facility where they are kept, the "F" line
streetcars also share tracks with modern streetcars. The new "E" Line service will also
feature old and new cars sharing the same tracks.
Serving in a "friends of the streetcar" support role is the volunteer Market Street
Railway, providing assistance with historic car acquisition, restoration, interpretation and
serving an important general advocacy role. Through their cooperative arrangement
with the Muni, the MSR has a small office and work area at Muni's Duboce Yard on
Market Street, where volunteers take on a variety of projects. In 2007, the MSR also
opened the San Francisco Railway Museum in a storefront at the foot of Market St.
There's nothing quite like riding one of Muni's historic cars down Market St. Especially
during rush hour when the street is packed with traffic and the sidewalks crowded with
humanity. The buildings at the Embarcadero end of the line tower over the scene,
creating a canyon below for the the artery that is Market Street. It's a once
commonplace scene that was repeated daily in every big city in the United Statesstreetcars faithfully moving the masses through the crowded urban center. And with the
public's overwhelming response to the new service, its a scene that will be repeated
daily for many years to come!
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"F" Line- Market Street
"F" Line streetcars operate along the length of Market Street, a total of three miles from
the Castro Street terminal to the Embarcadero. Market Street is one of the country's
most famous "streetcar thoroughfares", and was equipped with four tracks from the late
'Teens into the 1950's. Following completion of the BART heavy rail subway and the
streetcar subway above the BART tracks, surface operation of streetcars on Market was
scheduled to end altogether in 1982. However, the start of the San Francisco Historic
Trolley Festival the following year changed that. The Trolley Festival had been created
to provide an interim replacement for the cable car system that was then being rebuilt.
The festivals were such a success, however, that they continued even after the cable
car system returned to operation. Regular "F" Line historic streetcar service on Market
began in 1995.
"F" Line- Embarcadero
The long-awaited extension of San Francisco's "F" historic streetcar line opened on
March 4, 2000, combining the existing service on Market St. with an additional 2.8 miles
of new trackage along the waterfront Embarcadero. Prior to the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake, the Embarcadero had been covered with a freeway. Instead of rebuilding
the heavily damaged freeway after the earthquake, the City instead re-visioned the area
and created a grand waterfront boulevard, with accommodation for streetcar service in
the median.
"E" Line- Embarcadero
The southern portion of the Embarcadero was rebuilt with a connection to the Muni
Metro Subway, and currently hosts modern streetcars operating to the Caltrain
commuter rail station, a new ballpark, and the new Third Street "T" Line. Plans call for
extension of historic streetcar service to the ballpark / Caltrain terminus, pending
funding and the availability of additional historic cars. Click here for more information on
the "E" Line.
News & Updates
12/10 Update: The first of the rewired PCC cars returned to San Francisco from
Brookville Equipment during November. The car's original GE PCC propulsion system
has been completely replaced with a new Westinghouse-type PCC system supplied by
Bombardier through their Woltan subsidiary in Poland. The new system remains
basically true to the original Westinghouse PCC electrical design, although the original
MG set / blower has been replaced with a modern low voltage power supply / inverter /
blower package.
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Washington, DC
DC Streetcar Began Operation: 2013
Route Miles: 2.75
Stops: 10
Organization: public agency
Note: There are currently three streetcar projects in development in the Metro DC area.
This page covers the DC Streetcar
being developed by DDOT. We are
developing pages on the other two
initiatives, for now check out these
links to the Columbia Pike
Streetcar and the Crystal CityPotomac Yard Streetcar proposals
The District Department of
Transportation (DDOT) has
initiated construction on two
streetcar lines, H St/ Benning Rd
and the Anacostia Initial Line
Segment. DDOT is also conducting
detailed planning for two
extensions. DDOT has also
completed the DC Transit Future
System Plan – the District’s first
comprehensive streetcar system plan, envisioning an ultimate build-out of eight lines
that blanket the city.
The DC Streetcar is the product of over a decade long series of studies and plans
beginning in 1997 with the completion of the Transportation Vision, Strategy and Action
Plan by the District Department of Public Works. The 1997 plan identified the continued
need for better internal cross-town travel by transit. The plan also identified the key
corridors that would benefit from increased transit investment. In 2001, the DC Transit
Development Study further assessed the feasibility of the candidate corridors for highcapacity transit investment.
In 2003, DDOT initiated the DC’s Transit Future (DCTF) System Plan and Alternatives
Analysis (AA) which consisted of a comprehensive assessment and evaluation of
alternative modes and levels of investment in 14 corridors across the District. The
evaluation compared the performance of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and streetcar modes
to no-build options in each of the system corridors. The evaluation considered more
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than 30 individual measures that addressed the following four primary goals established
for the project:
Improve Access and Mobility
Encourage Community and Economic Development
Enhance System Performance
Promote Environmental Quality
A key goal of the multi-corridor, multi-modal system plan was to identify additional
connections between the existing Metrobus and Metrorail lines and between key activity
centers within the District. The process resulted in an integrated system of
recommended transit service investments in the District, including combinations of
streetcar, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), and enhanced bus service in appropriate corridors.
The DCTF System Plan and Alternatives Analysis (AA) was substantially completed in
2005 and updated in 2008 and 2010. Implementation of the recommended streetcar
element of the plan was divided into three major phases. The District is currently
constructing two Phase 1 streetcar projects: H Street / Benning Road and the Anacostia
Initial Line Segment (see below).
Wireless Operation
Plans call for the DC streetcar system to introduce large-scale wireless streetcar
operation to North American transit systems. The streetcar will utilize overhead wires on
the first two lines The District has already purchased three conventionally-powered
Skoda-Inekon streetcars, using an option from an earlier Portland Streetcar contract.
Historically, a large portion of the District's original streetcar system (converted to buses
by 1962) was operated with an underground conduit system, the streetcars switching to
overhead wire when they reached the outer parts of the District.
.

I

The H Street / Benning Road corridor hosts the
region’s busiest bus line and demand continues to
grow as the District’s population continues to
increase. The H St / Benning Road streetcar project
is a 2-mile streetcar line operating in shared traffic
lanes from from 1st Street NE and H Street NE to
the intersection of Benning Road NE and Oklahoma
Avenue NE. The line will connect Union Station to
the H Street NE business district, as well as the
Benning Road business and residential area. It will
have seven stops.
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Initial work on the line took place as part of the "Great Streets Initiative", a
multidisciplinary approach to corridor improvements composed of public realm
investments, strategic land use plans, public safety strategies, and economic
development assistance. It is a partnership between multiple District government
departments and offices with six target corridors for improvement. The Great
Streets project along H Street / Benning Road is a complete reconstruction of the
right of way from building face to building face. Given the need to reconstruct H
Street and Benning Road, and the need to construct streetcar tracks, DDOT
elected to pursue both projects simultaneously. These projects comprise the first
phase of streetcar construction. The second phase of construction will complete
an operable streetcar line in the corridor, providing high-capacity and high-quality
transit service to District residents.
The District’s investment in transit infrastructure is intended to catalyze economic
development in the emerging commercial and residential corridor. DDOT
anticipates the H St/ Benning Rd Line will provide critical transportation linking
Union Station with the H Street and Benning Rd corridor providing a transit
alternative to overcrowded Metrobus lines while simultaneously linking lowincome residents with critical social services and access to jobs in downtown DC,
the largest job center in the region.
The Benning Road component of the project began in December 2007 and is
substantially complete. The H Street component began in September 2008 and
is scheduled for completion in 2011. Work includes reconstruction of the travel
lanes and parking areas with composite pavements, new brick gutter and granite
curbs; streetcar track installation; sidewalk restoration; upgrading of pedestrian
street lighting and signals; installation of bulbouts, crosswalks, and wheel chair
ramps; landscaping upgrades; and a new pedestrian plaza.
Anacostia Initial Line Segment
.

In 2009 DDOT initiated the construction of the 0.75 mile
Anacostia Initial Line Segment (AILS), with the goal of providing
an opportunity for the public to see and experience streetcar
vehicles in operation. The project connects the Navy Annex with
the Barry Farms Residential Area to Anacostia Metro Station.
The project also connects the streetcar to the first maintenance
and storage facility for the system east of the Potomac River.
Check out the Fullertography Blog for continuing coverage of
the line construction.
The original planning for this line segment called for use of an
existing rail right-of-way. However, acceptable terms could not
be reached with the owning railroad and so the alignment was
relocated into an in-street and side-of-road alignment. The
planned Anacostia Extension will link the Initial Line Segment to
the to the 11th St Bridge, which will allow future streetcar
extensions to cross the Anacostia River to the developing Navy
Yard/ Near Southeast activity center and Capitol Hill.
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D.C. wants streetcars to roll by mid-2013
The Washington PostBy Ashley Halsey III, Published: August 22, 2011
Streetcars should be bustling along H Street by the summer of 2013 as the corridor
between Benning Road NE and Union Station rebounds from decades of decline and
neglect, the District Department of Transportation said Monday.
With the last phases of paving, curb and sidewalk reconstruction nearing completion, the
District is moving forward with contracts that will put newly installed streetcar rails to
use.
Four companies have emerged in the bidding process to complete the remaining pieces
necessary to begin trolley service, and DDOT is seeking a company to operate and
maintain the system.
Eventually trolleys may run farther out Benning Road to the Benning Road Metro station,
and it’s possible they could run up to K Street and west out to Washington Circle.
With 2.2 miles of tracks in place on H Street, overhead power lines are needed as well as
designs for the area where streetcars will reverse direction at either end of the line. A car
barn and maintenance facility must be constructed along with three brick power
substations to power the trolleys.
Platform trolley stops were built during the reconstruction of H Street and Benning Road.
A decision also must be made on how the cars are going to traverse the Amtrak rail lines
out of Union Station.
A bridge carries H Street over the rail lines. Original plans called for punching an
opening through at the foot of the bridge so that streetcars could pass under the railway
tracks. Space under the tracks already exists, much of it now used to house DDOT
equipment.
A trolley station constructed under the bridge on the west side of the Amtrak tracks
would have allowed trolley passengers to walk directly into Union Station.
That plan was abandoned recently after Amtrak said it might need some of that space to
accommodate envisioned high-speed rail service.
Now DDOT is giving preliminary consideration to several options. One would put the
streetcars on the bridge, another would reroute them north to connect with Metro’s Red
Line at the New York Avenue station and the third would be a variation on the original
but the streetcars would turn around under the railroad tracks rather than connecting to
Union Station on the west side.
“Whoever gets the contract will help us decide how to do it,” DDOT spokesman John
Lisle said.
The car barn and maintenance facility would be constructed near the eastern end of H
Street and may house a training program that would instruct public school students in the
principles of streetcar operations and maintenance, DDOT said.
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The H Street line is an initial part of a streetcar system designed to cover 37 miles in the
District, with the goal of serving about 150,000 riders a day in all eight of the city’s
political subdivisions.
Plans to revitalize H Street from Third to 14th streets NE have been discussed for years,
with city planners envisioning that the more affluent Capitol Hill populace would creep
north to H Street. As new shops and restaurants have begun to open on the street, the city
has invested in creation of a proper boulevard with wide sidewalks, granite curbs, freshly
paved traffic lanes and new landscaping.
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Appendix II
Red Hook Streetcar
Project Ca. 1994 - 2002
Appendix II
APPENDIX II
Red Hook
Streetcar Project
Red Hook Streetcar Project Ca. 1994- 2002
Ca. 1994 - 2002
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Brooklyn Historic Railway Assn.

December 27, 1998

I. GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES
1.
2.
3.
4.

APPLICATION OF SAFETY PLAN
REPORTING FOR DUTY
CONDUCT OF RAILWAY PERSONNEL
VISITORS IN DANGER; TRESPASSERS

II. SIGNALS AND COMMUNICATIONS
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

HAND SIGNALS
THE RADIO SYSTEM
FIXED SIGNALS (EXCEPT TRAIN MARKERS)
GONG (BELL) AND WHISTLE SIGNALS
AUTOMATIC BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS

III. OPERATION OF TRAINS AND CARS
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

TIME
PREPARATION
LEAVING THE YARD
MAIN LINE OPERATION
DANGEROUS CONDITIONS
PROTECTION FOR MEN WORKING ON CARS OR ON THE RIGHT OF WAY
TESTING BRAKES
AIR BRAKE FAILURES
COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING
PUSHING OR PULLING OF CARS
HEADLIGHTS AND TAILLIGHTS
AUTHORITY FOR MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
CHANGING CONTROL ENDS
POWER STATION OPERATION SPEED
TRAINS ORDERS
PROTECTION OF TRAINS BY FLAGGING
SPEED POLICY

IV. OTHER SAFETY PROCEDURES
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

TURNOUTS
SPRING TURNOUTS
DERAILS
SECURING A CAR FROM SERVICE
TROUBLESHOOTING
ELECTRICAL
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IV. OTHER SAFETY PROCEDURES (cont)
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

FIRES, ACCIDENTS AND OTHER EMERGENCIES
EMERGENCY BRAKING
ELECTRICAL EMERGENCIES, DERAILMENTS AND SICK PASSENGERS
GENERAL SAFETY
SANDING RAILS IN SIGNAL TERRITORY
GREASING RAILS IN SIGNAL TERRITORY

APPENDIX A
Glossary
Route Map
INTRODUCTION
Adherence to the procedures set forth in this Safety Plan is vital to the existence of the Brooklyn
Historic Railway. For this Manual the BHRA has looked beyond the operation here in Brooklyn
to many other cities and to commercial railroads. Many of the rules and regulations of service
remain pertinent more than one hundred years later. For the operation of the Brooklyn Historic
Railway in Red Hook we have both updated them as well as added new ones.
Please join in the spirit of safety and enjoyment these safety procedures are intended to bring to
our service and our community.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The Brooklyn Historic Railway Association would like to thank the following for their support
of this operation: Community Board 6, Brooklyn; New York City Department of City Planning,
New York City Department of Transportation, New York State Department of Transportation;
Greg O'Connell; Harry Nicholls; William Beard and the Internet.

GENERAL NOTICE
The Brooklyn Historic Railway is a not-for-profit organization, registered under Section 501c(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Its future depends upon safe and competent operation of the
Railway.
Any person who sets equipment in motion accepts the full responsibility for the resulting actions.
Those who accept this responsibility hold the future of this Railway in their hands.
To enter or remain in the Operating Department is an assurance of willingness to obey the rules.
The Railway demands the faithful, intelligent and courteous discharge of duty.
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As a responsible organization, the Brooklyn Historic Railway Assn, Inc. cannot support or
condone any act that might discredit or bring legal action against the Railway. This applies to the
personal conduct of individual patrons as well as the operation of the Railway. The proper
observance of this Safety Plan is a prerequisite to enjoying the rights and privileges of work on
the Railway. Any infraction thereof or abuse of the Railway's property will result in swift and
appropriate disciplinary action.
This Safety Plan is designed to promote consideration and respect not only for the Railway's
equipment but also for riding and general public.
The proper observance of this Safety Plan should therefore improve our safety habits and should
impress on the public that the BHRA is an institution worthy of their interest and support.
I. GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES
1.0 APPLICATION OF SAFETY PLAN
1.1 These procedures, bulletins, and other written instructions or notices published or adopted by
the Railway apply to all Railway personnel whose duties they affect, and must be obeyed.
Adherence to the Rules is essential to safety, and safety is of primary importance in the
performance of duties. Violation of a rule or rules may be sufficient cause for termination,
suspension or other disciplinary action.
1.2 Operating personnel must be conversant with the Safety Plan and obey the rules, special
instructions, bulletin notices and train orders. If in doubt as to their meaning they must request an
explanation from the proper authority. When in doubt or uncertain in any situation take the safe
course of action.
1.3 The Railway will maintain a program of training, testing, certification, inspection and
periodic re-instruction of operations personnel in the Safety Plan. Also, there will be a periodic
review of the Safety Plan itself to ensure it is current and meaningful. Suggestions designed to
improve any rule should be submitted to the Director/General Manager or to the Safety and
Training Committee of the BHRA.
1.4 Personnel working in any service connected with the movement of rail equipment are subject
to the Safety Plan and special instructions:
1.5 Any violations of any Procedure, Rule or other instructions must be reported promptly to the
Director/ General Manager or Designated Authority.
1.6 The following age requirements apply to those who operate under these rules:
A. The minimum age for qualification as an OPERATOR shall be 21. Individuals under 21 who
pass the Museum's training program shall be qualified as JUNIOR OPERATOR.
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B. A JUNIOR OPERATOR may not operate in passenger service until reaching the age of 18
AND having a minimum of one year of experience as a Junior Operator.
C. When a JUNIOR OPERATOR operates in passenger service under the provisions of Rule
1.6(B), there must also be a qualified Operator over 21 years of age assigned to the car by the
Dispatcher.
2.0 REPORTING FOR DUTY
2.1 Operating personnel must have up-to-date copies of the Safety Plan and any other prescribed
rules or instructions on their persons when reporting for duty. A current copy of the Safety Plan
is also kept at the Dispatcher's station. The Safety Plan book must be surrendered for
examination to proper authorities Upon request.
2.2 Operating personnel must read the information in the Safety Plan, initial each Posting in the
designated location and are accountable for compliance with posted instructions. Operators
should review the Postings each day to check for new notices.
2.3 All operating personnel must report for duty at least one (1) hour prior to the start of public
operation on their assigned duty day unless prior arrangements have been made with the
Designated Authority.
2.4 All operating personnel reporting for duty must sign the Duty Roster signifying they have
read and understood the Postings, special orders, and other information in the Safety Plan book.
2.5 All operating personnel must be clean and neatly groomed. In order to create the proper
atmosphere for the general and riding public, they must wear a uniform consisting of regulation
shirt and slacks or skirt, BHRA identification card, and black shoes (polishable preferred). The
wearing of a matching uniform jacket or sweater is optional. A full uniform is expensive and thus
the minimum requirement prevails, however, staff and crew are encouraged to acquire a full
uniform over time.
3.0 CONDUCT OF RAILWAY PERSONNEL
3.1 Railway personnel must engage only in museum business while on duty and perform their
duties thoroughly, efficiently and in compliance with the Safety Plan and instructions. They must
render every assistance in carrying out Railway rules and instructions.
3.2 Civil, proper behavior is required of all personnel in their dealings with the public, their
co-workers and other members.
3.3 All personnel are expected to perform as Docents when dealing with the public.
3.4 Railway personnel must continually exercise care to avoid injuring themselves or others.
They must know the locations of restricted clearances and must be alert for the movement of
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equipment on any track in either direction. They must not stand on the track in front of an
approaching car or walk in front of a moving car for any purpose.
3.5 Boarding or riding the leading or trailing foot board, steps, ladders or running boards of a
moving engine, car or any rolling stock is prohibited. Personnel and passengers on any moving
vehicle must keep body extremities inside the framework of the vehicle.
3.6 While on duty or on the Railway grounds, participation in any unauthorized activity that may
interfere with the proper performance of other Railway personnel in their duties is prohibited.
3.7 The use, possession, or influence of intoxicants or narcotics by personnel available for or on
duty is prohibited. No person who has taken intoxicants, narcotics, or other undisclosed
prescription drugs in the preceding eight (8) hours shall be engaged in any way in the operation
of a car. Any use of prescription drugs should be noted in the Duty Roster before the beginning
of each shift.
A Designated Authority having reason to suspect that a person is under the influence of
intoxicants or narcotics or has taken same within the preceding eight (8) hours shall not permit
such person to be engaged in the operation of a car, nor shall any other person permit himself to
be relieved by such a person. Violators of this rule shall be suspended or shall have their
employment and association with the BHRA terminated.
3.8 Any person taking medication that may affect his or her judgment or faculties must not be
engaged in the operation of a train in any way.
3.9 The use of tobacco by crew members while operating cars in passenger service, or in any
cars, carbarns or other designated non-smoking areas is prohibited.
3.10 Members must keep the premises in a neat and orderly condition. They must use care and
economy in the use of the Railway's property and energy
3.11 Railway personnel must not occupy seats in trains or cars if passengers are standing.
Railway personnel wearing badly soiled or greasy clothes must not occupy seats at any time.
4.0 VISITORS IN DANGER/ TRESPASSERS
4.1 Personnel discovered in locations where they are not permitted or where they are in
immediate danger must be warned at once. If they do not respond positively reports the incident
to a Railway Conductor, Crew, Dispatcher, or Designated Authority as quickly as possible.
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II. SIGNALS AND COMMUNICATIONS
5.0 HAND SIGNALS
5.1 Hand signals are as illustrated below. The speed of the hand movement is proportionate to the
manner in which the signal is to be observed. For example: when the stop signal is observed the
train must be stopped immediately at a rate proportionate to the speed of the hand movement.
Operators must not assume that the person giving this signal is simply "flagging down" his train.
1. STOP
Swung horizontally at a right-angle to the track
2. PROCEED FORWARD
Made in relation to the operator's position - i.e: put the reverse key in the forward position.
3. REVERSE
Made in relation to the operator s position - i.e: put the reverse key in the reverse position.
Swung in a circle.
4. SLOW DOWN One hand extended horizontally at arms length.
5.2 The following must always be regarded as a signal to stop:
a) A signal whose meaning is unclear. b) Any object waved violently by anyone on or near the
tracks or on a train on an adjacent track. c) Disappearance of a person giving hand signals, or of
the light by which such signals are given.
5.3 Operating personnel must keep a constant lookout for hand signals. Persons giving hand
signals must locate themselves so as to be plainly seen and give signals so as to be plainly
understood. Those to whom hand signals are given must act on them promptly and properly.
5.4 The person giving hand signals during yard, switching, backing or other such operations is in
charge of the operation and their instructions are to be obeyed.
5.5 Operators must not move a train on a hand signal unless positive that the signal was intended
for them.
6.0 THE RADIO SYSTEM
6.1 The primary communication system for operating the BHRA main line and associated
trackage is our two-way radio system. Constant contact is maintained between the Dispatcher and
the Car Crews through the use of this system. In addition, the radio affords the Dispatcher greater
control in maintaining schedules and the flexibility to change orders even after the main line trip
is under way.
6.2 All Conductors and Motormen will carry battery-operated portable radios to communicate
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with each other and Base.
6.3 The National Transportation Safety Board has recommended that organizations which offer
rides to the public, equip each vehicle in use with radio capability in order to be able to summon
local emergency services for those persons on the vehicle that may require emergency assistance.
This link is maintained at the Railway by the Dispatcher, who will relay all radio requests for
assistance to the proper authorities via telephone.
6.4 BHRA shall operate its radios in accordance with the rules of the Federal Communications
Commission.
6.5 The following rules govern the operation of the radio equipment at the Railway:
A. The Dispatcher is in charge of all railway radio communications. Channel 1 is reserved for the
operation of the Railway and all communication on this channel must be directed to the
Dispatcher. Do not communicate directly with other car crews. The Dispatcher shall relay all
necessary communications to those car crews. Channel 2 is used for secondary communications
between two members of a train crew for switching moves, between members of a work detail or
other such communications. The Dispatcher is not involved with these communications directly
but may intercede when required. In the event of communications failure on channel 1, channel 2
may become the operations channel and all other normal communication shall yield to
operations.
B. Radios must be used exclusively for Railway operations (no private conversation) and, in the
event of failure of such communications, other means must be used to avoid delay. The radios
are not to be used for personal messages or phone calls not related to the immediate duties of the
Operator.
C. Before transmitting by radio, the individual must listen to ensure that the channel on which he/
she intends to transmit is not in use. When an employee or volunteer is issued a radio for use a
voice test should be made immediately upon taking charge of that equipment.
Cars, trains, engines, or other equipment (including fixed locations), when attended and equipped
with radio capability, must have the radio on and tuned to the proper channel at all times, with
the volume and squelch controls adjusted to ensure reception.
D. No one shall knowingly transmit any false distress communication, any unnecessary,
irrelevant, or unidentified communication or utter any obscene, indecent or profane language.
E. Procedures governing identification and content of radio messages:
1. To originate a call, the first word in the transmission shall be "Brooklyn."
2. Any person making a transmission will identify themselves by the name of their function,
location and/or equipment and the destination of the transmission. (e.g.: "Brooklyn Conductor,
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car 14, at Coffey Street, to Dispatcher."
3. Final sign off of a series of transmissions will be accomplished by either stating the call sign,
indicating the transmissions were either understood or accurate and the frequency is clear. In
passenger operation this will be exclusively done by the Dispatcher. For example, the dispatcher
responding to a crew at Coffey Street that has just correctly repeated the inbound orders would
say: ""XXXX-712"indicating the crew member was correct in the transmission and the
Dispatcher is clear. This would end this transmission series. For other radio communications the
individual making the final transmission would state the call sign.
4. "EMERGENCY" must be transmitted three (3) times to obtain the use of radio channels for
the initial report of conditions endangering train movements.
E. Everyone shall give absolute priority to emergency communications and, except in answering
or aiding a station in distress, shall refrain from sending any communications until there is
assurance that no interference will result to the station in distress.
F. When radio communications are used in lieu of hand signals in connection with the switching,
backing or pushing of a train, engine or car, the individual directing the movement shall give
complete instructions or keep in frequent radio contact with the individual receiving the
instructions. If the instructions are not understood or frequent radio contact is not maintained, the
movement of the train must be stopped immediately and may not be resumed until the
misunderstanding has been resolved or communication has been restored.
G. Persons must ensure that there is communication with the proper persons and must not take
action until they are certain that all conversation concerning them has been heard, understood and
acknowledged. All transmissions must be repeated by the person receiving them except those
used in Yard switching where repetition is unnecessary.
For example: The instructions from the Dispatcher should be repeated exactly as given, by the
crew member receiving the instruction, assuring that the Dispatcher's order has been heard and
clearly understood. The Dispatcher will then confirm acknowledgment of the orders by stating
the radio station call sign or restate the orders if the crew member has not repeated the orders
correctly. Replies such as "ROGER", "Ten-four", or "Understood" are not sufficient to determine
accurate understanding of the radio transmission by the car crew.
Any radio communication which is not fully understood or completed in accordance with the
requirements of these rules shall not be acted upon and shall be treated as though not sent.
H. All transmissions must be kept as brief as possible, without being curt or rude. If more
information is required or a misunderstanding develops, you may be asked to repeat or clarify
your transmission.
I. Individuals using radio equipment must exercise care to prevent damage to or loss of such
equipment. Those individuals assigned a portable radio will be responsible for the care and
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protection of such a radio while in their possession.
J. Radio communications are often monitored by the Federal Communications Commission to
ensure rules are followed and proper operation is maintained. Be sure to follow the rules as
stated within this procedure at all times.
It is important to note that the Federal Communications Commission has very strict rules
governing the use of these frequencies and great care must be given not to misuse the radio as
this would cause the Railway to lose its license, be fined or both (fines of up to $10,000 per day
of violation and/or jail). All radio equipment operating on the Railway's assigned frequencies
must be authorized by the Director/ General Manager or the Board of Trustees. All such radio
equipment must be owned by the Railway or on loan to the Railway and under its direct control
in order to operate under the terms of the Railway's license.
6.6 As part of the operation of the Railway, it is expected that when a car crew has reached the
end of the line at Coffey Street and has prepared the car for the return trip, the Conductor (or
Motorman) shall call for clearance to proceed inbound. This is to ensure the line is clear or allow
the Dispatcher to notify the inbound crew of potential hazards that were unknown to the crew
upon departure. (This requirement may be modified by the Dispatcher on duty but, if in doubt at
anytime, call for clearance to be sure. If radio contact cannot be made, motorman shall attempt
contact to Dispatcher by cellular telephone. If no contact can be made, motorman shall use direct
call box mounted to last line pole at Coffey Street. In no event, shall motorman move train
without permission of dispatcher.
If train is more than 15 minutes overdue, Dispatcher shall investigate in person to ascertain
location and disposition of train, and issue appropriate instructions for its movement.
7.0 FIXED SIGNALS (EXCEPT TRAIN MARKERS)
7.1 Fixed signals are flags, boards, cones, painted pipe devices and common street signs whose
meanings have become convention. (See Appendix ~ for illustrations}
7.2 Flags are often used as temporary signals that can be left in place until a problem is quickly
corrected or a more permanent sign can be installed.
7.3 Signal colors are as follows:
COLOR

INDICATION

Red
STOP
Yellow
Proceed at Restricted speed - also work zone.
Green
Proceed per orders
Any
Flag or cone placed between the running rails means STOP
Color
Blue
Workmen on or about the train. (Train must not be moved, See Section 15)
8.0 GONG BELL AND WHISTLE SIGNALS
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8.1 The gong and whistle must be sounded where required by Rules or operating conditions.
Refrain from excessive use of the whistle, especially in the residential or low traffic areas. Use
the gong.
8.2 Whistles are not to be sounded after 8:30 p.m. or after dark, whichever comes first, or before
8:30 a.m., unless an emergency demands their use. (This is out of consideration for our
neighbors)
8.3 Signaling conventions for warning and communication:
SOURCE

GONG

WHISTLE (HORN)
INDICATION
— = LONG,
0 = SHORT
0
When moving, stop at next regular stop

Conductor

1

Conductor or
Motorman

2

00

When standing, release brakes proceed.

Conductor or
Motorman

3

000

When moving, STOP NOW! When
standing, back up.

Motorman

4

0000

Call for signal

Motorman

5+

— — 0—

Approaching Grade Crossing

Motorman

1

—

Approaching point of Limited
Visibility

Motorman

5+

Succession of
Short Blasts

Warning to Persons or Vehicles on
Track

NOTE: The Motorman must always return the Conductor's signals!
8.4 Operating crews shall not permit unauthorized personnel to operate whistles or gongs.
1. Operator Signals
* 1 gong - Ready to go forward. Answer is 2 bells by Conductor if all is clear.
* 2 gongs - Ready to back up. Answered by 3 bells from Conductor if all is clear.

2. Conductor Signals
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1 bell - Loading /unloading completed, ready to proceed - "All Clear." Answer is 2 gongs by
Operator.
[2 bells] - Operator is to stop at the next passenger stop. No answer by Operator is required.
[3 bells] - If moving, this is an "Emergency Stop" signal from the Conductor to the Operator. If
already stopped, it is an OK signal to start backing. No answer is required for an emergency stop.
Three gongs must be sounded before any backup movement.
NOTE: If the bell is sounded for no apparent reason, or at an unusual time or location, the
Operator is to check the welfare of the Conductor.
The Conductor is responsible for observing the surrounding conditions and notifying the
Operator of any unsafe conditions or impending danger or emergencies. The Operator is
committed to looking forward and observing traffic most of the time. Team effort is necessary for
safe operation and passenger comfort.
9.0 AUTOMATIC BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS
An automatic block signal system actuated by continuous track circuits enhances the safety of
any railroad operation. In an environment of fragile, historic cars of different materials, different
sizes, different masses, different structural systems and different safety systems such a signal
system is a necessity. If an emergency arises the signal system alerts other operators about an
impending problem which they can take steps to avoid or mitigate. It is this spirit of providing
warning to operators of conditions that warrant attention that generated the rules that follow.

9.1 GENERAL SIGNAL RULES
A. The extent of the railroad subject to signal system rules shall be defined in The Book.
B. The signal system shall be turned on whenever there is any car movement on the main line
beyond the Shop switch. The signal power control switch box is located on the wall of the Car
Barn near the chalkboard, contains instructions on its use, and is locked by a standard RAYCO
signal padlock.
C. Signal indications do not constitute authority for the movement of trains; only the Dispatcher
shall authorize the movement of trains.
The signal system is a safety system only, NOT a traffic control system; it provides only one
source of information to operators for the safe movement of trains.
D. Operators shall obey all signal indications shown in these rules insofar as they do not conflict
with the Dispatcher's orders; in case of conflict, the Dispatcher's orders shall govern.
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As a simple rule, operators shall stop at STOP signals and shall reduce speed at APPROACH and
DIVERGING ROUTE signals
E. Signals shall be located to the right of the track that they govern, from the operator's point of
view. Any exceptions shall be noted in The Book.
F. A signal indicating a restriction of speed shall be acted upon as soon as it becomes visible, but
a signal indicating CLEAR shall not take effect until the train reaches the signal. Trains shall stop
at a signal that indicates STOP AND PROCEED or STOP AND STAY.
G. If a STOP sign is located at a signal, the train shall come to a complete stop, and then upon
the Conductor's signal. shall continue in accordance with the signal's indication. If the signal
indicates STOP AND PROCEED, the train need not stop a second time; one stop is sufficient.
However, if the signal indicates STOP AND STAY, the train shall remain stopped until the
signal changes to give a more favorable indication.
H. Once a train has passed a signal, or a switch or derail has been operated in response to a signal
indicating that it was safe to do so, the indication resulting from that action does not apply to the
train at that location.
I. A train shall not pass a signal giving a STOP AND STAY indication without one of the
permissions listed below. The train shall come to a full stop and remain stopped until such
permission has been given, or until the signal has changed to give a more favorable indication.
J. A train shall not pass a defective signal without one of the permissions listed below. The train
shall come to a full stop and remain stopped until such permission has been given. A defective
signal is defined as one, which does not give a distinct and unambiguous indication.
Examples of defective signals are a semaphore with the arm missing, a color-light or searchlight
showing no light at all, a two-headed interlocking signal showing a light only in the lower head,
or a color light showing more than one light in the head (except a signal territory marker).
K. Permission to pass a STOP AND STAY indication or a defective signal shall be given by one
of the following methods:
1. Dispatcher's order transmitted by radio or telephone
2. Flag or hand signal by flagperson authorized by Dispatcher or Superintendent of Signals
3. Dispatcher's written order (SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORM)
4. Flag or hand signal by car crew's own flagperson.
L. In the event of a signal failure and the inability to communicate with the Dispatcher, all
movements shall be protected by flagging. See section 22.0 PROTECTION OF TRAINS BY
FLAGGING.
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M. Any person noticing an imperfect signal shall report the facts to the Dispatcher. An imperfect
signal is defined as one that has had some noticeable failure but is still able to give a distinct and
unambiguous indication.
Examples of imperfect signals are a semaphore with a burned-out lamp, a color-light or
searchlight with a dim aspect, or a two-headed interlocking signal showing a light only in the
upper head.
N. The Dispatcher shall report all defective and imperfect signals to the Superintendent of
Signals and the Dispatcher.
O. A signal, or the entire signal system, shall be declared to be out of service, when necessary, by
written order by the Dispatcher or the Superintendent of Signals. The Dispatcher shall use the
SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORM for this purpose, following the instructions printed on the form.
The Superintendent of Signals shall post written notice in The Book. Except as provided below,
the Dispatcher shall issue SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORMS each day that the signal(s) is (are)
out of service.
P. When the entire signal system is out of service for an extended period of time, each signal
shall be marked by a "SIGNAL OUT OF SERVICE" device. (See illustration in Appendix A.)
The use of this device relieves the Dispatcher from issuing SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORMS and
relieves operators from stopping at each marked signal.
9.2 SIGNAL ASPECT'S AND INDICATIONS
A. Every signal shall have a number plate, and the presence of a number plate is not part of any
aspect.
B. For illustrations of the signal aspects, names or indications see Appendix A. In those
illustrations:
l.
2.
3.
4.

the colors used are green, yellow, red, purple, and lunar white (shown as pale blue);
is used to indicate a rectangular opening containing an illuminated sign;
is used to indicate the aspect is flashing;
if a device attached to the signal appliance does not contribute to the particular aspect
being illustrated, the device is not shown in the illustration.

9.3 ABSOLUTE PERMISSIVE BLOCK SIGNAL RULES
An Absolute-Permissive Block (APB) signal system is used on a single-track railroad to protect
movements in both directions. The absolute block extends the entire length of the single-track
section (between head block signals) for opposing movements; permissive blocks extend
between intermediate automatic block signals for following movements. "Absolute" and
"permissive" refer to the types of stop required by a red light (classic usage - this railroad uses
different aspects to distinguish between the types of stops). All APB signals operate
automatically by the passage of the trains (by the use of electric track circuits).
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A. Head block signals shall control the entrance to each section of single track, and automatic
block signals shall govern train movements between each head block location
B. Head block signals may give a STOP AND PROCEED only when the signal is taken out of
service; however, the indication is still STOP AND PROCEED.
C. Head block signals shall operate as follows:
1. The normal indication for a head block signal is CLEAR. Do not enter the single-track section
without the Dispatcher's explicit order!
When a train enters the single-track section, passing the head block signal, all of the opposing
signals "tumble down" to STOP AND STAY. As the train progresses along the single-track,
signals following the train change to STOP AND PROCEED, then to APPROACH, and then to
CLEAR, for following movements.
If two opposing trains pass their head block signals showing CLEAR simultaneously the next
signals in will both show STOP AND STAY. Even though the trains might not be able to stop at
these STOP AND STAY signals, sufficient braking distance with a normal service brake
application has been allowed between these signals for both trains to stop without collision.
2. If the head block signal or an automatic block signal should suddenly change to indicate STOP
AND STAY, the operator shall stop the train immediately and call the Dispatcher for orders. Do
not back up while still on a spring switch! Do not back up without the Dispatcher's explicit order!
9.4 AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL RULES
Since an Absolute-Permissive Block signal system is a special case of Automatic Block Signal
(ABS) system all of these rules apply to APB territory as well.
An Automatic Block signal system means that the signals governing the entrance to the blocks
are operated automatically by the passage of the trains (by the use of electric track circuits).
A. A spur switch on the main line provided with a switch indicator shall be lined for the spur
track to allow movement onto the main line only upon the Dispatcher's order, and only when the
switch indicator indicates SAFE TO ENTER. The switch (or derail) may be operated first, before
the train enters the track circuit, or the train may enter the track circuit first. After the train moves
onto the main line, the switch shall be lined for the main line and locked, and the Dispatcher
shall be so notified. The train shall proceed at restricted speed until passing a signal giving a
more favorable indication.
B. A spur switch on the main line lacking a switch indicator shall be lined for the spur track to
allow movement onto the main line only upon the Dispatcher's order, and after observing that no
train is approaching the switch. The switch shall be lined for the spur, but no train shall he moved
onto the main line until two (2) minutes have elapsed since operating the switch. No delay is
necessary where signals giving indications more favorable than STOP AND STAY can be seen
in both directions. The crew shall be prepared to line the switch, for the main line if a train
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approaches. If a train does approach, the crew shall obtain new orders from the Dispatcher before
moving. After the required time has elapsed, the train shall move onto the main line, the switch
shall be lined for the main line and locked, and the Dispatcher shall be so notified. The train shall
proceed at restricted speed until passing a signal giving a more favorable indication.
C. A train shall not reverse direction past a signal without the Dispatcher's explicit order. After
the Dispatcher's order has been obtained, the train shall reverse direction and proceed at restricted
speed until passing a signal giving a more favorable indication.
Reversing direction past a signal is the most dangerous action that can be taken in signal
territory. This action deprives any following train of its guaranteed braking distance, and has
been the cause of many serious accidents throughout railroad history.
E. Crews of vehicles that do not operate signal circuits (track cars) shall request and receive the
Dispatcher's order to operate on signaled track. A train authorized to follow track cars shall be
required to proceed at restricted speed, until the crews of the track cars report in the clear. See
also paragraph 19.7 "Approaching Other Rolling Stock."
Allow plenty of distance when following track or overhead line maintenance vehicles, as tools or
materials might fall suddenly from a vehicle onto the track, creating a hazard to your train.
F. Any train delayed in a block shall proceed at restricted speed until passing a signal giving a
more favorable indication.
9.5 INTERLOCKING (AND ROUTE-INDICATING AUTOMATIC BLOCK) RULES
An interlocking is used to protect a location at which there are one or more diverging or crossing
tracks, and through which there are two or more possible routes which might conflict. In the
interlocking, the switches and signals are interconnected so that no conflicting routes can be
established and cleared simultaneously.
Route-indicating automatic block signals are interconnected with switches to indicate which is
established, but the operating of track switches cannot be prevented.
A. Interlocking signals (and route-indicating automatic block signals) have two heads, aligned
vertically.
1. The top head (home signal) gives track occupancy information by giving CLEAR,
APPROACH, STOP AND PROCEED, and STOP AND STAY indications.
2. The bottom head (route signal) gives track switch position information. Green indicates that
the switch(es) is (are) lined for the MAIN ROUTE, and yellow, the principal DIVERGING
ROUTE. Red indicates that the switch(es) is (are) improperly lined, and will be accompanied by
red on the top head as well (STOP AND STAY indication).
Note that a DIVERGING ROUTE indication requires a reduction of speed to slow speed, and
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that trailing through a spring switch on any route also requires slow speed.
3. A rectangular opening capable of displaying an illuminated sign will, when illuminated,
indicate that the switch(es) is (are) lined for the NAMED DIVERGING ROUTE, and will always
be accompanied by yellow on the route signal.
B. At the present time all track switches are hand operated. If a train encounters a switch not
lined for the desired route, the operator shall stop the train and a crew member shall line the
switch for the desired route. The operator shall then observe (where practicable) that the signal
indicates the correct route before proceeding through the switch.
9.6 SIGNAL LOCATION MARKERS AND SIGNAL CIRCUIT BOUNDARY MARKERS
A. Signal location markers have the sole function of marking the position of a signal, and are
used on tall semaphores, other head block signals, and the last signals before sharp curves.
B. Signal circuit boundary markers have the function of marking the boundaries of important
signal circuits, such as the locking zone before an automatic power switch.
9.7 SWITCH INDICATORS
A. Switch indicators (indicators at switches) have the location and appearance of dwarf
color-light signals, but have the function of indicating whether there are trains approaching on
the main line.
B. Where switch indicators are used, there are special track circuits, which, when entered upon,
have the same effect as lining the track switch for the spur.
9.8 SPRING SWITCH POSITION INDICATORS
A. Spring switch position indicators indicate the position of the switches only; they do not
convey track occupancy information.
9.9 GRADE CROSSING SIGNAL RULES
A. Operators shall observe that each grade crossing signal is functioning before moving their
trains across the crossing without stopping.
1. A grade crossing signal shall be considered to be functioning if the operator observes that the
light in the side of the flasher head goes on and off periodically, and that the bell rings
continuously.
2. If a grade crossing signal is not functioning, the train shall stop at the crossing before
proceeding. The operator shall notify the Dispatcher of the non-functioning grade crossing signal.
3. If a grade crossing signal is reported to be not functioning, the Dispatcher shall have a crew
member check the Manual Control box for the proper position of the switch. The switch should
be in the "ON" position in order for the signal to function automatically. If moving the switch to
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the "ON" position does not cause the signal to function, the Dispatcher shall so notify the
Superintendent of Signals.
4. Vehicles known not to operate signal circuits (track cars) shall make a full stop before
proceeding across the roadway.
5. When the Dispatcher has been notified that a particular grade crossing signal is not
functioning, the Dispatcher shall so notify the operating crews and order them to stop before
proceeding across the roadway (SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORM).
B. The operator of the inspection train on the main line each day shall pay particular attention to
whether the grade crossing signals are functioning. If any grade crossing signal does not function,
a crew member shall take corrective action as stated above.
C. If a train will be standing on the actuating circuit of a grade crossing signal for a long period
of time a crew member shall place the Manual Control switch in the "OFF" position, to stop the
signal from functioning. Before the train leaves the location a crew member shall return the
Manual Control switch to the "ON" position.
III. OPERATION OF TRAINS AND CARS
10.0 TIME
10.1 The Railway operates on prevailing local time (Eastern Standard Time, or E.S.T.). This will
be known as "Standard Time".
10.2 The correct Standard Time will be indicated by the clock in the Car Barn or other such other
clock as designated by the Director/ General Manager. Personnel on duty must adjust their
watches to this time when beginning duty.
10.3 Railway personnel involved in any way with train and car operation must wear a reliable
watch while on duty.
10.4 To be sure of the schedule on a given day, consult the operating schedule. The Dispatcher
has the authority to change, advance or delay this schedule for special operations. This would be
accomplished through train orders or special posted notice.
10.5 Passengers must be informed immediately of any delays or disruptions in service.
11.0 PREPARATION
When preparing a streetcar for service, the Operator is to:
1. Obtain brake handle, reverse key, light key and portable radio from the office. Make sure no
one is in, beneath, or beside the streetcar. Make sure that all switches are off and the reverse key
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is NOT in the controller. Check to see that the front trolley pole is hooked down and place the
rear pole on the proper wire. Do not raise more than one pole at a time when in or near the car
barn, especially when the streetcar is located beneath the insulators above the car barn doors.
Trolley poles are "live".
2. Turn on all switches required to be in the "On" position: circuit breaker, light switches, air
compressor, and change-over switch for intended direction of travel.
3. Visually check all lights, including the headlights, brakes and turn signals by operating the
changeover switches. Check operation of the sanders. Check air brake pressure (60 psi
minimum); normal air brake pressure is 60-70 psi.
4. Inspect interior and exterior of the car for any damage. Report all defects to Master Mechanic
by use of the "bad order" form.
5. Set air brakes, release hand brakes, sound gong to warn anyone working in the vicinity, release
air brakes, apply first notch of power, operate a short distance and test air brakes for normal
operation.
6. If the streetcar is operating normally, proceed on assignment. Be sure the car barn door is
open.
CAUTION: Do not move the air (service) brake valve handle too slowly, or little by little. This
causes the streetcar to approach too close to the stop mark before sufficient air pressure has been
applied to check its speed. It is then necessary for the Operator to increase the air pressure to
avoid overrunning the stop mark. This causes the brakes shoes to grip, skidding the wheels and
stopping the streetcar with a jolt - to the discomfort of the passengers. When the brakes lock the
wheels, they skid, and this produces flat spots on the wheels. Flat spots are noticeable as a
banging noise when the wheel turns, and are both difficult and costly to repair. "Fanning" the
brake handle (alternately applying and releasing air), is a bad practice. It is much less effective
than the correct method and it increases wear and tear on the brake valve.

12.0 LEAVING THE YARD
The following steps (in about the same order) should prove helpful and also help avoid
unnecessary damage to equipment.
1. Place the trolley pole on the line.
2. If the compressor does not start turn on the compressor switch.
3. Turn the lights on with light switch
4. Find the control, brake, and reverse handles
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5. Check the car for clearance of ground and switches for proper alignment.
6. Remove any trig from under wheels;
7. Make sure that both hand brakes are released.
8. When air pressure reaches more than 70 psi but less than 90 psi and the line is clear, start on
the first notch, in a PCC car, depress accelerator pedal lightly.
9. Attain sufficient momentum for the trolley wheels to coast.
10. When traveling over switches, coast or use first notch
11. After main line has been reached, realign the switch as required.
12. Always leave the car with the brakes in full application and take the Reverse Key with you.
13.0 MAIN LINE OPERATION
13.1 The operation of any train or car in revenue passenger service or for special events must not
begin until the Conductor has determined that all visitors have been seated. Passengers or other
members of the public are not permitted to stand on moving trains or cars.
13.2 Prior to the beginning of public operation or special events the Dispatcher shall have a brief
safety review with the car crews along with a discussion of the cars to be operated and their
unique features.
13.3 It is requested that Motorman stand while operating a train or car except where visibility its
hampered by standing or the controls are positioned for a sitting operator such as a PCC car.
13.4 It is requested that car crews in revenue passenger service assist passengers in boarding and
exiting trains and cars as well as help them to be seated and feel welcome. Extra operators
waiting for assignment should assist assigned crews in this endeavor to ensure maximum safety
and service to our patrons.
13.5 Operation of the railway at times when the Railway is closed to the public must follow all
Rules and Procedures including having a Dispatcher on duty.

A. OPERATING ON THE LINE
1. The Motorman should always remain at his/her post while passengers are boarding or leaving
the train.
2. If you leave the platform, take the Reverse Key.
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3. When making a prolonged stop, place the Reverse Key in the neutral position
4. Always have the Air Brake in Full application when standing (“Park” mode in a PCC car).
5. Wait for the Conductor's signal and check on both sides of the car and ahead before starting.
6. When starting, notch up as quickly as possible to full series or parallel.
7. Coast as much as possible, especially under insulators and slowly over switches.
8. Keep the air brake in full release while underway.
9. Run at moderate speed and use the brake sparingly.
10. Watch the track ahead for obstructions, ESPECIALLY on the first trip of the day.
11. Stop with one application and two releases.
12. Avoid talking to passengers while car is in motion. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT.
13. Watch for autos turning in front of streetcar. Come to a full stop at stop signs. Obey all traffic
regulations.
14. When any operations are complete all vehicles and equipment MUST be returned to their
proper storage locations.
14.0 DANGEROUS CONDITIONS
14.1 Whenever an Operator, Conductor, or other Railway Personnel becomes aware of any
obstruction on or near the tracks that could create an accident, immediately take action to stop the
streetcar before it reaches the obstruction.
14.2 Immediately inform other operating personnel of any dangerous condition observed on or
likely to affect their trains or cars, ordering them to stop if necessary. Then notify the Dispatcher
or, if no Dispatcher is on duty, another Designated Authority.
14.3 Immediately inform the Dispatcher or, if no Dispatcher is on duty, another Designated
Authority of workmen on or fouling any main track not protected by proper work zone signals.
15.0 PROTECTION FOR MEN WORKING ON CARS OR ON THE RIGHT OF WAY.
15.1 Men Working on Cars:
A. A Blue flag must be displayed at both ends (one end, if other end of car is at the end of track)
of rolling stock on main station, or yard tracks to indicate that workmen are about. Rolling stock
so protected must not be coupled or moved. Other cars must not be placed where they obstruct
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this signal without first warning the workmen.
B. The operator of rolling stock so protected must be verbally notified when the signals have
been displayed and when they have been removed. If possible, the workmen will obtain the
reversing key from the operator before displaying the signals and will return it when the signals
have been removed.
C. Only the workmen displaying a blue flag or light shall remove it. It must be removed by the
workmen who placed it, and only once all other workmen are clear.
D. Under no circumstances may a blue flag be used to "bad order" rolling stock.
E. Operating personnel must assume that workmen are on or about rolling stock in shops or
carbarns even in the absence of a blue flag. Rolling stock in carbarns must not be moved until it
is determined that all workmen are clear. Rolling stock in shops must not be moved without
approval from a Designated Authority.
15.2 Men Working on Right of Way
A. Trains must not pass workmen on or about the track until signaled by the workmen to
proceed.
B. Workmen on or about the track, upon being approached by a train, shall stand clear of the
track and signal the train to proceed as promptly as circumstances will permit.
C. Workers on the main line shall protect "for and against" trains or cars. Protecting "for" a car
means protecting passing cars from danger or damage by equipment, materials, or conditions at
the work area. Protecting "against" cars means protecting workers from danger or injury and
equipment from danger or damage caused by passing trains.
D. The following is the minimum flagging equipment that shall be carried and used by work
crews on the main line:
2 red flagging devices (painted pipes, flags, or cones).
2 yellow flagging devices (as above)
The following must be used when working between sunset and sunrise, or when the work area
cannot be secured safely during these hours in addition to the flagging devices.
2 Red lanterns or lights of equivalent colors
2 Yellow lanterns or lights of equivalent colors
16.0 TESTING BRAKES
16.1 Prescribed standing brake test must be made before moving trains or cars for the first time
of the day and in such other circumstances as may he otherwise provided.
16.2 Prescribed rolling brake test must be made for each outbound and each inbound Main Line
Railway trip as denoted in the Procedures for Streetcar Operation, Section III. Main Line Ride
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17.0 AIR BRAKE FAILURES
17.1 In case of brake failure bring car or train to an immediate stop by the prescribed method and
upon stopping trig the wheels and notify the Dispatcher or Designated Authority immediately
thereafter. This Rule also applies to loss of electric power.
18.0 COUPLING AND UNCOUPLING
18.1 Coupling and Uncoupling procedures must only be performed by personnel specifically
trained in those procedures.
18.2 Couplings should not be made at a speed greater than the minimum speed required to effect
coupling, but no faster than 4 mph.
18.3 Do not uncouple cars while they are in motion. "Kicking" and "Dropping" cars is prohibited.
18.4 When coupling, stop within 15 feet of the car or cars to be added. Visually examine the
couplers and do not attempt a coupling until they are properly aligned and all personnel are in the
clear.
18.5 Cars which have been uncoupled should be secured with trigs so they cannot roll free. Do
not leave cars with only hand brakes in the apply position.
19.0 PUSHING OR PULLING OF CARS
19.1 Trains or cars must not be operated with the operator in a position other than the leading or
forward position on the train or car unless a member of the crew is stationed on, or in, a position
from which he/she can observe the leading end of the train or car being pushed or backed. This
person is in charge of the train move and will act as lookout for the operator, guiding by hand
signal or radio communication. The movement must be stopped immediately if communication is
lost or danger threatens. When back poling a car, a crew member must tend the trolley rope.
19.2 If a streetcar is to be pushed or pulled, all passengers must leave the car. If a wheelchair
passenger or other disabled passenger is aboard a disabled streetcar, and providing there is no
imminent danger to the passenger, the Conductor is to remain with the passenger while the
disabled car is pushed or pulled to the first safe location where the passenger may be unloaded.
19.3 If the air brake is working, keep the air compressor switch "On" so the air brake may be
used. If the air brake is not working, place the air compressor switch in the "Off" position and use
the handbrake.
19.4 The signal to start (two strokes on the gong) must be given by the streetcar that is pushing or
pulling the disabled car. The disabled car is to repeat the gong signal before the car under power
starts. Do not exceed series speed on the controller. If the car is being pushed, the Operator of the
front car must keep a sharp lookout for any emergency stop situations. Three strokes on the gong
is the Emergency stop signal. After sounding the gong, the air (service) and/or handbrakes are to
be applied. The Conductor or some other official person is to stand at the rear end of the car
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being pushed and keep the Operator's compartment door open to allow clear vision for the
Operator in the rear car.
19.5 LOOP SWITCH OR CUTOUT SWITCH: Under no circumstance, shall a car be pushed or
pulled, unless the loop switch or motor cutout switch is OPENED. Cars being moved by outside
force above 3 mph may internally develop 600 volts DC, unless the loop switch or cutout switch
is open. Cars with closed switches are also much more difficult to move.
20.0 HEADLIGHTS AND TAILLIGHTS
20.1 At night, and during periods of poor visibility, trains and cars with operable headlights must
display it at the leading end of the train. If the train is not equipped with an operable headlight,
the leading end of the train must be protected by a white light. Only trains or cars with operable
headlights may be used for passenger operations at night and in times of poor visibility.
20.2 At night, and during times of poor visibility, the rear end of a train or car must be
illuminated by a red marker lamp.
21.0 AUTHORITY FOR MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
21.1 Main tracks are those tracks used for public revenue operation as shown on the maps in
Appendix B. All other tracks are considered to be yard tracks except as may be otherwise
provided by the Superintendent
21.2 Main Track Movements
A. When a Dispatcher is on duty, main tracks must not be occupied or fouled without authority
from the Dispatcher. Dispatcher must always be on duty during rail operations of any kind.
B. During times other than regular public operation or special event only trains or cars under the
control of an authorized pilot may occupy or foul main tracks without authority from a
Designated Authority. This authorized pilot will act as Dispatcher if a Qualified Dispatcher is not
on duty. The Superintendent will maintain a list of authorized pilots and Dispatchers.
C. Whenever a person comes on duty as Dispatcher, he/she shall write his/her name and date on
the Dispatcher Board located on the wall of the car barn. This person shall erase the Dispatcher
Board when he/she goes off duty. No other person other than the person whose name appears on
the Dispatcher Board may erase the board on the date indicated.
EXCEPTION: A Designated Authority may erase the Dispatcher Board after determining that the
person whose name appears on the board has gone off duty without removing his or her name
and all main tracks are clear.
21.3 Yard and Shop Movements
A. Except as provided in Rule 19.5, no authority is necessary for after hours movements operated
solely on yard tracks and which do not foul main tracks. During the hours of public and special
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event operations the Dispatcher must be aware of all moves because of power demand concerns
and overall power usage.
B. Trains and cars must make a full stop before entering or leaving any building or work facility
and sound gong before proceeding.
C. Yard movements must stop short of track clearance points when necessary to clear other yard
movements. When yard movements conflict, all must be stopped short of track clearance points
unless there is a definite understanding as to order of movement.
21.5 During after hours or periods of non-revenue operation, cars must not be operated unless
authorized by one of the persons listed below.
The Railway Director/General Manager
Dispatcher
Track and Overhead Personnel
This Rule applies to all train operations whether over main tracks or yard tracks.
21.6 There must be at least two people present for any railway operations to begin and at least
one of those individuals must be a qualified Operator. There cannot be any one-person operation
of the railway (this does not apply to one-person operation of a car but to the overall railway).
21.7 Approaching Other Rolling Stock: A train approaching other rolling stock on the same track
or approaching rolling stock fouling that track must not operate closer than 2 to 3 line pole
distances (200 feet) to the rolling stock being approached except at Restricted Speed and must
make a safety stop at least one car length (50 to 100 feet) from the rolling stock being
approached.
22.0 CHANGING CONTROL ENDS
A:
1. When changing control ends, the Operator is to set the air brake in the "Emergency" position
(making sure that the air pressure is at 90 psi or below).
2. Place the controller in the "Off" position. Place the reverse key in the "Neutral" position.
3. Remove the brake handle and reverse key.
4. Switch the light control key to the proper position and remove the key. The change over switch
is located in the #1 end only, so it is to be changed when entering or leaving the #1 end.
5. Place the, circuit breaker switch in the "Off" position. Secure the Operator's area. 6. Place the
trolley pole on the wire overhead.
7. Proceed to the opposite end and remove the trolley pole from the overhead wire and secure it.
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8. Enter the Operator's area and make sure the controller is in the "Off" position.
9. Insert the reverse key and brake handle.
10. Place the air brake in the normal braking position and the circuit breaker in the "On position.
11. If there is no Conductor, flip all seats to the proper position before inserting the controller
handle or reverse key.
12. Proceed to operate the streetcar as normal.
B:
When changing ends while in or near the car barn area, especially when the streetcar is beneath
the insulators located above the car barn doors, do not raise more than one trolley pole at a time.
Trolley poles are "live."
23.0 POWER STATION OPERATION
23.1 A qualified power station operator must receive training in all methods of the Railway's
power generation, station systems and equipment operation and hold a current certificate of
training. A current list of trained individuals is posted at the power station.
23.2 Power shall be turned off after the last run of the day. Traction power line cut
off switches are located on trolley line poles every 500 feet. Yellow striping marks this pole.
Trolley Dispatcher and the local Fire Department have a copy of the emergency power cut off
key. In the event of an emergency, the motorman may also request a power shutdown by radio.
Magnetic circuit breakers and Ground Fault Relays shall be used to shutdown power
automatically in the event of a fallen wire or short circuit.
23.3 Circuit breakers are of the pneumatic-magnetic type or straight magnetic. Circuit breakers
will be set and maintained at the correct dropout current.
23.4 Monitoring of AC leakage into the DC traction system will be provided, along with a
protection circuit to cut off traction power in the event of excessive AC leakage into the DC
traction power system.
23.5 Any qualified motorman who has authority to operate a train or car must seek a qualified
power station operator to turn on the power if that person is not qualified. If a qualified power
station operator cannot be found no railway operations may take place.
24.0 TRAIN ORDERS
24.1 Where authority of the Dispatcher is required it must be given in the form of a train order.
24.2 When a Dispatcher is on duty he/she is the only person who may issue train orders.
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24.3 Train orders must he brief and clear and must contain only such information as is essential
to the involved movement. Train orders must include the following information: An
identification of the train to which the order is directed in a manner that cannot be
misunderstood. Identification of a train by the number of the leading car or locomotive is
acceptable. Identification of trains by descriptions such as ''Downtown Train" or "Work Train" is
acceptable if the description can only pertain to one train then in service.
24.4 A description of the movement being authorized including identification of any other trains
involved in the movement.
Example of a Correct Train Order: "Car 3 proceed westbound to Van Brunt Switch and wait for
work train to clear switch eastbound before proceeding. When returning eastbound, wait at
Coffey Street Station for locomotive 10 to clear Beard Street westbound before returning to
Shop."
24.5 Train orders must be issued in writing whenever the person issuing the order believes that
an operator is likely to forget or misinterpret a verbal order, whether because of the complexity of
the movement being authorized or otherwise. Written orders must be neat and clean, without
erasure, alteration or annotation. In other cases, train orders may be issued verbally.
24.6 Train orders must be issued to the person or persons who are to execute them. Train orders
affecting the movement of trains or cars shall be issued to the Conductor who will relay them to
the Motorman. If practical, orders should also be given to the Motorman. In the case of one-man
operation the orders shall be given to the operator.
24.7 Where a train order or series of train orders restricts one train in favor of another, the order
or orders should be given simultaneously to each train. If not practical, the orders must first be
given to the train being restricted.
24.8 A train order must be acknowledged by the person receiving it. Train orders are
acknowledged by repeating the order to the person issuing them.
24.9 Train orders remain in effect until fulfilled, superseded, or annulled,
24.10 When train orders are transmitted by radio, the train receiving the order must be brought to
a full stop before receiving the order.
24.11 When a conductor or motorman (or both) is relieved before the completion of a trip, all
train orders and instructions must be communicated to the relieving Conductor or Motorman.
Such orders or instructions must be compared by the Conductor and Motorman before
proceeding.
25.0 PROTECTION OF TRAINS BY FLAGGING
25.1 Flag protection is required for trains on or fouling main tracks whenever the train, in the
opinion of its operator or conductor, would not clearly be visible from a distance of 1,000 feet
from either end of the train to the operator of an approaching train and either the conductor or
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operator feels that the train is in danger of being overtaken.
25.2 A person providing flag protection must go out a sufficient distance to ensure full protection
and station himself no further than ten (10) feet from the center line of the track being flagged.
This position must be a sufficient distance so as to be clearly visible to the operator of another
train approaching within 1000 feet of the train being protected. When a train is seen or heard
approaching before the flagperson has reached a sufficient distance, the flagperson must continue
toward the approaching train giving a stop signal
25.3 When a train has been flagged, the flagperson must inform that operator why the train has
been flagged.
25.4 When recalled, and safety of the train will permit, the flagperson may return to the train
being protected.
26.0 SPEED POLICY
The streetcar is not to be operated in a manner so as to attempt to intimidate vehicle or pedestrian
traffic. Defensive driving techniques must be practiced in this operation.
26.1 Motormen shall obey NYS VTL (vehicle and traffic law) applicable regulations.
26.2 The maximum speed permitted of any streetcar in operation is 20 mph. The maximum
speed permitted of any car moving through the yard is 5 mph.
26.3 Operators are responsible for the speed of the streetcars and will be cited by the police if
found speeding faster than allowed in the areas named. Two convictions for moving violations in
one year may be grounds for dismissal.
26.4 Any Designated authority may order a slower speed limit than the maximum permissible
speeds (provided for in Rule 24) on any track.
26.5 In no event shall a train be operated at a speed greater than that which will permit the
operator to bring the train to a controlled stop within his/her range of vision at a speed which
because of circumstances (whether track conditions, traffic conditions, persons on or about
tracks, or any other reason) the operator believes necessary.
A permanent 5 mph slow order is in effect when in movement near the Church on Richards and
Coffey Street, the bus stops on Beard, Van Brunt, Richards, and Coffey Streets. This is a
requirement of UMTA and the City of New York.
27.0 TURNOUTS
27.1 During switching operations, an unattended main track switch must be returned to its main
track position.
27.2 When a train is closely approaching or passing over a track switch the switchman must keep
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not less than 20 feet from the switch stand, and when practicable, must stand on the opposite side
of the track.
27.3 Persons handling switches must know that the switches are properly lined for the movement
to be made and that the switch points are properly closed. Switches must be left in proper
position after having been used.
27.4 Persons changing the position of a switch must not remove the lock from, or attempt to
operate the switch while a train is passing over the switch.
27.5 If a switch is damaged, an immediate report must be made to the Dispatcher or another
Designated Authority. If it cannot be made safe, protection must be provided to prevent trains
from operating over the switch.
28.0 SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING SPRING SWITCHES
28.1 Spring switches are identified by an "SS" marker plate attached to the switch stand below
the target, the yellow arrow portion of the switch stand target, or on adjacent signal mast, or
trolley line.
28.2 A train or car, stopping on a spring switch while trailing through and actuating the switch
points, must not make a reverse movement until it is known that the switch points are in proper
alignment for safe movement.
28.3 Trains must never trail through and actuate the switch points when the points may be frozen
or when movement of the points may be impeded by snow, ice, gravel, or in any other way
whatsoever. In such cases, switch points must be operated by hand.
29.0 DERAILS
29.1 Derails, a cast mechanical devise covering the rail preventing access to main tracks, are
identified by being painted yellow. Derails are sometimes actuated manually or through linkages
attached to a switch stand with appropriate markings either on the stand or between the rails.
29.2 Except when changed to permit movement, derails must be set in derailing position, and
those equipped with locks must be locked.
30.0 SECURING STREETCAR FROM SERVICE
1. Stop the car at designated location.
2. Set any handbrake.
3. Check the interior and exterior for vandalism and lost articles.
4. Close all windows and turn off all switches.
5. Remove brake handle, reverse key and remove light control key after turning key to off.
6. Remove trolley pole from overhead wire and secure.
7. Close all doors.
8. Turn in B.O. slip if needed.
9. Put the reverse key, brake handle and light control key in designated location.
10. Turn in radio.
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31.0 TROUBLESHOOTING: WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF A DEFECTIVE CONDITION
A. FAILURE TO START
If the streetcar fails to start, you can check for power by turning on the interior lights. If they
burn, this indicates the wheels are not insulated from the rails by dirt or other material. If the
lights do not burn, make sure the trolley pole is on the overhead wire. If it is necessary to leave
the car, jump to the ground without touching the car.
1. Electrical
A. If the car will not start when the controller handle is moved to the first point, then it can be
due to a number of different causes. The following is a list of things to check if the above occurs.
1. Return the controller handle to the "Off" position, in a PCC car release accelerator pedal, place
car in “Park” mode..
2. See that the main breaker is in the "On" position
3. Reset the overload trip
4. See that the brakes are released
5. See that the car is receiving power from the line (Check for lights)
6. See that all switches affecting control and motor circuits are in the proper position
7. If the car fails to start when the power is on, make sure that the track is clear for at least one
car length and cut the notches on the controller to full series. If the streetcar will not start on the
first notch, but will start on a later notch up to full series (this indicates broken resistance), the
streetcar must not be operated beyond the full series position.
If the car will still not start, contact the mechanical section or Supervisor immediately.
B. If the compressor fuse blows, then the car should be stopped with the air brake. The hand
brake should be applied when the car is at a complete stop. Report the problem to the Supervisor
or Mechanical section immediately.
C. If the controller is returned to the "Off" position and the current still flows to the motors, then
the main breaker should be immediately moved to the "Off" position. If this action does not
break the circuit, then it will be necessary to remove the trolley pole from the wire as quickly as
possible. After the car is stopped, immediately notify the Base and/ or Designated Authority of
the Bad Order car and the problem.
2. Air Pressure Problems
A. If the brake valve handle is moved to service position, or if the PCC brake pedal is depressed
and the brakes fail to apply, then it should be moved to the emergency position immediately. If
the brakes still fail to apply, then the handbrake should be used to stop the car. The motors may
be reversed to stop the car if the handbrake, or the lack of a handbrake, cannot stop the car safely.
The procedure for reversing the motors is as follows:
1. Move the main breaker to the "Off" position
2. Move the controller handle to the "Off" position
3. Move the reverse handle to the opposite direction
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4. Move the controller handle to the first point and leave it there until the car stops.
5. Chock the wheels or set the hand break to keep the car from moving
6. Immediately radio for help and the locomotive.
CAUTION: Do not move the car under any circumstances until the car is secured by attaching
the tow vehicle or another streetcar to the Bad Order car.
If the car is a two-motor car, the controller handle must be moved to the first point in parallel
instead of the first point and leave it there until the car comes to a stop. This is because the
resistance is higher in the first parallel point on a two-motor car.
B. If the compressor governor fails to cut out (as indicated by the compressor continuing to run
and the air pressure indicating over 90 lbs. on the air gauge), the Operator should turn off the
compressor switch. The car can be run to its destination by governing the compressor by hand
using the compressor switch itself. When the car reaches its destination, it should be taken out of
service. The car defect should be reported to the Supervisor or mechanical section when the Bad
Order condition is first observed. Then a replacement car may be provided to the Operator so
s/he may continue his/her shift.
C. If the air compressor does not start when the air pressure drops below 60 psi, the streetcar is to
be stopped if in motion. If the air brake is not effective, use the handbrake. If the air brake has
been used to stop-the streetcar, apply the handbrake and then release the air brake. Check to see
that the compressor switch is on by moving it to "Off" and then "On" again, to be sure it is
making good contact. If the compressor still does not start, notify the Base.
1. Air Pressure 70-90 psi
If the air pressure exceeds 70 psi but does not exceed 90 psi, it is safe to continue operation.
Notify the Base. Submit a Bad Order ticket to the Mechanical department.
2. Air Pressure Above 90 psi
If the air pressure, as shown by the red needle in the gauge, does go over 90 psi as a result of the
air compressor failing to cut out, notify the Base. Put the compressor switch to the "Off" position
and reduce the air pressure by making several service applications until the red needle falls below
90 psi. It is safe to continue operation as long as the air pressure stays below 90 psi.
CAUTION: When changing ends, the air pressure must be reduced to below 90 psi (see Section
22 "CHANGING CONTROL ENDS) before putting the air brake handle to the emergency
braking position. When the air pressure is over 90 psi, application of the emergency brake is
liable to lock the wheels and also seriously damage the brake rigging.
3. Sudden Pressure Drop: If the air pressure suddenly drops below 60 psi and air can be heard
escaping beneath the car, a drain cock on the air reservoir has been struck and opened or broken
by an obstruction on the roadbed. The Operator should stop the car, using the handbrake if
necessary, and close the drain cock. Notify the Base if it is not an open drain cock and the
Operator cannot repair it promptly. The air compressor must be turned to the "Off" position while
waiting for the locomotive.
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3. LINE BREAKER BLOWS
If the line breaker blows more than once while the controller is being operated correctly, call the
Base before there is serious damage to equipment.
NOTE: Operators are not to open controller doors at any time.
4. WHEELS LOCKED
If the wheels of the streetcar seem to be locked, check to see that the handbrakes at each end have
been released. If this has no effect, notify the Base.
5. LIGHTS OUT
If all lights on the streetcar should fail, check the lighting switch and ensure that the fuses are
good. If there are no blown fuses then notify the Base for instruction. Under no circumstance,
shall light bulbs be changed or removed while the trolley pole is up.
6. TROLLEY POLE ROPE BROKEN
If the trolley pole rope breaks, notify the Supervisor. It is possible to use the emergency rope to
retrieve the pole and place it on the overhead wire, and to continue operation until the normal
operating rope is replaced.
7. OVERHEAD DOWN
If the trolley overhead should break and come to the ground, the wire should be treated as "hot,
live, and dangerous." Stop the streetcar, notify the Base and shut off the power by pulling section
switch on the yellow stripped pole, or by radio request to base. Stand by to warn pedestrians and
other traffic until assistance arrives. If possible, and motorman is not placed in danger, motorman
should use the special wooden “scissors” carried on the car to capture the wire, and using the
attached rope, pull the wire up and out of danger, and tie it off securely.
8. OVERHEAD POWER FAILURE
In the event of power failure in the overhead, the Operator should stop the streetcar with the
service brake, then apply the handbrake. Notify the Base, remove the pole from the overhead and
await further instructions.
9. CAR POWER FAILURE
If the wheels of the streetcar become insulated from the rails by dirt, sand or other material,
chances are there will be no movement of the car when releasing the brakes and notching the
controller. Also, the lights will not burn and the air compressor will not run. If this situation is
encountered, notify the Base. The Operator must then remove the trolley pole from the overhead.
10. LINE CREW ENCOUNTERED
When you encounter the Line Crew working on or in close vicinity to the overhead, you must
stop the car no closer than 100 feet (just over two streetcar lengths) from the crew and wait for a
signal to proceed. Maintain slow speed until completely clear of the area where work is being
performed. Obey all special instructions given by the Line Crew.
IV. OTHER SAFETY PROCEDURES
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32.0 ELECTRICAL
32.1 All wires and any object in contact with them must be considered to be energized at all
times. Unauthorized persons must not touch or come in contact with them.
32.2 To remove a person from contact with an energized electrical conductor, grasp their dry
clothing or use a dry non-conducting object to push or pull the person away. Do not touch the
person's bare skin or stand in water or on wet ground.
32.3 If electrical storms are in the immediate proximity of the Railway grounds, traction power
must be shut off or the power station converted to the generator set for power. When the power is
interrupted for these reasons, operators of cars must bring their cars to a stop in a safe location
and lower their trolley poles until the storm has passed.
32.4 Should traction power be interrupted for any reason, operators of electric trains must wait a
short time following restoration of traction power before moving and then accelerate slowly.
32.5 Any defect, abnormality or unusual condition affecting trolley wire or other electric power
distribution devices must be reported to the Dispatcher or another Designated Authority at once.
32.6 A tag and lock must be applied to controls governing the power supply of areas
de-energized for work or other abnormal conditions, or to controls governing defective or out of
service power distribution equipment. The tag shall specify the condition requiring it to be
applied and the name of the person applying it.
32.7 Power distribution devices with tag and lock applied must not be operated except by the
person who placed the tag or by the Superintendent of Overhead Construction and Maintenance
or his designate.
32.8 Traction power must not be restored to trolley wires following an emergency, work, or
abnormal conditions requiring them to be shut off until it is known all persons and foreign
objects are clear of electrical conductors.
.
33.0 ACCIDENTS, FIRES AND OTHER EMERGENCIES
All Railway personnel must unite to protect human life and property in case of an accident or
emergency. Primary effort must be aimed at preventing injury to any person, and obtaining aid
for anyone already injured
33.1 The Designated Authority in cases involving the operation of the railroad (or in other cases,
a Railway officer) must be fully informed immediately of any injury or accident or of any
situation likely to cause injury or accident or endanger Railway or other property.
1. When there is evidence of a car being on fire, its train must be brought to a stop immediately.
2. The operating crew must use every effort to prevent passengers from becoming panic-stricken
or leaving the car until it is brought to a full stop
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3. Once fully stopped, the crew must evacuate passengers and attempt to extinguish the fire and
obtain assistance.
4. Where fire occurs on a car, the operator should immediately throw the overhead switch (main
breaker) to "OFF'' and cause the trolley to be pulled down as quickly as practicable.
33.2 In case of a fire on the streetcar:
A. Operator Responsibilities
1) If the car is between stops, stop the car immediately in a safe location. Set air and hand brakes.
2) Quickly determine the extent of the fire and notify Base by radio. Phone Fire Department
(911) if necessary.
3) Remove the trolley pole from the wire overhead.
4) Evacuate all passengers immediately if there is no Conductor on board
5) Use the fire extinguisher and attempt to put out the fire. Aim nozzle at the base of the fire,
when possible.
6) Do not move a car after a fire without proper authority from the Supervisor.
B. Conductor's Responsibilities
1) Assist all passengers from the car.
2) Assist the Operator by removing the trolley pole from the overhead wire.
3) Assist in fire fighting by use of second fire extinguisher, if possible.
4) Keep crowd away from streetcar until relieved by fire or police personnel.
33.3 Follow all other rules as per Sections: 35.1, 35.2, 35.3, and 35.4.
34.0 EMERGENCY BRAKING
This form of braking is to be used when it is necessary to make a sudden stop to avoid an
accident. The proper way to apply the brake is:
1. Apply sand with the sander button, if car is so equipped.
2. Put the controller handle to the full "Off" position. In the case of a PCC car, remove feet from
deadman pedal and accelerator pedal.
3. Move the controller handle fully clockwise (full dynamic brake), and turn brake wheel fully
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clockwise. In the case of a PCC car, step hard on brake pedal, quickly pushing down to the floor.
Use hand brake handle by ratcheting up and down.
These three actions should be performed automatically and without delay.
35.0 ELECTRICAL EMERGENCIES, DERAILMENTS AND SICK PASSENGERS
If the streetcar becomes derailed, contact between the wheels and the rails is broken and all metal
parts of the streetcar may become "live." It is then highly dangerous to make contact between the
streetcar and the ground by passengers or crew until the pole has been removed from the
overhead.
1. The Operator and Conductor are to warn all passengers to remain on board and all intending
passengers to stand clear.
2. The Operator is to apply both the air and the handbrakes, notify the Base of the situation, and
jump to the ground making sure not to touch the car and the ground at the same time.
3. The pole should be lowered from the overhead using the rope. Secure the pole under the hook.
4. At this time, all passengers should be asked to leave the car and be directed to a safe area.
5. Notify the Base that the car has been evacuated and stand by to assist. Keep any unauthorized
persons away from the car.
If the streetcar becomes "hot" (electrical shocks received from metal parts), the Operator is to
apply the air brake and the handbrake and warn all passengers to remain on the streetcar and
intending passengers to stand clear. Notify the Dispatcher of the situation, jump to the ground,
making sure not to touch the car, remove the pole from the overhead, secure it under the hook
and request all passengers to leave the car. The Operator and Conductor are then to stand by until
assistance arrives.
If the controller becomes locked in the operating position, the Operator is to place the line
breaker in the "Off" position, apply the brakes and stop the streetcar. Contact the Base by radio
and report the malfunction.
If the controller is locked in the "Off" position, make sure that the reverse key is in the full
forward position. If this is not the problem, notify the Dispatcher and put the reverse key in the
neutral position, so the car can be either pushed or pulled by another car or tow truck.

35.1 When there is an emergency or persons are injured or taken ill on a Railway vehicle
contact:
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Dispatcher
Fire
Police
Ambulance
35.2 Immediately following any accident on the Railway or the Railway grounds, an accident
report must be filled out by the involved party, the authority coordinating the stabilization of the
accident, or, in the case of an employee, the department supervisor and filed with the Director/
General Manager or Designated Authority. Forms are available in the Railway Office, the
Dispatcher's station or the car barn. This form requires specific information about the accident
and the persons involved such as: names, addresses, date, time, etc. To be sure you obtain this
information it must be filled out with those involved or witnessing at the accident site.
35.3 Sick or injured passengers shall not be moved except by qualified EMERGENCY
SERVICES personnel, (NYFD, NYPD or other EMT personnel). The train shall not be re-started
until the sick or injured person has been removed for assistance, and authorization has been
issued by the dispatcher or designated authority.
35.4 Motormen, conductors and any other railway personnel, shall cooperate with and render any
reasonable assistance requested by Emergency Services personnel.
36.0 GENERAL SAFETY
36.1 All personnel engaged in repair, maintenance, or construction activities must use the
necessary safety gear for that activity. The Safety Officer or Shop Superintendent will answer any
questions and are responsible for the enforcement of this rule in their respective areas.
36.2 All Staff and Volunteers must be observant of any unsafe conditions on the Railway and
report it immediately to the Designated Authority.
36.3 All Staff and Volunteers can help to improve Railway safety discipline by pointing out each
other's unsafe practices when appropriate and make helpful suggestions to correct them.
36.4 Staff and Volunteers are responsible for the actions of their guests and must ensure that their
guests follow all Railway Rules, Policies and Safety Practices.
36.5 All motor vehicles driven on the Railway grounds must observe the speed limit.
36.6 All Staff who operate Railway equipment on the Railway grounds must have received
proper training in their operation and use by a Designated Authority or be accompanied by a
qualified operator. If this equivalent is to be operated off the Railway grounds the operator must
possess the proper current operators license for that equipment.
37.0 SANDING RAILS IN SIGNAL TERRITORY
37.1 The use of excessive sand on the rails in signal territory is dangerous, because it can cause a
loss of shunt in the track circuits, making a car "disappear" from the signal system.
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37.2 When weather or other conditions (e.g. excessive grease on the rails) makes it likely that
sand will be used, the Dispatcher shall make all operators aware of the circumstances and advise
operators to anticipate difficulties both in stopping and starting, and to adjust their operating
techniques accordingly.
37.3 All persons who apply sand to the rails in signal territory shall do so sparingly, knowing the
possible consequences.
37.4 Any person who notices excessive sand on the rail shall inform the Dispatcher, and if
possible, remove the excess.
38.0 GREASING RAILS IN SIGNAL TERRITORY
38.1 Persons applying grease to rails shall grease one rail only, and only on curves. Grease shall
be applied sparingly only to the inside face of the outside rail if there is no close guardrail, or to
the inside face of the guardrail.
38.2 Grease shall not be applied within one rail length either side of insulated signal joints.
APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
AIR BRAKE CYLINDER - The air brake cylinder operates the brake levers connected to the
brake shoes.
AIR BRAKE PRESSURE GAUGE-Indicates amount of air pressure in the reservoir, and amount
of air being applied to the brake cylinder when brakes are applied. (See Brakes, Air - Service)
AIR COMPRESSOR - The air compressor provides and maintains air pressure to operate certain
features of the cars such as brakes, sanders, and windshield wipers.
AIR COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR - Automatically switches on the air compressor motor when
the air pressure in the reservoir falls below 60 psi (pounds per square inch) and switches the
motor off when the air pressure reaches 70 psi.
AIR COMPRESSOR SWITCH - The switch controls the air compressor circuit and the fuse
protects it.
AIR RESERVOIR SAFETY VALVE - The air reservoir (air tank) contains compressed air
provided by the air compressor. A safety valve is located on the reservoir to vent excessively
high air pressure (in case the air compressor governor should fail to shut off the compressor).
There is also a valve to drain both air and water from the tank.
BAD ORDER (BO) - a slip or card indicating repairs needed to the car, or defects noticed in
track, signals, overhead or other system.
BASE - The office is considered the Base of Operations ("Base") for all purposes in this manual.
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A radio call to the Base may be answered by the Railway Director/ Manager, Dispatcher, Master
Mechanic, or anyone else stationed at the time in the office area.
BLOCK - A length of track of defined limits, used by trains or cars.
BRAKES, AIR CYLINDER - Brakes applied by movement of air brake valve handle. This is the
normal operating brake while in service.
BRAKE, ELECTRIC - The electric brake is applied by placing the "Reverse" key on the
controller in the reverse position while the controller is in the "Off" position.
BUG - Special cable used to transmit power to a rail vehicle on tracks not equipped with
overhead wire.
CAR -- Any vehicle operating on tracks
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR/INSPECTOR - The individual who in addition to the duties of an
instructor/inspector is responsible for mediating, determining and implementing disciplinary
action.
CONDUCTOR - The individual in charge of movement and safety of a given car or train
including the care and safety of the passengers when there is a crew of two or more members.
Conductors in passenger service must be at least 18 years old and must have passed a current
operations training or re-qualification course. If the Conductor is under 21, the Motorman will
be in charge of the car or train.
CONTROLLER - The controller is used to control the current to the motors. Five (5) series notch
positions and three (3) parallel notch positions are available. Each notch represents a different
amount of current. A different current represents a different car speed.
DERAIL - A mechanical device that fouls trackage connecting with mainline track(s) to prevent
runaway car(s) or engine from entering the mainline by derailing the car or engine.
DESIGNATED AUTHORITY - A person designated by the Superintendent of Railway
Operations as having continuing authority to issue instructions governing the operation of trains
or cars.
DISPATCHER - The individual having the authority to issue instructions governing the
operation of trains and cars. The Dispatcher in passenger service must be an experienced
member of the Railway's car crew, an experienced Motorman in passenger service, passed a
current operations training or re-qualification course and hold a certificate of training in power
station operation.
DOCENT - A guide or interpreter. Each Staff, Crew or Volunteer in all fields of endeavor at the
Railway must perform this duty.
ENGINE & CAR - A railborne vehicle or a combination of vehicles propelled by electricity or
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other form of energy operated by a single control. The term "engine" includes motor cars.
FIXED SIGNAL - A signal in a fixed location. It may be a sign, switch position indicator, or any
other means of indicating a condition affecting movement.
FOOT GONGS - Located under Operator's floor platform and operated by foot. Used as a
warning device to motorists and pedestrians. Also used to communicate with Conductor and
persons pushing or pulling a disabled streetcar.
GRADE CROSSINGS - Grade crossings are locations where vehicle and pedestrian traffic cross
the railroad (streetcar) tracks.
HAND BRAKES - (See Brakes, Hand)
INSTRUCTOR/INSPECTOR - An authorized person who instructs individuals in the operation
of the railway and the equipment and vehicles used to operate the railway This person(s)
maintains general supervision over qualifications and performance of personnel engaged in all
phases of operation.
JUNIOR OPERATOR - A Qualified Operator under the age of 21.
LAMPS, SWITCH- The lighting switch is located at the No. 1 end of the car. The lighting switch
controls the electrical current for all the lights on the car (headlights, tail lights, destination signs,
interior lights).
CHANGEOVER SWITCH - The changeover switch determines which combination of headlight
and tail lights are on and must be changed by the Operator in accordance with the direction of
travel. The changeover switch is located at the No. 1 end of the car.
LIFEGUARD EQUIPMENT -- Consists mainly of a safety gate which when activated drops a
tray to the tracks to prevent individuals from getting run over by the streetcar wheels. Reset by
pushing "Reset" pedal with foot. To be checked by Operator for serviceability at start of service.
Prior to each trip the Operator is to check that it is set for operation.
LINE BREAKER - A breaker is an electrically operated device, located under the Streetcar,
which closes and completes the main power circuit when the Operator moves the controller
handle from the "Off" position to the first power notch. It opens (breaks) the main power circuit
when the controller is moved towards the "Off" position from any "On" position. It also opens
the main power circuit automatically in case of overload (excessive current flow), due either to
faulty operation of the controller (by Operator) or to some defect of the electrical equipment.
LINE BREAKER SWITCH AND FUSE - The Line Breaker Switch and Fuse is used to manually
open and close the line breaker control circuit. The fuse automatically opens the control circuit in
the event of electrical overload.
MAIN TRACKS - A track or tracks extending through yards and between stations, upon which
regularly scheduled trains are operated (Also denoted by Rule 19.1).
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MAIN LINE -- Track and track switches within signal territory. Commonly understood to be the
main trackage from Van Brunt Street switch to Richards Street.
MOTORMAN - Operator of the train or car under the direction of the Conductor, when there is
more than one person in the crew. The Motorman must be at least 21 years of age, must have
passed a current operations training or re-qualification course and be physically fit to operate a
car safely.
MOTORS - two (2) each to a truck, four (4) to each car provide motive power to the wheels of
the trucks in order to move the cars.
No. 1 END - The No. 1 end- end of a double ended car is marked by a No. 1 on bulkhead, and
has interior and headlight switches at this end.
OPERATOR - The person responsible for the movement of a train or car through direct
manipulation of the operating controls. (One man operation serving as both motorman and
conductor)
OPERATOR'S AIR BRAKE VALVE - Operates the air brakes. As the valve handle is moved to
the right, air under pressure is applied to the brake cylinders. Moving the handle to the left
releases air from the brake cylinders.
PILOT - A qualified operator assigned to a train or car when the motorman or conductor, or both
are not fully acquainted with the physical characteristics or rules of the railway, or portion of the
railway, over which the train is to be moved. Additionally, a pilot can be assigned to supervise
the operation of the train itself, if one or more of the crew members are not qualified. The Pilot
may also offer instruction.
QUALIFIED) OPERATOR - An individual who has successfully completed all phases of
training at the level in which he/she is currently, performing his/her duties. Currently there are
three qualification levels for railway operation: Basic (straight air), intermediate, and Advanced.
RELEASE - venting of air from brake cylinder to cause brake shoes
to release so as to prevent trolley from skidding.
RESISTANCE - Resistance grids are placed in circuit with the traction motors. As the controller
notches are cut, the resistances regulate the current to the traction motors.
RESTRICTED SPEED (OR CAUTION SPEED) - To operate a train or car at a speed at which
the motorman or operator can bring that vehicle to a complete stop within one half (1/2) the
distance of vision, short of an obstruction, other rolling stock, switch not properly aligned,
opposing or converging traffic, or anything else that may require the train to be stopped, or its
speed reduced, in no case to exceed 15 MPH.
REVERSE KEY - Lever located on controller that is used to determine direction of travel
(forward-neutral-reverse).
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ROLLING STOCK - Any vehicle operating on tracks
SANDERS - Sanders are located at both ends of the streetcars and are positioned to drop sand
just ahead of the leading wheels of the trucks. Sanders are air-operated by means of a foot valve
located to the right of the foot gong button. Sand should be used with service braking and starting
when rails are greasy and should be used sparingly. Sand must be applied at the beginning of
braking, otherwise the wheels may lock before hitting the sand. Sand is used to increase friction
and thereby reduce the risk of skidding. If the wheels lock when making a service stop, the
brakes should be released immediately, sand applied, and then the brakes reapplied. Sand must
always be used first when applying emergency braking and kept on until the car stops. Under
some conditions, sand can be removed by hand from the sand boxes and spread on the rail in
front of the wheels.
SIGNAL - A device, movement or other form of communication which conveys to the operator
information concerning conditions affecting the movement of the train. The appearance of a
signal as viewed by the operator is its aspect. The information conveyed by the aspect is the
signal's indication. The description of the indication is the signal's name.
SIGNAL CLEARANCE FORM - Used to indicate and bring attention to a signal which is
currently being serviced or otherwise temporarily not in service. A SIGNAL CLEARANCE
FORM is a written verification of this condition signed by the Dispatcher currently on duty and
given to a Motorman before the beginning of a run.
SLOW SPEED - A speed not to exceed six (5) miles per hour (approximately nine (9) feet per
second)
SPRING SWITCH - A track switch or wire frog which is constructed with a spring that allows
the point to move to a different position and then return to a preselected position. Such a switch
is normally set for traffic to move in one direction but, when the traffic flows in the opposite
direction, will direct the traffic to an alternate route
SPUR (track, switch) - A stub ended track or diverging route.
STARTER - An individual assigned by the Dispatcher to relay train movement orders, at a site
other than the Dispatcher's location, at the direction of the Dispatcher.
SUPERINTENDENT - Superintendent of Railway Operations, the individual appointed by the
President or the Board of Trustees the BHRA, Inc. to oversee all rail operations.
'THE BOOK' - A loose leaf notebook used for the posting of notices affecting the operation of
trains and cars. During times of public operation it is located at the dispatcher's station. At other
times it is located in the Railway office.
TRAIN - A car or cars coupled or an engine, with or without cars.
TRAINMAN - Any member of a car crew, other than a motorman, that has had responsibilities
delegated to him or her by the (Conductor to tend to the passengers or operation of the train or
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part of the train. This generally occurs in a train of several cars where it is necessary to have a
crew member in authority in each car.
TRIG - Wheel chock used to prevent vehicle from rolling.
TROLLEY POLE - On the roof of the vehicle. Located on the upper end is a carbon insert shoe
that slides on the overhead wire that provides the power source. The pole is spring-loaded to
maintain pressure against the wire. The rope is used to raise and lower the pole and to retrieve the
pole in the event of a dewirement.
TRUCK - Name given to each set of four (4) car wheels. Each truck contains two (2) traction
motors. (May also be called "bogies").
WINDSHIELD WIPERS - controlled by a switch located on the inside frame of the windshield.
WORK EQUIPMENT' - Trains, cars or other equipment operated on track for maintenance or
construction purposes.
YARD LIMIT - Denotes a maximum speed of 10 MPH and a reminder for the operator to be
observant of the surroundings as well as track and wire conditions.
YARD TRACK - A track or system of tracks within defined limits provided for the making up of
trains, storing of cars, or other purposes. (Also denoted by Rule 19.1)
ILLUSTRATIONS OF SIGNALS
Illustrations of the signal aspects, names and indications see Appendix A.
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DRAFT CMAQ APPLICATION
DEC. 20, 1998
ASSUMPTIONS FOR METHODOLOGY
FORM 6

Current Single Occupant Auto Rate is 38% of trips.
The trolley will capture 10% of single occupant auto trips (SOA).
The trolley is intermodally connected to 16 subway lines, 10 bus lines and the LIRR. Therefore,
the trolley has connectivity to all boroughs and Long Island.
The trolley will be on the Metrocard system.
The trolley will operate between 6 AM and 10 PM.
The trolley catchment area is assumed to be 1,600 feet ( 4 blocks) on either side of the trolley
line.
The trolley produces zero (0) emissions.
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METHODOLOGY FOR FORM 6
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The basis for estimating population and square footage of retail, commercial and recreational
space in the catchment area for the solution of Vehicles Eliminated and VMT was calculated in
the following manner:
A.) PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CATCHMENT AREA
The physical dimensions of City Block and Building Lot sizes were directly observed to be on a
standardized plan as follows:
1. Typical Block of old Brooklyn- 21 lots along the long side of the block, and 9 lots along to
short side of the block, or 60 lots per block. The standard lot width is 20 feet.
2. Apartment Dwellings- 4 stories, and contain an average of 2 apartments per floor. Buildings
along commercial streets also contain a storefront. Storefronts were observed to average 50 feet
in depth, or 1,000 square feet each. This was obtained by direct observation of the catchment area
along Atlantic Avenue. The apartment vacancy rate is extremely low, so we assumed full
occupancy.
3. Catchment Area- is assumed to be 1,600 feet on either side of the trolley line. This distance
was selected because it is common of bus stop spacing.
B.) 1990 CENSUS DATA FOR RESIDENTIAL POPULATION
Based on Census figures, 2.74 persons per household live in the catchment area. We are
assuming that 2.00 persons per household Journey to Work.
According to the 1990 Census, the single occupancy auto rate (SOA) was 24%. In 1980, it was
about 15%. We assume SOA currently to be 38%.
1.) CASE I: All Residential Block
60 lots/block x 4 floor/lot x 2 household/floor x 2.00 workers/household = 960 workers/
block
2.) CASE II: Mixed Use Block- Number of households per block is discounted to reflect
commercial space:
438 household/block x 2.00 workers/ household = 876 workers/block
C.) JOURNEY TO WORK RESIDENTIAL TRIP GENERATION- Assumed Travel Radius
[R(c)] = 11.7 mi (1990 Census)
We assume the current single occupancy auto rate (SOA) = 38%
1.) CASE I BLOCK: 960 workers/block x 2 trips/day x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 work days/year =
160,000 single occupant vehicle trips to work per year/ block. There are assumed to be
42 Case I blocks.
42 blocks x 160,000 SOA trips/ year per block = 6,720,000 SOA trips/ year
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2.) CASE II BLOCK: 876 workers x 2 trips/day x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 work days/year =
146,467 SOA trips to work per year/ block. There are assumed to be 28 Case II blocks.
28 blocks x 146,467 SOA trips/ year per block = 4,101,076 SOA trips/ year
3.) RED HOOK: According to the South Brooklyn Local Development Corporation, there are
about 12,500 residents in Red Hook. Using the same ratio as before, 73% are assumed
to be workers: 9,125 workers x 2 trips/day x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 work days/year =
1,525,700 SOA trips to work/ year
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL SOA JOURNEY TO WORK TRIP GENERATION = 12,346,776 SOA
TRIPS/ YEAR
D.) RETAIL TRIP GENERATION- Assumed Travel Radius [R(d)]= 3 mi. (Brooklyn Commons
Study)
Within the Catchment area, the following streets have storefronts along both sides of the streetAtlantic Avenue, Court Street, Livingston Street and portions of Columbia Street and Van Brunt
Street. Based on the average of 1000 square feet per storefront, and 21 storefronts on the long
side of the block, and 9 storefronts along the short sideEach long side block contains 21,000 square feet
Each short side contains 9,000 square feet
We assume the single occupancy auto rate (SOA) = 38%
According to the MetroTech EIS, Table IV-2, Commercial Retail (non shopping mall) daily
generates 22 trips/1000 square feet.
According to the Brooklyn Commons Transportation Study, Commercial Retail (Mall type)
generates 111 trips/weekday and 147 trips per Saturday (which we assume to be a weekend day).
I.) Existing:
1.) For Long Side Block:
21, 000 square ft/block x 22 trips/1000 square feet x 0.38 SOA rate x 312 retail
days/year = 54,775 SOA trips per Year/ block. There are assumed to be 24 blocks of this
type.
a.) 24 blocks x 54,774 SOA trips per Year/ Block = 1,314,600 SOA trips/ year
2.) For Short Side Block:
9,000 square feet/block x 22 trips/ 1000 square feet x 0.38 SOA rate x 312 retail days/
year = 23,475 SOA trips per year/ block. There are assumed to be 26 blocks of this
type.
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a.) 26 blocks x 23,475 SOA trips per Year/ Block = 610,350 SOA Trips/ Year
3.) Atlantic Terminal:
a.) 1,000,000 sq ft (shopping mall type) x 111 trips/ 1000 sq ft/ dy (weekday) x 0.38 x 260
days/ Year = 10,966,800 SOA Trips/ Year (Weekday)
b.) 1,000,000 sq ft x 147 trips/1000 sq ft/ dy (weekend) x 0.38 (SOA) x 110 days/ year =
6,144,600 SOA Trips/ Year
SUB TOTAL: 17,111,400 SOA Trips/ Year
II.) Planned:
a.) Brooklyn Commons :
206,000 sq ft x 111 trips/1000 sq ft (weekday) x 0.38 (SOA) x 260 days/ Year =
2,259,161 SOA Trips/ Year
b.) 206,000 sq f t x 147 trips/1000 sq ft (weekend) x 0.38 (SOA) x 110 days/ Year =
2,531,575 SOA Trips/ Year
SUB TOTAL: 4,790,736 SOA Trips/ Year
TOTAL RETAIL SOA TRIP GENERATION: 23,827,086 SOA Trips/ Year
E.) COMMERCIAL TRIP GENERATION- (Non Retail) Assumed Travel Radius [R(e)] = 11.7
miles (Census). According to Table IV- 2 of the MetroTech EIS, office space generates 17.3
trips/ 1000 sq ft.
I.) Existing:
1.) MetroTech: 5,000,000 sq ft x 17.3 trips/ 1,000 sq ft x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 days/ Year =
7,231,400 SOA Trips/ Year
2.) Central Commercial Core: 1,685,000 sq ft (includes TA building and Courts)
1,685,000 sq ft x 17.3 trips/ 1000 sq ft x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 days/ Year =
2,436,982 SOA Trips/ Year
3.) Red Hook- According to the SBLDC, there are 5,500 persons at jobs in Red Hook/ day.
5,500 jobs x 2 trips/ day x 0.38 (SOA) x 220 work days = 919,600 SOA Trips/ Year
TOTAL NON- RETAIL COMMERCIAL SOA TRIP GENERATION = 10,587,982 SOA Trips/
Year
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F.) RECREATIONAL TRIP GENERATION- Assumed Travel Radius [R(f)] = 3 mi (Brooklyn
Commons Study)
I.) Planned:
1.) Court St Multiplex
a.) 2,500 seats x 3.26 trips/seat (weekday) x 0.38 (SOA) x 260 days/ Year = 805,220 SOA
Trips/ Year (weekdays)
b.) 500 seats x 6.25 trips/seat (weekend) x 0.38 (SOA) x 110 days/ Year = 653,125 SOA
Trips/ Year (Weekend)
SUB TOTAL: 1,458,345 SOA Trips/ Year
2.) Brooklyn Commons:
a.) Multiplex
5,100 seats x 3.26 trips/ seat (weekday) x 0.38 (SOA) x 260 days/ Year = 1,642,649 SOA
Trips/ Year
5,100 seats x 6.25 trips/ seat (weekend) x 0.38 (SOA) x 110 days/ Year = 1,332,375 SOA
Trips/ Year
b.) Bowling Alley
45,000 sq ft x 30 trips/1000 sq ft x 0.38 (SOA) x 300 days/ Year = 153,900 SOA Trips/
Year
SUB TOTAL: 3,128,924 SOA Trips/ Year
3.) Brooklyn Brewery ( Beard Street Pier)2,000 patrons/wk x 2 trips x 0.38 (SOA) x 52 weeks = 79,040 SOA Trips/ Year
4.) Waterfront along Piers 1-6 : 51 Acres. However, precise nature of development not
known, so a numerical value is not assigned.
II.) Existing:
1.) Hudson River Waterfront Museum and Red Hook Fishing Pier:
50,000 visitors/ Year x 2 trips x 0.38 (SOA) = 38,000 SOA Trips/ Year
2.) Transit Museum: 100,000 visitors/ yr x 2 trips x 0.38 (SOA) = 76,000 SOA Trips/ Year
TOTAL RECREATION SOA TRIP GENERATION: 4,780,309 SOA Trips/ Year
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TOTAL SOA TRIP GENERATION/ YEAR = C + D + E + F =

Pg 6 of 7

12,346,776
+ 23,827,086
10,587,982
4,780,309
___________
TOTAL SOA TRIPS/ Year:

51,542,153

It is assumed the trolley would capture 10% of annual SOA trips, or:
5,154,215 Captured SOA Trips/ Year
NUMBER OF SOA TRIPS ELIMINATED OVER LIFE OF THE PROJECT:
5,154,215 Captured SOA Trips/ Year x 20 Years =
103,084,300 TRIPS ELIMINATED OVER LIFE OF PROJECT
NUMBER OF VEHICLES ELIMINATED PER YEAR:
5,154,215 captured SOA Trips/ Year/ 2 trips = 2,577,108 Vehicles/ Year
NUMBER OF VEHICLES ELIMINATED OVER A 20 YEAR PERIOD (LIFE OF PROJECT):
5,154,215 captured SOA Trips/ Year x 20 Years / 2 trips =
51,542,150 VEHICLES ELIMINATED OVER LIFE OF THE PROJECT
VMT ELIMINATED OVER LIFE OF THE PROJECT (20 YEARS):
Again assuming a trolley SOA capture rate of 10%
VMT Eliminated/ Year =
[C x 0.10 x R(c)] + [ D x 0.10 x R(d)] + [E x 0.10 x R(e)] + [F x 0.10 x R(f)] =
12,346,776 x 0.10 x 11.7 mi = 14,445,728
23,827,086 x 0.10 x 3 mi
= 7,148,126
+ 10,587,982 x 0.10 x 11.7 mi = 12,387,939
4,780,309 x 0.10 x 3 mi = 1,434,093
______________________________
35,415,886 VMT Eliminated / Year x 20 Years =
708,317,720 VMT ELIMINATED OVER LIFE OF THE PROJECT
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FORM 6

CONGESTION REDUCTION

II:
1. VMT Eliminated: 708,317,720 VMT/$5,280,000 CMAQ = 134 VMT/ $1 CMAQ
2. Auto Trips Eliminated: 103,084,300 captured SOA/ $5,280,000 = 20 trips/ $1 CMAQ
3. Are congested travel conditions or times of day affected? YES.
The trolley is expected to help reduce congestion during the AM and PM Journey To Work,
Midday for retail/ Commercial and PM discretionary/ recreational. The number of single occupant
autos in the catchment area eliminated in our calculations averages 7,061 autos per calendar day.
4. Does the project support regional coordination? YES.
The trolley has intermodal tie-ins to other parts of the transportation matrix. The trolley has
coordination with development along its route. The trolley dovetails with other projects currently
part of the long- range program under ISTEA, and will continue to be a part of it.
5. Does the project support multi- modal coordination? YES.
The trolley ties- in with 16 subway lines, 10 bus routes and the LIRR terminal at Flatbush Ave.
6. Will secondary negative impacts be mitigated? YES.
The trolley produces zero emissions.
The trolley will not encourage insatiable latent demand on the Gowanus or local roads.
The trolley project will not impact truck routes, as the trolley does not carry freight.
The scale of trolley project is insufficient to effect capacity or LOS on the Gowanus or local
roads.
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THE ATLANTIC AVENUE TUNNEL.
By Bob Diamond
Transcribed and edited by J. Keen
You're inside the world's oldest subway tunnel which was built back in 1844 by the Long
Island Railroad. My name is Bob Diamond. I'm the one who found it a few years
back. That section of passageway up there that you just walked through was originally
filled in with dirt up to within about a foot and a half of the ceiling when I first found it.
The stairway wasn't there and the pile of dirt under the stairway wasn't there. Back in
1982, I came here with some of my friends from school and we dug out that
passageway using a homemade mine railroad that we copied off The Great Escape
movie. It worked out pretty good. It took four months of weekends to dig that all out
and that hundred yards of dirt under the stairway is what we pulled out of that
passageway to make it walkable and then we put the stairway on top. Now, before the
stairway and the pile of dirt was there when I first found the tunnel it was just a
fifteen-foot drop down to the floor. So, to get in we had to use that chain ladder which
is hanging on the wall over there. That was the original entrance from that wall back in
1980.
The only time anyone had been in this tunnel before me was in 1916. In 1916 there
was a big spy scare in New York because there was an ammunition factory in back of
the Statue of Liberty called Black Tom Island and German saboteurs blew it up. The
concussion was so great that it almost knocked down the Statue of Liberty. It also
broke all the glass in the tall buildings in lower Manhattan and lots of people were killed
by falling glass. So the old timers who lived in this neighborhood went to the
predecessors of the FBI and the FBI then got hold of the highway department and they
then got this whole story concocted in their minds about how there were German
saboteurs down in this tunnel brewing mustard gas. They didn't know how to get inside
so they just dug holes in the street until they hit it like the one over there and also like
the one down there. That's how they climbed in. And then they said, "Wow, what's
this tunnel doing here-- it looks like a subway tunnel. Who built it?" Well, they didn't
know. But they had to hang up some temporary work lights so they could photograph
the place and that's one of the insulators they used on the ceiling. On that stone over
there it says, "T. Lynch put first electric light in the subway" and the date is "3-11-16"-March 11, 1916. They were here for about two weeks looking around and then they
left. They didn't find anybody in spiked helmets running around, so they just wrote a
report saying they found an unknown tunnel in good condition.
Where did the tunnel come from? Back in the 1830's they wanted to extend the Erie
Canal system out to Boston. Why would you want to extend the Erie Canal system to
Boston? The answer is international trade. The Erie Canal had been completed in the
1820's and it was bringing foodstuffs, fuel, and raw materials out of the Midwest and
dropping them off right over at the foot of Atlantic Ave. It was a big boon to commerce,
a big deal. They wanted to sell this raw material and fuel out in European markets and
the way to get it there was you had to bring the stuff to Boston because the boats that
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were coming from England couldn't carry enough fuel to make it all the way to New York
harbor. New York was five days' extra sailing time back then from Boston. So, if the
ships carried enough fuel to make it to New York they couldn't carry anything back as a
payload to Europe. So they had to find a way to extend the canal system to Boston.
By the 1830's, railroads had supplanted canals as the main mode of transportation
because they were cheaper to build and they moved a lot faster. Trains went thirty
miles an hour and canal boats went two miles an hour, pulled by mules-- there was a
big difference. What they did was to charter the Long Island Railroad in 1834 to form a
land bridge between New York harbor and Connecticut. The way it worked was that
the intermodal transfer to the ships and the canal boats was at the foot of Atlantic Ave.
Everything got put onto trains, passengers and freight both, and got taken out to a place
96 miles that way called Greenport in Suffolk County. At Greenport there was a ferry
across Long Island Sound to Stonington, CT, and then they'd take the Boston &
Providence Railroad up to Boston to South Street Station. The whole thing, including
the ferry connection, took eight hours, which was a huge achievement back then for
international trade and local commerce.
The problem that they had is they became a victim of their own success. By the time
the railroad became functional to Boston in 1844, the unopened dirt road at the
southern end of town where they built their right-of-way, Atlantic Street as they called it
then, had become the main commercial strip for the city of Brooklyn. So it was all
choked up with pedestrians and horse-drawn vehicles on the surface. Now, the pine
barrens, where the forest began, ended two blocks that way near Smith St., and the
trains would come out of the woods at thirty miles an hour and they didn't have any
brakes. Trains didn't have air brakes until after the Civil War. The way you'd make a
train stop back in those days is the engineer would blow his train whistle a certain
number of times, like a code, and these guys called "brakemen" would climb up to the
roofs of all the cars and turn these big cast-iron wheels by hand that would pull on
cables and chains and push wooden blocks up against the train wheels to slow it down.
It took 800 feet to stop a train going thirty miles an hour, and in the process you'd run
some people over and plow through some horse-drawn wagons. But they didn't care
about that because you couldn't sue railroads back then; what they cared about is that it
messed up their schedules for the intermodal connection to their ferryboats because
time and tide wait for no train. So they had to get grade separation, which means
taking the trains off the surface of the street and giving them their own level to operate
in, which is where the whole idea of a subway line came from. It's to get trains off the
street and give them their own subterranean level to be on. That's the whole concept
behind building subways.
The tunnel had to be built by the cut-and-cover method, which was developed by the
Romans about 2000 years ago for highway underpasses and also for underground
aqueducts that brought water from the outskirts of Rome into the city. How it works is
that you dig a big trench in the street, put the walls in, build a roof, and put the street
back on top. That's what cut and cover is in a nutshell. Now, in this case what they had
to do was get rock from Manhattan because Long Island has no rock in it. Long Island,
which Brooklyn is part of, is called a terminal moraine, which is just a pile of dirt that was
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pushed here by a glacier 14,000 years ago. This glacier was a sheet of ice that went
all the way back to the North Pole and was twice as high as the World Trade Center
was tall, so it was a pretty good piece of ice. As it moved south through Canada and
New England it pushed dirt ahead of itself, and where it ended it left a deposit which
became Long Island and Brooklyn and Queens. So what we're standing on is the
scrapings off the surface of New England and Canada. There is no rock or clay to
mine through using typical tunneling techniques so the tunnel had to be done by cut and
cover. This was the way all the other subway lines in Brooklyn were built sixty or
seventy years after this one was. Manhattan, though, is a different story. Millions of
years ago there were two mountain ranges in Manhattan, which is why they're able to
build those really tall buildings over there. The foundations of those buildings are
tapped into the bases of these old mountain ranges and that holds everything together.
So, they hired a contractor named William Beard, who two years earlier in 1842 built
part of the first Croton Aqueduct, which brought water from Westchester County into
Manhattan. Part of that aqueduct was copied from Emperor Claudius's aqueduct from
2000 years ago, which was a cut-and-cover water tunnel. So they took the dimensions
of that water tunnel, multiplied it out by 2.8, and got a tunnel that was wide enough to
accommodate two railroad tracks and two railroad trains passing each other side by
side. It's 21 feet wide on the internal dimension and 17 feet high at the center, which is
called the crown. The walls are 6 1/2 feet thick at the base, 4 1/2 feet thick at the
springline where the brick begins, and the brick tapers to two feet thick at the crown.
All the rock was brought over from Manhattan by Beard. Simultaneously, he had jobs
to build Third Ave. and Broadway in Manhattan. Every time he ran into rocks, he'd cut
them up, put them on barges, and feed them into the tunnel project in Brooklyn. The
rock all came from around the area where the U.N. building is now, which was called
Turtle Bay back then, and it also came from up in Harlem. That's where the rock was
harvested. Now, the whole tunnel cost $66,000 to build, which was a gigantic amount
of money back then; it was like $500 million today. Back then you have to realize there
was no compressed air, there was no hydraulic machinery, no excavating machines, no
diamond saws, nothing. But they had something better-- 800 Irishmen. They used
picks and shovels, pack mules and horses. The only machines they had were block
and tackles and screw jacks, that was it. The ditchdiggers who dug out the cut part of
the tunnel originally through the earth-- the predecessors of the "sandhogs" who dug out
the subways-- were paid 13 cents a day. The outside width of the cut is 35 feet. Over
here, for example, is the deepest point in the tunnel. If you look up in that airshaft, you
can see how deep we are. That stone slab has four feet of fill on top of it, and then
there's the base of Atlantic Ave., so we're about four stories under Atlantic Ave. right
now. So we're talking about a cut that was 35 feet wide and four stories deep at this
particular location. The stone masons who put the stone blocks together got 83 cents
a day. But don't feel bad for these guys because the best steak dinner in town was 25
cents back then. The tunnel only took seven months to build. That length of time for
building something like this is amazing. If you tried to build something like this today it
would take fifteen years just to get the environmental approvals, if you could even get
that far, and they'd be messing around here for ten years with machines trying to build
it. Back then, to get the franchise to build this tunnel, all that happened was Cornelius
Vanderbilt, who was the operations director for the Long Island Railroad, went into a
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closed session of the Brooklyn City Council meeting, closed the door behind him, had a
carpet bag filled up with railroad stock and money, and when he left the closed meeting
there was no more money left in his bag but he had this perpetual franchise to Atlantic
Ave. Contrary to what most people think, the New York Central Railroad, where Grand
Central Terminal and the Metro North line exist today, was not Vanderbilt's first railroad
project-- this was. This is Cornelius Vanderbilt's first railroad line, all the way back in
1844. Now, getting back to how the tunnel was built, first the sandhogs would dig out
the cut in the street, then the stonemasons would lay in the stone walls. But the next
step was not the roof, because building the roof was the whole trick to this thing. After
they put the stone walls in, they built two railroad tracks side by side. On top of the
railroad tracks came two railroad flatcars that were bolted together side by side, and on
top of that was this wooden form called a barrel vault. The reason it's called a barrel
vault is because it looks basically like a big barrel that's slit in half lengthwise and laid
flat. That's how a barrel vault ceiling gets its name. What they would do with this
barrel vault form, which was made out of giant timbers 18 inches thick that could take all
the dead weight of the brick lying on it, was to lift it up with screw jacks off these railroad
cars to the right position. Once they got it lined up the right way, they laid bricks on it
from one wall across to the other wall and just kept going back and forth until they built
up the thickness of the arch they wanted. Then they waited for a day for the cement to
harden up in the joints, they lowered the screw jacks, moved the railroad cars up 50 feet
because the form was 50 feet long , lifted it up, laid another 50 feet of arch, waited for
that to harden, dropped it down, moved it up, and just kept repeating the process. So
you had a 2000 foot long tunnel made in 50-foot rings, but they're put together like
LEGO blocks so there's no seams and no places for it to leak or move around. The
cement that it's made out of is not mortar. It's made out of concrete called Portland
cement, which is Roman cement from 2000 years ago. In the Middle Ages they lost
the formula for the Roman cement that was able to harden under water and got harder
with age instead of weaker. Some guy was experimenting in Easton, PA, back in the
1820's and he rediscovered what Roman concrete was made out of. The secret
ingredient was this special type of volcanic clay which gets burned in a kiln at a certain
temperature and that's what makes the cement waterproof. So this was laid up using
Portland cement, which is the same stuff they build highways out of now. It doesn't get
weaker with age, it gets stronger. And it doesn't have any reinforcing bar, and that
makes it stronger, too, because reinforcing bar is what destroys concrete because the
reinforcing bar rusts and makes the concrete fall out. So, because this has no rebar in
it it's much stronger than a modern-day subway tunnel. When they ended up building
the IRT subway line 60 years after this place, they didn't use the brick arch construction
anymore because the labor costs were so high, and because reinforced concrete and
steel lends itself to mechanized mass production. That's why the rest of the subway
system in New York was built out of that steel skeleton box frame with the reinforced
concrete in between the columns-- because that's readily built by machinery rather than
human labor. So that's how the tunnel was built, and it held up pretty well. There
were structural engineering tests which we had done a few years back, and they came
up saying that the tunnel could hold up six times the weight of Atlantic Ave. right now,
even though at the time it was designed it was just made to hold up horse-drawn
carriages. It was overbuilt, just like the Brooklyn bridge was. The roof of the tunnel
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was painted white, and the reason for that is because they didn't have illumination back
in those days, so they painted the roof white so they'd get some light coming down the
airshafts and reflecting off the train headlight. The black stuff on the roof on top of the
white paint is actually the steam locomotive exhaust from the trains that ran through
here between 1844 and 1861. If you look around the corner of the walls at the floor
level , you might find little pieces of coal floating around that fell off the trains that ran
through here. I should mention that this masonry I'm sitting on and these loose bricks
originally were up at the street level. Where these air shafts came out to the street
there was a wall about four feet high around the opening into the airshafts so people
wouldn't fall in, and when they sealed off the tunnel they broke off the top of that shaft
and threw it in. So that's where this brick came from that I'm sitting on right now.
Right now we're geographically in the center point of the tunnel. The whole tunnel is
2570 feet long, which is a shade less than half a mile. It had portals at both ends,
obviously, that the trains came in and out of. At that end of the tunnel where you came
in through the ladder, if you were to go another 115 feet you'd get to the point where
there'd be an opening in the street, the roof of the tunnel would end, and then there'd be
a short, open-cut ramp where the trains would come up to the surface of the street by
Boerum Place. That ramp would be lined by stone blocks, not like these but made out
of granite. At the other end of the tunnel, that portal is halfway between Hicks St. and
Columbia St. in the middle of Atlantic Ave. Now, the whole train facility they have at
Flatbush and Atlantic today with the station and all the trainyards didn't exist back then.
That was just the woods in those days. The pine barrens came up to where Smith St.
is now, two blocks up Atlantic Ave. from where you came into the tunnel. The whole
big railroad facility was at Columbia St. and Atlantic Ave. That's where you had the big
pier; that was the intermodal transfer connection to the ferryboats and to the Erie Canal
boats where pier seven is today, and then the upland area between Columbia St.,
Congress St., and Atlantic was all the trainyard. They had space for a hundred
passenger cars, a hundred freight cars, two turntables for spinning the locomotive ends
around, and they also had the fuel facilities for wood and coal for the locomotives.
They also had water to put in the trains to make steam that came from an underground
spring they found which was near the mouth of the tunnel near Columbia St. That was
the whole setup back then. It was an interesting operation. The rails they used were
not made out of steel; they were made out of cast iron. Very often the locomotive
would be chugging along and find a weak spot in the cast iron and the rail would
fracture. The weight of the locomotive wheel would push the rail down at one end,
making it pop up through the bottom of the passenger car at the other end, and impale
you while you were sitting in your seat. That was called getting a "snake head." So it
was kind of rough riding trains back then. They were all like that; it was just a hazard of
riding trains. And then very often if the engineer used up his fuel too quick and the
train ran out of fuel, they'd hand out axes to the men and tell them to go out and chop
down trees for fuel, and if they ran out of water they'd hand out buckets and tell you to
go to farmers and beg to use their wells. So it was kind of rough and ready using
trains, but that was the best mode of transportation they had back then.
The tunnel was a big success commercially. It functioned great for the first couple of
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years. It was a whole big deal for international trade and local commerce for a few
years, but much fewer than you might think, because by 1850 the whole thing was
pretty much gone. As I mentioned, Vanderbilt was the operations director of this line.
He was originally told by the city, "You can go and take over Atlantic Ave. but you have
to finish building that tunnel in four months" because they didn't want traffic to be held
up and damage commerce by having a giant hole in the street for years. So he went
out and got these 800 Irishmen and they tried to do it, but they only got up to over here
after the four months were up. So then they got together and decided to have a
meeting about what to do. Vanderbilt called in this construction supervisor which was
called an overseer, and as the name implies, it was kind of an unpleasant type of
construction supervisor. He was English, and he got together the 800 Irishmen and
told them that they had the privilege of working for free on Sundays. They were
working six days; now they were going to work for seven days and only get paid for six.
One of the workers didn't like the way this labor negotiation was going, so he pulled his
Derringer out of his boot, shot the overseer in his head, and then his buddies chopped
him up into pieces and hid him behind the wall right in this area. And it's all written in
the newspaper articles, in the Brooklyn Eagle, so it has to be real! So if you see a
green orb floating around it's just this foreman looking for his head. Getting back to the
story of how the tunnel ended up failing, it's because of Cornelius Vanderbilt and the
Gold Rush. In 1848 they found gold out in California and Vanderbilt decided that he
was going to go back full time into the steamboat business and run a steamship line
from New York to San Francisco. Now, going from New York to San Francisco was a
real big deal back then because there was no Panama Canal yet. So to go from New
York to San Francisco you had to take a boat all the way down to Antarctica where
South America ends at Cape Horn and then come up the other side in the Pacific
Ocean to San Francisco, which took six months. And you were lucky if you didn't get
killed in the process because the ships would often run into weird storms near
Antarctica and sink. So Vanderbilt went into that steamship business and made a huge
killing. Meanwhile, he was supplying the ferryboats to the Long Island Railroad to
make it work. He supplied the ferries that ran between Greenport and Stonington, CT,
and he supplied the other ferry that ran from Brooklyn to Manhattan and to New Jersey.
But he withdrew those, so all of a sudden this line couldn't function anymore because
the ferries were gone, and nobody else had ferryboats that could have that kind of
capacity. So right away, after only functioning for four years, this line no longer could
connect up with Boston anymore because Vanderbilt left and took his ferryboats with
him. After that, there was a whole big problem with international trade, and it was so
screwed up that the powers that be back then had to build another railroad to replace
this one. So they built the New Haven Railroad in 1849-50 to replace the Long Island
Railroad. The New Haven Railroad still exists as Metro North from Grand Central
Terminal to the south shore of Connecticut to New Haven, and at New Haven it
connected with a different railroad that went up to Boston. So that's where that came
from. So, this whole thing flopped as an international trade mechanism in 1848. Now
in 1850, the bonds came up for building the tunnel, $66,000, which was like four or five
hundred million today. Meanwhile, this place isn't making money because it doesn't go
to Boston anymore, so they couldn't pay their bonds. So they went into foreclosure and
got sold off at a sheriff's auction. These scrap guys from Philadelphia bought the Long
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Island Railroad, and they came up here. The first thing they did was rip out the second
track. This line was all double tracked from Brooklyn through Queens. They sold the
rails for scrap, and they also took the rails and used them to patch up places on the line
where the other rails were breaking from being worn out and having too many
snakeheads. So, after they ripped the track out on the side that you're walking on now,
they then let horse-drawn wagons and pedestrians come through the tunnel as a traffic
bypass for Atlantic Ave., and on this side over here they retained working steam trains.
That must have been a real trip back then, with working steam trains over here, and
horses flipping out over there from the steam engines. If you take your flashlight and
glance it off the floor of the tunnel along that side, laterally with the wall, you'll see
wagon wheel ruts on the floor of the tunnel in some places. The notches on the floor
on this side are where the railroad ties used to go. That's why this is all rippled and
corrugated on this side. Now after these scrap guys bought the place, they still kept it
running through Brooklyn as a local transit line and also through central Long Island
because before it became a suburban community, it was the main farm produce area of
the U.S. Something like 70% of all the potatoes eaten in America came off of Long
Island back then, and also most of the milk. So there were milk trains and farm
produce trains running through here all the time and they also maintained a local
passenger service for people who lived along Atlantic Ave. So it kept running that way.
But then the end of the line came when the Litchfield brothers showed up. There were
several Litchfield brothers, but two of them had to do with shutting down this rail line.
One was Edwin Litchfield, who bought the Jacques Cortelyou farm, where Park Slope is
now, and cut it up into brownstone-sized lots around 1852. Then he tried to get people
to move into the area by taking the backyard of his mansion, where Prospect Park West
is now, and making Prospect Park out of it as an amenity. But that still couldn't get
people to move in because there were no paved roads, there was no running water; it
was like living in the middle of a desert island. So he was talking to his brother, Alexis
Litchfield, who was a railroad developer in Michigan. He said what was needed was a
railroad line to run from Park Slope down to Fulton ferry and down to the Atlantic Ave.
ferry. Now the ferries were very important back then because there were no bridges
over the East River yet. The Brooklyn Bridge was still thirty years away. So they built
a horse-drawn streetcar line to run from Park Slope to Fulton Ferry and Atlantic Ave.
ferry, and all of a sudden Park Slope became a big success. People were flocking to
move into the area because now they had a railroad line to service them. So Park
Slope became a big bedroom community for people who worked in Manhattan.
Sreetcars are not necessarily trolleys. The streetcars that Litchfield used to get people
to Park Slope were pulled by horses. They basically looked like small trolley cars, but
they had no motors in them. They were pulled by a team of four horses. Now, it was
common all over the country at that time to have horse-drawn streetcars like that. But
in the 1870's this virus came around called the Great Epizootic and that killed all the
horses, so they had to find some other way to do it mechanically since the horses were
dead. So they invented the cable car system like they have in San Francisco. For a
while Manhattan and Brooklyn had cable car lines. Now, a cable car line is still not a
trolley. Between the running rails of a cable car line is an underground conduit built
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under the track, and inside this conduit, which is like a pipe made out of brick and
cement, there's a steel cable like a bridge cable, and it's being pulled by a powerhouse
at twelve miles an hour. So this wire cable is moving twelve miles an hour under the
street, and the car has a latch inside of it called the grip, which goes down through a
slot in the street between the running rails into the conduit, and this grip latches onto the
wire rope. So then the cable car is pulled along at the same speed as the rope, and
when you want to stop going you unclamp off the wire using a hand brake. That's how
the cable cars ran. But they were tremendously expensive to build and a huge amount
of trouble to maintain. If you can imagine, at every curve in the track you have to have
pulleys and sheaths and tensioning springs and all sorts of weird mechanical devices to
maintain tension in this cable and keep it in the right shape as it moves under the street.
So they got rid of them in the 1890's when they invented the first practical electric
motors, and that's where electric trolleys came from. An electric trolley is set up just
like the battery in your car: The positive lead goes to a wire that runs above the trolley
car, and there's a pole that makes contact with the wire, which is the positive lead where
the power comes in from, and the track itself is the negative lead that goes back to the
powerhouse, like the negative lead on a car battery. It's a very simple machine.
That's how these things evolved in Brooklyn and everywhere else at the same time
period.
Now what the Litchfields did after they had the big success in Park Slope was they said,
"Hey, let's see if we can make lightning strike twice! Let's go and build a copy of the
Champs-Elysees along Atlantic Ave." So they got Vaux and Olmstead, the designers
of Central Park, to design Prospect Park and they got them to come up with plans for
the Atlantic Ave. boulevard and drive. If you want to know what that was supposed to
look like, just look at Eastern Parkway and Ocean Parkway because they ended up
using those plans twenty years later. So they went and made this beautiful plan, and
then Alexis Litchfield got himself elected to be the city council member for downtown
Brooklyn. He took over the transportation committee and began awarding streetcar
franchises to him and his brother to build these streetcar lines to service all the real
estate development sites. At the same time, he began passing ordinances against the
Long Island Railroad to get them out of Brooklyn. If they exceeded five miles an hour
they got a $500 fine. If they blew the steam whistle-- another $500 fine. Why?
Because the Long Island Railroad, because of that perpetual franchise they got in 1844,
essentially owned the street itself. They wanted to get the Long Island Railroad out,
take away the steam trains, replace them with horse-drawn streetcars, and they would
then take the empty farmland on both sides of the street and build six-story apartment
houses and control the real estate and transportation and have a monopoly on
everything. That was their big goal. They had to get the Long Island Railroad out of
town. The main reason they wanted the railroad out of town, though, wasn't just the
fact that it owned the street, it was also because they knew the tunnel could become a
cash cow for them by saying they're demolishing it. So what Litchfield finally wound up
doing in 1859 was pushing a law through the state legislature called the Tunnel Act,
which declared that underground tunnels and steam trains in the city of Brooklyn are a
public nuisance, and they'd create a special assessment district, and all the adjacent
property owners had to pay a total of $130,000 directly to Litchfield, who became his
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own contractor for demolishing the tunnel, removing the "nuisance." The $130,000
was like many million dollars today, and if you didn't have the money he would take your
land, which is what he was after anyway. So he shut the railroad line down and got
them to move to Hunter's Point in Long Island City instead, and all the commerce and
business that was in downtown Brooklyn followed the railroad to Long Island City. So
basically what Long Island City is is the displacement of businesses from downtown
Brooklyn in 1861. That's where Long Island City came from. Now there were some
businesses still left over here but they suffered from the loss of transportation. What
Litchfield did was to fill in 200 feet of tunnel at both ends, and then filled it up to street
level and put cobblestones in so you couldn't tell where the entrances were, and then he
capped off the three airshafts and sealed them up on top, too. Then he got three of his
business associates who were supposed to be impartial commissioners to sign a
notarized document saying the tunnel was demolished from one end to the other, and
he pocketed the money for demolishing the tunnel. So what you're standing in is a
monument to New York City corruption in the 19th century. Things haven't changed all
that much. Then Litchfield went out and did his real estate project. Now if you go to
the corner of Flatbush and Atlantic and look up Atlantic Ave. you'll see it's like twice as
wide. That's because they actually began building that street, cutting through the pine
barrens and making room for a big boulevard. Now the reason it's not there is because
the remaining people who owned property and businesses in Atlantic Ave. formed a
lynch mob and went to Litchfield's office at Atlantic Ave. and Furman St. one day to
shoot and hang him, but not necessarily in that order. They began having a gunfight
with Litchfield and his four sons against all of these angry property owners. This went
on for six hours. Of course, there's no cops around when you need them. According
to the legend, he escapes after this gunfight in 1861 and goes south and loses his
money buying Confederate war bonds. So that's why there's no boulevard on Atlantic
Ave. and why there was no transportation access into this part of Brooklyn for many
years. The reason all the brownstones sitting on top in Brooklyn Heights and Cobble
Hill are still there is because after this rail line was shut down nobody wanted to be
here. This became like a no man's land for commercial development and people
wouldn't even live here because there was no transportation access. Litchfield took out
the track in the tunnel, put it on the surface of the street, and tried running his
horse-drawn streetcars, but that didn't help the area too well because it doesn't help the
commerce at all. So that's why this area is preserved up on top-- a by-product of
closing off the railroad was the brownstones got saved.
Everyone thought the tunnel was sealed up and totally filled in in 1861. They even
fooled Walt Whitman. In some of his writings, he put down some of his reminiscences
about riding the train through this tunnel. He said that he used to go down to the
terminal by the waterfront and buy oranges from the concession stand and they'd be
rotten, and that they would sell cornbread on the train but it would be stale. He said
that the tunnel was all filled up with sulfurous smells and must be a lot like hell is, and
he said people who didn't like their lives should be forced to live in here for a week.
They fooled him, too. So everyone thought the thing was gone; it's O.K., it's an old
tunnel, it gets closed up and forgotten. So what? The place is shut down and should
have just gone away in 1861. But it didn't. The odd thing is that this place kind of took
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on its own personality after that, and began coming up in the news media every few
years. The first instance that I was able to find was in a newspaper article from 1893 in
the New York Times. Now, New York harbor had a very bad piracy problem back in
those days, believe it or not. Because there was so much trade coming into this
harbor-- this was the main shipping harbor of planet Earth-- there were ships with gold
and silver and valuable stuff coming in from all over the world back then. To give you
an idea of how packed it was, you could walk from Brooklyn to New Jersey by jumping
across the decks of all the ships that were parked in the harbor-- that's how congested it
was. So there was a huge problem with piracy with people going onto the boats at
night, killing the crew, and taking the valuable stuff off and selling it. Now these groups
still existed for years afterwards, except during Prohibition they became Murder, Inc.
and the Westies. The Westies still existed up until the 1980's in Manhattan. The
Times article in 1893 was about the river pirate problem they were having here in New
York, and they said the worst pirate gang was located in Brooklyn and had their
clubhouse in a certain bar along Atlantic Ave., and that they had their Aladdin's cave of
pirate booty hidden under the street in this old train tunnel. They said there was so
much gold and silver in here that you didn't have to bring a light with you; it just glowed
in the dark by itself. And then they said the way into this tunnel was through the
basement in a barroom through a secret passageway which was guarded by two
seven-foot Turks with scimitars. This was the New York Times writing this, so people
began believing these stories. Where they were getting them from, I don't know. And
then there were other stories about the tunnel in the 1930's where people wrote to the
District Attorney of New York anonymously saying that Murder, Inc. was dumping
bodies down here. The police department spent days going through all these
basements along Atlantic Ave. trying to find the secret entrances, but there weren't any,
although they probably had a good time looking through all the bars.
The way I got involved with this thing was back in December of 1979 I was studying
Electrical Engineering at Pratt Institute, back in the days when they still had engineering
over there. I had just started my sophomore year, and they came up to me and said,
"We want you to get this scholarship from Eastman Kodak." I asked, "Well, what is it?"
And they said it's good; there's no strings attached, it's going to pay your tuition and it
looks good on your resume. So I said O.K. and signed up for it. But as soon as I sign
up for it, all of a sudden the strings all come out. I start getting phone calls from people
in Rochester at Kodak saying now you have to come out of school for a while and work
for us at our facility. It turned out they were doing spy satellites. And I asked where
am I going to be working, what are you paying me, what's the arrangement going to be,
and they said, "Oh, we can't tell you." So I said, "If you can't tell me, get somebody
else; I'm not doing that." So they just kept pressuring me to go until the whole thing
came to a head in December of 1979 when I told them where to go. And then I came
home from school and it was raining and snowing out and I put on some background
noise on the radio so I could do my differential equations homework until four in the
morning, and there was a guy talking on this radio show, Gill Gross, and he said this
book called The Cosgrove Report just came out about the assassination of Abraham
Lincoln. In this book, it says the missing pages of John Wilkes Booth's diary, which are
the ones that are supposed to tell who put him up to killing Lincoln and name all these
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people in this grand conspiracy, are supposed to be hidden in a metal box behind a wall
near Columbia St. in this train tunnel under Atlantic Ave. that nobody can find. And it
says right next to John Wilkes Booth's diary, there's a steam locomotive from the 1830's
lying there thrown over on its side. So I'm like, "What did you say? Got a conspiracy
theory and an old train? Oh, I'm right on it!" To me that was a great thing because it
got my mind off of Pratt and Kodak for awhile. So I went down to the library the next
day and tried finding information on the tunnel but there was very little there, like nothing
really. So I called up the radio station and talked to Gill Gross, and he said, "I don't
know anything about this book. I just read what came over the teletype. Why don't
you call the guy who wrote it, G. J. A. O'Toole. He lives up in Connecticut." So I
called him up and said, "Hey, what's up with this tunnel under Atlantic Ave.?" So he
says, "Oh, I read about it in a book and it told about bootleggers and smugglers being in
there, so I thought it would be interesting to mention it in my story about Lincoln." So I
said, "Well, is the tunnel there?" and he says, "I don't know. You're a young guy. Why
don't you go and try to find it?" So I said, "O.K. I could do that." So I went down to
the library and began pulling out newspaper articles that were printed in Brooklyn from
1830 to the 1880's. Luckily they were like one page long once a week or I'd still be
there going blind right now. So that's where all this stuff I'm telling you is coming from;
it's coming out of the old newspapers from back then. I kept digging up more
interesting anecdotal stories about the tunnel, but there was nothing about whether it
was still here or not. The only thing I could find out is that in 1876 the Long Island
Railroad came back into Brooklyn by popular demand by a campaign led by the
Brooklyn Eagle newspaper. They were only allowed to come back as far west as
Flatbush and Atlantic Ave. because they didn't want anyone to find out this tunnel was
still here because Litchfield was still around at that time along with his crooked cronies
who stole all that money a few years back. So that's why they didn't let them come all
the way to the waterfront because they'd find the tunnel was still here and not
demolished. That's why the Long Island Railroad terminal is in that middle-of-nowhere,
dumb location right now-- it was all politics to protect Litchfield back then, basically a
coverup for a crime. So that's another thing I found out but nobody could tell me if the
tunnel was still here. I went to see the guy who started the transit museum, and I said
to him, "What's up with that tunnel? Is it still there?" And he says to me, "Oh, don't
bother looking for that tunnel. There's nothing there. I can guarantee you that." I
asked him why, and he says, "Well, I looked for it, too, and there's nothing there." So I
said, "Wait a minute. You're telling me I shouldn't look for it because you couldn't find
it?" and he goes, "Right." So then I went to other people who were supposed to be
experts, like the Borough Historian at that time, and they all said the same thing: "Don't
bother looking for that tunnel. I tried finding it when I was your age, too, and there's
nothing there." Finally, one guy says to me, "Oh, it was definitely destroyed in 1936 as
part of a W.P.A. project." So I said, "O.K., where's the budget line for this W.P.A.
project?" and he goes, "I don't know. I lost it." So that never even happened-- it was
just something he made up to discourage me. Meanwhile, the more these people told
me not to look for it, the more pissed off I got, so I just kept looking for it harder. So
one day I go into the book store at Sixth Ave. and St. Mark's Place to buy a book for
someone's birthday, and there was this book half hanging out of a shelf that fell out and
it said Old Brooklyn Heights by Clay Lancaster, so I picked it up and looked through it.
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Basically what it is is a reprint from a landmarks commission report from 1960 that
made Brooklyn Heights into an historic district. So I'm thumbing through this book, and
I come to this page that has a woodcut drawing of a train coming out of a tunnel, and it
says, "Atlantic Avenue Tunnel, 1844." So I'm like, "Whoa! What's this?" I look in the
back of the book in the index, and it says the source was the Brooklyn Eagle, July 23,
1911. So I went over to pull that out of the library, and there was a full-page article
entitled, "Brooklyn Has the World's Oldest Subway." So when I tell you this is the
world's oldest subway, it's not just me saying it, it's them saying it who were building
subways at that time. They knew what they were looking at. So in the article, it tells
how a newspaper reporter for the Eagle was going through the Borough President's
garbage trying to get something on him, but instead he found the plans to this tunnel.
So he showed them to his editor, and the editor says, "Wait a minute. When I was a
copy boy and Walt Whitman was the editor years ago, he was always going off about
this train tunnel which he couldn't stand. This must be it." So they went and got
together some oldtimers, and the oldtimers said, "Yeah, we remember riding through it,
and there's secret entrances coming off of the barrooms on Atlantic Ave." So they
organized a fifty-man search party to look for a way in, but they couldn't find anything.
But they must have had a good time doing the Atlantic Ave. bar crawl for a few days.
In the newspaper article, it opens up by saying that there's an old locomotive sealed up
near Columbia St., and then it goes on to talk about the river pirates and the
bootleggers. All that stuff turned out to be real. There was a bootlegger down here,
but not during Prohibition. He was in here from September to December, 1861, and he
had the liquor concession in the ticket office for this railroad line. After the last train ran
through in September, they didn't seal it up until December. We found the remains of
his still and pieces of pottery that said, "Daniel Cavanaugh, Liquor Dealer, 20 Atlantic
St." The reason he was bootlegging is because there was no income tax back then,
and the way the city got money was by a 30% tax on alcohol. So that part was real,
the river pirates were real, and all the other stuff in that article was real. The only thing
they got wrong was the date of when they started to build it. Also, there's a book called
"Steel Rails to the Sunrise" which lists all the old locomotives that belonged to the Long
Island Railroad and tells what happened to them. There is, in fact, a locomotive that
disappeared off the line at the same time this place was closed up. And they didn't
have acetylene torches to cut things up back in those days, so it was very common to
bury things to get rid of them. This is supposed to be an old wood-burning engine built
in England in 1831, and by the time 1861 came along it was obsolete and couldn't pull
around the bigger trains anymore. So that's how they got rid of the thing; they just
buried it in the fill. So anyway, this article had a map in it that showed different
cross-sectional views of the tunnel at different spots on Atlantic Ave. in relation to the
street, and it said, "Nassau Water Commissioners Map, 1868," and said it came from
the Borough President's office. So the next day I walk into the Borough President's
office with this newspaper from 1911 and said, "Hi. Can I see the Nassau Water
Commissioners Map from 1868?" And the Borough Engineer looks up from his racing
form, and he says, "Oh, you're looking for that tunnel under Atlantic Ave.? Don't
bother. It's not there." So I'm like, "How do you know?" and he says, "Well, when I
was your age I tried to find it"-- the same thing everyone else said. And I said, "Well,
what about this map? Do you have that?" And he goes, "Well, I've heard of it but
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we've never seen it." And I said, "Well, do you have any place here where you keep
old things that you never look at?" And he said there's a trunk that doesn't open up
with a broken lock. So he jimmies open the lock, and on top there's a deed from the
Canarsie Indians where they sold Brooklyn to the Dutch with feathers on it, then under
that there's some other Dutch stuff, and at the very bottom there's a scroll which he
opens up and it says "Atlantic Avenue Tunnel" on it. So there it is-- there's the map.
So they give me a copy of it, and I took it home to my Mom's dining room table and I
looked at it for about a second or two and I saw a little blue dot near Court St. and
Atlantic Ave. I just assumed that the blue dot meant a manhole cover, and because
the cross-sectional view of the roof of the tunnel at that spot showed the roof was like a
foot below the surface of the street, I figured that if that was the manhole it had to go
into the tunnel. When you came down here you could see that the tunnel roof was right
close to the street over there. So the next day I took a ride out here on the train-- I had
never been here before-- and I took a steel tape with me. So it was like reading a
treasure map: 15 feet west off the corner and 30 feet north, and you're standing in the
middle of the street on top of this small, round manhole cover different from all the other
ones. It had nothing written on it. So my first idea was to call my friend and just pick
this thing up with a tire iron to see what was under it, but then I saw there's a six or
seven-story building up the road with bars on the windows, so I was like, "Uh-oh.
They're going to think it's The Great Escape." Instead, the next day I went to people
who I knew from the gas company. Before it was Keyspan, it was called the Brooklyn
Union Gas Company and it had been around since the 1850's. So I went to Alan
Smith, who was a big guy at the gas company. I knew him because when I was a
senior in high school, I won a science fair that he sponsored for alternative energy
sources. I came up with a working model of a satellite that would pick up sunlight in
orbit, convert it to microwaves, and send them down to the surface where they would
get made into regular electricity to use. So he says to me, "What are you doing here?
Did you finish college in a year or something and you need a job?" I said, "No, no. I
think I found the world's oldest subway." And he says, "I thought you were into
satellites and stuff." I said, "I'm not doing that anymore. I'm going underground now."
And he says, "Well, how can we help you? What would you like us to do?" I said,
"Well, I need an air tank and a gas mask because people told me it's filled up with
poison gas, and I need a rubber raft because they said there's fifteen feet of water in it,
and then I need a big crowbar to beat up the five-foot rats that supposedly lived in here."
And he says, "O.K., what else do you need?" And I said, "Well, I need you to block off
all of Atlantic Ave." And he says, "O.K., meet me at nine o'clock tomorrow morning."
So that night I go and I see Raiders of the Lost Ark, which was lucky. My mother
wakes me up like 5:30 or 6 o'clock in the morning, and she says, "You'd better go over
there now." And I'm like, why? She says, "I don't know. Just go over there. There's
something going on." So I take the train, I walk down Atlantic Ave., and sure enough,
Atlantic Ave. is blocked off. The gas company truck is there, the manhole cover is
open, and the head engineer of the gas company is walking away shaking his head in
disgust. And I walk up to him and I'm like, "Hey, Ted, what's going on? I thought you
told me to get here at nine o'clock!" And he says, "Well, we thought we'd just get here
early and find the tunnel ourselves." And I said, "You couldn't find anything, could
you?" He says, "No, you drew a blank. There's no tunnel under there. There's just a
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three-foot drop with dirt underneath. There's nothing under there. We're packing up
and we're leaving." So I said to him, "Well, I've been working on this for like a year
now. Can I take a look?" And he says, "O.K., you can have ten minutes because it
costs us a lot of money to be here." So they tie a cable around me, they give me an air
tank and a gas mask and a seven-foot crow bar to beat up the five-foot rats, and they
give me a walkie-talkie and they say, "Here... go." So I go in there and I jump in and
I'm standing on top of the dirt and the top half of me is sticking out into the street and
people are walking by starting to look. People are going to work and they're like,
"What's he doing in there?" I'm starting to feel like a dope, thinking maybe this guy's
right, there's nothing there. So then I move my feet around and saw there was a space
underneath. Remember I was saying there was a foot-and-a-half of space between the
top of the dirt and the inside of the roof? So I squeezed in there with this air tank
banging on the ceiling, and in about two seconds I went from that manhole area down to
the opposite side of the concrete wall. Now, you couldn't see the concrete wall
because right in front of the wall on the other side the dirt went up and touched the
ceiling, so it looked like there was nothing there. So I'm sitting there in this little crevice
70 feet under Atlantic Ave. wondering what I'm going to do next and how did I get
myself into this situation-- everyone's going to think I'm an idiot now. Then I
remembered seeing Raiders of the Lost Ark from the night before. When Indiana
Jones was in a similar situation he started digging with his hands to get into that place
where the ark was hidden, so I just started digging with my hands. In about two
seconds I find the concrete wall is there. I dug a little bit more and found that there was
an opening cast into the concrete wall, but the opening is plugged up with bricks and
cobblestones that are cemented in. So I pull out the radio the tell the gas company
guys that there's a way in, but I couldn't talk-- all that went through my head were all
these images of all these people telling me there's nothing there and not to look. I was
laughing into the radio, so they figured that I'd found something. So they came in there
with a bunch of these seven-foot crowbars, which they called "Sicilian toothpicks," and
after about an hour of breaking through those rocks, we got through the wall and a blast
of cold air came out just like in the movie. So then the head engineer of the gas
company says, "Oh, well that's nice, we can't go in." I'm like, "Why? Why can't we go
in?" He says, "Oh, there's a fifteen-foot drop down to the floor and because there's no
room in this space up here because of the geometry you can't bring a ladder in. So we
can't do anything with it. We're going to leave again." I said, "Give me 20 bucks."
And he's like, "For what?" I said, "Just give me 20 bucks!" So I got the money and I
went to Bruno's hardware store two blocks away and I bought the chain ladder, which is
still sitting there. So we took an old piece of pipe, hung the chain ladder up, and
climbed down. And that's how the tunnel was found. [APPLAUSE...]
So then, we walked through the tunnel. And we're walking and we're walking and we
come to a stone wall at the end. So the head engineer of the gas company says to me,
"Oh, Bob, I've got to call the Port Authority when we go back to my office later." And
I'm like, "Why?" He says, "Well we're walking for hours and I think we're in New Jersey
now." So it turned out just to be Hicks St. Meanwhile, all these people from the
cultural establishment of Brooklyn from all these different museums and historical
groups, who normally you'd think would have gotten involved with this thing and said,
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"Wow! What a great thing! Let's make something out of it," refused to do anything.
Instead, none of them would come near it because they're all the same people who said
it's not there. It all became sour grapes for them after that. So I was on my own.
That's when I got the idea to form my own non-profit group, Brooklyn Historic Railway,
to preserve and interpret the tunnel, and also try to put it back to its original use for
transportation. So that's how that all started in 1982 with the non-profit group, and then
we came down and dug out the entranceway and had the first tour in October of '82.
And it's been going on ever since. Then, a short time after that I got approached by the
people from the Rotary Club and the Chamber of Commerce for downtown Brooklyn.
They wanted me to tell them about the tunnel, so I went down there, gave them my slide
show, and they said, "You know, we're planning to build a light rail line from the Long
Island Railroad terminal through Fulton Mall and then down to DUMBO and this tunnel
should be made part of that." That's because the tunnel brings this "Disneyland" effect
to the whole thing. And they said, "Well, we're getting loads of money. We have this
congressman named Freddy Richmond who's paying for everything with federal money
and it's all ready to go and everything's beautiful." So a couple of months later I'm
watching T.V. and they show Freddy Richmond resigning because he had some kind of
"indiscretion" with somebody somewhere in the capitol building, and because of that
there's no more trolley project. So the Chamber of Commerce people said, "Hey,
you're a young guy. Here's all our stuff on trolleys. Figure something out." So I
came up with a route that would go from the Long Island Railroad terminal out to Grand
Army Plaza and down Fulton Mall and then into the tunnel and around Borough Hall and
through a tunnel and out the other end up Furman St. to service the park they wanted to
build and down into Red Hook using Columbia and Richards St. and up into DUMBO.
Everyone liked the route and thought it was a great thing. So then in the late 1980's/
early 1990's I began collecting trolleys. First, I got one from 1897 because someone
heard me talking about the tunnel on the radio. They showed up the next day with a
trolley from 1897 which I fixed and got to work. And then we got 15 more trolleys from
Buffalo and Boston and we had those stored in the Navy Yard. Meanwhile, the people
from the city D.O.T. came around and said there was a federal grant called "ISTEA
enhancements" and we're going to give you some money to buy material to go and
build a trolley line on Greg O'Connell's property down in Red Hook on Beard St. Greg
O'Connell's the guy who put that Fairway supermarket down there in Red Hook. So in
his plans for the Fairway, he put down that the trolley line from Red Hook to downtown
Brooklyn was going to ameliorate the traffic congestion, but as soon as he got the
permits to build that, he said, "Oh, we don't need the trolley now because we've got our
permits. Get out." So after we built a perfectly reproduced half-mile trolley line on the
waterfront, built out of stuff that was scavenged from all over the East Coast and
Pennsylvania and Ohio-- of original parts that are still good, like the original steel poles,
original wires, all the fittings, paving bricks from Baltimore from 1908, exactly identical,
made off of Brooklyn blueprints from the trolley lines they had here in 1899, a perfectly
operating trolley from 1897 using a power supply which I came up with which was only
this big but would move a trolley car, that plugged into the wall socket-- so everything
was beautiful-- he gets his thing for Fairway and says, "Oh, I'm done with you. Get out
of here." Meanwhile, there's a million dollars worth of equipment in the building-- that
all disappears. No one knows what he did with it. And then twelve trolleys we had in
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the Navy Yard disappeared over Labor Day weekend in 2005-- no one saw a thing. No
one knows where THEY went. Meanwhile, the city had a turnover in its political
structure in 2000 and 2001. Somebody was asking me how I got the permission to use
this place. It was Howard Golden, who was the Borough President back then for a
million years; it was Abe Gerges, who was a city councilman for downtown Brooklyn
who's now a judge; it was Ed Koch, the mayor; and it was Giuliani in his first term and
also David Dinkins. So we had all these people who loved this thing and thought it was
great, and then in 2000 and 2001 they all got term-limited out of office. So every
politician that we knew is gone all at the same time; the new ones coming in don't know
what the whole thing is about; and then meanwhile the people who were career civil
service people at D.O.T. all retire at the same time Giuliani left office. So everyone we
knew everywhere is gone all at once. So the new people come in and say, "What's this
stupid thing? Who needs it!" And meanwhile we build track in the street in Red Hook.
The city came back in 1999 after we built the part on O'Connell's property and had it
running and said, "We're going to give you more ISTEA money. Start ripping up
Conover St. and Reed St." and they gave us a franchise to work in the street-- same as
they gave us for this tunnel-- and they said, "Start putting the tracks in." So I started
paying for that out of my own pocket, to build those tracks in the street, and they said,
"Don't worry. We're going to buy you concrete." Now, concrete is something no one is
going to give you for free. It's a hundred dollars a yard, and a yard gets you about this
much of track, so there's a lot of concrete that you need. And we had two streets
ripped out, the track put in, and I'm starting to pay for concrete out of my own pocket to
fill it back in again. We put the poles up and the wires up, and then the new people
from D.O.T. came in and said, "Well, we're not the ones who promised to give you
money for concrete." And they said, "Who needs this whole thing? It's stupid!" So
they paid a contractor $800,000 to rip out what we just built six months earlier. THEN,
they got a federal grant for $300,000 more from a congresswoman around here to do a
study to put it back in again! That was in 2004. And now she says she doesn't know
anything about it, she doesn't recall it, but I have a copy of her newsletter where she's
bragging about getting the money. But she says she doesn't remember having it and
she doesn't know who she gave it to or for what. So figure that one out. So
meanwhile, the city goes and encourages people who were volunteers for me at that
time to go out and start a different group to go and do it in Brooklyn Bridge Park instead.
I didn't even know-- no one told me that they wanted to have a trolley in Brooklyn Bridge
Park. So the city goes and gets people who were volunteers for me who were
supposed to go and put the trolley in that park then because they were going to pay
people a million dollars a year to operate a trolley in that park as an operating subsidy.
I didn't know anything about it-- I just found out about this recently. And so all these
people were running around trying to go and get into that park to put a trolley line in.
But they didn't know what they were doing because the volunteers that they took out of
my group to make this other group were just the ones who could, like, paint a little bit.
Or make fliers. They didn't know how to build anything. So nothing ever happened,
so they ended up dropping the trolley out of their plan for that park because these folks
didn't know what they were doing. So anyway, about a year ago I get a call from the
one person who I still knew at D.O.T. He called up last summer and said, "You know,
we have a new commissioner now and she's very progressive and she's an engineer
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and she knows all about transportation and she likes interesting things, and you should
come back and start doing your tours again." Because for five years I didn't bother
doing the tours anymore after what happened with Red Hook and the stuff disappeared
from the Navy Yard. They said come back and do tours again, so I said, "O.K., if no
one bugs me I will." So I've been doing the tours and been getting these great crowds
of people coming in, and I'm sure it's not going unnoticed by the city that a couple of
hundred people are going through a manhole on the weekends. So by you folks
coming down here, something is going to happen.
This is as far as we can walk for the time being, thanks to Mr. Litchfield. This is one of
the bogus walls he put up in 1861 and then filled in 200 feet going out towards the
opening to make it seem like he filled the whole thing in. And these big stones that
we're sitting on, they're not the same mica schist that the wall's made out of. This is all
granite that was sent down from a special quarry up in New Hampshire. Some of them
are cut like triangles, some of them are cut like keystones, and that's because these
stones used to be the upper part of the entranceway into the tunnel that was above
street level a little bit. So 200 feet behind that wall is where the original entrance to the
tunnel is, and then the ramp up to the street, and it came up flush to the roadway by
Columbia and Atlantic and then veered over to where Pier 7 is now and ran right onto
the pier-- that was the intermodal transfer connection directly to the boat. As I
mentioned, this part is sealed in; it's all filled in with dirt just like the other end was, and
you can see that there's some utility intrusion over here from back in the 1880's or
1890's when they first strung through the water pipes and the terra cotta ducts for the
phone company wires, and you can see the white PVC plastic in the terra cotta. That
wasn't pulled through until fairly recently-- that's all fiber optic stuff. But all that junk can
be pulled up out of the way.
Now, somebody was asking me how it was I got the permission to use this place. It's
because the Borough President, Howard Golden, Abe Gerges the councilman, Ed
Koch, Giuliani, all those people were into this. So originally the Board of Estimate gave
me the franchise for this place but that's now continued under the city D.O.T. So that's
how that was done. Now back in those days, if a politician saw you in a newspaper
and they liked what you were doing, they'd call you up and say, "What can we do for
you?" Not anymore. The politicians they have now are not the same kind that we had
around years ago. The ones now know that they're limited to eight years or four years
or whatever and they don't do anything. They get in, they get out, and that's it. They
don't do too much for the community. So it's really odd. I tried getting in touch with
David Yassky about the tunnel, and he said he'd never heard of it. He didn't know what
it was even though it's on T.V. and it's on the History Channel and it's in the
newspaper-- he doesn't know what it is.
There's also people who want to make a documentary about me looking for this
locomotive to see if it's back there. They're already pretty far along in the process of
putting what's called a "treatment" together, which is their pitch to get funding. So in
about two weeks they're supposed to make their big pitch to get funding to look for that
train back there. So they want to start making this film in July and finish it up by
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November. So if they can get their funding intact between now and July, we could be
digging a hole back there to see what's in that tunnel. Now, back in around 1990, the
city D.O.T. got a contractor who they knew, as a favor, to dig holes in Atlantic Ave.
where I told them to dig to see what's under there. So using Litchfield's map from 1859
that he used to rob the property owners, and finding the property line that's still the
same as it was back then on the corner by Hicks and Atlantic, we took some
measurements off Montero's Bar and projected lines out into the street, and I was able
to pinpoint exactly where the mouth of the tunnel is. So he brought out a backhoe and
dug holes in the street and we had permits for it, and we went down and found the roof.
The roof of the tunnel is there, the walls are there made out of granite and marble, and
we went down 18 feet and hit what seemed to be a brick station platform. Eighteen
feet is as far as the machine could reach. So we had this thing done very fast-- this
was all done in one day. And the next thing you know, this guy shows up from the
Highway Inspections Department-- it's like a different part of D.O.T., so it's like one hand
didn't know what the other one's doing. One hand is getting us the contractor; the
other hand is coming over saying, "Oh, are you the guy looking for that train under the
street?" And I'm like, "Yeah." He says, "Oh, archaeology is stupid, and you'd better fill
that hole in right now, otherwise we're giving the contractor a $50,000 ticket." I said,
"Why? We've got all the permits to do this." And he says, "Well, we don't like that
contractor." So we had to fill the holes in. But this time, hopefully, that's not going to
happen. So now the guys who are getting the money for the documentary are going to
get money to get a contractor, dig the holes in the street, and this time one hand WILL
know what the other hand is doing and we'll find out what's back there once and for all.
And the plan is to make the opening for the locomotive big enough so that we can get
some of the trolleys that are left in Red Hook behind the Fairway into the tunnel
because then we could restore them in here, put a track in, and have them running
around inside the tunnel, and this could be the demonstration project. And it's all on
city property, so that way you can't have any developers stabbing you in the back and
kicking you out when he's done with you. So that's the plan.
There's one more anecdotal story I want to tell you. This tunnel is on the National
Register of Historic Places. That was done at the suggestion of Ed Koch back in 1989
or 1988. So I wrote all the reports up and did all the research to get on the register,
and it was a good thing we did. In 1999, I got a phone call from Community Board Two
saying, "Hey, Bob, did you hear about that new sewer pipe that they're building up
Atlantic Ave.?" I'm like, "No." They said, "Did you see the plans for it?" I said no.
They said, "You'd better come up to the office and look at these plans quick." So the
Department of Design and Construction, which is the same place that ripped out our
tracks for $800,000 in Red Hook, they knew about the tunnel. They came on the tour
and took pictures of it at that time. So they drew up blueprints to take all these sewer
pipes from Atlantic Ave. and run them through this tunnel, and underneath was written
in with a red pencil, "Atlantic Ave. Sewer Pipe Museum. Ha Ha." And so I got in touch
with the people I knew at D.O.T. This was six months before they all left in 2000.
They called a meeting with the people from Design and Construction, and the D.O.T.
people said, "Well, you know, this is our tunnel, and you're not putting sewer pipes
through it." And the guy from Design and Construction goes, "Oh, I can do whatever I
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want 'cause I'm a city agency, too. You can't tell me what to do." So then I
remembered the fine print in the paperwork for the National Register of Historic Places.
So I told the D.O.T. guy to ask them where they're getting money from for the sewer
pipes. So he says, "Oh, we get federal money for that." So then I show them the fine
print in the designation for the National Register. It said if something's on the National
Register of Historic Places you cannot use federal money to destroy it or damage it in
any way. So we stopped them dead in their tracks. But do you know what they did to
get even? To get even, they paved over the manhole cover! So the next time we had
a tour, I came to do a tour with a hundred people and there's no manhole cover. But
then D.O.T. got a hold of the contractor and forced him to put it back in. So that's the
last little story for today; I'm all talked out now. Thanks for coming.
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A very exciting proposal is now being put forth by the Brooklyn Historic Railway Association
(BHRA), a non-profit education corporation. The idea is to reopen the historic Atlantic Avenue
Tunnel, the oldest subway tunnel in the world, built in 1844, improving public access and
restoring the tunnel as a museum and historic attraction.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TUNNEL

An ordinance of the Brooklyn Common Council dated March 29, 1844, granted authority to the
Long Island Railroad to construct the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel. The railroad planned to use the
Tunnel as a major artery in their rail service between New York and Boston. This rail line was
part of a much larger system of railroads that extended from Boston to Charleston, S.C. The
Tunnel was a major breakthrough in transportation technology and city planning. It carried
trains under Atlantic Avenue, thereby preserving the then fashionable shopping street and its
inherent pedestrian and vehicular traffic. It was the prototype of “cut and cover” subway
construction, the method still used today, in which long trenches are dug in the street and then
covered to form the tunnel corridors. The development of this process had an historic impact on
urban planning and development; it enabled planners to integrate railroads into complex urban
landscapes and led directly to the creation of metropolitan subway systems.

After the Tunnel was completed in 1844, Brooklyn became a major transportation and
commercial center to rival New York, and grew to be the third largest city in the country (a
distinction it held until 1898 when it became a borough of greater New York). In 1848,
competition from New York in the form of the New Haven Railroad caused the LIRR to lose its
monopoly on rail service to Boston, and led to substantial financial losses and the abandonment
of its interstate service.

Only a few years later a prominent developer, Mr. Electus Litchfield, schemed to close the
Tunnel and remove the LIRR from Brooklyn in order to create an Atlantic Avenue Boulevard
and Promenade, a grandiose project inspired by the Champs-Élysées in Paris. With the help of
corrupt politicians, Litchfield pushed the illegal legislation which permitted him to tax Atlantic
Avenue merchants and property owners for the removal of the Tunnel and the LIRR, which he
had branded as a “public nuisance.” As a result, steam locomotives were banned in Brooklyn in
1859 and the Tunnel was finally closed and sealed in 1861. In only a few short years the Tunnel
had gone from a technologically advanced project which would benefit all of Brooklyn, to a
scapegoat for the corrupt plans of a robber baron. Litchfield then used the ill-gotten money to
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initiate his real estate project in what would become Park Slope, and build a new rail line from
Jamaica to Hunters Point, the line the LIRR presently uses. However, no Boulevard was built
due to the ensuing lawsuits brought by the merchants and property owners against Litchfield.
The elimination of rail service left downtown Brooklyn in economic chaos, causing it to be
transformed from an economic rival of New York to one of its most prized and diversified
residential areas.

REDISCOVERY OF THE TUNNEL

For over one hundred years, the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel remained sealed and largely forgotten,
the subject of fantastic myths and legends which seemed to crop up with each generation-- many
of which turned out to have some truth. Despite the recurrent rumors, numerous attempts to
locate an entrance had failed. Finally, in early 1980, Robert Diamond first heard of the
legendary tunnel on a radio broadcast about The Cosgrove Report, which claimed there was an
old steam locomotive buried in a forgotten tunnel in downtown Brooklyn. The book also
mentioned a legend that the missing pages of John Wilkes Booth’s diary had been hidden there.
Intrigued, Diamond spent seven months researching the tunnel’s history, eventually locating an
unmarked manhole in the middle of Atlantic Avenue and Court Street he was sure would lead to
the long-abandoned tunnel beneath. Yet when the manhole was opened, there was nothing to be
seen but a three-foot drop. The dirt fill came up to about two feet from the underside of the
pavement. Diamond knew at that moment he was standing on a backfilled portion of the tunnel.
Looking around with a flashlight, he noticed what appeared to be a wall some seventy feet to the
west. He was separated from this wall by a crawlspace less than two feet high. For the next year
he searched the area, pleaded with skeptical, sometimes indifferent officials, researched, probed
and slowly raised the curiosity of enough influential people to continue the exploration. In the
summer of 1981, Mr. Diamond was able to crawl the seventy foot distance to the wall where he
noticed the outline of a blocked-up opening in the concrete wall. The access was sealed with
brick and Belgian paving blocks. After several hours of hard work with pick and shovel,
Diamond and several men from Brooklyn Union Gas Company (now National Grid), who had
agreed to help him on his underground mission, broke through the opening and finally saw the
full expanse of the Tunnel before them, exactly as it was when sealed up 120 years earlier.

In 1982, Mr. Diamond founded a not-for-profit corporation, the Brooklyn Historic Railway
Association (BHRA), to preserve and restore the tunnel, and establish a museum and scenic
railway. For the past twenty-nine years, BHRA, in conjunction with elected officials, city
agencies, community groups and local businesses, has been working to develop the Tunnel as a
valuable public asset. BHRA received all the necessary approvals for a franchise from the City
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of New York to occupy and operate the tunnel as a museum devoted to the study of early railway
transportation. BHRA has also been fostering public awareness and support for this forgotten
municipal treasure, hosting public tours which have been enjoyed by thousands of city residents
and tourists alike. During this time Mr. Diamond has further explored the tunnel’s history and its
significance to New York. Because it is the earliest known example of the cut-and-cover
technique of railroad tunnel building in the world, and because it was part of New York’s earliest
train service, the tunnel has been listed on the National Register of Historic Places since 1989.
The tunnel is also recognized by the Guinness Book of World Records as the “World’s Oldest
Subway Tunnel”, starting in the 2011 edition.

TUNNEL CONDITION

After being sealed for over a century, the Tunnel is a perfectly preserved, truly magnificent
structure. It is a half-mile long, twenty-one feet wide and seventeen feet high. Its walls are sixfoot thick granite blocks and the roof is a three-foot thick brick arch. Several prominent civil
engineers have been actively engaged in determining the tunnel’s structural soundness and
architectural and engineering significance, and have concluded that it is structurally perfect. In
fact, they have compared it to the pyramids of Egypt. An evaluation performed by LMW
Engineering Group, LLC, in March 2009, found the tunnel “impressively devoid of any sign of
deterioration.” Their report further concludes that:

*The structural integrity of the tunnel is sound and has not been compromised by aging.
*The tunnel can be considered safe under its current use for visitors and tourist attraction.
*There is no evidence that any form of maintenance or repair work is necessary at this
stage.
*The tunnel can be safely, with relatively minimum rehabilitation effort, mostly esthetic,
be utilized as a museum or similar facility.
*In summary, the tunnel, as inspected by us, is a safe and sound structure.

Studies conducted by prominent consultants as well as by the City departments of Sewers, Water
Supply, Transportation, Fire and Electrical Control, and a study by the National Historic Register
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have led to the following appraisal: The tunnel is a marvel of early engineering techniques,
historically one of the most important architectural structures of the 19 th century.

PUBLIC INTEREST

Since 1982, BHRA has offered both public and private tours of the tunnel which have been
enjoyed by thousands of visitors. Many private and public schools have sent hundreds of
students on class trips. Most recently, at the behest of the city Department of Transportation,
regular public tours were reinstated in 2007 and given about twice per month through the end of
2010. During this time public interest in the tunnel and its history increased dramatically, and
hundreds of people were safely led through the tunnel on guided tours given by Mr. Diamond.
The Tunnel received over 12,000 visitors in 2010. Both New Yorkers and tourists from all fifty
states and many foreign countries lined up for the adventure of seeing the legendary underground
expanse for the first time. The response was overwhelmingly positive. Visitors reported feeling
a strong sense of mystery and intrigue, as well as the sensation of travelling back in time to the
19th century. Teachers commented afterwards that students were highly motivated by the visit.
Numerous newspaper and magazine articles have been written about the Tunnel, including
feature stories in The New York Times, Daily News, National Geographic, Science Digest, and
The New Yorker. The project has also been covered by local television and radio as well as
national exposure on CNN and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. In 2009, the tunnel was
featured on the History Channel TV show Cities of the Underworld. In addition, National
Geographic has begun work on a documentary focused on the historic locomotive buried at the
western end of the tunnel.

PUBLIC BENEFITS

The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Museum will be designed to appeal to the general public as well as
to engineering, history, and architectural buffs. With its dramatic subterranean location and
exhibits which will include historic train cars and railroad artifacts, the museum should prove of
particular interest to children.
The museum will have both local and international appeal. The Brooklyn Historic Railway
Association estimates it will draw at minimum 10,000 visitors per year during our proposed
“Phase I” from the tri-state area, as well as tourists sightseeing in New York City. The museum,
located beneath a busy Brooklyn thoroughfare, will also draw visitors from its immediate
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neighborhood, a melting pot of African Americans, Hispanics, Middle Eastern émigrés and
families of Italian American descent.
Since future development in downtown Brooklyn will rely on the intrinsic assets of the area, it is
the old Atlantic Avenue Tunnel which highlights the primary asset of the community—easy
access and unparalleled transportation facilities. The museum, in the heart of downtown
Brooklyn, is just a short walk from federal courts, office buildings, city government offices, and
the historic homes of Brooklyn Heights, the first designated landmark district in the United
States. The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel can thus serve as an historic symbol for today’s public and
private sector leaders as they reemphasize downtown Brooklyn as a business and transportation
center now, as it was 160 years ago.
This project will enhance the quality of life in an area now experiencing a major renaissance, as
well as ensuring the redevelopment of downtown Brooklyn from both an economic and social
standpoint. It would have a synergistic impact on several other projects currently underway
downtown.
As well as providing a new cultural resource and tourist attraction for the state and city, this
project will stimulate business in the many restaurants, specialty food shops, antique stores, art
galleries, and other retailers in the area. In addition, the project will generate a variety of jobs in
its implementation, and serve as a centerpiece for the much publicized redevelopment of
downtown Brooklyn.
Once accessible to the public, the Tunnel would have immediate public benefits. Current uses
would include:

1. Guided walking tours to groups of up to 50 people at a time. These tours would take
place on Sundays from 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM, and on Saturdays when demand warrants.
Special weekday events may be planned.
2. Cultural gatherings.
3. Site location for media productions.

Possible additional future uses as per NYC Board of Estimate resolution adopted on October 9,
1986:
1. Historical exhibits.
2. Streetcar/railway museum and/or railway vehicle storage "barn."
3. Partial use as part of a future streetcar line.
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PROJECT PLAN

TUNNEL DESIGN

The design work for the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Museum will include:

Site documentation:
Gathering and obtaining scale drawings and photographs along with field measurements of
existing conditions.

Schematic design:
Preparation of designs for sidewalk kiosk entrance to the tunnel at the intersection of Court
Street and Atlantic Avenue; underground passage to the tunnel; underground entry hall to the
museum, including location of sales office, ticket booth, and concession stand; exhibition
installation within tunnel; and portal entrance and approach ramp at Columbia Street.

Presentation Drawings:
We will use existing scale plans, sections, and elevations to describe the schematic design of the
project components. The final package will include scale drawings, and/or renderings, and
possibly a model of the project, as needed.

PHASE I

FIRE AND SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
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Current access to the tunnel will be improved as follows:

Egress:
A second Egress will be installed in the center of Atlantic Avenue, approximately 30 feet to 60
feet west of the current manhole entrance at Court Street and Atlantic Avenue, depending on site
geometry within the tunnel. This egress will come in the form of a new manhole casting and
frame. There are two alternatives: a double leaf rectangular manhole casting and frame, 6 ft x 3 ft
inside clearance. The second alternative utilizes a four foot inside diameter round manhole
casting and frame. The installation of this new 48 inch clearance manhole, with a stair
underneath, had already been approved by the DOT, in a letter to BHRA, dated November 17,
1989. See Exhibits A and B.
The extant concrete bulkhead opening near the tunnel entrance will be enlarged to a new
preferred size of 78 inches x 36 inches, or as close to those dimensions as is feasible, in order to
meet codes and improve access to the main body of the tunnel.
The existing wood stair will be replaced by a steel stair of similar vertical rise and angle, with a
tread length of 4 feet, tread 12 inches, and 8 inch risers. A 4 ft x 4 ft steel platform will be
provided at the top of the stair. Handrails of standard type will be provided along both sides of
the stair and platform. The existing wooden stair will be removed, together with any other
flammables. The estimated cost of this steel stair, delivered and installed, is $4,200, based upon a
bid we received.
The new manhole entrance will also utilize a second steel stairway. This new second stair is
partly patterned after a traditional NYC Fire Escape stair. However, OSHA now categorizes this
type of stair as “Ship's Stairs.” Since the current NYC Building Code is silent on new Fire
Escape design, other sources were used. See Appendix, and Exhibits C and D. Subject to final
design, in the first alternative a new steel stair would be utilized of approximately 11 feet (132
inches) vertical rise (providing minimum interior headroom of 80 inches), approximately 61
degree angle, tread length 36 inches, tread 6 inches, risers 9 inches, with 14 risers total. In the
second alternative, a new steel stair would be utilized of approximately 11 feet vertical rise, at an
angle of approximately 70 degrees, tread length 24 inches, tread 6 inches, risers 12 inches, with
11 risers total. Both alternatives would be equipped with steel handrails. However, the stair
described in the second alternative will be provided with appropriate steel handrails that in cross
section will be spaced a minimum of 36 inches apart. The cost of this steel stair, delivered and
installed, is estimated at $3,000.
Final location of the new manhole and the second steel stair depends on obtaining exact
measurements of existing tunnel geometric conditions. These measurements must be done
immediately, in order to finalize this plan.
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We anticipate the implementation of this plan will make the entire tunnel fire proof, and that
Emergency Personnel entering the tunnel on a job will need to carry only a minimum of
appropriate equipment, and traditional “gurneys” will easily fit within the tunnel.

Lighting:
We have examined § [C26-605.1] 27-381, of the NYC Building Code of 1968, as amended. We
believe the existing ambient lighting within the tunnel exceeds the minimum requirement of 2
foot candles. Emergency lighting is provided by each and every visitor to the tunnel being
required to furnish their own working flashlights. Visitors to the tunnel travel in specific groups,
led by a long experienced guide. No "independent exploration" in the tunnel is permitted. Please
note that the tunnel is only open a few hours, on a handful of days per month. It is otherwise
unoccupied.
Wiring within the tunnel is of construction site type, industrial grade, consisting of insulated,
weather proof and oil resistant No. 2, 3-conductor and No. 6, 3-conductor wire. All wiring
connections are made to NYC Subways 3rd Rail Dept. specifications: Each connection is made
with copper "bug nuts,” with 3 wraps of rubber high voltage tape, 3 wraps of friction tape, and 3
wraps of PVC tape. Our wiring and generator are properly protected by appropriate circuit
breakers.
An in-house electrical connection will also be provided to eliminate the need for an external
generator. Hard wired Emergency lighting will be installed as required.

Communications:
A combination of cell phones and walkie-talkies will be carried by each BHRA staff person
present at the tunnel. It’s anticipated that once the new, enlarged Egress is installed, and the
existing concrete bulkhead opening widened, radio reception inside the tunnel will be greatly
improved. Landline telephone access will be installed as required.
Defibrillator:
BHRA will provide an Elevaed model "Life Pad Express,” or equivalent. See Exhibit E. CPR
certification will also be obtained for appropriate tunnel personnel.
Tunnel Event Scheduling Notice:
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BHRA will provide our DOT designated contact person___________________, with an advance
tunnel event schedule for time periods of 60 days at a time. BHRA reserves the right to add on
unanticipated additional tunnel events upon 3 working days notice to DOT.
PHASE I WORK TASK SEQUENCE:

1. Verify all measurements and dimensions by immediate site visits to the tunnel, as
required.
2. Locate and mark any utilities within the planned work area. Generate and file with DOT
any necessary MPT Plans for the planned work in the street.
3. Obtain Work Permits from DOT, as required.
4. Saw-cut roadway for new manhole casting, and saw-cut tunnel arch to accept manhole
casting, as required. Saw-cut existing opening in concrete bulkhead to enlarge.
5. Install new manhole casting.
6. Install the new 70 degree steel stair.
7. In-load components for the new steel replacement of the existing wood stair. Dismantle
existing wood stair.
8. Dispose of existing wood stair.
9. Install the replacement steel stair.

PHASE I PROJECTED COST

The projected total costs of Phase I improvements is approximately $20,000 to $25,000. Cost
was based upon actual verbal bids solicited and received by BHRA, during February 2011.

PHASE II

NEW ENTRANCES AND MUSEUM

New entrances will be constructed and the tunnel will be restored as a museum and historic
attraction. Project components will include:
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1. Construction of one or more subway-style sidewalk entrances to the tunnel at Court
Street and Atlantic Avenue, as per attached drawings. A kiosk will also be built to
protect the entrance and provide shelter. One or more existing ventilation shafts will be
reopened and activated to provide forced-air ventilation. Also to be installed are
standpipes for fire protection and an improved museum-style lighting system.
Estimated construction costs for these improvements is approximately $3 million. This is
based upon Engineering News Record Construction Cost Indices (CCI), inflating a circa
1985 “Phase II” engineer’s cost estimate, to current October 2011 dollars.

2. BHRA may also obtain the rights to access the tunnel from the basement of a suitable
building on Atlantic Avenue. There is a candidate building on the SW corner of Atlantic
Avenue and Clinton Street which is home to the Tripoli Restaurant. This is a very
unusual structure, as it has three levels of sub-basements. There is reason to believe
(subject to access to relevant City records) that the floor level of the lowest sub-basement
lines up with the floor level inside the tunnel. A 19th century plan for connecting the
tunnel with an entrance located in this building could be realized by soliciting the
assistance of the local "Sand Hog" union as well as the expertise of one of the many coal
mine construction firms of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Of course, the appropriate
written consent of the building owner would have to be obtained, which would clearly
entail some form of remuneration for the use of the building. It is estimated, subject to
actual bid solicitations, that this thirty-foot long pedestrian connecting tunnel could be
driven just below existing utilities, right from the basement into the tunnel, within a total
project budget of $750,000. Any one of many local concrete saw cutting firms, such as
the J.P. Hogan firm, could readily cut through the tunnel's stone wall with relative ease,
using a diamond blade hydraulic powered chain saw, or by the use of a large diameter,
electric powered, wall mounted, diamond blade circular saw concrete wall cutting system
that could be readily set up inside the tunnel. If this plan were implemented, the
improved entrance and steel stair already proposed for the middle of Atlantic Avenue just
west of Court Street would then serve as the tunnel's Emergency Exit.

3. Construction of a museum within the tunnel. Exhibits will highlight the impact the
tunnel had on the economic and social development (Transit Oriented Development) of
Brooklyn; in particular, the reason it was built, how it was built and why it was closed.
Various eclectic scientific and historical principles, and cutting edge theories relating to
rail transit science and local history will also be included in the educational presentation
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within the tunnel. The centerpiece of the museum will be the circa-1830's steam
locomotive discovered in the tunnel. Other exhibits will include artifacts from the tunnel
and various media illustrating the tunnel in use, and Brooklyn in general during that
period of time. Another major attraction will be a fully restored antique streetcar which
people can ride from one end of the tunnel to the other.

Phase IIA
Phase IIA was a plan BHRA developed circa 1990, to make the early 19 th century steam
locomotive said to have been buried behind a tunnel wall, a major feature of the overall tunnel
tour/museum experience. At that time, a method was devised to drive an approximately 60 foot
long “connecting tunnel” between the buried locomotive, and the interior of the tunnel under
Atlantic Avenue and Hicks Street. This work is anticipated to be accomplished without any
contact with existing underground utilities, through the use of pure tunneling, and by not
employing the “cut and cover method” at all.
A similar connecting tunnel, of less than half the length cited above, could be used to connect the
tunnel’s interior with a suitable sub-basement along Atlantic Avenue. See Appendix IIA
preliminary design documents attached below.

REVENUE PROJECTION

On any typical 2010 Sunday afternoon tunnel tour date, regardless of season or weather
conditions, BHRA received on average, about $5,000 in free will contributions ($4,000 low, and
over $6,000 high).
We base our future Phase II- IIA Revenue Projection upon past performance over the last three
years, and the assumption that the suggested contribution for tunnel tours will be raised to $20
per person (a 30% increase), and that the planned Phase II-IIA improvements would allow the
operation of tunnel tours/museum to be expanded to 7 days a week, with the circa-1830's
locomotive discovered in the tunnel made part of the exhibit. Based upon the foregoing, we
project “Phase II- IIA” gross revenue would be in the neighborhood of:
$6,500 per day x 360 days = $2,340,000 per year gross project revenue
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PHASE III

OPENING THE WESTERN TUNNEL PORTAL- Long Term Planning
There appears to be significant community interest in the future construction of a downtown
Brooklyn streetcar system, based upon certain cost effective technology for the purposes of
fostering “Transit Oriented Development”. The tunnel may well be determined to be an asset in
the development of such a transportation improvement program, as a “trolley barn” to house the
streetcars when not in use.
Circa 1989, BHRA working closely with the Brooklyn Borough President’s Topographical
Office, and with the NYC Department of Transportation, Department of Highways, developed a
set of “Builder’s Pavement Plans” (NYC DOT Plan # BNP 88-262) for the implementation of
the re-opening of the tunnel’s extant western portal at Columbia Street.
Approximated October 2011 cost, based upon a circa 1989 Cost Estimate, and the Engineering
News Record “CCI” tables: $5.56 million.

APPENDICES:
Phase I
A- Double leaf manhole casting detail, 6ft x 3ft, March 2011, 2 pages
B- Circa November 17, 1989 letter from George Holuka, P.E. (Chief, NYC DOT Highway
Design) and a circa September 28, 1988 letter from Dr. Michael Horodniceanu (Second Deputy
Commissioner, NYC DOT) to BHRA, stating that DOT gives it permission for the current
manhole to be replaced by a larger manhole, and that the DOT itself would provide a painted in
pedestrian safety island around the new manhole. Three pages, and a separate plan view drawing,
which had been prepared by DOT at that time.
C- Safety and Survival on the Fire Ground, by Vincent Dunn, 1992, Published by Fire
Engineering Books, pg 261, 2 pages
D- The Tenement House Laws of the City of New York, Published by the City Of New York,
1903, pg 5, 2 pages, and Ship's Stair Design Description (including OSHA interpretation letter,
dated 2/10/06), FS Industries, 2011, 5 pages
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E- Preferred defibrillator unit, manufacturer’s description sheet, 1 page
F- Flyers of candidate concrete wall cutting firms
G- Extracts of the circa 2008 NYC DOT tunnel consent renewal, highlighting certain key errors
and other defects contained therein
H- Circa 2009 consent modification made by NYC DOT, to our circa 2008 tunnel consent
renewal, requiring the creation and implementation of “MPT Plans” at the sole cost of BHRA.
Letter from Emma Berenblit Director of DOT Consents, to BHRA dated July 22, 2009 and the
executed Consent Modification document, dated September 9, 2009.
I- Phase 1 design documents prepared by LMW Engineering Group, June 2011. Three sheets.
J- Circa 1916 scale engineering drawings made by the City of New York
K- Approved NYC Board of Estimate Resolution, Calendar # 47, October 9, 1986
L- Tunnel safety report issued by LMW Engineering Group, March 2009
M- Building Code , City of New York, 1968, Title C Part 1, “Building Construction”, § [C2610.0]; Inapplicability of the NYC Building Code to tunnels or subways. The BHRA tunnel
project, Phase I- II inclusive, was defacto “permitted” by a vote of the NYC Board of Estimate
on October 9, 2011, Calendar No. 47, and by a vote of the NYC Planning Commission, prior to
July 1, 2008. The tunnel project is therefore “grandfathered in” under the aegis of the original
NYC Building Code of 1968. Reference source: NYC Building Code, as revised July 1, 2008,
Preface Section, page IIB. Needless to say, the current (July 1, 2008) NYC Building Code will
be strictly adhered to where ever technically feasible, given the unique nature of the tunnel site.

Phase II
1). Complete “Plans, Specification & Estimates” package (PS&E) prepared by Steven Carroll,
P.E. circa 1985.
2). Engineering News Record “CCI” tables, 1978- Oct 2011
Phase IIA
Connecting tunnel design concepts, circa 1990
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Phase III (Re-Opening of Original Western Tunnel Portal Near Columbia Street)
1). Completed circa 1989 NYC DOT Builder’s Pavement Plan # BNP 88-262. Three sheets.
2.) Circa June 9, 1988 letter from Bob Diamond (BHRA) to NYC DOT Commissioner Ross
Sandler
3.) Circa July 25, 1988 letter from Thomas Markham, PE. (NYC DOT) to Bob Diamond
(BHRA)
4.) Circa January 13, 1989 meeting letter from Gerard Renninger, P.E. (NYCDOT)
5.) Circa February 9, 1989 meeting minutes (NYCDOT, State DOT, BHRA)
6.) Circa March 9, 1989 letter from Anthony Cosentino, P.E. (NYCDOT)
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Preface
1968 BUILDING CODE
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Plus Selected Rules of the Department of Buildings
LOCAL LAW NO. 76 Effective Dec. 6, 1968
INCLUDES AMENDMENTS To July 1, 2008

MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG
MAYOR
ROBERT D. LiMANDRI
Commissioner
PREFACE
This revision brings the 1968 Building Code current to
July 1, 2008.
When enacted by the City Council on October 22, 1968,
the 1968 Building Code was hailed as a great
improvement over the anachronistic 1938 Building Code
and included what was then the latest thinking in
building code science, incorporating advances in
technology and construction that had been made
following the Second World War. Over the years, the
Council amended the 1968 Building Code to address
certain changes as needed; however, the 1968 Building
Code never enjoyed a complete overhaul, gradually
falling behind and becoming increasingly outdated. By
the turn of the 21st Century, the 1968 Building Code had
become an antiquated, complicated tangle of provisions.
In 2003, the Department of Buildings began a multi-year
effort to replace the 1968 Building Code, culminating
with Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg's signing of Local
Law 33 of 2007. The result was the 2008 New York City
Construction Codes, which replaced the 1968 Building
Code with a new set of codes that increases public

safety, incorporates the latest in engineering and
technology, and contains progressive ideas on sustainable
development. Most importantly, the new Construction
Codes must be thoroughly reviewed and updated every
three years, ensuring that New York City’s construction
regulations never again become outdated.
While the 2008 New York City Constructions Codes will
apply to all new buildings beginning July 1, 2009, the
1968 Building Code, and its predecessor from 1938, will
continue to remain relevant for years to come. First,
certain new buildings filed prior to July 1, 2009 will
continue to be subject to the 1968 code. Additionally,
provisions of the 1968 code will apply to most alterations
to existing buildings. Lastly, buildings constructed in
accordance with the 1968 code generally must maintain
compliance with its provisions.
The flowchart that follows the editor’s note illustrates the
circumstances under which the 1968 code remains
applicable for alteration projects.

Robert D. LiMandri
Commissioner

revision: July 1, 2008
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Preface
EDITOR'S NOTE:
For further information, readers may wish to refer to the
published series of the Department of Buildings’
Directives and Memorandums, which are available at
CityStore (NYC.gov/citystore) or visit the Department of
Buildings website at NYC.gov/buildings for the latest
policy and procedure notices.
The legislature enacted, effective September 1, 1986,
Chapter 839 of the state laws of 1986, which made
certain technical corrections and changes to the
recodification.
Within the Reference Standards Appendix of this
volume are references to specific sections in the
Building Code.
Standards enacted prior to the
recodification of the Building Code refer to the code
using the old section numbers. Editorial notes pointing
out discrepancies between the former code and the
recodified version not specifically indicated as changes,
or references to laws that have amended the code since
recodification, are indicated with asterisks and
corresponding footnotes in bold italics at the following
the section. Obvious errors (such as misspellings) are
corrected and noted within the text with a [sic] following
the particular word.
Page Setup:
Where text is interrupted by a table, left column above
the table will continue unto the right column above the
table. Text below the table will follow the same pattern.
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IIb

Title 26 / Subchapter 3

SUBCHAPTER 3
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Art.
[Sec.]* or Sec.**
Art. 1
[10.0]
[11.0]
Art. 2
[20.0]
[21.0]
[22.0]
Art. 3
[30.0]
[31.0]
[32.0]
[33.0]
[34.0]
[34.1]
[35.0]
Art. 4
[40.0]
[41.0]
[42.0]
[43.0]
[44.0]
[45.0]
Art. 5
[50.0]
[51.0]
[52.0]
Art. 6
[60.0]
[61.0]
[62.0]
Art. 7
[70.0]
[71.0]
[72.0]
[73.0]

General Provisions
205 Matters Covered
206 All New work to Conform
Permits
207 Requirement of Permit
208 Approval of Plans
209 Signature to Permit
Fees
210 Requirement of Fee
211 Fee for Approval of Plans and work
Permits
212 Computation of Fees for work Permits
212.1 Civil penalty for work without a permit
213 Fees for Equipment Use Permits
214 Special Fees
214.1 Special Fees; Asbestos
215 Fees for the Testing, Approval,
Inspection and Use of Power Operated
Cranes, Derricks and Cableways
Inspections
216 Right of Entry and Inspection
217 Inspections of Building work
218 Inspection of Completed Buildings
219 Inspection of Construction Machinery
and Equipment, Etc.
220 Inspection of Signs
221 Inspection Reports
Certificates of Occupancy
222 Requirement of Certificate of
Occupancy
223 Occupancy of Existing Buildings
224 Issuance and Filing of Certificate of
Occupancy
Projections Beyond Street Line
225 General Restrictions on Projections
Beyond Street Line
226 Existing Projections Beyond Street
Line
227 Rules Governing Projections Beyond
Street Line
Safety in Building Operations
228 General Safety Requirements
229 Safety Requirements During
Excavation Operations
230 Protection of Roofs, Skylights, Etc.
231 Regulation of Lots
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[74.0]
[75.0]

232
233

Retaining Walls
Maintenance and Repair of Protection
Fences and Retaining walls
[76.0]
234 Report and Inspection of Unsafe
Buildings and Property
Art. 8 Unsafe Buildings and Property
[80.0]
235 Removal or Repair of Structures
[80.5]
236 Record and Notice of Unsafe Structures
or Premises
[81.0]
237 Voluntary Abatement of Unsafe or
Dangerous Conditions
[81.5]
238 Survey
[82.0]
239 Judicial Review of Survey
[82.5]
240 Repair or Removal Under Precept
[83.0]
241 Provision for Expense of Executing
Precept
[83.5]
242 Return of Precept; Reimbursement of
City
[84.0]
243 Fallen Structures and Structures
Imminently Dangerous
Art. 9 Violations and Punishments
[84.5]
244 Notices of Requirements or of Violations
[85.0]
245 Emergency Measures
[85.5]
246 Judicial Remedies
[86.0]
247 Judicial Orders
[86.5]
248 Punishments
[87.0]
249 Violations of Peremptory Orders
[87.5]
250 Appeal
Art. 10 Miscellaneous Provisions
[91.0]
251 Illegal Practices in the Sale or Use of
Lumber for Construction Purposes
Prohibited
[92.0]
252 Sidewalk Sheds, Fences, Railings, Etc.
*“C26” omitted from section numbers in this column.
**“26” omitted from section numbers in this column.

ARTICLE 1
GENERAL PROVISIONS
§[C26-10.0] 26-205 Matters covered.—All matters
affecting or relating to the construction, alteration, repair,
demolition, removal, maintenance, occupancy and use of
new and existing buildings in the city, including the
erection, installation, alteration, repair, maintenance, use
and operation of signs and service equipment used in or in
connection therewith, are presumptively provided for in
this subchapter and in the building code of the city. This
subchapter does not presumptively provide for matters
that are contained in the charter, the labor law, the
multiple dwelling law, subchapters one and two of this
chapter and chapter two of title twenty-seven, the zoning
resolution, or the general city law; nor does this subchapter
apply to structures on waterfront property used in conjunction
with and in the furtherance of waterfront commerce and/or

Strikethrough indicates repeal of text as per Local Law 33-2007
(See Title 28 of Administrative Code for new provisions)
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navigation, or to bridges, tunnels or subways, or to
structures appurtenant thereto.
§[C26-11.0] 26-206 All new work to conform.All building work performed in the city on and after
December sixth, nineteen hundred sixty-eight, shall
conform to the provisions of this subchapter except that
any work for which an application for a permit was filed
prior to December sixth, nineteen hundred sixty-eight, and
any work for which an application for a permit is filed
within twelve months after the effective date of this
subchapter, may be performed, at the option of the owner,
in its entirety either in accordance with and subject to the
requirements of this subchapter or in accordance with and
subject to the requirements of the building laws and
regulations previously in force in the city, provided that
such work is commenced within twelve months after the
date of issuance of a permit therefor and is continuously
carried on to completion. This section shall not apply to
the requirements of article ten of subchapter nineteen of
title twenty-seven of the code which shall become effective
December twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred sixty-nine.
ARTICLE 2 PERMITS
§[C26-20.0] 26-207 Requirement of permit.It shall be unlawful, on and after December sixth,
nineteen hundred sixty-eight, to construct, alter, repair,
demolish, or remove any building in the city, or to erect,
install, alter, repair, or use or operate any signs or service
equipment in or in connection therewith, unless and until
a written permit therefor shall have been issued by the
commissioner in accordance with the requirements of this
subchapter and the requirements of the building code, subject
to such exceptions and exemptions as may be therein provided.
§[C26-21.0] 26-208 Approval of plans.Whenever plans are required to be filed in connection
with an application for a permit, as provided in the
building code, all such plans shall be approved by the
commissioner prior to the commencement of any work
thereunder. All plans and all applications for approval
thereof, shall comply with the requirements of the
building code, subject to such exceptions and exemptions
as may be therein provided; and all elevations on plans
shall be referred to the United States coast and geodetic
survey mean sea level datum of nineteen hundred
twenty-nine, which is hereby established as the city datum.
§[C26-22.0] 26-209 Signature to permit.—Every
permit issued by the commissioner shall have his or her
signature affixed thereto; but the commissioner may
authorize any subordinate to affix such signature.
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ARTICLE 3 FEES
§[C26-30.0] 26-210 Requirement of fee.—No work
permit or equipment use permit, when required by the
provisions of the building code, shall be issued, and no
plans or other statement describing building work, when
required by the provisions of the building code, shall be
approved, unless and until the required fee or fees therefor
shall have been paid to the department in accordance with
the provisions of this article, except that no fees shall be
payable for work permits, equipment use permits or places
of assembly permits if the owner of the building or property
affected is a corporation or association organized and
operated exclusively for religious, charitable or educational
purposes, or for one or more such purposes, no part of the
earnings of which enures to the benefits of any private
shareholder or individual, and provided that the property
affected is to be used exclusively by such corporation or
association for one or more of such purposes.
*§[C26-31.0] 26-211 Fee for approval of plans and
work permits.The fees required to be paid under this section, and under
section 26-212 of this article, are for the filing and
processing of applications for the approval of plans or other
statement describing building work, the filing and
processing of permit applications, the issuance or renewal
of work permits, the inspection of building work, and the
issuance of certificates of occupancy. Fifty percent of the
total fee for the work permit, but not less than one hundred
dollars, or the total fee for the work permit where such fee
is less than one hundred dollars, shall be paid by or on
behalf of the owner or lessee of the building premises or
property affected and shall accompany the first application
for the approval of plans or other statement describing the
building work when submitted prior to submission of the
permit application; and the whole or remainder of the total
fee shall be paid before the work permit may be issued. A
fee of one hundred dollars shall be paid with an application
for renewal of a work permit. Foundation work, plumbing
work, sign and service equipment work are included in the
term "building" whenever plans for such work are required
to be filed with construction or alteration plans; otherwise,
separate fees shall be applied and collected for such work
in accordance with the provisions of this section and
section 26-212 of this article.
*Local Law 38-1990.

*§[C26-32.0] 26-212 Computation of fees for work permits.Fees for work permits shall be computed as hereinafter provided:
***1. New buildings.—The fees for permits to construct
new buildings and open air stadia shall be computed as
follows:
(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (b),

Strikethrough indicates repeal of text as per Local Law 33-2007
(See Title 28 of Administrative Code for new provisions)
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A History of the Urban Underground Tunnel (Draft Version #2 - 7/30/2010)
Introduction:
One of the problems of correctly interpreting history, is that the original meanings of words and phrases are
sometimes lost, or at least distorted. For example, the New York word “subway” is a contraction of a two
word phrase: “Sub[terranean] [passage]way”.
In addition to the term subway's most prevalent use in the NY area (as a label we affix to our urban rail
transit system), the term “subway” can also refer to any underground passageway. Things such as an
underground pipe gallery, utility area or water conduit. For example, in Manhattan “The Empire City
Subway” is not a railway- it is underground vaulting, built to contain telephone company cables.
Linguistic terms, like technology itself, does not arise within a vacuum; there is always something similar
that came before. We now present a brief outline on the evolution of the “Subway”, or “Underground
Passageway”, covering a time period of roughly 2,700 years, starting with its ancient uses in Babylonia,
Jerusalem, Greece, Bagdad and Rome, and then culminating with the modern urban underground railway
tunnel
The Earliest Known Urban Underground Passageways (Mesopotamia & Greece):

Curt Merckel, in his circa 1899 German language book,
gives us perhaps the most technically detailed description
of the earliest known urban underground passageways and
similar ancient structures. Keep in mind, all of Merckel's
measurements are in Meters, and that 1 Meter ≈ 3.28 feet.
Further, his particular use of a “comma” when citing
dimensions, is equivalent to our decimal point.
Curt Merckel: Die Ingenieurtechnik im Altertum. Berlin: J.
Springer 1899.Translated from the German by Ingmar
Arnold.
Selected pages of Merckel's book follow (the indented section
over the next few pages):
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Drainage of Cities and Street Cleaning) Canalization (p. 450):
At the moment when a larger group of humans started dwelling together at the same place over a longer period
of time, unavoidably the question of water supply and the surface discharge of the service water masses and the
garbage had to be solved. This is the reason why the history of water supply and drainage of cities (i.e.
Canalization) goes back into the earliest times. Our knowledge about the earliest drainage systems is rather
meager. The oldest reference concerning the existence of a drainage system known today so far has been
discovered on an older sealing inscription. It was referred to as the construction of a palace and the drainage
system of a warehouse. Other information concerning drainage systems in Mesopotamian cities is much
younger.
Layard mentions in his writings that Babylon was in possession of very big watering sewers, that the private
houses were connected via by-pass channels with the main sewers. In Nimrud, this scholar discovered a
vaulted, pointed arched drainpipe beneath a building from the 7 th century B.C.
The vault was made out of big burnt brick. The side walls are resting on the same material. The brick is
quadrangular but not wedge-shaped. The central space (cf. fig. 166) is filled up with brick, laid down in linear
length.
p. 451:
Vertical stand-pipes are discharged into this by-pass channel. This can be seen on page 270, fig. 77. They were
used to discharge the waters into the drainpipe. Beneath the north-western palace in Nimrud, Layard
discovered also a vaulted drainpipe. Beneath the road pavement of the ruins of the elder Palace in Nimrud
several quadrangular drainpipes, made of burnt brickstone, led into different parts of this building. Round
pipes, ending in a perforated plaster plate and normally situated in a corner, were connecting the drainpipes
with those floors in different rooms which had to be drained. All junctions were united in a main sewer, and
this one was emptied in the river.
In Bagdad, the above mentioned scholar [Layard] reports, the only remaining relics from the Babylonian times
are the ruins of an imposing drainage ditch. A subterranean channel, made out of big quadrangular brick, and
connected with the name of “Nebudkadnezar”.
In Jerusalem, several drainpipes from ancient sewer systems have been preserved. They have been pushed,
tunnel-like, into the rocky underground. Schlick discovered a pipe, big enough for a man to enter, just a few
meters beneath the soil. This channel is 60 cm wide and ca. 2 meters high. Initially, it was equipped with a
vaulted ceiling This ceiling was composed of just a few worked stones; later, it was covered with bit flat
stones. The channel leads towards the Kidron Valley, the outlet is blocked.
Some minor drainpipers are ending here also, close to the ceiling. Schlick considers that this gangway is much
younger – dating from the times of Herod or Hadrian. The purpose of this channel was, obviously, to discharge
the brackish sewers from the north-eastern part of the city. Schlick writes the following words about the sewer
conditions during the old times of Jerusalem, before King David invaded the city: “Between the caves, rocks
and stony houses pipes or trenches were proceeding, broken out of the rock, and completed by brickwork when
the rock was lacking These pipes led all the rain and dirty waters towards the edge of the rock. In General,
these “alleys” were small and sinuous; but the main sewer which came from the North, from Millo, was
comparitively more spacious and more in a linear slope than the many short by-pass channels branching off to
the left or to the right. Naturally, the outlets of these channels at the edge of the rocket were lower than the
alley and the houses. But Joab entered Jerusalem through these channels, and David came into the possession
of this City, without any bloodshed.”
Among the many alleyways that traverse the Underground of Jerusalem in various directions, one tunnel,
discovered by Warren, in the South-East of Siloah, is believed to be recognized as a drainpipe.
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Ancient Rome
The first large scale urban “underground passageway”, was Rome's Cloaca Maxima (The Great Sewer). This
drainage system, originally built for the purpose of transporting flood waters, predates Rome's famous
aqueducts, and was the start of the “cut and cover” underground tunneling practice in urban environments.
This structure, is at the very least, approximately 531 meters (1,742 feet) in length (as per Merckel's drawing, pg 459),
with a typical cross section of roughly 9 ft x 12 ft. Compare these figures with the Atlantic Avenue tunnel: 2,000 ft x 21
ft x 17 ft.
It was built by two Etruscan Kings of Rome. Construction is said to have started about 600 BC, and said to have been
completed sometime around 500 BC, after a long political delay.
The Cloaca Maxima is also said to have been “the earliest application of the arch [vault] in Rome” (Italy. Handbook
for Travellers, by Karl Baedeker, Ninth revised edition, 1886, pg 245).
"It goes without saying that such a vast and solid network of drainage involved enormous labor, and points to a
despotic authority. The work was begun by the first Tarquin [Priscus]; it seems to have been in a degree suspended in
the reign of Servius Tullius ; and it was completed by Tarquin the Proud [Tarquin Superbus]”. (from: Rome Today and
Yesterday: The Pagan City, by John Dennie, 1904, p 50)
Executing such a large construction undertaking with nothing more than human labor and hand tools, must have been
an extremely formidable, and unpleasant task. Dennie continues:
“In an address, which one of the old historians represents [Lucius Junius] Brutus [founder of the Roman Republic], as
making to the people of Rome after the expulsion of the royal house [509 BC], occur these words, which plainly refer
to the Cloacae” :
" He compelled you like slaves to lead a miserable life, hewing stone, cutting wood, carrying enormous loads, and
passing your lives underground."
Compare this to Walt Whitman's writing on the Atlantic Avenue tunnel, some 2,300 years later: “A Passage of
Solemnity and Darkness ”
Dennie concludes: “Nevertheless, it is certainly true that no public work ever done in Rome surpasses in utility the
Tarquinian sewers, for they rendered all the future possible. If the cloacae are, as they have been called, a monument of
tyranny, they are also a monument of statesmanship".
Vitruvius, sometimes referred to as the world's first known engineer, wrote of the “cut and cover” method in his
1st century BC work The Ten Books on Architecture, Book VIII, chapter VI. “Parietes cum camera in specu
struanter ”. In English: “If the tunnel (specus) was driven through...earth or sand, there must be massive vaulted
masonry walls”.
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Cross-sectional drawings of Rome's Cloaca Maxima
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Merckel's longitudinal view of the Cloaca Maxima. Notice what seems to be a venturi accelerator mechanism (no
moving parts) in the midsection of the above drawing (Use zoom tool to see detail).
Continued extracts of Curt Merckel's book follow:
Curt Merckel, in his circa 1899 German language book, gives us perhaps the most technically detailed description of
the Cloaca Maxima:
p. 454:
There was a concept made by the chief engineer who, according to the legend, was commissioned by
Tarquinius Priscus to create a drainage system. As a result, a discharge should be given in the plains between
the seven hills to lead heavy rainfalls away. The plain part between the hills was exposed to many floods
because it was situated so close to the river. The drainpipe should prevent the heightening of the waters and
eliminate the sources of infection of the devastating fever. The plague of fever was known in Rome for a very
long time, as can be seen by the fact that the earliest settlers dedicated their chapels and altars to the deity of
fever and related gods of the household, for instance of Cloacina, Mala Fortuna and Mefitis. In this context,
the old drainage systems of the Campagna should not be forgotten. Even in Rome, at the Capitol Hill, at the
south-west corner of the Palatine Hill, and at the west side of the Aventine Hill, similar drains have been found.
By erecting these important drainage channels, the further development of Rome was made possible. The
water amount flowing of from the Quirinal, Viminal, Esquiline, Caelius, Palatine and Capitol Hills to the old
Roman Forum were combined into a bundle and discharged into the Tiber River.
p. 455:
Jordan holds the view that by building the Cloaca and erecting the surrounding wall which was accomplished –
due to popular belief – by the Tarquinii as well, Rome received its’ specific imprint. The surrounding wall with
all its’ gates was for centuries the boundary of the City of Rome; it established the major traffic routes. The
Cloaca Maxima enabled the agricultural cultivation of the plains between the hills and the river. Presumably,
most of the Cloaca was uncovered in the beginning, at least a great deal of it. Draining was the major purpose;
in the course of time the system was used step by step to discharge human and animal garbage as well. To a
certain degree, there is a point in regarding this dual use as a disadvantage. Probably, the ancient engineers did
not know anything about how to avoid the escape of sewer gas. Thus, the Roman population was permanently
exposed to the deleterious evaporation because no cut-off devices existed. Some of the big entrances, close to
the streets, have been preserved until our days. In Pompeii, for instance. Best known is the Bocca della verita
in Rome – a marmoreal disc, five feet in diameter, with the face of Oceanus, the rain waters were streaming
through his mouth into the drainage channels.
Dionysius tells us that the drains had to be cleaned and restored due to their congestion. The censors spent a
sum of about 1.000 Talents (ca. 4 ½ Million Mark) to solve this problem. According to Hirt, the extension of
this sum is a sign that these works must have been much more than just cleaning and repairing.
Among the sewer channels of Rome there are some that were used already in ancient times. Among others,
the drainpipes of the Circus Flaminius are still in use. The most famous among the ancient drains is the Cloaca
Maxima. Her outlet is mapped by figure no. 168.
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The course of the Cloaca Maxima shows a great many of windings and lay-bys that might be caused partly
because the constructors tried to avoid existing buildings. The whole trace is similar to a watercourse in the
Campagna Region. It is highly probably to regard the Cloaca Maxima as a channeled river which flows into the
Merrana at St. Giorgio in Velabro (cf. fig. no. 169). In that respect, the development in Rome must have been
rather similar to the development in Athens. In Rome, the river bank was fixed. Then the watercourse was
overbuilt. The accuracy of this statement might be given by the fact that 22 meters behind the Basilica Julia,
p. 457:
… the ordinary Cloaca suddenly ends and an open conduit must have existed here for a certain time. The
waters of the Palatine Hill were flowing into this conduit. A theory which is supported by the fact that the
living condition in this area of miasmas were rather awkward, if not precarious.
The exact survey of the Roman sewer network is due to the Italian Engineer Pietro. Due to him, the Cloaca
Maxima consists of big Gabine ashlars stones with the following measurements: Length: 2, 50 meters, Height:
0, 80 meters, width: 1, 00 meters. The stones had been connected without grout and mortar. The walls consist
of 3 -4 ashlars layers. A semi-circular shaped arch is based upon them. This barrel vault has 7 to 9 ashlars
layers formed by accurately arranged key stones. The river bed is paved with polygonal lava stones. The
figures nos. 170 – 172 are illuminating the cross section resp. the longitudinal section of the Cloaca segment
(up to the Forum Augustum) that was discovered in 1889.
Figure No. 173 shows the cross section of Point No. 2 from the fig. no. 169 site map. Here, as it can be seen in
figure no. 173, only two original ashlars stones still exist. Above them, there is a semi-circular vault based
upon brick layers. The width of the channel is variable, depending upon the hydraulic gradient conditions.
Towards the estuary mouth, the cross section widens. This is an appropriate constellation because the quantity
of water that has to be drained is also increasing. At this point, south of the Forum Romanum, the Channel
leads into the area beneath the stairways of the Basilica Julia, and the vault has been replaced to make the
construction of the stairway’s bottom section possible. At this point, the Channel has a width of 1, 20 meters
and is covered with 30 cm travertine ashlars stones. But where the Cloaca meets the Basilica Julia, the cross
section is suddenly widening, the ashlars layers on both sides meet stumpy, without any sign of an integration.
Due to Narducci, this section of the Cloaca Maxima, between points Nos. 6 & 7, with a length of about 180
meters, must have been uncovered originally. Also due to the opinion of Narducci, a by-pass channel leading
into the Cloaca Maxima beneath the western pillars of the Janus quadrifons brought the waters flowing from
Capitoline Hill in eastbound direction directly into the Cloaca Maxima.
From Point No. 9 until the confluence of the Cloaca Maxima into the Marrana at St. Giorgio (fig. no. 175), the
sewer has a brick vault. Throughout the length of 13, 9 meters, the sewer is interrupted. But then it goes on
another 207 meters. The width rises from 3, 7 to 4, 5 meters. The discharge shows three vaulted Peperin
layers. This material was used during the time of construction of the outflow to cover the adjacent river bank
also. Approx. 9 meters before the Cloaca comes to pass the so called Janus quadrifons in Velabrum, the sewer
comes to an end,
p. 459:
having a height of about 1, 99 meters and a perpendicular front of travertine (fig. 174). The sequel section, 3,
19 meters high, is built with different layers. The by-pass channel mentioned above, emptying into the Cloaca
Maxima at this point, has almost the same cross section as the lower section of the Cloaca. The air shafts in fig.
176 & 178 are from a later date. Just after the Cloaca has passed the Janus quadrifons, the same covering vault
of key stones ends into a perpendicular front (fig. 177).
The adjacent 39 meters show a brick vault. Fig. 179 reproduces the longitudinal section of the Cloaca; fig. 180
is the view of the sewer at Point No. 10.
In many cases, the extensive drainage networks built in many cities in antiquity were of use only to a very
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small part of the population. In Rome, for instance, it was not an obligation to connect the houses (“insulae”)
with the drainage system. Real estate speculations were running wild in those days, so it is not very probable
that the landlords did more investments than it was regulated by law. According to Livy, it was only regulated
that the drainage channels in private homes had to be built on the landlords' own expenses, they had to pay the
cloaricum exactly for that purpose. Initially, the sewers were put under the control of the censors, later of the
aedils and eventually of the Curatores cloacorum.
Concerning the canalization, Pompeii allows us a good insight into the conditions of Ancient Roman rural
towns. Nissen's opinion is that this city never ever had a Cloaca system like in Rome. Almost every house led
the drainage directly into the streets. The pavement was continuously curved; so the waters were gathering at
the curbstones. To cross the pavement – which was probably wet very often – on dry ground, special stepping
stones were placed in the middle of the street. The tenants were responsible both for …
p. 460:
… the maintenance of the plaster and the unrestricted drainage of the waters. Before the invention of the
sidewalks, the kennel must have been situated in the middle of the road. The waters flew off through discharge
apertures – sometimes, here and there, they are still visible today in the sidewalks. But Nissen thinks that
subterranean drainpipes were erected only at those places where greater amounts of waters were flowing off –
for instance, at the Forum Romanum or at the Stabian therms. These drainpipes are in evidence to be seen on
page 442, fig. 165.
Numerous drainpipes are to be found beneath the ruins of Nicomedia. This city is situated at the flank of a hill.
She was built terraced. The various terraces were separated from each other by supporting walls. The
lowermost terrace, initially situated directly at the sea, disposes of three flying buttresses with a distance of
approx. three meters to each other. Drain pipes are leading to these buttresses. These pipes are big enough in
their cross section that a man can walk into them without any problems. These pipes were made first and
foremost to discharge the rain waters safely.
At the bottom of a hill in Orange, the ancient Arausio, there used to be a marsh. The sewage water of this city
was lead into the marsh. To protect the lower districts of Arausio from flooding in case of heavy rainfall, a
drainpipe was laid. Via the Meague River the waters were discharged into the Rhone. The width of this main
collector was up to two meters.
In Aosta, a consistent sewer system was available. The pipe disposes of a clear width of 0, 64 meters to 0, 85
meters...
p. 461:
… and a height of 1, 68 meters. On the back side, the pipe is 1, 33 meters beneath the road bed. The upper part
is vaulted in a semi-circular shape.
In Paris, fragments of the former drainpipes from Roman Times are still preserved upon the isle of Notre
Dame. The height of these pipes is 0, 60 meters, the width 0, 50 meters.
Remnants of Roman drainpipes have been found in Cologne and in Treves, Germany. Fig. 181 shows the cross
section of the channel which was exposed in the neighborhood of Alteburg in Cologne. Interestingly enough
are the applied forms of the cross section as well as the embedding of the pipe in blue colored clay. Another
drainpipe, exposed in the Budengasse Alley, was made out of tufa ashleys and sealed with a semi-circular
vault. The height is 2, 45 meters, the width 1, 20 meters. Most scholars believe that this channel was
presumably made for the purpose of defense.
Like in modern big cities, Ancient Rome was provided with public latrines. In a famous speech concerning the
lex Fannia, Titius mentioned the public convenience already. Also, private house-owners were designating
latrines for public use. This undertaking was charged with a tax by Emperor Vespasian. Overbeck’s opinion is
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that the therms in Pompeii were equipped with closets and flush lavatories.
These public latrines were used almost exclusively by the poor population. There was a debate whether private
houses had latrines as well – but there were many different answers to that question. Some writers believe that
vases were in use to take over the excrements, and that they were cleaned by slaves. About the place where
this clearance took place the opinions also differ.
p. 462:
But in the case of Pompeii, it has been proven that almost all the houses were equipped with latrines, which
were situated pretty close to the kitchens. The feces were gathered in pit latrines, but nothing has been found
out so far about a direct connection with the drainpipes. In most cases, the plebs got rid of the feces by
throwing it simply into the streets. This was the same habit like in Medieval times.
The sewage of the houses went directly into the streets. From there, they were discharged into channels,
drainpipes or ditches.
We do not have any information so far concerning the down-grade conditions, the ventilation within the urban
channels, or a potential prevention of the escape of sewer gas. But we know that in Rome and in other cities (in
Seleucia Pieria, for instance) the regular clearance of the sewer system was an obligation. The waterworks
authorities in Rome were obliged to provide back-up facilities of mains waters for exact this purpose.
An act of disposal, written down by Sextus Julius Frontinus, refers to this constellation and has the following
wording: “My will is that no one who has not got permission by me or my predecessors, may discharge surplus
waters because it is necessary that a certain part of the water volume delivered by the water basins is used not
only for the purpose of the city’s maintaining and clearance but also for the purpose of rinsing the drainpipes.”
In antiquity, the flowing off points of the sewers into the rivers were situated without exception within the
cities’ borders. Such an constellation must have had various evils as a result. In Rome, when the water level of
the Tiber River was high, every now and then the waters of the Cloaca Maxima were blocked back. As the
river itself was pretty heavily polluted, the so called swimming pond was established”.
The Romans quickly made extensive use of these “vaulted underground passageways”, in their system of aqueducts.

Lofty masonry arches were built by the Romans to carry the Aqueducts over valleys

Top Picture: Roman Aqueduct structure in Segovia, Spain
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Illustrations: De Aqvs Et Aqvaedvctibvs Veteris Romae, by Raphael Fabretti, published in 1680, pgs 8-9
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“cut and cover” aqueduct tunnels were extensively used where the waters would best flow underground.
(Eifel Aqueduct, Germany, circa 70 AD, (from Roman Aqueduct & Water Supply, By A. Trevor Hodge)
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The Roman Cryptoporticus:
From the Cloaca Maxima, the Romans then developed a residential/commercial use for “cut and cover” vaulted
underground passageways: the Cryptoporticus. See photos of the Palatine Cryptoporticus (Dennie), and the
Bosra Cryptoporticus (MacDonald).
“Sometimes connective, functioning as covered
passageways, Cryptoporticus are vaulted corridors.
Cool and shaded, they are occasionally found
alongside streets, sunken below pavement (Bosra)
[Syria], but much more often they lined platforms or
terraces erected to support major buildings and
functioned as ambulatories (Arles [France]; Aeminium
[Portugal]; Aosta [France]; Smyrna [Turkey]). The
street type is lit by smallish, raking windows set in the
haunch of the vault along one side”. (From: The
Architecture of the Roman Empire Volume II: An
Urban Appraisal, by William L. MacDonald, 1986, pg
117, 118)
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Fast Forward To The Nineteenth Century:
Next, we jump about 2,000 years to New York City's first Croton Aqueduct, originally designed by Maj. David Bates
Douglass circa 1833- 5, and later completed by noted engineer John B. Jervis in 1842.
While this mid nineteenth century American version of a Roman “underground vaulted passageway” was built to
convey water from Westchester County, NY to Manhattan, its relatively large cross sectional design (7.5 ft x 9 ft) is
clearly based upon the Roman Cloaca Maxima, the Aqueduct Arcade, or the Cryptoporticus, rather than a typical, small
cross section (roughly 2 ft x 4 ft), classical Roman aqueduct “specus”.
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What's An Arch, How Does It Work?
Before we go any further, let's take a brief look at precisely what an arch is, and how it works. In shape, arches can be
circular, elliptical, horse shoe shaped (basket), skew, pointed, corbel- and even perfectly flat. From: A Dissertation On
The Construction Of Arches, By G. Atwood, 1801, pg iii,v, vi, 1, 19, 20

“AN arch being formed (according to the usual modes of construction) by the apposition of wedges, or
sections of a wedge-like form, the pro perties of arches seem to be naturally derived from those of the
wedge, on which principle the inquiries in the ensuing Tract are founded.
Supposing an arch to consist of any number of sections or wedges, adjusted to equilibrium ; this arch
resting on the two abutments, may be considered analagous to a single wedge, the sides of which are in clined at an angle equal to the inclination of the two abutments the forces therefore which would be
necessary to sustain such an arch or wedge when applied perpendicularly to the sides, ought to be equal to
the reaction of the pressures on the two abutments ; this principle is found on examination to be verified by
referring to the tables annexed ;f whether the arch consists of sections, without, or with the load of superincumbent weight, and whether the angles of the sections are equal or unequal : For according to all these
tables, the weight of the semiarch is to the pressure on the corresponding abutment, or the reaction there..
of, as the sine of half the angle between the two opposite abutments, is to the radius; which is a proportion
equally applicable to the wedge, and to the arch, when adjusted to equilibrium.
From the second of these rules it appears, that the lateral or hori zontal pressure of any arch
adjusted to equilibrum depends wholly on the weight and angle between the sides of the highest, or middle
section : If therefore the weight and angle of this highest section should continue unaltered, the lateral force
or pressure will be invariably the same, however the height, the length, the span; and the weight of the
whole arch may be varied. This lateral force is called, in technical language, the drift or shoot of an arch,
and the exact determination of it has been considered as a desideratum in the practical construction of
arches.
As the exterior termination of an arch always exceeds the interior curve (usually called the curve of the
arch), the sections or wedges of which it is composed will partake of a similar dispro portion, the length of
the exterior boundary in each wedge always exceeding that of the interior. A consequence of this wedgelike form is, that the weight of each section by which it endeavours to descend towards the earth, is
opposed by the pressure the sides of it sustain from the sections which are adjacent to it. If the pressure
should be too small, the wedge will not be supported, but will descend with greater or less obliquity to the
horizon, according to its place in the arch. If the pressure should be too great, it will more than counterpoise
the weight of the section, and will force it upward. The equilibrium of the entire arch will consequently
depend on the exact adjustment of the weight of each section or wedge, to the pressure it sustains, and the
angular distance from the vertex, measured by the inclination of the lowest surface to the vertical line. This
equilibrium is understood to be established by the mutual pressure and gravity of the sections only,
independent of any aid from friction, cohesive cement, or fastenings of any kind".
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Now that we have a basic idea of what an arch is, and how it works, lets look at some simple equations for
calculating the key dimensions of a 19 th century masonry arch tunnel.
From “ A Treatise On Masonry Construction , By I. O. Baker, 1909, pg 641- 646, we glean three important “empirical”
formulas for designing a masonry arch, credited to Rankine, and known as “the English Method”. Since the entire
concept of the “empirical method” is based upon observation, we'll pick the formulas that fit best for both the Croton
Aqueduct, and the Atlantic Avenue tunnel.
Let's first take the case of the circa 1842 Croton Aqueduct:
First, for calculating the thickness of the arch at its highest point, or crown, we'll use Rankine’s method:
d(crown) = √(0.12 ¥ r²/s)
Where span “s” = 7.5 ft
And rise “r” = 3.75 ft
d = √0.225
d(crown) = 0.47434 ft x 12”/ ft = 5.69 inches by Rankine’s method.
Since the y axis of a typical period brick laid longitudinally on its edge is about 3- 1/2 “, two layers of brick arch would
be required. In fact, according to a circa 1842 scale drawing, the arch of the Croton Aqueduct is in fact 2 layers of brick
thick, and adding 0.5” for a single cement mortar joint, making the crown of the Croton Aqueduct a total of 7.5” thick.
This matches perfectly with the contemporary scale drawing.
Next, we must calculate the thickness of the arch at the springing line: To understand this particular equation, one must
first appreciate the concept of the “joint of rupture”.
Essentially, this is the joint along any arch, that is subjected to the greatest force. Since taking the sum of moments
around an arch is somewhat beyond the scope of this article, we'll use the simple fact that according to Baker, this
“joint of rupture” usually forms an angle with the vertical, between 45º and 60º. The “joint of rupture” is also
considered to be the point where the arch technically ends, and the abutment theoretically begins. The continuation of
the arch from the joint of rupture to the spring line, is considered to be a prolongation of the abutment, rather than the
arch.
By measuring the original scale drawings of the structures, and taking the joint of rupture to coincide with the joint at
which the thickness of the arch begins to increase; on the Croton Aqueduct of 1842, this angle appears to be 60º from
the vertical. For the Atlantic Avenue tunnel of 1844, this angle appears to be the average of the maxima and minima, as
cited by Baker, or 52.5º from the vertical.
So, we now have the equation for calculating the thickness of the Croton Aqueduct at its spring-line:
d(spring-line) = d(crown) ¥ Secant Θ
where Θ = angle made by joint of rupture with the vertical.
Using the trigonometric identity Secant Θ = 1 / Cosine Θ, our equation can be rewritten as:
d(spring-line) = d(crown) / Cos Θ
Plugging in the numbers, we have:
d(spring-line) = 7.5Ó ¥ (1/Cos 60°) = 7.5Ó ¥ 2 = 15”
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According to the contemporary scale drawing, t he Croton is 21” thick at its spring line. The additional 6” of thickness,
is taken to be the safety margin (40%).
Finally, for the thickness of the Croton's abutments at their base:
d(abutment) = 2/3 h
where h = clear height of abutment
Plugging in the numbers, we have:
d(abutment) = (2/3 ¥ 3.75 ft) = 2.5 ft thick at the base
Measuring from the contemporary scale drawing, t he Croton's abutments are 2.6 ft thick at their base .
The Atlantic Avenue Tunnel
In Brooklyn, circa 1844, the ancient concept of the Roman “Underground Passageway” made the technological
“jump” from water tunnels and cryptoporticus to the urban underground railway...

Since the Atlantic Avenue tunnel was built under a city street, by the “cut and cover method”, for the specific
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purpose of attaining grade separation for the LIRR, this structure is therefore the world's first transportation
Subway: urban underground railway line.
See the following link for contemporary historical documentation:
http://brooklynrail.net/images/aa_tunnel/new_research/oct_09/events_leading_to_tunnel_creation.pdf
The ½ mile arch of the tunnel consists of 5 layers of high quality red burned brick, laid in bond with headers
and stretchers, and additional external Spandrel material- Mica Schist rubble masonry (Manhattan bedrock)
between the joint of rupture and the spring line, all layed in a Portland cement/sand mortar. The brick headers
interconnect the 5 layers of the brick arch, thereby further strengthening the arch. The tunnel's abutments
(walls) consist of massive Mica Schist rubble masonry, thoroughly grouted with Portland cement/sand mortar.
Lets now apply these formulas to the Avenue tunnel of 1844:

Applying Rankine’s formulas, we get:
d(crown) = 2¥√(0.12 ¥ r²/s)
Where span “s” = 21 ft
And rise “r” = 8.0 ft
Note that in this particular application of Rankine's tunnel arch formula, we have doubled the result, as per
Baker's instructions, to account for the fact that the tunnel is built within a sand matrix.
d(crown) = 2 ¥ √(0.12 ¥ 8²/21)
d(crown) = 2¥ 0.604743 ft
d(crown) = 1.209486 ft = 14.50 inches by Rankine’s method.
The actual measured thickness at the crown, is 20” (1.60 ft). It's assumed that the difference of 5.5 inches, is
a safety factor of 38% at the crown.
For calculating the thickness of the Atlantic Avenue tunnel at its spring-line:
d(spring-line) = d(crown) ¥ Secant Θ
where Θ = angle made by joint of rupture with the vertical.
Again, using the trigonometric identity Secant Θ = 1 / Cosine Θ, our equation can be rewritten as:
d(spring-line) = d(crown) / Cos Θ
plugging in the numbers, we have:
d(spring-line) = 14.50 inches ¥ 1/Cos 52.5º
d(spring-line) = 23.819 inches, say 24 inches.
The actual as built measured thickness at the spring-line, is 48 inches. It is assumed the 24 inch difference is
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a safety margin of 100% at the spring- line.

Now let's calculate the volume of masonry building material used in the Atlantic Avenue
tunnel.
In mathematical terms, the arch of the tunnel is “an ellipse of the semi major axis (a) and semi minor axis
(b)”. Since the ellipse is centered at the origin (0,0), polar equations can be used.
The area of an ellipse centered at (0,0) = πab
Sources: Schaum's Outline Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 2 nd Edition, pgs 15, 23.
CRC Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 31 st Edition, pg 330- 331.
Therefore, the general formula for the area of our arch of a single elliptical hemisphere is:
Area Tunnel Arch = πab/2
To obtain the area of our arch, we must subtract the area of the inner arch surface (intrado) from the area of
the outer arch surface (extrado):
Area intrado = (3.14 ¥ 8 ¥ 10.5)/2 = 131.88 ft²
Area extrado = (3.14 ¥ 9.6 ¥ 14.5)/2 = 218.54 ft²
Area tunnel arch = 218.54 ft² – 131.88 ft² = 86.66 ft²
Multiplying 86.66 ft² by 2000 ft, and then dividing by 27 ft³/ Yd³, we obtain an arch volume of 6,419 Yd³.
However, as we know from our core samples, the arch is not made entirely of brick. The arch is a constant
thickness of 20 inches of brick, and supplemented in depth with mica schist rip rap laid in Portland cement
mortar, from the joint of rupture to the spring line, as per the cross sectional view.
This was no doubt done as an economizing measure, as the Mica Schist was free, except for the cost of
cutting in Manhattan and transport to Brooklyn. The brick on the other hand, had to be purchased and
transported.
Lets now calculate the volume of brick in the arch , and then subtract this volume from the total arch
volume:
Area brick extrado = (3.14 ((10.5 + 1.6)) ¥ (8 + 1.6)/2 = 182.37 ft²
Area brick arch = Area brick extrado - Area Intrado = 182.37 ft² – 131.88 ft² = 50.49 ft²
Volume brick masonry in arch = 50.49 ft² ¥ 2,000 ft = 100,980 ft³/27 = 3,740 CY.
Deducting 20% of this volume to account for the Portland cement mortar, we get:
Sample brick taken from the tunnel, give us the following dimensions:
Length:
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8 inches =

0.666 ft

Height:
Depth:

2- 3/8 inches = 0.1979 ft
3- 5/8 inches = 0.30208 ft

Therefore, 1 brick = 0.04 ft³, making exactly 25 bricks per cubic foot, exclusive of mortar joints, which are
approximately 3/8 inch each.
By deducting 1/5 of the total volume volume of Brick masonry, to account for the volume of the hydraulic
cement mortar per cubic foot, and then dividing the result by 0.04 ft³ per brick, we get a grand total of
2,019,600 bricks in the Arch of the tunnel, exclusive of mortar joints:
100,980 ft³ – (100,980 ft³/5) = 80,784 ft³ Brick = 2,992 CY Brick, and 748 CY Portland cement mortar (for
brick) in arch.
Finally, 80,784 ft³/0.04 ft³ per Brick = 2,019,600 Bricks in the Tunnel's arch.
To calculate the volume of stone rubble masonry in the tunnel's arch:
6,419 CY(total arch) – 3,740 CY(brick masonry) = 2,679 CY Stone Rubble masonry in the arch, of which
2,143.2 CY is Mica Schist rubble, and 535.8 CY Portland cement mortar.
Finally, lets calculate the the thickness of the abutment walls at the base, and then the volume of stone
masonry contained in each of the tunnel's abutments (exclusive of the approach ramps):
d(abutment) = 2/3 h = 2(9 ft)/3 = 6 ft thick at the base of abutment. This precisely matches the as built
condition.
Area per Abutment = (9 ¥ 4) + (9 ¥ 2)/2 = 45 ft²/ (9 ft²/Yd²) = 5 Yd²
5 YD² ¥ 2,000 ft/ (9 ft²/YD²) = 3,333 Yd³ per abutment ¥ 2 = 6,666 Yd³ total volume. Our ratio of stone to
mortar per cubic yard then gives us:
6,666CY – (6,666 CY/5) = 5,332.8 CY Stone Rubble and 1,333.2 CY Portland cement mortar total
abutments.
Then total masonry work excluding approach ramps:
Stone Work:
Abutments: 6,666 Yd³
Arch: 2,679 Yd³
Sub Total Stone Work: 9,345 Yd³
Brick Work (Arch): 3,740 Yd³
Atlantic Avenue Tunnel Total Masonry Work (excluding approach ramps): 13,085 CY, of which 10,468
CY is Stone Rubble and Brick, and 2,617 CY is Portland cement mortar.
Using our proper definition of a railway subway, the second example of such a structure, is the the extant NY
& Harlem River RR tunnel located in Park Avenue South between East 33 rd Street and Grand Central
Terminal (now a vehicular tunnel). Originally, this tunnel was begun about 1836, only as an open cut through
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a major rock obstruction, called “Murray Hill”, rather than for attaining grade separation.
This open cut rock structure was later arched over with brick circa 1850, thereby converting it to an urban
grade separation tunnel, to facilitate and accommodate the real estate development, and the increased volume
of pedestrian and horse drawn vehicular traffic, occurring all around it.

Innovation doesn’t happen in a vacuum...
The third railway “subway” constructed, was London's [North] Metropolitan Railway, first proposed circa
1853, and completed circa 1863.
Essentially a 2-1/4 mile short line railroad extension of the Great Western Railway, by necessity (traffic
congestion), parts of this route had to be built in both open cut and tunnel (grade separation). It was not an
isolated rapid transit line.
Originally proposed by the City of London's tenacious Corporation Solicitor, Charles Pearson, Esq., I suspect
that he and his adherents were inspired by the tunnels in Brooklyn and Manhattan, which he, or an associate,
probably studied on a trip to New York in the late 1840's or early 1850's.
This short line railway extension was built using the “cut and cover”, as well as the “open cut” methods,
under both streets and private property, to attain grade separation (congested streets) for the Great Western
Railway's new passenger and freight access to the Thames River via downtown London.
This structure is virtually identical in concept and execution to the Atlantic Avenue tunnel. However,
the Metropolitan line tunnel was built to accommodate the 7 foot gauge trains of the GWR.
It needs to be adequately noted, however, that London's Metropolitan Railway wasn’t originally all
contained within a tunnel, nor was it built as a strictly local, self contained, rapid transit line...
Writing of London's original Metropolitan Railway line, the Encyclopedia Britannica, 1911, Vol 22, page
856, states: “Wherever possible the lines were constructed in open cutting...where this was not possible,
they were built by a method suggestively called “cut and cover” . Essentially, this first line of the London
Underground is the Atlantic Avenue tunnel, but lengthened accordingly to suit its particular route.
As to its original purpose, London's Metropolitan Railway line was in fact part of a much larger system of
railways (as was the Atlantic Avenue tunnel/ LIRR). London's Metropolitan Railway was also built to
provide rail freight service to the massive Smithfield cattle stockyards and meatpacking facilities, pictured
below. The original function of this London “underground” line was “mixed use” to say the least... I quote
from Slaughter (1860):
The main purpose of the Metropolitan Railway, as is well known, is the making [of] a line from the
Great Western at Paddington to a point on the eastern side of Victoria Street (Holborn) “.
Slaughter goes on to write: “the...Metropolitan Railway will be thus placed in direct railway
communication not only with Dover and the Continent, but also with the southern portions and
suburbs of the metropolis [London] ”, and further, “Arrangements have been made by this Company
[Metropolitan Railway], and the Great Western Railway Company, with the Corporation [City of
London] for the use of the ground under the [Smithfield] market for the purposes of a goods'
station “. Also of note, is this Wikipedia article on the history of the Smithfield market:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smithfield,_London
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Above Picture: “before the Metropolitan line was built, herds of cattle were driven through the streets of
London to Smithfield Market, causing massive traffic congestion problems” (London, a Social History,
Roy Porter, 2001, p193)
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Railway Intelligence, by Mihill Slaughter, No XI, Dec 31, 1860, pg 114- 115 gives us a detailed, first hand
account, as to the origins and purposes, of the first of the London Underground lines:
METROPOLITAN.
Incorporated by 16 and 17 Vict., cap. 186, passed 15th August, 1853.
POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE UNDERTAKING.
The North Metropolitan (as the Company was originally called) became incorporated as far back as 1853,
but until 1859 could scarcely be said to have taken any firm hold on the investing public. That it has at
length done so is principally owing to the tact, perseverance, and influence of Mr. Charles Pearson, the City
Solicitor, who having induced the Corporation to recognise their own interests in furthering the scheme, was
at last able to conclude a subscription in their name for 20,000 £10 shares. From this period the undertaking
has made steady progress, and its complete realisation is now a mere question of time.
The main purpose of the Metropolitan Railway, as is well known, is the making a line from the Great
Western at Paddington to a point on the eastern side of Victoria Street (Holborn). Other objects more or
less tending to the advantage of the Company have since been added, and these may be best explained in
the following summary, compiled from the August (1860) Report of the Metropo litan Board :The Corporation of London have obtained the sanction of Parliament to establish extensive markets in
Smithfield for the sale of meat and provisions, and to afford to Railway Companies facilities there, not
only for traffic for the purposes of the markets, but also for receiving and delivering goods for the general
trade of the city and the central districts of the metropolis.
An Act has been passed for a short line to connect the railway with the new markets, and with the large
and convenient railway station which will there be formed.
Arrangements have been made by this Company, and the Great Western Railway Company, with the
Corporation for the use of the ground under the market for the purposes of a goods' station
[Editor's Note: sounds a lot like the original LIRR passenger/ freight terminal at Atlantic Avenue &
Columbia Street, and later at Flatbush & Atlantic Ave].
The rent to be paid by the two Companies for this large space is fixed at £ 2,000 per annum; the
Companies bearing the cost of excavating the substructure and its retaining walls, and also a portion of the
cost of the roof, the Corporation defraying the larger portion of the latter outlay, and all charges
incidental to the erection of the market.
The London, Chatham, and Dover Company having obtained powers to extend their line to join the railway
of the Company at its present terminus in Victoria Street (Holborn), the system of the Metropolitan
Railway will be thus placed in direct railway communication not only with Dover and the Continent, but also
with the southern portions and suburbs of the metropolis.
Considering the enormous traffic which the Metropolitan Railway will undoubtedly be required to
accommodate, and more especially the need of space near the proposed goods' depot at Smithfield, the
Company have purchased the whole of the vacant land belonging to the Corporation of London on the
eastern side of Victoria Street (Holborn), and north of West Street. For this land, in quantity 5 acres 19
perches, the purchase money has been agreed at £ 179,157, of which £60,000 will be paid in money during
the next 12 months, from August, 1860, and the remainder by a rent-charge at the rate of 41 per cent.
per annum, redeemable in 40 years.
PROGRESS OF WORKS.
The works have been satisfactorily let on guaranteed contracts to experienced Contractors, who have
promptly commenced operations. Speaking generally, the works, both at King's Cross and at Paddington,
are in full progress, and a very considerable portion of the land for the line and stations has been purchased,
and the buildings thereon are being rapidly cleared
PROPOSED EXTENSION TO (OR NEAR) THE BANK.
Although the stations at Victoria Street (Holborn), and Smithfield will no doubt be sufficient for the
previously contemplated traffic of the railway, it is felt that a station nearer to the Bank is a public
requirement; and an application will be made to Parliament in the 1861 session for an extension from
Smithfield to Finsbury Circus. The length of this extension will scarcely exceed half-a-mile, and it is
considered that the property through which it would pass is not of a costly description.
It is believed that no preference stock need be created for this purpose, but that the necessary cost may be
readily provided for by means of a separate capital of the Metropolitan Company, as the vast traffic over
this portion of the line, comprising the combined traffic of both the Metropolitan and London, Chatham,
and Dover Railways, will, it is believed, secure a satisfactory dividend on the capital expended.
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Great Innovations in the history of “subways” 1886 – 1904

1. the next major innovation in
subway construction was: The
“deep tubes” built for the
London Underground, circa
1886, using the Greathead
Shield (a very early form of a
tunnel boring machine).

Illustration of the “Beach /
Greathead Shield”
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Picture of the “Beach /
Greathead Shield”

2. Circa 1893, the Budapest
(Hungary) subway was opened,
the first to utilize steel beams
and reinforced concrete as its
major structural “cut and cover”
elements, rather than brick and
stone masonry work.
The drastically increased cost of
labor during the 1890's,
precluded any further great
works of brick and stone
construction, the cost of which
had become prohibitive. Steel
and concrete lent themselves
well to mechanized mass
production methods.

The Boston Subway:
In January, 1894, the concept of an urban underground railway, pioneered under Brooklyn's Atlantic Avenue
in 1844, made a full circle back to the U.S...
Boston's Board of Subway Commissioners was appointed, with certain authority, to build “an elongated
cellar" as it was called at the time, under Boston Commons, known as the “Hub”.
Built to remove 67 distinct streetcar lines from the surface (grade separation once again, as it always is with
subways), this tunnel, built of concrete and steel using the “cut and cover” method (as per the Budapest
subway), was only ¾ of a mile in length when first opened to the public on September 1, 1897 . On the
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Boylston Street side of the Common, it cuts through a an old cemetery. A total of 910 bodies were dug up,
and reburied.
(Sources: The Journal of the Franklin Institutute, November, 1897, pg 393; Elliott's Magazine, August,
1899, pg 45- 46.)
3. New York City's first IRT
subway line, which opened
circa 1904. The line's designer,
William Barclay Parsons,
innovated the concept of a 4
track subway route. In this way,
two distinct services could be
operated simultaneously along
the same route: both an
“Express” and a “Local” line.
See fig # __, encyclopedia
Britannica

EPILOGUE:
As this piece is partially "New York City Centric", I think it proper to mention three "pioneer" NYC tunnels,
that while not built as grade separation subways by "cut and cover", are still historically note worthy in
themselves:
I) New York & Harlem RR,
circa 1837 (MTA Metro-North
Tunnel in Manhattan)
First, is the tunnel blasted
through very tough rock in
northern Manhattan, by the New
York & Harlem RR, circa 1837.
The NY&H RR, was the world's
first horse drawn streetcar
operation. Built by hand with
nothing more than gun powder,
the Mt. Prospect tunnel is still in
constant use, containing the
MTA's Metro North center
express tracks, under Park
Avenue between 92nd- 94th St.
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2) Haskins Hudson River Tunnel (PATH Train Tunnels) 1874
Next, we have the very tragic "Haskins Hudson River Tunnel", begun in 1874, now PATH's uptown north
tunnel. The following narration is extracted from the Encyclopedia Americana, 1920, Vol. 27, pg 152- 153:
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3) Beach Pneumatic Subway Tunnel (1869)
No discussion on the New York City "underground", would be complete without mentioning the circa 1869
Beach Pneumatic Tube. The following is an illustrated article on "Beach's Tube", which appeared in the
February 24, 1912 edition of Scientific American . At that time, it was rediscovered- and said to have been
completely destroyed, by the City's subway contractor, Degnon Underpinning.
As per the photograph and caption at the center of Scientific American page 176, Beach's tunnel extended
under City Hall park, to a certain metal grating. As the photos were made in 1912, this entrance to Beach's
tube, and section of tunnel, obviously survived the construction of the IRT City Hall loop, circa 1904.
Could a section of Beach's tube still exist today, under City Hall park? The photo gives us 2 geometric
reference points: the windows on the building in the background, and the tree in the foreground...anyone care
for a stroll in the park?
Continued on next Page:
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Why Rail Has 20X Energy Saving Advantage
Over Rubber Tire Road Vehicles - The
Science of Locomotion
Introduction
The study of the old and largely forgotten scientific principals behind what makes trains and
railroads work, is an interesting field. For example, one would think that the heavier the train, the
more energy per unit weight would be needed to move it. In reality, the reverse is true: as the
weight of the rail cars goes up, the energy per ton required to propel the train goes down. It
takes much less energy per unit weight (lbs f/Ton) to move a 20 car train, than to move a 5 car
train- and still even less energy per ton, than a locomotive running by itself ! (See the graph
from the circa 1911 Encyclopedia Britannica). Note: this phenomenon DOES NOT apply to
rubber tire vehicles, because of certain factors due to friction, such as "fractional hysteretic
energy loss" and "contact modulus [elastic stiffness] ".
The Physics Behind Transportation Energy Efficiency
On the Atlantic Avenue tunnel tour, one of the many things we discuss, is the contemporary
soot deposits left on the interior of the tunnel's arch. There is surprisingly little. Why? Low
powered steam engines = small soot deposit.
Some of the LIRR's locomotives, such as their "Planet" types (Hicksville, John A. King),
produced as little as 30 HP, the same amount of work energy produced by a modern "ride on
top" lawn mower. At the time (1844), the LIRR was the fastest railroad in the U.S., operating
trains at peak speeds of 50- 60 mph (average speed 38 mph). How could a fast, heavy train
possibly be moved by a force of only 30 HP?
In the early 19th century, it was discovered by empirical observation, that it only took 8 (eight)
pounds of force to move a one- ton weight (or 1/248th part of the whole weight) on a level
railroad. (Note: This value was formerly called "Train Resistance". The modern term is "Starting
Resistance", which can also apply to highway vehicles). The value cited reflected the primitive
friction bearings of the time. It was also discovered, that a force 20 times greater, or 160 pounds
(1/12th part of the whole weight) was required to move a one- ton weight on a contemporary
[level] common road. Source: American Railroad Journal (ARJ), June 2, 1832, pg 354.
It should be further noted, that "Starting Resistance" is the force required to get an object at a
dead stop moving, and is substantially greater than "Rolling Resistance", which is the force
required to keep an object already rolling, moving at the same final rate. However, our
immediate interest is only in the force required to start a train or truck from a dead stop- simply
the "Starting Resistance" aka "Train Resistance". We will take up the topic of the comparative
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"Rolling Resistance" between steel wheeled railway vehicles, and large rubber tire road
vehicles, and its direct effects on energy efficiency (rail is far superior), towards the end of this
piece.
First, we're going to perform our calculations in the strictly old school way, only accounting for
the factor “Starting Resistance”, reflected at different operating speeds. While this original
method accounts for the energy required to accelerate from a dead stop to operating speed, in
which a modern diesel electric locomotive has about a 10X energy demand advantage over a
truck accelerating to 50 mph (a circa 1830's steam locomotive had a 6X advantage over a truck
accelerating to 50 mph), it literally only tells half the story. Later, we'll re-calculate using a
modern approach, which will reveal the extreme 20X energy efficiency advantage rail has over
all types of large rubber tire road vehicles. The advantage in efficiency that railroads have over
road transport, is in the rail itself rather than the motive power. There's less friction on account
of the relative inelasticity of the wheel and rail.
The key common factor between these physical relationships, is a level surface, which the LIRR
has, by way of its natural geology. In general practice, railroad grades are kept as low as
possible. This sometimes led to circuitous routes around mountains, or the use of bridges,
tunnels, cuttings, embankments or "switchbacks". At the other extreme, some coal railroads in
Pennsylvania were powered by gravity.

A look at the specifications and capabilities of some of the very earliest railway
locomotives, and comparisons to modern trucks and locomotives:
In the formulas used in this piece, the results are expressed in terms of Power, Speed, Weight
and Force. For example, we refer to the formula HP = PLAN / 33,000, which comes into play a
little bit later.
To clarify, Work = (force x distance). However, HP and TP (Tractive Power) are measures of
Power = (force x distance) / time.
A less descriptive, but simpler and more versatile (steam, diesel or electric) method of
determining locomotive HP, other than HP = PLAN/33,000, which only worked for steam
locomotives, is as per the mathematical relationship between HP, TP and Speed “S” (mph),
described (in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fireman's and Enginemen's Magazine, Vol XLVI,
Jan- June 1909) by the following formula:
HP =(TP x S) / 375
For a brief, but good, explanation of the inter-relationship between HP, TP, Speed, “Train
Resistance”, “Speed Resistance” and “Grade Resistance”, see the ca 1909 writing cited above,
pg 841- 842 here.
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It is known*, that the small "Planet" type engines of the period, [at 30 HP power output],
produced a Tractive Effort (T.E.) in the range of 1,450 lbs to 1,550 lbs. on level track. Let's do
the arithmetic: 1,550 lbs / 8 lbs / Ton = 193.75 Tons total train weight.
Using the equation**
S = (375 x HP) / T.E. (lbs.)
Where:
S = Speed in mph,
HP = Horsepower,
T.E. (lbs) = ( Train Weight (Tons) x 8 lbs/Ton)
And Setting:
HP = 30
T.E. (lbs) = (193.75 Tons x 8 lbs) /Ton = 1,550 lbs.
S = 7.2 mph
Let's now speed things up a bit, to 20 mph...and further define Tractive Power (TP):
Tractive Power (TP), also known as Tractive Effort (TE) is only one of the factors used in
calculating the relationships between HP, gross train weight and speed. Refer back to the
formula HP = (TP (lbs) x S) / 375.
The required TP in lbs, is the (gross train weight in Tons x Train Resistance in lbs/Ton).
On level track, “Train Resistance“ was cited as 8 lbs/Ton back in 1832, and was about the same
in the ca 1909 writing. The ca 1909 writing cited basic “Train Resistance”, (or "Friction
Resistance" as they referred to it) as 6 lbs/Ton, but then they added a minimum of an additional
2lbs/Ton for "Speed Resistance", bringing us back to a total “Train Resistance” of 8 lbs/Ton.
By substitution, we get gross train weight
GCW (Tons) = (375 x HP) / (S x 8),
Or,
HP = [GTW (Tons) x 8 lbs/Ton x S] / 375
Tractive Power (TP) of a steam locomotive can also be expressed by the following formula:
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Tractive power equals the square of cylinder diameter, times stroke in inches, times mean
effective pressure per square inch [boiler psi x 0.85], divided by the diameter of the driving
wheel in inches. Put in the shape of a formula this is :
Tractive power in pounds = (d ² x S x P) / D
Where:
d = diameter of cylinder
S = length of stroke in inches,
P = mean effective pressure.
D = diameter of driving wheel.
Source: The Americana Encyclopedia, 1912, Vol 13, pg 51
Now, lets look closer at a key factor in both TP and HP: level track.
As per the the American RR Journal of 1832, once grades are introduced, the railroad starts to
lose its efficiency. This is why railroads had to be laid on as level right of way as possible.
Otherwise, circuitous routes, tunnels, bridges, cuts, embankments, inclined planes or
switchbacks had to be used. This concept is also restated in the ca 1909 writing.
If you incorporate grades (causes power requirement spiking) on your railroad route, the HP
required increases drastically, by a factor of [20 lbs for each per cent of grade]. As per the ca
1909 writing, assuming a grade of 3.6%, we then get the following formula:
HP = (70 x 20 x [20 x 3.6]) / 375 = 268.8
Where:
70 = gross train weight in Tons
20 = Speed in mph
[20 x 3.6] = "Grade Resistance" factor
What this means, is if the maximum grade on your railroad is 3.6%, your engine must be able to
produce 268.8 HP, but only while its pulling the train over the hill at 20 mph. However, the same
engine only needs to produce 30 HP to pull the same 70 Ton train at 20 mph on level track.
Here's an electrical analogy. My High School music teacher had a particular stereo amp that
could put out a maximum 200 watts / channel (1 HP = 746 Watts). It had Watt meters on its
speaker outputs. At normal volume, the amp never put out more than 3 to 5 watts / channel into
the big speakers. However, at the loudest crescendos, it sometimes momentarily spiked up to
100 + watts / channel. They key thing, is the amp had to have enough reserve power to get over
the momentarily increased peak power demand requirements, which corresponds to the grades
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on a railroad.
To improve efficiency in any system, get rid of the "demand peaks", and a lower constant power
level will be enough to keep things flowing at a “high” constant rate.
The following calculations were empirically confirmed by runs made in 1830 and 1831 on the
Liverpool and Manchester Railway. The original (and most primitive) Planet locomotive (9 Tons)
drew a train of 18 "waggons" (four wheel rail cars) weighing some 80 Tons at 14 mph on level
track. According to the formula HP = (80 Ton x 8 lbs/Ton x 14 mph) / 375, the Planet engine
was exerting 23.8 HP. The Planet had only two driving wheels (2-2-0) wheel arrangement.
The equally primitive engine Samson (10 Tons), drew a train of 30 "waggons" weighing 164.5
Tons, at a speed of 20 mph on level track. According to the same formula, the Samson was
exerting 70 HP. The Samson had 4 driving wheels, of smaller diameter than the Planet's, they
were of coupled (0-4-0) wheel arrangement, and also had larger cylinder bore (larger engine
displacement) than the Planet.
The Samson consumed its coke fuel at a rate of slightly less than 1/3 pound/mile/Ton.
Note, the Samson was the same basic machine as the John Bull rebuild/replica locomotive
currently on display at the Smithsonian.
Further, the American Railroad Journal of Aug 1, 1842, pg 90, states a train carrying 1,608
barrels of flour, of 200 Tons weight, was drawn from Albany to Boston.
Let's now calculate the HP output of the Samson locomotive, at 20 mph and a train weight of
164.5 Tons.
Using the formula***
HP = (PLAN) / 33,000, where:
P = 0.85 x Boiler Pressure in psi.
L = 2 times the stroke length in feet
A = area of piston in inches sq
N = rpm = revolutions / minute
Plugging in the data****;
P = 0.85 x 60 psi = 51 psi
L = (2 x 16") / 12" = 2.6 ft
A = 3.14 x [7" squared] = 154 inch sq
N = 123 rpm - how did we get this number? 1 mi/hr = 5,280 ft / 60 min = 88 ft/min; 20 mph = 20
x 88 ft/min = 1,760 ft/min; the driver diameter is 4.5 ft; driver circumference = 3.14 x 4.5 =
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14.13ft / 1 revolution; (1,760 ft/min) / 14.31 ft/rev. = 123 rpm.
We get the following results for the Samson engine:
HP = (51 x 2.6 x 154 x 123) / 33,000 = 76 HP. Lets say 70 HP, to agree with formula 1.
Using the same formula, with the Planet engine's empirical and specification data; (same
pressure= 51, same stroke= 2.6, 11" diameter piston; radius = diameter/2; A= 3.14 x (5.5
squared)= 95 inch sq; with 5 ft drivers at 14 mph, we have 3.14 x 5 ft/rev= 15.7 ft/rev and 14 x
88 ft/min= 1,232 ft/min, rpm= (1,232ft/min) / (15.7 ft/rev) = 78.5
Therefore, we get 29.96 HP for the Planet type engine. Lets say 30 HP, to agree with the
historical information cited above.
As we can see from the formula HP = (TP x S) / 375, circa 1830's locomotives could pull a 70
ton train on level track at 20 mph, with only 29.8 HP.
Let's compare the ratios of horsepower to maximum weight, on level ground, and at 20 mph.
Using the same formula above, setting the speed of the Planet type engine to 20 mph, at 30HP
we get a maximum train weight of 70.3 Tons.
Therefore, for the circa 1830 Planet type railway steam engine, at 20 mph, the horsepower to
weight ratio was: 30 HP/70.3 Ton = 0.4267 HP/Ton. For the circa 1831 Samson type
locomotive, the horsepower to weight ratio was 70 HP/164.5 Ton = 0.425 HP/Ton.
Efficiency comparison between Primitive Locomotives and Modern Tractor Trailers (at
20mph Speed)
Compare the above weight ratios to those of a modern highway tractor- trailer. For example, a
typical popular make of truck tractor, has a "GVW" (gross vehicle weight) of 39 Tons. Its modern
diesel engine produces 440 HP. Its GCW (gross combined weight = tractor + trailer + load) is 70
Tons. This means the modern highway truck tractor can only draw less than 2 times (1.79) its
own weight.
Compare the tractor- trailer weight ratio numbers to those of the small, light weight (10 Ton)
Samson steam locomotive drawing 16.45 times its own weight, with only 70 HP. In terms of
comparative "weight only" ratios, the early 19th century railway steam locomotive was 9.2 times
more efficient than today's highway tractor- trailers [16.45 Samson locomotive weight ratio / 1.79
tractor- trailer (Mack "Granite Elite") weight ratio] !
For the modern tractor- trailer the horsepower to weight ratio is 440 HP/70 Ton = 6.285 HP/Ton.
By dividing 6.285 HP/Ton (tractor- trailer) by 0.4267 HP/Ton (Planet type steam engine), we find
that at 20 mph, in terms of the comparative horse power to maximum weight ratio, the circa
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1830 railway steam engine is 14.7 times more efficient than a modern tractor- trailer !
To restate our data back into the original circa 1832 terms of "force per Ton" required to move 1
ton on a railroad, compared to the "force per ton" currently required to move 1 ton on a highway,
we perform the following conversions:
Using James Watt's definition of a horsepower (circa 1783), I derived these conversion factors:
As per Watt, 1 HP = 33,000 (ft x lbsf) / min
Therefore,
In the case of the circa 1830 steam locomotives, plugging in data from above, we have:
0.43 Hp / Ton = (33,000 x [0.43 (ft x lbsf)/min]) / (1 Ton/2,000 lbs) = 7.1 lbs / Ton "Starting
Resistance"- not accounting for bearing friction
Assuming bearing friction accounts for an additional 11.25 %, we get 7.1 lbs/ Ton x 1.1125 = 7.9
lbs/ Ton, "Starting Resistance" or 1/253 part of the gross combined train weight (locomotive +
cars + payload). Note the ca. 1832 empirical values for "Starting Resistance" (train) as cited
above, were 8 lbs/ Ton, and 1/248th of the GCW.
For the modern truck tractor (Mack "Granite Elite"), plugging in data from above, we have:
6.285 HP / Ton = (33,000 x [6.285 (ft x lbsf]) / (1 Ton/2,000 lbs) = 103.7 lbs / Ton "Starting
Resistance"- not counting bearing friction:
103.7 lb / Ton x 1.1125 = 115.4 lbs / Ton "Starting Resistance", or 1/17th part of the Gross
Combined Weight (GCW)
It appears that at a speed of 20 mph, the efficiency of a standard highway vehicle has not
improved much from the cited circa 1832 value of 1/12 part of the GCW !!
Therefore, during the days of primitive steam powered railroads circa 1830's, moving a
ton by rail at 20 mph was 14.6 times more efficient than moving a ton at 20 mph by
modern truck !!
Efficiency comparison between Primitive Locomotives and Modern Tractor Trailers (at
40mph Speed)
Let's now consider a speed of 40 mph:
Its seems obvious from the formulas, that if you want to double the train speed from 20 mph to
40 mph, you have to double the horsepower, and so forth.
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Doubling the speed (and thereby the HP) of the American made "tea kettle"engines of the
1830's, from 20 mph to 40 mph, was easy thanks to Matthias Baldwin and his improved steam
fitting joint (ca 1834).
Overnight, boiler pressure in Baldwin's American made locomotives was doubled, from 60 psi to
120 psi, thereby doubling the engine HP- and the possible speed. Source: History of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, 1907, pg 20: . Refer to the formula HP = (PLAN) / 33,000.
Efficiency comparison between Primitive Locomotives and Modern Tractor Trailers
(acceleration from 0 to 50 mph Speed)
When moving freight, high speed is not the main priority. Fifty mph is plenty. Some truckers like
to use excessive speed, because they want to do the most runs in the least time possible, to
satisfy their own personal economic reasons- and they waste lots of fuel and peoples lives
doing it.
For empirical data, tests were done on a British railroad (Grand Junction Rwy) during 1839. Due
to their notoriously level track, the British commonly achieved both high speed, and a high
payload, [30 mph average (includes starting and stopping time at 8 “stoppages”- about 40- 50
mph peak), 82 Ton gross train weight (GCW), over a 190 mile distance) using a common
locomotive of the period, exerting 87 HP (using the formula HP = [(GCW (Tons) x 8 lbs/Ton) x
S] / 375.
This data yields a steam locomotive power to weight ratio of 87 HP / 82 Ton = 1.06 HP / Ton at
50 mph
Source: Railway Machinery, by Daniel Kinnear Clark, 1855, see pg 11, 17, and the table on pg
20, columns 1 and 7: The LIRR, and later the high speed (for the period) Hudson River RR,
were built according to this British design paradigm.
A modern truck will use 440 HP to pull a 70 Ton GCW (6.285 HP/Ton) at about the same speed:
nearly 6 times more horsepower is required per Ton by truck, than the circa 1830's
locomotive at 50 mph, as per the formula 6.285 HP/Ton (truck) / 1.06 HP/Ton (locomotive).
Since 1 HP equals approximately 2,545 BTU/hour, in terms of thermal energy required at 50
mph, the modern tractor- trailer requires 1,119,800 BTU/hour to draw a GCW of 70 Tons. This
corresponds to 6.285 HP / Ton x (2,545 BTU / hour) = (15,995.325 BTU / hour) / Ton (truck).
The circa 1830's steam locomotives required only 189,857 BTU's/hour (16%), to draw the same
GCW at the same speed. This corresponds to 1.06 HP / Ton x (2,545 BTU / hour) = (2,697.7
BTU / hour) / Ton (steam locomotive).
In summary, if you keep your railroad track as close to a zero grade as possible, you
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never need to produce more than 30 HP to pull your 70 Ton train at up to 20 mph, or 87
HP to pull an 82 Ton GCW train at up to 50 mph (1.06 HP / Ton). This corresponds to 74.6
HP required to draw a 70 Ton GCW train at 50 mph, (1.06 HP/Ton) as per HP = [(GCW (70
Tons)) x 8 lbs/Ton x 50 mph] / 375.
Modern diesel electric railroad locomotives have a much greater energy efficiency
advantage over diesel trucks.
According to the current AREMA Manual, Volume 1, Chapter 2, pg 55- 57, a typical diesel
electric locomotive will produce 3,000 HP, and the “Starting Resistance” (our “Train Resistance”
of ca. 1830's) for roller bearing wheels (above 32° F), is cited as 5 lbs/ Ton. Using our simplified
HP equation, we get:
TP = (3,000 HP x 375) / 50 mph = 22,500 lbs
Then,
GCW (Tons) = (375 x HP) / (S (mph) x 5 lbs/Ton),
GCW (Tons) = (375 x 3,000) / (50 x 5) = 4,500
Therefore, the power to weight ratio of a modern railroad locomotive at 50 mph, is 3,000 HP /
4,500 Ton = 0.666 Hp /Ton (diesel locomotive).
Since 1 HP equals approximately 2,545 BTU/hour, in terms of (energy consumed per hour) per
horsepower, for the modern locomotive, we get:
0.666 HP / Ton x 2,545 BTU / hour = (1,694.97 BTU / hour) / Ton (diesel locomotive), as
compared to (15,995.325 BTU / hour) / Ton (diesel truck).
Therefore, in terms of energy demand at starting and acceleration from 0 to 50 mph, as per the
formula [(15,995.325 BTU / hour) / Ton (truck)] / [(1,694.97 BTU / hour) / Ton (locomotive)], the
modern diesel electric locomotive is 9.4 (say 10X) times more energy efficient than a
diesel truck or bus (upon starting and initial acceleration) ! See: The Next Progressive Era:
A Blueprint for Broad Prosperity", by Phillip Longman, pg 151.
Trucks Vs.Trains : Energy required to keep objects moving at a constant speed
So far, all of our calculations have been based strictly on “old school” methods of calculating
energy requirements, which do not differentiate between the energy needed to start a train or a
truck from a dead stop, and the much lower energy input needed to then keep it moving at a
constant speed.
All the foregoing calculations have essentially been functions of “Starting Resistance”. Now, let's
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be more specific, and take a look at the energy required to overcome “Rolling Resistance”, and
thereby maintain an already moving vehicle at a constant speed:
Rolling Resistance- the force needed to keep a rolling vehicle moving at a constant
speed:
Once any vehicle starts moving, it takes a lot less force (energy) to keep it moving at the same
rate, than what it required to start it moving in the first place. To keep things simple, by avoiding
the use of trigonometric functions, we will again assume a level surface in all instances.
At the same speed, same load (GCW) and on level ground, any steel wheeled railway
vehicle is 24.6 times more energy efficient than any large rubber tire road vehicle,
regardless of the type of power source.
Let's see why:
We start off with Newton's famous second law :
F = ma
setting a = g = 32 ft/second²
We now have

F = W (weight) = mg
Coulomb's classic model of friction is given as:

Ff < µFn
Where

Ff is the force exerted by friction (in the case of equality, the maximum possible

magnitude of this force), µ is the coefficient of friction, which is an empirical property of the
contacting materials, and

Fn is the normal force exerted between the surfaces.

Since in our case the track/road is level,
Normal Force = F = W (weight)
And let

µ = Crr
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Therefore, the formula for calculating "Rolling Resistance" is given as:

Ff (lbs) = [W (lbs)] x Crr
Where:
W = weight (lbs) = "GCW" (lbs)
Crr = coefficient of rolling resistance (dimensionless)

Ff = Rolling Resistance

Let's now apply the following data: (for sources see ***** end note)
W = 70 tons (140,000 lbs)
Crr (road truck rubber tires on pavement) = 0.01479
Crr (Railway steel wheels on steel rails) = 0.0006
Therefore, in the case of any large rubber tire road vehicle, no matter what the energy source:

Ff (truck) = 140,000 lbs x 0.01479 Crr (truck) = 2,070.6 lbs / 70 Tons = 29.58 lbs/ Ton, is
required to keep any large rubber tire road vehicle moving at a constant speed, no matter what
the power source.
In the case of any steel wheel railway vehicle, no matter what the power source:

Ff (Railway) = 140,000 lbs x 0.0006 Crr (Railway) = 84 lbs / 70 Tons = 1.2 lbs/Ton, required to
keep any steel wheel railway vehicle moving at a constant speed, no matter what the power
source.
Next, we need to derive a multiplying factor:
0.01479 Crr (truck) / 0.0006 Crr (Railway) = 24.65
As we can easily see from the formula HP = (TP x S) / 375, HP is directly proportional to TP. As
we already know, as per the formula TP = [GCW x Train Resistance], TP is directly proportional
to Train Resistance (TR) when starting/accelerating, and also directly proportional to Rolling

F

Resistance TP = ( f = GCW x Crr) when already moving at operating speed. As we have seen,
Energy Demand (BTU/hour) is also directly proportional to HP (1 HP = 2,545 BTU/hour).
Therefore, if weight (GCW) and speed are held constant, energy demand is directly proportional
to Crr.
Therefore, any steel wheel railway vehicle is 24.65 times more energy efficient than any
large rubber tire road vehicle, no matter what the power source is, as long as speed and
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GCW are held constant.
So, why is rail so much more energy efficient than pneumatic tire road vehicles? Let's refer back
to Engineering Tribology, By John Austin Williams, 2005, pg 409, and the equation for µR:

Referencing the formula directly above, "the rolling resistance of a pneumatic tire road wheel is
very much greater than that of a steel wheel on a steel rail, because of the very much lower

value of the "contact modulus" E [elastic stiffness] of a rubber tire on a concrete road, as well as
its much greater value of "fractional hysteretic energy loss" α [the energy loss expressed as a
fraction of the total input energy], when compared to those of a steel wheel on a steel rail".
Now lets calculate the relative amount of energy required by any steel wheel rail vehicle Vs. any
large rubber tire road vehicle, as long as speed and GCW are held constant:
[(1.2 lbs/Ton (rail) / 29.58 lbs/Ton (truck)] x 100 = 4.06%
The steel wheel rail vehicle will require less than 5% (1/20) the energy required by a
rubber tire road vehicle, to do the same amount of work.
However, this calculation does not include bearing friction, grade and curve friction, or
aerodynamic friction.
If we deduct 1/5, or 20% of our multiplying factor of 24.55 to account for the other forms
of mechanical friction, rail still enjoys precisely the same 20X energy advantage over
highway vehicles that it had back in 1832 !

CONCLUSION:
At the same constant speed, on level ground, drawing the same load, any steel wheeled
railway vehicle already in motion, will use only 5% (1/20) of the energy consumed by any
large pneumatic tire road vehicle already in motion. Upon starting and initial
acceleration, any steel wheeled railway vehicle will only use 10% (1/10) of the energy
demanded by any large pneumatic tire road vehicle. Further, only in the case of railroads,
Train Resistance, or Rolling Resistance, is inversely proportional to GCW (train weight).
This means, the heavier the train, the more energy efficient it becomes.
As a nod to the Electric Automobile industry, its noteworthy that theoretically, the energy
efficiency (range) of any electric automobile on any paved asphalt or concrete road, can
be increased up to 2X (doubled), through improved tire design (i.e., by using "special
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pneumatic" or "special solid" rubber tires, or a hybrid of the two).
For example, a modern light weight automobile with small "footprint" pneumatic tires,
has a rolling resistance of about 20 lbsf/ Ton on pavement. Back in 1909, they had the
standard rolling resistance of an electric car down to 15 lbsf/ Ton on asphalt. With our
modern materials, it could come down still lower.
This information has been publicly available for over a hundred years (since at least
1909). However, historical events in the early 20th century led to an abundant, plentiful
and seemingly inexhaustable oil supply. The British, in dire need of an oil supply to fuel
their Navy, discovered oil in the Persian Gulf, and by 1911, (then) cheap oil was being
pumped out of Iran. After World War I, the Standard Oil Company of California followed
suit, and began pumping vast quanities of oil out of the politically unstable countries all
around the Persian Gulf. Accordingly, anything electrically powered or "energy efficient"
was immediately relegated to the scrap heap of history- along with all the scientific
know- how and technology that went with it.
See Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers, by Frank F. Fowl, 1916, pg 1,461 (you
have to download the entire PDF to view this page). Also see: Electric Traction, by E.H.
Armstrong, 1909, pg 807- 808: And Alexander Churchward's original 1909 paper on the
Energy Consumption of Commercial Vehicles (rubber tires: pneumatic, solid and vehicle
resistance), presented before the SAE. See Norton's (of B.F. Goodrich Tire Co.) circa
1916 paper on Tires for Electric Vehicles, presented before the Electric Light Institute, on
pg 96- 113. If you can find it, also see the paper Electric Vehicle Tires, presented before
the Electric Vehicle Association of America, by F. E. Whitney, Oct. 27, 1913

* Steam Passenger Locomotives, by Brian Hollingsworth, 1982, pg 20- 22
** Source: Locomotive Fireman and Engineers Magazine, 1909, pg 841.
*** Source: Railway and Locomotive Engineering, Dec. 1907, pg 548.
**** Source: English Mechanic and World of Science, Oct. 18, 1889, pg 158
***** Note: Truck tire Crr is the average of data from SAE Technical Paper 880584, 1988, pg 4,
Table 6. The average Railway Crr is from these sources: Engineering Tribology By John Austin
Williams, 2005, pg 409- 410, and Bicycling Science By David Gordon Wilson, 2004, pgs 217 &
218, and Tractive Resistance of Rolling- Stock, by J.L. Koffman, British Railways Board,
Railway Gazette International, Vol. 120, Nov. 1964, pg 899- 902.
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Replica of the "Planet" type steam engine.

Early Wood Burning Locomotive Exhaust Partially Covering
White Washed Tunnel Roof.

"Samson" type steam engine.
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Pervious concrete
Pervious concrete (also called porous concrete, permeable concrete,
no fines concrete and porous pavement) is a special type of concrete
with a high porosity used for concrete flatwork applications that allows
water from precipitation and other sources to pass directly through,
thereby reducing the runoff from a site and allowing groundwater
recharge. Pervious concrete is made using large aggregates with little
to no fine aggregates. The concrete paste then coats the aggregates and
allows water to pass through the concrete slab. Pervious concrete is
traditionally used in parking areas, areas with light traffic, residential

A pervious concrete street

streets, pedestrian walkways, and greenhouses.[1] It is an important

application for sustainable construction and is one of many low impact development techniques used by builders to
protect water quality.

History
Pervious concrete was first used in the 1800s in Europe as pavement surfacing and load bearing walls. Cost
efficiency was the main motive due to a decreased amount of cement. It became popular again in the 1920s for two
story homes in Scotland and England. It became increasingly viable in Europe after the Second World War due to
the scarcity of cement. It did not become as popular in the US until the 1970s.

Stormwater management
The proper utilization of pervious concrete is a recognized Best Management Practice by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for providing first flush pollution control and stormwater management.[2] As regulations
further limit stormwater runoff, it is becoming more expensive for property owners to develop real estate, due to the
size and expense of the necessary drainage systems. Pervious concrete reduces the runoff from paved areas, which
reduces the need for separate stormwater retention ponds and allows the use of smaller capacity storm sewers. This
allows property owners to develop a larger area of available property at a lower cost. Pervious concrete also naturally
filters storm water and can reduce pollutant loads entering into streams, ponds and rivers.
Pervious concrete functions like a storm water infiltration basin and allows the storm water to infiltrate the soil over
a large area, thus facilitating recharge of precious groundwater supplies locally. All of these benefits lead to more
effective land use. Pervious concrete can also reduce the impact of development on trees. A pervious concrete
pavement allows the transfer of both water and air to root systems allowing trees to flourish even in highly
developed areas.

Construction
Pervious concrete consists of cement, coarse aggregate and water with little to no fine aggregates. The addition of a
small amount of sand will increase the strength. The mixture has a water-to-cement ratio of 0.28 to 0.40 with a void
content of 15 to 25 percent.
The correct quantity of water in the concrete is critical. A low water to cement ratio will increase the strength of the
concrete, but too little water may cause surface failure. A proper water content gives the mixture a wet-metallic
appearance. As this concrete is sensitive to water content, the mixture should be field checked. Entrained air may be
measured by a Rapid Air system, where the concrete is stained black and sections are analyzed under a microscope.
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Pervious concrete
A common flatwork form has riser strips on top such that the screed is 3/8-1/2 in. (9 to 12 mm) above final pavement
elevation. Mechanical screeds are preferable to manual. The riser strips are removed to guide compaction.
Immediately after screeding, the concrete is compacted to improve the bond and smooth the surface. Excessive
compaction of pervious concrete results in higher compressive strength, but lower porosity (and thus lower
permeability).
Jointing varies little from other concrete slabs. Joints are tooled with a rolling jointing tool prior to curing or saw cut
after curing. Curing consists of covering concrete with 6 mil. plastic sheeting within 20 minutes of concrete
discharge. However, this contributes to a substantial amount of waste sent to landfills. Alternatively, preconditioned
absorptive lightweight aggregate as well as internal curing admixture (ICA) have been used to effectively cure
pervious concrete without waste generation.

Testing and inspection
Pervious concrete has a common strength of 600 pounds per square inch (4,100 kPa) to 1,500 pounds per square inch
(10,000 kPa) though strengths up to 4,000 pounds per square inch (28,000 kPa) can be reached. There is no
standardized test for compressive strength.[3] Acceptance is based on the unit weight of a sample of poured concrete

using ASTM standard no. C1688.[4] An acceptable tolerance for the density is plus or minus 5 pounds (2.3 kg) of the
design density. Slump and air content tests are not applicable to pervious concrete because of the unique
composition. The designer of a storm water management plan should ensure that the pervious concrete is functioning
properly through visual observation of its drainage characteristics prior to opening of the facility.

Cold climates
Concerns over the resistance to the freeze-thaw cycle have limited the use of pervious concrete in cold weather
environments.[5] The rate of freezing in most applications is dictated by the local climate. Entrained air may help
protect the paste like in normal concrete. The addition of a small amount of fine aggregate to the mixture increases
the durability of the pervious concrete. Avoiding saturation during the freeze cycle is the key to the longevity of the
concrete. Related, having a well prepared 8 to 24 inch (200 to 600 mm) sub-base and drainage will reduce the
possibility of freeze-thaw damage.

Maintenance
To prevent reduction in permeability, pervious concrete needs to be cleaned regularly. Cleaning can be accomplished
through wetting the surface of the concrete and vacuum sweeping.
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Further reading
• US EPA. Office of Research and Development. "Research Highlights: Porous Pavements: Managing Rainwater
Runoff." (http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/news/news102008.html) October 17, 2008.

External links
• National Pervious Concrete Pavement Association (http://npcpa.org/)
• Pervious Concrete Blog (http://www.perviousblog.com/)
• Pervious Concrete Design Resources (http://www.perviouspavement.org/)
• American Concrete Institute (http://www.concrete.org/technical/green-building-resources.htm)
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